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My! personal! motivation! to! investigate! the! reliability! of! early! maps! came! from! my!
master! thesis! Integration! of! Remote! Sensing! and! Historical! Data! for! Coastal! Changes! in!
Cartagena!Bay!(Colombia),!2001.!Later!I!came!to!the!conclusion!that!more!work!needed!to!
be!done!in!order!to!investigate!how!accurate!and!reliable!old!cartographic!sources!are!




to! convey.! Doubts! arose! about! how! true! the! depiction! of! coastal! lines!was! and! how!
much!artistic!ambitions!got!in!the!way!of!cartographic!accuracy.!These!doubts!inhibit!
the!use!of!these!early!maps!as!data!sources!as!no!solid!conclusions!can!be!drawn!from!
them.! However,! as! I! researched! further! on! the! use! of! such!maps! as! a! data! source! I!
became! more! confident! in! their! trustworthiness.! I! was! advised! this! topic! of! study!
would!be!an!interesting!area!for!future!research.!Measuring!the!Historical!City!gave!me!the!






this! work! from! the! beginning! to! the! end,! giving! me! their! advice! and! sharing! their!
knowledge! and! experience! on! many! different! subjects.! ! John! for! his! advice! on!
structuring!the!project!and!applying!statistics!the!experiments!of!my!research,!also!for!
his! constant! support! during! all! these! years.! I! thank! Charles! for! his! valuable! advice!
regarding! the! historical! background,! his! valuable! comments,! ideas! and! experiences!
with!other!works,!which!helped!me!immensely!to!frame!my!research!appropriately!and!
to! obtain! interesting! results.! I! thank! you! both! for! your! kind! and! warm! words! and!
persistence! even! during! difficult! times.! All! your! comments,! sense! of! humor! and!
motivating!advice!had!a!great!positive!and!energizing!effect!on!me!and!encouraged!me!
deeply! to! finish! this! work.! You! were! both! pivotal! in! the! realization! of! this! thesis.! I!
would!also!like!to!offer!you!a!tremendous!‘thank!you’!for!the!amazing!patience!in!the!
revision! of! this! thesis,! especially! considering! my! Spanish! speaking! background.! I!
greatly!appreciate!the!time!you!spent!reviewing!it.!
In!Groningen,!during!the!first!stages!of!the!research!I!had!the!opportunity!to!get!advice!
from! Elwin! Koster,! who! directed!me! on!ways! to! approach! the! research! of! early! city!
 vi!
maps,!mostly!based!on!his!own!experience!in!work!on!the!city!of!Groningen.!I!want!to!
thank! him! for! his! guidance! and! support! on! the! set! up! of! the! technical! part! of! the!
project,!which!was!fundamental.!!
This! project! could! not! have! been! done! without! the! support! of! several! archives! and!
libraries!in!the!Netherlands.!During!the!course!of!this!research!I!had!access!to!different!
historical! archives! and! thereby! to! an! invaluable! collection! of! very! important! old!
documents! and! maps,! often! curated! with! restricted! access! and! kept! as! treasures! in!
libraries! and! archives.! My! thanks! go! to! different! people! at! The! Historisch! Centrum!
Overijssel! in! the! city! of! Zwolle,! who! facilitated! access! and! limited! handling! of! the!
material! from! the! Dutch! collection! De! TopografischKHistorische! Atlas,! which! was!
important! for! building! the! complete! research! project! based! on! the! case! study! of! the!
city!of!Zwolle.!At!a!later!stage!of!the!research!I!also!had!access!to!the!National!Library!
of!The!Hague!specifically!the!archive!ARA!(Nationaal!Archief/Algemeen!Rijksarchief!A.R.A,!
Min.!Oorlog.! Archie! Genie,! Plans! van!Vestingen! 16eeuwK1800),! which! complemented! and!
enriched! the! documentation! and!maps! initially! found! in! Zwolle.! Finally,! I! thank! the!
University!of!Leiden,!which!facilitated!access!to!the!early!maps!of!the!collection!Bodel!
Nijhuis.! Access! to! modern! data! was! also! fundamental! in! this! research,! which! was!
possible!through!the!digital!archive!Grootschalige!Basiskaart!(GBKN).!The!use!of!aerial!
photographs!was!also!made!possible!by!the!Municipality!of!Zwolle.!




experiments.! I! enjoyed! the!company!and! support!of! everyone!at! the!AlfaOInformatica!
department.!In!particular!I!want!to!thank!my!roommates!Wilbert,!Therese,!Dörte!and!
Jelle!with!whom! I! not! only! enjoyed! enthusiastic! and!warm!philosophical! discussions!
but!also!had!the!opportunity!to!share!a!bit!of!the!Colombian!culture,!which!was!a!topic!
of! discussion! on! several! occasions.! I! appreciate! immensely! the! time,! support! and!
friendship!they!offered!to!me.!!To!Wilbert!I!need!to!add!a!big!thanks!for!being!such!a!
great! supporter,! critic! and! contributor! to! the! statistical! approach! I! used! for! my!
experiments;! your! advice! and! insights! helped! me! immensely! in! understanding! the!
value! and!meaning! of!my! data,! which! I! used! to! derive! some! of! the!most! important!
conclusions.!Jelle,!I!was!very!glad!to!work!with!you!and!to!participate!in!your!project,!it!
was! a! very! rewarding! experience.! I! would! also! like! to! thank! everyone! in! the!
department,! John,! Gosse,! George,! Henny,! Gertjan,!MarkOJan,! Jörg,! Begoña,! Dicky,! Leonie,!
Lonneke,!Jori,!Gerlof,!Jelena,!Sveta,!Francisco,!Ismail,!Erik,!Therese,!Wilbert,!Jelle!and!Dörte,!




I! cannot! forget! the! Schildpad! group,! which! I! shared! with! Lonneke,! Jori,! Geoffrey,!
Ismail,! Jantien! and! ErikOJan! They! offered!more! than! just! encouragement;! they! were!
inspirational! in!keeping!us!all!on!schedule! (almost).!They!also!provided!a!vital!outlet!
for! the! stress! and! frustrations! met! along! the! PhD! journey.! I! enjoyed! our! meetings,!




the! opportunity! to! share! time! outside! the! university! grounds,! in! particular! playing!
sports!–!especially!my!favorite,!volleyball,!which!was!played!often!just!for!me!!Thanks!
to! all! sport! members! for! helping! me! keeping! fit! and! for! making! it! an! enjoyable!
experience!!I!would!also!like!to!thank!all!the!people!at!our!Wednesday!night!quiz!team.!
I! enjoyed! these! nights! immensely,! not! least! because! we! reached! the! top! of! the!
competition.! This! was! not! necessarily! because! of! me;! it! was! more! to! do! with! the!
inclusion!of!Jelle!(music)!and!of!course!Erik!who!became!unbeatable.!!!
It!was!without!any!doubt!a!great!experience!to!visit!the!National!library!of!Thessaloniki!
in! Greece,! and! to! interchange! ideas! with! the! working! group! headed! by! Professor! E.!
Livieratos!at!this!library.!This!visit!provided!very!important!input!for!my!research.!Part!
of! the! collaboration! was! the! creation! of! the! working! group! “Digital! Technologies! in!
Cartographic! Heritage,”! promoted! later! in! 2007! to! a! Commission! of! the! ICA!
(International! Cartographic! Association),! focused! on! topics! that! in! practical! matters!
are!a!very!important!in!the!study!of!early!maps.!I!sincerely!thank!Professor!Livieratos!
for!his!assertive!comments!and!suggestions!about!the!study!of!early!maps,!which!were!
not!only! interesting!but!which!also!helped!me! to!understand! that! I!was!going! in! the!
right! direction! in! the! course! of!my! research.! Not! only! from! a! professional,! but! also!






Many! other! people! supported! in! one! way! or! another! during! this! research! project.!
Anders!Wästfelt! and! his! paper! “Rectification! of! historical! maps! and! urban! plans! in!
GIS”,! gave!me! a! very! important! insight! into! the! kind! of! transformations! to! apply! on!
early! maps,! which! was! well! complemented! by! the! work! of! Bernard! Jenny! and! his!





books,! and! files! and! the!difficulties! in!handling!administrative! issues!were!difficult.! I!
thank! everyone! that! kept! in! contact!with!me! and!helped!me! in! one!way! or! another,!
especially! to!Dörte,! who!was! a! great! support! during! this! time.! Also,! a! big! thanks! to!
Wyke! van! der! Meer! for! all! the! administrative! work! you! did! for! me! when! I! was! in!
Groningen! and! afterwards;! and! particularly! to! Çağrı! who! helped! me! to! keep! my!
registration!within!the!university!more!than!once,!and!with!it!access!to!digital!files!and!
other!university!services.!My!thanks!also!go!to!the!helpdesk,!and!to!Vincent!B.,!for!the!




Living! as! an! expat! has! its! rewards! but! also! its! complications.! Moving! to! a! different!
country! while! writing! a! dissertation! is! certainly! not! the! best! move! step! can! make.!
Besides! the! difference! in! time! zones! and! its! implications! for! communication! and!









of!material! needed! for! the! defense! of! this! thesis.!Wilbert,! Jori,! you! have! been! a! real!
help,! and! I! don’t! know! how! to! thank! you! for! all! your! effort! and! all! the! time! you!
dedicated!to!this!process.!!
I! am! indebted! to! the!members! of!my! reading! committee:! Prof.! Ian!Gregory,! Prof.! L.!
Hacquebord! and! Prof.! E.! Livieratos,! for! the! time! and! effort! they! spent! reading! the!
thesis!and!approving!it!in!such!a!short!time.!!
Last! but! not! least! I! want! to! thank! my! family,! my! kids! and! my! husband,! for!
understanding!the!mood!changes!and!stress!that!were!caused!by!dealing!with!the!very!
slow! and! frustrating!writing! process!which! proceeded! in! parallel! to! the! fully! booked!
daily!life!in!Perth.!Thanks!for!all!the!time!you!gave!me!to!be!able!to!complete!this!book.!
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P14N12).!The!red!value!is!minimal,!followed!by!dark!blue,!light!blue!and!green!in!that!order.!.!258!
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There! is! a! great! variety! in! the! ways! mapmakers! depicted! towns! in! the! past.! The! skills! and!
intentions! of! the! cartographers,! when! focused! on! the! various! functions! of! the! maps,! often!




embedded! in!multiple! shapes! and! views.! In! a! general! sense,! we! can! look! at!maps! not! only! as!
spatial! tools,! but! also! as! information! tools.! In! addition! to! being! historical! or! spatial! sources,!
early!city!maps!can!deliver! important! information!about!the!past!configuration!of!the!city!and!
its! surroundings! –! whether! real,! planned! or! artistically! depicted.! They! may! also! contain!
information!on!events!or!other!related!information!regarding!a!certain!period!of!time.!!However,!
early!maps!are!different! in!nature! from!modern!maps!and!have!different!characteristics.!Early!
maps,! even! when! using! similar! techniques,! differ! in! coverage,! scale,! attributes,! and! most!
importantly! in! the!way!they!were!prepared!to!satisfy! the!needs!of!different!users.! ! In! the!same!








this! cannot! be! separated! from! the! original!map’s! function! and! its! context! of! use.! Combining!
technique!with!historical!knowledge!about!how!maps!were!made! in!the!past!will!help! interpret!
and! give!meaning! to! the! content! of!maps.! It! will! also! help! to! find! patterns! and! relationships!
between!errors!and!feature!representations.!!
!
Early! maps! and! other! cartographic! materials! have! traditionally! been! a! subject! of! study! by!
historians!and,!more!recently,!researchers!from!several!other!disciplines.!These!maps,!combining!
art!and!vast!knowledge!of!surveying!and!cartography,!represent!important!spatial!and!historical!
sources! for! historical,! archaeological,! cultural! research,! restoration! works! and! many! other!
applications.!There!is!no!doubt!that!with!the!growth!of!computer!assisted!cartography,!including!
  2!
the! use! of! Geographic! Information! Systems! (GIS)! technology,! the! use! of! early! maps! as!
information!sources! is! increasingly!common.!Furthermore,! the!public!availability!of!webKbased!







Is! the! depicted! information! distorted! or! accurate?! How!much! of! the! information! in! the!map!
represents! the!historic! situation!as! far!as!we!know! it! and!how!much! (and!which! information)!




information.! Users! of! maps! also! need! to! understand! that! an! accurate! map,! from! the! spatial!







in! analytical! way! by!map! users.! As! spatial! sources,! early!maps! tend! to! be! used! as! such,! and!
reliability!may!indeed!not!be!an!issue!in!relation!to!their!use.!Furthermore,!there!is!not!a!defined!
methodology! as! to! how! to! approach! the! study! of! the! reliability! of! early!maps!which! combine!




maps!depends!on! several! issues,! but!primarily!on! the!purpose! that!moves! the!user! to! reKuse!a!
map.!!There!are!several!uses!of!maps,!and!a!particular!map!can!contribute!to!these!uses!in!very!
different! ways.! A! map! that! is! accurate! or! reliable! for! one! purpose! may! be! inaccurate! or!
unreliable! for! a! different! one.! Dimensions! of! the! use! and! reKuse! of!maps! will! determine! their!
reliability! and! accuracy! to! great! extent.! !Neither! accuracy!nor! reliability! is! an! absolute! value,!





made! during! the! 17th! and! 18th! centuries! which! might! be! used! as! input! for! particular!
  3!
applications,+ including+ virtual+ re2constructions+ of+ cities.+We+ took+ into+ account+ that+ historical+
sources,+ especially+ early+ maps,+ have+ their+ own+ characteristics+ and+ limitations,+ and+ that+
information+linked+to+the+making+of+a+map+can+be+limited+or+even+non2existent.+This+can+lead+to+a+







in+ particular+ applications.+ Preparation+ and+ research+ into+ the+material+ and+ documentation,+ as+
found+in+the+archives,+is+also+fundamental.+In+our+methodical+approach+we+compared+early+maps+
and+ modern+ cartographical+ products+ methodically+ by+ using+ modern+ techniques+ of+ geo2
processing+ and+ spatial+ analysis.+ These+ techniques+ and+ analyses+ covered+ different+ stages,+
including+ data+ acquisition,+ data+ processing,+ integration,+ analysis+ and+ evaluation.+ In+ this+ way,+





(2001:+ 133),+ we+ used+ the+ 1830’s+ cadastral+ maps+ as+ the+ most+ highly+ accurate+ source+ available+
around+ the+ time+ the+cities+were+depicted.+These+maps+ represent+ the+most+ reliable+ intermediate+






depicted+ with+ the+ greater+ accuracy+ than+ those+ with+ lower+ priority.+ + This+ is+ not+ only+ due+ to+





Research+ into+how+ land+ surveying+and+mapmaking+has+been+carried+out+ in+ the+past,+ reviewing+
how+ surveyors+ took+ measurements+ at+ that+ time,+ and+ the+ precision+ with+ which+ cities+ were+
mapped.+It+provided+knowledge+of+the+methods+applied+in+the+past+to+represent+Dutch+cities.+This+
information+ could+ then+ be+used+ to+ clarify+ the+ cause+ of+ possible+ errors+ and+ to+ propose+ possible+
solutions+ that+ become+ apparent+ the+moment+ the+ researcher+ starts+ using+ tools+ such+ as+GIS+ or+
geo2processing+software,+in+addition+to+other+digital+techniques.+From+the+understanding+of+how+










correspondent! use! of! a! digital! version! of! the! early! map! is! still! necessary.! Effects! of! digital!
processing!on!the!reliability!of!the!source!should!be!taken!into!account!at!the!time!of!performing!
a!final!assessment.!For!this!reason,!the!need!to!use!the!original!map!source!should!be!stressed.!It!
may!help! to!highlight!changes!acquired!during!digital!processing!and!separate! them! from!real!
characteristics!of! the!map.! Ideally,! the!original!map! should!accompany! the! complete! research!
process!but!due! to! the! fragile!nature!of! early! sources!and! the! restrictions!of!use!and!handling!
they!have,!it!becomes!more!feasible!to!use!the!first!digital!copy!acquired!rather!than!the!original!




transformations! was! preferred! to! more! sophisticated! ones,! as! the! intention! was! to! reflect! as!
many!of!the!original!properties!of!the!early!maps!as!directly!as!possible.!
!
Finally,! it! is! important! to! highlight! that! our! treatment! is! based! on! a! reliability! assessment! of!
early!city!maps!“prior”!to!their!use! in!particular!applications,! including!GIS.!This! is!the!reason!
why!this!proposal!is!not!based!only!on!a!GIS!application,!as!it!is!considered!that!this!assessment!
is!necessary!to!define!the!boundaries!of!use,!defining!to!what!extent!users!can!or!cannot!make!
use!of! these!maps.!This!will! assist!users! in!making!decisions!about! the!use!of! early!maps!and!
help! them! select! appropriate! maps! to! fit! their! own! requirements! and! expectations.! A! more!
thorough! knowledge! of! how! accurate! and! reliable! an! early! map! is! will! help! solve! several!
uncertainties!about!maps!and!benefit!the!user,!avoiding!the!time!consuming!task!of!conducting!
research!based!on!a!source!that!does!not!meet!specific!requirements.!!Moreover,!this!knowledge!
will! also! promote! user! confidence! in! the! selected! maps,! which! will! also! be! reflected! in!




The! term! “quantitative! accuracy”! or! positional! accuracy! introduced! by! Maling! (1989)!














1832! as! an! intermediate! one.! We! took! into! account! that! the! nature! of! early! maps! is! very!
different! from!modern!maps!and!even!more! importantly,! that! these!kinds!of!maps!met!very!
few!or! even!none!of! the! specifications!we!normally! find! in!modern!maps! (e.g.! indication!of!
accuracy,! geographic! references! and! even! scale).!Although!new!accuracy! specifications!have!
been!developed!(e.g.!for!large!scale!maps!by!the!American!Society!for!Photogrammetric!maps!
and!Remote!Sensing!(ASPRS,!http://www.asprs.org/),!adjusting!to!technology!changes!and!use!
of!digital!data,! the! application!of!procedures! to! early!maps!needs! a!different! approach! than!
those!that!are!applied!to!modern!maps.!!
Different! opinions! about! the! definition! of! the! terms! reliability! and! accuracy! are! most!
frequently! associated! with! data! quality! in! a! direct! link! to! GIS! applications! and! to! data!
visualization.! Despite! these! differences,! a! striking! consensus! in! the! opinions! can! be!




generic! scheme,! since! such! a! scheme! cannot! satisfy! the! goals! and! circumstances! of! every!
individual!project.!We!decided!to!use!the!procedure!clearly!defined!in!the!Positional!Accuracy!
Handbook!from!the!Minnesota!Governor's!Council!on!Geographic!Information!(1999),!which!
shows! how! positional! accuracy! can! be! measured! and! reported! for! databases! that! contain!




twoOdimensional! representation!of! a!more! complex! 3Odimensional! surface.!This! is! especially!
important!in!contoured!(nonOflat)!areas!in!which!the!relief!of!the!landscape!has!an!additional!
effect!on!the!representation.!We!also!consider!that!other!criteria!and!standards!applicable!to!
modern!maps!may! not! be! applied! directly! to! early!maps.! First!we! need! to! understand! that!
early!maps!are!unlikely! to!meet! the!accuracy!standards! that!a!modern!map!ought! to!satisfy.!
Conversely,!early!maps!are!unlikely!to!show!the!same!accuracy!throughout!the!map,!so!that!it!
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is! not! sensible! to! indicate! accuracy! with! one! simple! (global)! value.! Furthermore! values! of!
accuracy!vary!throughout!the!map!not!only!with!respect!to! its!specific!parts!but!also!among!
features!in!the!map,!which!might!show!both!high!and!low!accuracy!levels.!!
Procedures! for! selecting! samples,! commonly! used! in! modern! geoOprocessing,! might! also!
generate!problems!and!the!user!may!find!that!selecting!random!samples!or!systematic!sets!of!
objects!are!not!suitable!procedures!for!early!maps.!!Because!accuracy!(as!well!as!the!map!scale)!
is! variable! in! the! map,! we! need! to! assess! accuracy! differently.! Users! of! maps! and! other!
cartographical!materials,!who!are!involved!in!spatial!analysis!processes,!know!how!easy!it!is!to!
manipulate! digital! data! in! order! to! “adjust”! it! to! particular! requirements.! Commercial!
packages! as! Photoshop! facilitate! the! process! of! transforming! an! image! to!make! it! radically!
different.!Changing!color,!shape!and!other!physical!attributes!of!the!image!are!nowadaysOeasy!
tasks!offered!by!different!software!packages.!Commercial!software!offers! innumerable!digital!
tools! that! help!users! to! reach! the! boundaries! of! the! imagination.! !However,! the!user! is! not!
always! aware! of! the! kind!of! processes! involved! in!moving! from! “before”! to! “after”! in! digital!
changes.!Digital! transformations!are!based!on!mathematical!models!that!make! it!possible!to!
distort!original! images! till! the!desired!product! is!obtained.!The!kinds!of!distortions!can!also!
easily!be!applied!to!maps!making!it!possible!to!“adjust”!them!to!the!users!needs.!In!some!cases!
this! means! deliberately! manipulating! the! content! of! the! map,! in! other! cases! it! happens!
unconsciously.! Whether! or! not! the! user! is! interested! in! what! happened! in! intermediate!
processes!that!lead!to!a!final!product,!those!processes!contribute!to!defining!the!quality!of!the!
source! and! the! maps’! “real”! fitness! for! use! as! historical! or! spatial! sources! for! particular!
applications!or!research.!!
Research! on! how! a! specific! source! serves! specific! purposes! involves! different! stages.! These!
stages!concern!the!original!process!of!map!production!but!also!the!digital!process!during!and!
after!digital!acquisition.!A!detailed!knowledge!of!map!manipulations!and!handling!during!all!
these! processes! will! make! the! user! aware! of! possible! errors! and! mistakes! that! might! have!
taken!place!at!one!or!several!stages.!In!the!original!proposal!for!this!project!we!noted:!“Errors!
















about! their!mapmaking! in!books! and!materials!used! for! the!education!of! the! surveyors! and!
military!engineers!in!the!past.!Documentation!from!the!first!school!for!military!engineers!and!
surveyors! in! 1600,! known!as! the!Duytsche!Mathematique,! is! still! available.!The!user!of! early!






accuracy! in! the! sense! of! space.! Although! we! consider! it! valid! to! approach! historical! and!
technical! backgrounds!of! the! early!maps! separately,! the! validity!of! the! spatial! assessment! is!
not! completely! independent! of! the! historical! evidence,! since! research! needs! to! be! done! in!
order!to!understand!the!content!of!a!map!and!the!technical!historical!background.! It! is!also!






information,! together!with! the!user’s!purpose! in! reOusing!a!map!will!help! the!assessment!of!
how!suitable!a!map!is!for!particular!applications!and!will!increase!users’!confidence!to!include!
early!maps!as!reliable!sources!for!particular!applications.!
Early! city!maps!made!by!different!mapmakers! served!a!diverse!number!of! functions!varying!
from! commercial! to! artistic! and! other! more! technical! purposes,! such! as! support! for!
engineering.! An! overview! of! a! variety! of! city!maps!made! in! Netherlands! from! 17th! century!
onwards,!including!maps!made!using!a!diversity!of!drawings,!techniques!and!styles!was!used!
as!a!basis!to!select!typical!case!studies!in!this!research.!!Using!a!set!of!early!Dutch!city!maps,!
we! analyzed! the! spatial! properties! of! these! maps! and! their! depiction! of! the! city! as! a! real!
landscape!and!as!an!historical!source.!!We!applied!modern!technology!to!early!maps!using!a!
specific!and!limited!selection!of!methods!and!techniques!to!explore!the!content!of!the!maps.!
By! using! different! techniques! of! geoOprocessing! combined! with! procedures! of! spatial!













This! project! aims! to! understand! how! the! accuracy! and! reliability! of! early! city!maps! can! be!
assessed!in!order!to!gain!better!and!perhaps!even!new!insights!on!how!to!look!at!early!maps!as!
sources! of! information! that! support! further! research.! This! will! help! the! user! to! define! the!
extent!but!also! the! limitations!of!using!maps!as! spatial!and!historical! sources.!This! includes!
studying!how!to!recognize!errors,!distortions!or!differences!of!what! is!depicted! in!maps!and!
how! to! determine! what! was! then! “real”! spatially! (landscape).! With! respect! to! historical!
background,! and!most! importantly,! errors! and!distortions,!we!wish! to!understand!why! they!





and! to! refine! the! processes! of! rectification,! interpretation! and! analysis! of! reliability! of! early!




We!have! formulated! some! research! questions,!which!we!discuss! in!what! follows.!Generally,!







distortions! in! early! maps.! ! This! first! question! led! inexorably! to! a! methodologically! prior!
question,!namely:!
(2) How!can!one!assess!the!reliability!of!early!maps?!
To! decide!which! is! the!most! appropriate!method! to! use! in! assessing! the! reliability! of! early!
maps,! this!thesis! includes!research!on!different!technical!approaches!of!geoOprocessing.!This!
includes! inter! alia! the! testing! of! transformation! methods! needed! for! the! assignment! of!
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We! asked! this! in! order! to! get! answers! about! how! the! historical! source! is! transformed! and!
distorted! (deliberately! or! unconsciously)! from! its! original! version! and! how! that! distortion!
influences! the! reliability! of! the! final! product.! This! research! acknowledges! that! the!method!
should! combine! visual! and! qualitative! analysis! of! the! maps! together! with! geometrical!
correction.!
Most! of! the! work! in! this! thesis! focused! on! the! spatial! problem! solving.! Other! questions!
derived!from!that!process!include:!
What! standard! procedures! of! image! processing! or! geoEprocessing! can! best! be! used! in! this!
case?! It!also! includes!more!specific!questions,! such!as!how!many!geoEcontrol!points! (GCP’s)!
points! should! be! used! for! geoEreferencing! and! where! the! best! location! is! for! taking! these!
measurements.!
(4) How!should!these!procedures!be! linked!to!the!historical!context! in!order!to!obtain!a!
more!reliable!product?!!
Comparing! different! kinds! of!maps! depicting! the! same! area! but! from!different!mapmakers,!
who!used!different!land!surveying!techniques;!or!who!worked!at!different!periods!of!time,!is!a!
difficult!task!if!the!comparison!involves!early!maps.!!
Urban! historical! information! has! traditionally! been! drawn! from! early!maps,!which! can! give!









techniques! used! in! the! past! or! to! infer! them,! it! will! be! possible! to! assign! cartographic!
attributes! that! allow! us! to! transform! the! historical! source! into! a! product! with! the!
characteristics! of!modern! cartography.! This!makes! comparisons! between! early! and!modern!







determine! that! reliability! will! be! tested.! Based! on! this! case! study! we! consider! how! the!
methodology! can! be! refined! and! how! that! might! lead! to! a! more! reliable! use! of! historical!
cartographical!information!will!be!performed.!!
(6) How! do! digital! urban! reconstructions! relate! to! the! original! or! to! the! contemporary!
situation?!!





research! or! design.! Unfortunately! there! exists! neither! a! good! standard! to! measure! the!
accuracy! of! early! maps,! nor! is! it! fully! clear! what! the! results! of! standardized! tests! (like!





the! time!when! the!maps! that! are! object! of! this! study! where!made,! including! the! cadastral!
maps!of!1800’s,!which!are!used!as!an!intermediate!between!the!modern!and!old!cartography.!
We!reduced!our!study!to!largeXscale!maps!which!in!principle!have!minimal!distortions!due!to!
the!projection.!These!maps! of! our! cases! study! are! currently! catalogued! as! urban!maps!with!
scales!that!vary!from!approx.!1:2500!to!ca.!1:4000.!The!maps!of!our!case!studies!were!made!by!
different!mapmakers! in!different!periods!of! time.!They!cover! the!city! as! a!whole,! varying! in!
representation! not! only! because! they! refer! to! different! cities! but! because! of! differences! in!
mapmaking!techniques!and!most!importantly!because!of!the!different!functions!of!the!maps.!
Some!of! these!maps! focus!only!on!specific!areas!or! specific! features!of! the!city! (as!city!wall,!
fortifications!work,!internal!part!of!the!city)!while!others!contain!very!detailed!information!of!
the!complete!city.!The!complete!research!is!built!up!on!historical!material!which!was!obtained!
from! different! historical! collections! around! the! Netherlands.! In! our! choice! of! maps,! we!







methodology.! Furthermore! it! provides! an! overview! of! the! data! source! and! the! historical!
context.!In!this!chapter!several!sources!are!introduced!as!technical!and!informational!support!
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for! this! research.!We! have!made! a! simple! distinction! between! sources! in! the!most! general!
context! of! this! research:! technical! and! historical.! We! also! consider! other! sources! where!
modern!techniques!of!spatial!analysis!are!combined!with!the!historical!background!to!find!an!
explanation! for! the! reliability! and! accuracy! of! maps.! We! distinguished! four! main! sorts! of!
research:! The! first! is! related! to! history! including! the! history! of! Dutch! cartography! and!
specifically! the! process! of! Dutch!mapOmaking;! the! second! regards!modern! computerOaided!
techniques!of!spatial!analysis;!the!third!is!based!on!works!on!assessing!reliability!and!accuracy;!
and!finally!the!fourth!describes!research!that!integrates!topics!of!the!previous!sorts.!Some!of!







characteristics!of! types!of! city!maps!and! the!effect! these!characteristics!might!have!on! their!
reliability.!Different!categories!of!maps!or!map!typologies!are!described!in!sections!3.3,!3.4!and!
3.5.! Map! typologies! are! introduced,! meaning! the! different! kinds! of! maps! in! the! history! of!
Dutch!cartography!during!16th!to!18th!centuries,!regarding!mapmaking,!function!and!(re)Ouse!
of!maps,!and!based!mostly!on!existing!Dutch!literature.!In!the!last!part!of!this!chapter!(section!
3.7),! general! issues! regarding! the! comparison! between! early! and! modern! sources! are!
discussed.!This!includes!implications!for!accuracy!in!early!maps!and!problems!and!difficulties!
that!arise!when!early!maps!are!compared!to!other!sources.!





differences! in! reliability.! This! chapter! shows! the! technical! procedures! applied! to! different!
sources!used!in!the!case!studies!for!digital!processing!to!establish!spatial!relationships.!In!the!
first! part! of! this! chapter! we! focus! on! the! description! of! the! sources! used! as! basis! of! this!
research! (section! 4.1).! Later,! general! and! detailed! descriptions! of! the! method! are! given! in!
section!4.2.!This!part!shows!the!different!stages!of!data!processing,!including!data!acquisition!
(section! 4.2.1).! GeoOprocessing! of! early! and! modern! sources! for! horizontal! accuracy!
assessment!is!described!in!section!4.5,!including!issues!regarding!the!identification!of!control!
(section!4.5.3)!and!checkpoints!(section!4.5.4),!and!digital!transformations!(4.5.5.1).!In!section!
4.6,! we! describe! the! pointObased! quantitative! analysis! we! used! to! link! positional! errors! to!
classified! features! in! finding! the! relationship! between! accuracy! and! map! function.! This!
chapter! presents! the! general! procedure! applied! to! early! maps! for! measuring! horizontal!
accuracy!based!on!accuracy!standards!which!are!explain!in!detail!in!chapter!5.!
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Chapter!5.!Horizontal!Accuracy!Standards! in!Old!Dutch!City!Maps.!This! chapter! focuses!on!
the! description! of! the! National! Standard! for! Spatial! Data! Accuracy! (NSSDA)! used! for! the!







accuracy! of! objects! (features)! depicted! in! early!maps! are! directly! linked! to! the! importance!
mapmakers! attached! to! them!and! that! objects! are! depicted!with! different! levels! of! priority.!
This!means!that!objects!depicted!with!lower!accuracy!were!less!important!(had!low!priority)!
while!more! important!objects!will!be!depicted!with!greater!accuracy! (reflecting! their!higher!
priority).!!
Chapter!6.!Pilot!Study!Zwolle.!Chapter!6!describes! in!detail! the!application!of! the!proposed!
method!(chapter!4)! to!a!set!of!six!maps!of! the!old!city!center!of!Zwolle! in!the! 17th!and!18th!
centuries.!This!city!was!chosen!as!a!pilot!study!to!build!a!basic!procedure!to!extend!to!other!
Dutch! cities.! This! chapter! concentrates! on! the! technical! context! behind! the! reliability!
assessment.! With! this! procedure! we! aimed! to! establish! the! correspondence! between!
measurements!taken!from!paper!original!maps!and!in!the!digital!maps;!to!find!good!reference!
points!in!order!to!make!comparisons!between!early!maps;!to!find!similarities!and!differences!
between! representations! of! the!bastions! in! the! selected! set! of!maps;! to!make! a! quantitative!
analysis!of!accuracy!between!and!within!maps!and!to!determine!the!degree!of!correspondence!
among! the! various!maps.! In! the! first! part! of! the! chapter! we! present! the! research!material!
including! the! six! early! city!maps,! the! cadastral!map! from! 1832,! and!modern! data.! Later,!we!
approach!the!results!obtained!from!the!different!stages!of!the!technical!procedure!which!focus!
on! the! study! of! positional! accuracy! in! these! early! maps! which! includes! global! and! local!
analysis!of!maps.!!
Chapter!7.!Case!study!Leiden.!Following!a!procedure!similar!to!the!one!used!for!the!maps!of!













conclusions! aiming! to! identify!patterns!between!maps,! authors,!mapmaking,! land! surveying!
methods!and!schools,!map!function!and!time.!Finally,!concluding!remarks!and!future!work!are!
also!part!of!this!chapter.!









The! subject!of! reliability!has!been!approached!differently! in! several!works! in! relation! to!maps.!
Spatial! accuracy! has! also! been! studied,! especially! in! contemporary! works,! using! modern!
techniques!of!spatial!analysis.!Simplistically,!horizontal!accuracy,! the!x!and!y!dimensions,!can!
be!defined!by!the!positional!accuracy!of!the!data!(see!chapter!5),!i.e.,!the!difference!between!the!
positions!of! the!objects! in!one! set!of! data! compared! to! their! positions! in! reality!or! in!another!
known,! higher! quality! dataset,!while! reliability! is! linked! to! the! consistency! and! validity! of! the!














amongst! others).! Others! cover! the! subject! in! a! more! theoretical! way! focusing! on! how! the!
research! of! early! maps! should! be! approached! (e.g.! ! Koeman,! 1985;! Donkerslot! de! Vrij,! 2003;!
Knowles,! 2000;!Gregory!2003).!The!coverage!of! some!studies!also!differs! in! terms!of! scale!and!
types!of!maps!(typology,!e.g.!Balletti,!2001;!Balletti!et!al.,!2000,!2001,!2006!and!Boutoura,!2006).!!
Scale! is!an! important! issue!when!studying!maps!since!aspects!that!might!be!necessary!to!take!
into!account!for!smallKscale!maps!might!not!be!necessary!or!have!minimal!effect!on!large!scale!
maps.!This!for!example!is!the!case!for!global!projections,!which!will!have!an!important!effect!on!
smallKscale!maps! but! not! on! largeKscale!maps.! ! The! type! of!map! is! also! an! issue.! Procedures!
applied!to!nautical!charts!for!example,!might!not!be!applicable!to!city!maps!because!they!have!
different!properties!and!were!made!in!different!ways.!Procedures!applied!to!maps!after!the!18th!
century! differ! from! procedures! applied! to!maps!made! before! the! 18th! century.! This! is!mainly!
because! in!the!early! 18th!century!there!was!a!change! in!the!way!maps!were!made,! introducing!
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new! methodologies! and! techniques! which! are! more! similar! to! what! we! know! nowadays! as!
opposed! to! prior! to! this! period.! This! highlights! the! lesson! that,! although! there! are! several!
important!general!considerations,!accuracy!and!reliability!need!to!be!examined!individually!for!
each!particular!map.!!In!spite!of!this!overarching!need!for!attention!to!individual!detail,!we!found!
important! information! in! several! studies.!These! studies!are!discussed! in! this! chapter.!Another!
study! worth! mentioning! is! the! one! by! Lloyd! and! Lilley! (2009),! on! cartographic! veracity! in!
medieval! mapping! focused! in! the! Gough!Map! of! Great! Britain.! The! study! explores! statistical!
approaches! for!assessing!the!relative!accuracy!of!medieval!mapping!by!analyzing!geographical!
variation! at! a! regional! scale.! Results! from! the! analyses! show! that! distortion! varies! unevenly!
when!viewed!geographically!and!that!spatial!variations!in!cartographic!veracity!are!complex.!
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variation! is! the!result!of!differences! in!private!training,! in!the!backgrounds!of! the!surveyors,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




and! Zandvliet,! 1987).! Some! of! the! instructional! material! of! the! professors! of! the!Duytsche!




Documents! on! the! subject! of! the! engineers’! training! represent! important! sources.! The!
documents! with! reference! to! the! Duytsche! Mathematique! contain! important! information!
related!to!the!making!of!the!Old!Dutch!city!maps.!The!Duytsche!Mathematique!was!the!first!
school! for!military! engineers! and! surveyors,! started! in! 1600! at! Leiden!University.! It! focused!
mainly!on!the!practice!of!land!surveying!and!fortification.!Engineers!were!taught!the!basics!of!
mathematics,! land!surveying!and!map!making! in!Dutch!(Van!den!Heuvel,! 1991).!At!different!
stages!students!were!trained!in!the!theory!plus!the!practical!foundation!of!land!surveying!and!
map!making,!thereby!gaining!experience!in!both!fields!(Van!den!Heuvel,!2008).!!We!can!also!
mention!manuscripts! such! as! the! one! by! P.! Van! Schooten! (Van! de! Fortificatie,! 1656)!which!
gives!an! impression!of!education! in! fortification!according! to!what!was! taught! in! the!Dutch!
school!at!that!time.!This!subject!is!extensively!discussed!in!modern!documents!(Taverne,!1978;!
Van! Maanen,! 1987;! Van! den! Heuvel,! 1991,! 2008;! Westra,! 1992;! Reinders,! 1995),! providing!






is! included! in! what! is! known! as! historical! evidence! (see! chapter! 3).! This! subject! has! been!
discussed!by!several!authors!including!Koeman,!1968;!Harley,!1968;!Prunty,!2004;!Wallace!and!
Van!den!Heuvel,!2005;!and!Van!den!Heuvel,!2006,!amongst!others.!With!respect!to!historical!
evidence! several! map! classifications,! known! as! map! typologies,! have! been! proposed.! Map!
typologies! classify! maps! according! to! their! content! to! facilitate! their! differentiation.! This!
research! includes! typologies! specifically! concerning! the! city! maps! in! the! history! of! Dutch!
cartography!during! 16th! to! 18th! centuries,! in! relation! to!mapmaking,! function!and! (re)Ouse!of!
maps!(see!chapter!3,!sections!3.3,!3.4!and!3.5).!Both!historical!background!and!map!typologies!






In! the!study!of! the!historical!background!of!Dutch!maps! for! the!cities!of!Zwolle!and!Leiden!
(chapters!6,!7),!it!was!crucial!that!the!access!we!had!was!not!only!to!the!maps!themselves,!but!
also!to!the!additional!source!material!accompanying!the!maps!such!as!the!treatises,!surveyors!
notes,! drafts! and! other! documents! (e.g! the!document:! Geometria! ofte!meetconst,! gedicteert!
doer! Nicolaum! ten! Have,! conrectorem! schola! Zwollana,! dated! 1641! with! illustrations! of! the!
methods!of!measuring!angles!and!distances! to!high! towers!during! the!mapping!of! the!city).!!
The!Historische!Centrum!Overijssel!was!our!main!focal!point!for!the!city!of!Zwolle.!!The!library!
at! the! University! of! Leiden! and! in! particular! the! Collection! Bodel! Nijenhuis,! was! the! main!
source!for!the!city!of!Leiden.!Other!important!sources!were!the!Archive!of!the!municipality!of!
Leiden! (Regionaal! Archief! Leiden)! and! the! National! Archive! of! The! Hague! (Algemeen!
Rijksarchief! A.R.A,! Min.! Oorlog.! Archie! Genie,! Plans! van! Vestingen! 16eeuwK1800).! As! it! is!
common!for!the!original!maps!to!be!relocated!to!different!collections,!it!is!necessary!to!trace!
the!provenance!of!these!documents!back!to!other!local,!national!or!international!collections.!!
The! books! Stad! in! Kaart! (1984)! and! Stadsplattegronden! (1987),! include! important! material!





Bolwercken! (Paper! Bulwarks,! 1991)! and! E.! Koster! Stadsmorfologie! (2001).! The! first! work! is!
focused! on! the! influence! and!practice! of! Italian! town!planning! and! fortification! in! the! Low!
Countries.! It! covers! the! period! 1540! to! 1609! and! the! functionality! of! drawings.! It! includes!
aspects!of!Italian!town!planning!and!military!architecture!as!practiced!in!the!Netherlands.!In!
this! study! existing! and! new! typologies! of! fortification! plans! and! architectural! drawings! are!
combined! to! refine! some! categories! of! military! topographical! maps! and! town! plans.! The!
second! work! concentrates! on! the! history! of! urban! development,! including! methods! and!




important! starting! points! for! formulating! this! research,! particularly! in! establishing! a! link!





maps!used! to! sketch! the!urban!development!of!Heusden.! In!particular,! she!analyzes!Blaeu’s!
(1649)!map! in! a!way!which! shows! similar! results! to! the! ones! obtained! in! this! study! for! the!
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by!T.!Campbell! (1994).! In! this! book! several! early!maps!of! the! island!of!Cyprus! are! critically!
examined.!This!book!also! represents! an! important! source!on!how! to! approach! the!meaning!
and! content! of! early! maps,! without! forgetting! the! human! influences! on! mapmaking.! We!
should! also!mention! the!work! of! J.!Wright! (1942)! ‘Map!Makers!Are!Humans’,! in! relation! to!









for! land! surveying! and!mapping!were! implemented! in! the!Netherlands.! Additionally! in! the!
early! 19th! century! there! were! new! taxation! laws! resulting! in! the! creation! of! new! cadastral!
plans!called!Minuutplans.!Cadastral!plans!made!before!the!time!of!the!minuutplans!were!made!
very! quickly! and! inaccurately.! They! lack! sufficient! reliability! and/or! do! not! reflect! the!
structure! of! plots! (Koster,! 2001:104,133).!Other! reasons!mentioned!by!Ratsma! (1987:! 42)! and!
Koeman! (1983:! 229)! as! to! why! minuutplans! are! unsuitable! for! cartographic! applications!
include! the! inconvenience! of! the!material! used! to!make! the!maps;! the! lack! of! a! systematic!









between! early! and! modern! maps.! In! order! to! implement! this! proposal,! it! is! important! to!
consider! the!difference!between! cadastral!maps!made!before! and! after! the!beginning!of! the!
19th! century.! The! importance! of! recognizing! the! differences! between! both! types! of! maps!
relates!to!their!spatial!accuracy!and!reliability.!The!use!of!the!cadastral!plans!made!in!1832!is!
motivated!by!different!considerations.!!Historically,!many!European!cities!at!that!moment!still!
had! a! structure! and! form! similar! to! the! one! they! had! had! at! the! end! of! the! Middle! Ages!
(Koster,!2001:!124),!which!make!them!comparable!to!earlier!situations.!Cadastral!maps!of!1832!
are! in!many!cases!the!most!reliable!and!earliest!plans!that!depict! the!detailed! layOout!of! the!
city;! they! often! show! the! fortifications! which! are! important! reference! points! for! the! urban!
layout!between!the!early!map!and!present!representations,!and!they!are!made!according!to!a!
standardized!procedure! and!a!on! similar! scale!which!allows! for! comparative! analyses!of! the!
morphology!of!Dutch!cities.!They!are!also!used!because!their!depiction!of!the!city!at!this!time!
was!the!most!accurate.!!
In!spite!of! the!proposal! to!use! the!early!cadastral!maps!of! 1830’s!as! intermediate!sources! for!











of! this!data.!On!this!basis! it!was!possible! to!carryOout! the!registration!of! the!earlier!data! (as!
well!the!cadastral!plan!and!the!17th!century!maps)!with!great!precision.!GBKN!maps!of!Leiden!
were!also!acquired!from!their!respective!municipalities.!!!
2.1.2. Modern! computerKaided! techniques! of! spatial! analysis! including! visualization,! geoK
processing!and!GIS.!
Methods!of!geoOprocessing!require!digital! transformations! in!order! to!convert! the!early!map!





analysis! techniques! used! in! geoOprocessing,!we! focused! on! existing! literature,!which!mostly!








(GIS),! is! Ian!Gregory’s!book!of!A!place! in!history:!A!guide! to!using!GIS! in!historical! research.!
Although!this!book!is!GIS!focused,!it!includes!important!remarks!about!the!basic!concepts!of!
spatial! information! and! historical! research,! together!with! a! large! terminology! often! used! in!
spatial!studies.!In!this!book,!the!subjectivity!of!maps!is!commented!upon.!Although!space!and!
geographical! patterns! are! important! amongst! those! conducting! historical! research,! Ian!
Gregory!also!mentions!the!importance!of!being!aware!of!the!fact!that!maps!can!distort!and!lie.!
This! implies! the! ability! to! differentiate! between! distortions! (deliberate! or! accidental)!
contained!in!a!map,!and!the!real!story!the!data!tells!(Gregory,!2003).!This!once!more!motivates!
us! to! keep! in! mind! that! results! derived! from! maps! and! visualizations! can! result! in!
misinterpretation!and!wrong!conclusions.!A! large!amount!of! information! is!nicely!presented!
by!Maling!(1989!and!1991)! in!relation!to!map!projections!and!geometrical!transformations!of!
spatial!data!for!GIS,!including!basic!principles!for!measurements!on!maps.!
The! subject!of! ‘distortions’! is! also!discussed!by!Liza!Brown! in!A!Survey!of! Image!Techniques!
(1992),!which!includes!topics!of!modern!technology!and!the!methods!available!for!high!quality!
acquisition!of!digital!copies;! it!also!explains!distortions!which!are!introduced!into!the!digital!
copies! and! the! types! of! techniques! which! can! be! applied! to! correct! them! (see! chapter! 4,!
section!4.5.1).!Distortions!caused!by!handling!and!processing!data!are!important!to!take!into!
account! when! analyzing! spatial! data! to! avoid! false! expectations! and!mistaken! results.! It! is!
fundamental! to! be! aware! of! and! to! control! what! happens! with! the! map! during! digital!
processing!and!how!digital!processing!can!affect! the!original!data.!This! is!discussed! in!more!
detail!in!chapter!4!in!relation!to!acquisition!methods!(section!4.2.1.2).!We!focused!particularly!
on! scanning! and!digital! photography,!which! are!methods! commonly!used! to! acquire!digital!
copies.! Specifically! early! paper!maps! need! to! be! transformed! from! the! original! source! to! a!
digital!media,!which! requires!digitalization.!Techniques!of! image!processing! and!distortions!
are! explained!by!many!different! authors! (Balletti! et! al.,! 2000;!Niederöst,! 2001;!Balletti! et! al.,!
2001;!Balleti,!and!2006;!Boutoura!et!al.,!2006;!Bernard!Jenny!and!his!software!Mapanalist,!see!
Jenny! and! Heere,! 2008;! amongst! others);! they! have! different! effects! on! the! digital! sources!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!PCI!(Philip!Cheng!Industries,!version!9.1)!is!Canadian!software!for!handling!and!applying!digital!transformations!





since!we! focused!on!maintaining! the! geometry!of! the!original! source! (the! early!map).!With!




the!best! fit!between! the!early!map!and! the!modern! reference.! !This! is! also! suggested! in! the!
works!of!Balletti!(2006)!and!Boutoura!et!al.!(2006).!!!





an! early!map! to! a!modern! coordinate! system! and! also! with! regards! to! the! geoOreferencing!
procedure,! which! does! not! necessarily! improve! a! historical!map! or!make! it!more! accurate.!
They!also!remind!us!of!the!importance!of!maintaining!the!geometry!of!the!original!source:!“In!
the! course! of! changing! the! original! map! to! make! it! amenable! to! digital! integration,! geoO
referencing!changes!lines!and!shapes,!the!distance!between!objects,!the!map’s!aesthetics,!and!
its!value!as!cultural!artifact”! (Rumsey!and!Williams,!2002:!5).!Because!of! this,!we!consider! it!
essential!to!keep!an!exact!copy!of!the!original!map!during!the!complete!process!of!handling,!
accuracy!and!reliability!assessments,!e.g.!as!a! separated! layer! in!GIS.!A!different!copy!of! the!
same! map! can! then! be! used! for! geoOreferencing! and! digital! purposes.! Both! copies! can! be!
compared!at!any!moment!to!detect!distortion!or!other!alterations!(on!size,!proportions,!and!
other! qualities)! possibly! generated! during! the! digital! process.! Therefore! to! maintain! the!
original!properties!of!the!source!it!is!necessary!to!consider!it!from!two!different!points!of!view.!
The! first! concerns! the! geometry! of! the! map! itself! as! a! tool! to! tell! us! about! the! spatial!
dimensions!of!the!city.!This!first!analysis!will!help!us!understand!how!accurate!the!depiction!
of!measurements!on! the!paper!map! is,! and!how! similar! its! values! are! to! the! real! ones.!This!
analysis! is! done! by! using! modern! sources! as! spatial! reference.! The! second! point! of! view!
concerns!the!value!of!the!map!as!a!source!of!historical!evidence.!!!
In!any!case,!we!should!keep!in!mind!that!comparisons!in!terms!of!spatiality!require!basic!geoO







For! geoOreferencing! as! well! as! for! accuracy! assessment,! features! on! the! map! need! to! be!
identified.!These!features!refer!to! landmarks.! ! Identification!of! landmarks! is!vital! in!order!to!
find! spatial! relationships! between! map! features! in! the! early! and! modern! maps.! These!
landmarks! need! to! be! compared! during! both! geoOreferencing! (GCPs7)! and! during! accuracy!
assessment! (check! points).! However,! it! is! important! to! be! aware! of! the! limitations! and!
constraints! that! arise! during! the! identification! of! landmarks.! The! difficulty! in! the!




to!data!quality;! different!methods! for! approaching! errors! and!measuring! accuracy!have! also!
been! proposed.! Different! authors! (Goodchild! and! Gopal,! 1989;! Goodchild! and!Muller,! 1991;!
Devillers! et! al,! 2002;!MacEachren! 1995;!Buttenfield,! 1994;!Davis! and!Keller,! 1997;! van!Oordt,!
2005;! amongst! others)!discuss! the! relation!between!data!quality,! reliability,! uncertainty! and!
other!terms!commonly!used!in!the!assessment!of!data!quality;!which!are!very!often!linked!to!
GIS!applications!and!data!visualization.!Error,!accuracy!and!precision!are!the!most!commonly!
mentioned! terms! in! relation! to! ! the! spatial! characteristics! of! the! data! and! have! even! “been!
treated!as!synonyms!amongst!the!general!populace”!(Buckner,!1997).!!!
There!is!a!detailed!description!of!many!of!these!terms!in!the!Professional!surveyor!magazine!
where! the! ‘nature’! of! the! measurements! is! very! practically! approached.! K.! Foote! and! D.!




Huebner,! 1995).! Accuracy! of! a! point! location! is! also! defined! by! Gregory! (2003)! as! “the!
difference!between!the!point’s!coordinates!in!the!GIS!and!the!coordinates!accepted!as!existing!
in! the! real!world”,!which!can!be! simplified!as! the!difference!between! the!coordinates! in! the!
map! and! the! ‘real’! coordinates.! Real! coordinates! will! be! taken! from! reliable! and! highly!
accurate! sources.! This! is! because! an! early!map! represents! the! city! as! it!was! in! a! past! time.!











In! our! research! we! have! applied! some! standards! based! on! the! specifications! provided! by!
Maling! (1989)! ! in!his!description!of! the! terms! ‘quantitative! accuracy!or!positional! accuracy’.!
These! terms! involve! the! general! definition! of! accuracy! and! statistical! treatment.!With! this!
term!Maling!presents!the!idea!of!comparing!a!map!with!certain!agreed!standards!of!accuracy!
and! consequently!with!other!maps,!which!have!been! tested! in! the! same!way! (Maling,! 1989:!
145).!This!assumes!that!accuracy!will!be!measured!in!terms!of!the!proximity!of!point!locations!
and! their! true!ground!positions.! “It! follows! that! this! kind!of! accuracy! can!be!measured!and!
therefore! the! errors! in! position! may! be! expressed! numerically! and! treated! statistically”!
(Maling,!1989:!145).!!We!start!by!accepting!that!maps!are!inaccurate!(Maling,!1989:!144)!as!the!
result!of!many!processes,!all!susceptible!to!errors!and!human!mistakes;!this!added!to!the!fact!
that! a!map! is! only! a! twoOdimensional! representation! of! a!more! complex! threeOdimensional!
surface! (the! real! world).! This! is! not! a! problem! in! the! case! of! flat! areas,! but! should! be!
considered!in!areas!with!relief.!
The! Positional! Accuracy! Handbook! from! the!Minnesota! Governor's! Council! on! Geographic!
Information!(1999),!with!support!from!the!Minnesota!Land!Management!Information!Center!
(LMIC),! shows! how! positional! accuracy! can! be! measured! and! reported! for! databases! that!
contain! geographic! features.! These! standards! are! used! in! this! research! to! measure! the!
positional!error!of!a!set!of!early!maps!(see!chapter!5).!!
S.!Visser!in!her!work!“Towards!a!virtual!workspace!for!early!maps!as!a!historical!source”!(2008)!





landscape! is! an! important! part! of! the! procedure! for! establishing! accuracy! and! reliability! of!
early! maps.! Heere! in! his! work! GIS! voor! historisch! landschapsonderzoek! (2008)! presents! a!
similar!work!where!preOcadastral!maps!are!used!to!create!an!example!of!an!historical!GIS.!!GIS!
is! used! as! a! tool! to! create! a! system! containing! spatial! and! descriptive! information! of! early!
maps.! In! this! research! the! opinion,! expectations! and! experiences! of! users! are! linked! to! a!




Several! applications! cover! similar! interests! in! the! study! of! accuracy! and! reliability! of! early!
maps,!including!thematic!cartography.!These!kinds!of!works!gave!us!an!insight!into!what!has!
been!done!and!how!this!research!could!be!directed.!An!important!work!is!Digitala!Historiska!
Kartor:! Tillämpningar! i! GIS! för! kulturmiljövården! developed! by! the! Swedish! group! of! S.!
Rentzhog,! L.! Larsson,! M.! Frisk! and! J.! Moström,! and! derived! work! by! Larsson! and! Frisk!
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(2000:40O41)!Bringing!the!Past!to!Life!which!approaches!the!visualization!and!study!of!cultural!
and! historical! qualities! of! the! landscape! by! using! historical! and! digital!material.! Of! special!
importance! is! the! paper! by! A.! Wastfelt! (on! review! in! Geografiska! Annaler! Serie! B)!
“Rectification!of!historical!maps!and!urban!plans! in!GIS”!which! includes!different!aspects!of!
GIS!technology!linked!to!historical!maps!by!using!as!examples!a!set!of!maps!of!the!town!Eksjö!
(Sweden).! ! In! this! paper! a! technical! and! methodological! solution! combining! visual! and!
qualitative!analysis!of!a!map’s!geometrical!characteristics!along!with!a!geometrical!correction,!
is! presented.! What! is! most! interesting! for! us! in! this! work! is! how! historical! material! is!
conceived!in!relation!to!modern!digital!techniques,!more!specifically!GIS!techniques.!
In! spite! of! the! suggestion! that! modern! procedures! are! necessary! in! this! research,! we!
emphasize!that!we!are!aware!that!early!maps!present!special!characteristics!that!make!them!
different! from! modern! maps.! This! also! implies! the! use! of! a! different! procedure! in! the!
interpretation! and! understanding! of! the! depicted! features.! A! good! approach! to! these!
characteristics! is! suggested! by! C.! Balletti! (2000:! 30),! who! refers! to! early! maps! as! having!
“uncertain!metrical!content,!a!nonOdefinite!system!of!reference,!and!an!approximate!projected!
system!and!semantic! content!which! is!difficult! to! interpret”.! !This!underscores! the! fact! that!
early!maps!cannot!be!compared!and!studied!using!exactly!the!same!methods!that!are!usually!
applied!when!comparing!modern!maps.!A!projection,!as!such,!requires!a!deep!analysis!in!order!
to!define!which! is! the!closest! and! the!best!possible!option! to!assign! to!early! sources,!which!
differs! from! the! concept! of! modern! projections.! Although! we! consider! the! importance! of!
studying!projections! in!early!maps!as! regards! the!analysis!of!accuracy!and!reliability,!we!are!
also!aware!that! largeOscale!maps!are! less!susceptible! to!the!effects!of!global!projections!than!
smallOscale! maps,! and! this! issue! should! be! treated! differently! depending! upon! the! specific!
case.!Since!we!have!strictly!focused!on!largeOscale!city!maps!we!have!mostly!concentrated!on!
perspective!effects! that!might!affect! features!or! specific!areas!of! the!map,!mainly!due! to! the!
drawing!technique!used,!rather!than!the!geographical!projections!which!could!have!a!greater!
effect!in!regional!and!small!scale!maps.!
A! study! of! global! transformations! (including!Helmert! transformation!with! four! parameters,!
also! known! as! similarity! transformation,! and! affine! transformation),! is! made! by! C.! Balletti!
(2006)!and!C.!Boutoura!et!al.!(2006).!!Global!transformations!are!polynomial!and!the!output!of!
the! transformation! is! distributed! globally! over! the! entire! plane! surface.! The! Helmert!
transformation!with! four!parameters! (two! for! translation!(X,Y),!one! for! rotation!and!one! for!
scaling)! results! in! ! the! best! match! between! the! early! map! and! the! modern! reference,!
calculated!objectively!by!using!the!least!squares!method.!!This!transformation!is!suggested!for!





is! important! to! note! that! the! conclusions! drawn! by! Balletti! et! al.! (2001)! and! Rumsey! et! al.!
(2002)!are!also!significant!for!the!analysis!of!historical!town!plans.!!
In! the! study! of! J.! Niederoest! (2001),! from! the! Institute! of! Geodesy! and! Photogrammetry! in!
Zwitzerland!on!“3D!Reconstruction!and!Accuracy!Analysis!of!Historical!Relief!models”!several!
methods!for!the!comparison!of!the!virtual!model!with!current!map!information!are!developed,!
suggesting! different! approaches! involving! object! distortions! in! all! 3! dimensions! and! other!
statements! about! relief! accuracy! for! the! reconstruction! of! Pfyffer’s9! model.! Although! this!
application! focuses! on! the! analysis! of! the! relief! from! different! points! of! view,! which! is! not!
directly!applicable!in!our!research,!the!procedures!used!by!Niederoest!regarding!accuracy!and!
distortion! analysis! provided! an! important! insight! for! us! in! the! proposed! methodology.!
Further,!another!important!application!worth!mentioning!in!relation!to!distortions!is!the!work!
by! Bernard! Jenny! and! his! software!Mapanalyst.! This! software!was! a! very! useful! tool! in! our!
research! for! visual! analysis!purposes! since! it! includes!methods! for! the! visual! analysis! of! the!
planimetric! distortion! and! accuracy! of!maps.! The! possibility! of! viewing! the! distortion! grids!
and! isolines! of! scale! and! rotation! provide! us! with! a! tool! to! visualize! the! effect! of! specific!
transformations!on!the!early!maps!and!also!to!detect!spatial!conflicts.!We!believe!this!software!
has!been!effectively!conceived!and!realized!as!a!tool!for!the!study!of!distortions!of!early!maps!
and!other! cartographic!material.!However,! for!purposes!of! our! research! the! software!was!of!
limited!usefulness!in!terms!of!handling!large!images!and!exporting!results.!!
Without!any!doubt!the!work!performed!by!Balleti,!Guerra,!Boutoura,!Livieratos!et!al.10!at!the!
University! of! Thessaloniki,! the! National! library! of! Thessaloniki! and! the! laboratory! of!
Photogrammetry!Circe!(Venice),!is!the!group!closest!to!our!research!interests!even!if!it!focuses!
on!a!different!type!of!map!with!different!scale!and!typology.!It!includes!works!regarding!geoO
processing! and! digital! transformations! described! by! Guerra! (2000),! analytical! methods! to!
investigate!possible!projective!properties!of!historical!maps!as!done!by!Balletti!and!Boutoura!
(2001:! 1).!The!works!derived! from! this! group!of! researchers! represent! an! important! input! to!








was! finished! in! 1786!and! is!considered! the!“world’s!oldest! large! landscape!model!and!a!pioneering!work!of!Swiss!
cartography”!(Niederost,!2001:34).!
10!Recent!works! from! this! group! and!other! researchers! can!be! found! in! the! electronic! journal! ‘International!web!
journal! on! sciences! and! technologies! affined! to! history! of! cartography! and! maps,! eKperimetron’,! including! e.g.!




accuracy! (see!chapter!5).!Although! there! is!not!a!worldwide! standardization! for! spatial!data!
quality! assessment,!we! consider! the! procedures! described! in! the!USGS!manuals! as! valuable!
material.! ! U.S.! map! accuracy! standards! (NSSDA)! were! developed! to! measure! and! report!
geographic! data! quality,! with! a! practical! procedure! described! in! the! Positional! Accuracy!




(for! more! detail! see! chapter! 5,! section! 5.1).! By! using! the! NSSDA! standard! different!
specifications! for! horizontal! accuracy! (based! on! horizontal! coordinates! x,y)! and! vertical!
accuracy! (elevation! or! depth)! can! be! defined.! The! NSSDA! standard! approved! in! 1998! is!
defined!as!the!horizontal!accuracy!statistic!tested!at!a!95%!confidence!level.!By!measuring!this!
statistic! we! tested! how! accurate! early! maps! are! according! to! the! standards! of! modern!
cartography.! This! accuracy! assessment! aids! the!map! user! in! the! decision! of!whether! to! use!
maps!in!subsequent!research.!
Several! documents! have! contributed! in! different! ways! to! this! study,! as! mentioned! above.!







this! research:! technical! and! historical.! We! also! consider! other! sources! where! modern!
techniques! of! spatial! analysis! are! combined! with! the! historical! background! to! find! an!
explanation! for! the! reliability! and! accuracy! of! maps.! !We! distinguished! four! main! sorts! of!
research:! The! first,! is! related! to! history! including! the! history! of! Dutch! cartography! and!
specifically!the!process!of!Dutch!mapOmaking;!the!second,!with!regard!to!modern!computerO
aided! techniques! of! spatial! analysis;! the! third,! is! with! regard! to! works! on! reliability,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11! These! lists! provide! the! environment! to! enter! in! contact!with! people! involved! in! research! or! interested! in! the!





The! ESRI! site! includes! other! resources! useful! for! spatial! research! such! as! the! online! training! seminars! at!
http://training.esri.com/.! Another! important! source! is! a! list! of! publications! of! Peter! van! der! Krogt!








amongst! others.! ! We! consider! these! texts! important! to! the! initial! study! of! reliability! and!
accuracy!of!early!maps!in!combination!with!history!and!spatial!techniques.!Many!other!works!
have! been! mentioned! in! relation! to! more! specific! techniques! which! involve! technical! and!
methodological!discussion!to!perform!visual!and!qualitative!analysis!of!a!map!from!different!
points! of! view! and! by! using! mostly! modern! digital! techniques’,! more! specifically! GIS!
techniques.!!
In! our! research! we! have! applied! some! standards! based! on! the! specifications! provided! by!
Maling!(1989)!and!the!description!of!‘quantitative!accuracy!or!positional!accuracy’.!In!relation!
to! this! procedure! another! very! important! source! for! our! research! was! the! U.S.! Geological!
Survey!(USGS).!We!obtained!the!procedures!of!accuracy!standards!for!map!quality!assessment!
from! USGS,! which! we! applied! to! our! data! set.! ! Within! this! procedure! many! other! digital!
processes! have! been! applied!which! involved! several! techniques! widely! discussed! by! several!
authors(
Although! it!was! difficult! to! find!works! that! integrate! our!main! interest! in! the! topics! of! the!
accuracy,! reliability! and! historical! depiction! of!maps,! we! could! use! several! works! to! get! an!
insight! into!what! can! and! cannot! be! applied! to! early!maps.! In! spite! of! the! suggestion! that!
modern!procedures!are!necessary!in!this!research,!we!emphasize!that!we!are!aware!that!early!
maps!present!special!characteristics!that!make!them!different! from!modern!maps.!Therefore!
modern! techniques! cannot! be! applied! straightforwardly! without! taking! into! account! the!
implications! and! effects! of! applying! those! techniques.! This! underscores! the! fact! that! early!
maps! cannot! be! compared! and! studied! using! exactly! the! same! methods! that! are! usually!
applied!when!comparing!modern!maps.!This!also! implies!the!use!of!a!different!procedure! in!
the!interpretation!and!understanding!of!the!features!depicted.!!




on! largeOscale! city!maps!we! have!mostly! concentrated! on! perspective! effects! that!might! be!
affecting! features! or! specific! areas! of! the!map,!mainly! due! to! the! drawing! technique! used,!
rather! than! the! geographical! projections! which! could! have! a! greater! effect! in! regional! and!
small!scale!maps.!




have!used!an! important!number!of!valuable!works!and!electronic!sources!as!support! for! the!









The*study*of* reliability* in*early*maps* is*approached* in* this* research*as*a* task* to* integrate* two*
different* contexts:* historical* and* technical.* In* literature* (e.g.* Koeman,* 1968;* * Harley,* 1968;*
Prunty,*2004;*Wallace*and*van*den*Heuvel,*2005;*van*den*Heuvel*2006),*it*is*suggested*that*the*
reliability* of* early* maps* cannot* only* be* studied* by* analyzing* * the* early* map* itself* but* also*
depends* on* external* evidence* provided* by* the* historical* context.* * The* definition* of* historical*
context* and* its* analysis* regarding* reliability* of* early*maps* is* one* of* the*main* subjects* of* this*
chapter.* It* includes* some* concepts* of* historical* evidence* in* relation* to* the* process* of*
mapmaking.**
Looking*for*historical*evidence*can*be*an*endless*and*demanding*task*in*practice.*Searching*for*
information*related* to* the*mapmaking*of*an*early*map*or* to*any*other* related*documentation*
could*often*be*very*hard.*This*is*because*early*maps*over*time*have*often*been*isolated*from*their*
original* places* separating* them* from* the* associated* documentation.* Consequently,* the* only*
remaining*document*is*the*map*itself.*In*such*a*case*we*have*to*accept*that*the*evidence*about*
the*map*may* be*merely* technical* and* will* therefore* lack* the* historical* background* on* which*
historical*evidence*is*found.*In*other*cases*it*might*be*possible*to*make*use*of*other*maps*of*the*
same*period*as*a*source*to*find*additional*information.***




the* analysis.* The* study* of* the* city* maps* of* Zwolle* shows* the* technical* context* necessary* to*
assess*the*spatial*accuracy*of*early*maps.*Results*obtained*from*this*assessment,*in*spite*of*the*
restrictions* due* the* lack* of* historical* background,* could* be* used* to* derive* some* assumptions*
about*their*reliability.*We*should*also*keep*in*mind*that*both*historical*research*and*accuracy*
assessment*of*early*maps*are* timeWconsuming*tasks*which*might* require* that* they*be*pursued*
















In* this* research,* map* typologies* have* been* included* with* the* different* kinds* of* maps* in* the*
history*of*Dutch*cartography*during*16th*to*18th*centuries,*regarding*mapmaking,*function*and*




In* this* research,*we* propose* a* deep* analysis* of* old* documents* linked* to*mapmaking* and* land*
surveying* of*Dutch* city*maps* as* a* tool* to* assess* their* reliability.* Additionally,* in* spite* of* the*
differences*between*old*and*modern*cartography*both*kinds*of*sources,*old*and*modern,*have*to*










this# concept# is# applied# to# information# given# personally,# drawn# from# a# document,# or# in# the#
form# of# material# objects,# tending# or# used# to# establish# facts# in# a# legal# investigation# or#
admissible# as# testimony# in# court.12# On# the# other# hand,# historical# refers# to# something#




As# in# the# definition# of# evidence# in# law# recalled# above,# several# sources# serve# to# establish#




2005.# Oxford* Reference* Online.# Oxford# University# Press.##University# of# Groningen.##25# March# 2008.#
<http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t183.e26132>##
13# "historical#adj."###Oxford*American*Dictionary,# second# edition.# Ed.# Eugene#Ehrlich,# Stuart# Berg# Flexner,#Gorton#
Carruth#&#Joyce#M.#Hawkins.#New#York:#Oxford#University#Press,#1980.#p#221,#p#310.#
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to! use! the! term! ! ‘complementary! evidence’.! Secondary! evidence!might! be! rejected! if! better!
evidence!is!available!but!is!admissible!when!the!absence!of!the!primary!evidence!is!explained.14!
In! relation! to! historical! research! and! specifically! early!maps! these! general! concepts! are! still!
valid!although!it!might!be!necessary!to!identify!their!level!of!historical!evidence15!according!to!
the! classification! suggested! by! Koeman! (1968).! In! this! classification! Koeman! identifies! six!
levels!on!which!maps!and!charts!are!graded!according!to!their!role!as!a!source!contributing!to!
historical! evidence.! ! These! levels! are! based! on! the! uniqueness! and! adequateness! of! the!
information!in!the!map!as!expression!of!a!historical!phenomenon!or!fact,!in!comparison!with!
written!sources!and!documentation.!Primary!and!secondary!sources16!can!provide!internal!or!
external! evidence17! depending! on! the! specific! role! they! play! in! the! study! of! a! fact! or!
phenomena.! The! distinction! between! internal! and! external! evidence! is! further! explained! by!
Harley!(1968,!see!section!3.1.1)!in!his!discussion!between!evidence!in!maps!(internal),!evidence!
about!maps!and!evidence!of!maps!(external).!
The! previous! definitions! point! also! to! the! fact! that!maps! should! not! be! studied! as! isolated!
sources.! Only! a! full! consideration! of! documents! which! accompany! the! maps! may! provide!
sufficient! information! that! help! to! establish! the! cartographer’s! identity,! the! purpose! of! the!




reveal! internal! inconsistency! in! the! surveyor’s! arithmetic,! and! even! greater!
discrepancies! in! other! topographical! facts! […].! At! the! best! a!map! yields! only! partial!
testimony! as! to! the! circumstances! in!which! it!was! conceived;! its! sourcesO! eclectic! in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14! "primary! evidence",!!"secondary! evidence! n."!!A! Dictionary! of! Law.! 4th! ed.! Ed.! Elizabeth! A.! Martin.! Oxford!
University!Press,!1997.!p.!353,!p.!419!
15!C.!Koeman!clarifies!that! ‘historical!evidence’! is!used!for!purposes!of!his!categorization,!as!the!strict!meaning!of!
the!words,! instead! the!general!meaning!as!applied! to!maps! reflecting! the! level!of! civilization,!or!maps! reflecting!
geographical! knowledge,! in! a! certain! period.! In! his! paper! early!maps! are! seen! as! documents! to! be! used! by! the!
historian!writing!history!from!their!representations.!(1968,!p.!75)!
16!A!major!part!of! the!education!of!historians!consists!of! learning! to!distinguish!primary!sources! from!secondary!
sources!(Tucker,!1965,!p.!122).!Several!definitions!of!the!terms!primary!and!secondary!sources!are!found!in!different!
documents!of!historiography!(Kragh! ,! 1989;!Tucker,! 1965;!Rahman,!2005).!Primary!sources! in!general!are!original!
while!secondary!sources!are!derived!from!primary!sources.!Besides,!primary!sources,!as!eyeOwitnesses,!belong!to!the!
time!when! the! fact! held! or! event! of! study! took! place,!while! secondary! sources! belong! to! a! later! period.! ! Kragh!
(1989)!adds!that!a!primary!source!has!a!direct!connection!with!the!historical!reality.!The!secondary!source!on!the!
other!hand,!is!the!testimony!of!someone!who!was!not!present!at!the!time!of!the!occurrence!on!the!event.!(Rahman,!










evidence! may! be! needed! alike! to! establish! the! credentials! of! the! individual!
cartographer!and!to!see!how!he!went!about!his!work”!(J.!B.!Harley,!1968,!p.!67).!
Maps! as! always! are!used! in! conjunction!with!documentary,! graphic,! archaeological! and!oral!
evidence.!(Prunty,!2004).!
Often!it!is!possible!to!find!notes!of!land!surveyors!on!the!map!itself!(especially!on!manuscript!
maps,! e.g.! see! Leiden! map! of! Dou! RAL! PV! 33218! and! maps! RAL! PV! 1002.06! and! RAL! PV!
1002.0719).!Field!note!scribbles!in!note!books!and!other!documentation!accompanying!the!land!
surveying! process,! or! other! steps! in! the! mapmaking! process,! are! included! as! part! of! the!
secondary!sources.!In!this!documentation!it!is!possible!to!find!evidence!about!how!the!landO




Figure( 3.1.! These! two! drawings! show! part! of! the! method! for! measuring! angles! and! distances! to! high! towers,!
applying!the!method!of!triangulation!during!the!mapping!of!the!city!of!Zwolle.!They!both!can!be!used!in!the!effort!
















19!Maps!of!Dou!RAL!PV! 1002.06! and!RAL!PV! 1002.07,! presented! as!designs!of! the!North! extension!of! the! city!of!
Leiden!in!1611.!
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(2) Evidence( about( maps:! based! on! external! and! contemporary! analysis,! by! discussing!
some!external!sources!that!may!throw!light!on!early!maps.!!







technical! evaluation! must! be! made! of! every! single! map! to! provide! the! historian! with! the!
necessary! control! for! other! inferences.! In! this! first! stage,! three! kinds! of! tests! are! applied.!
Firstly,! tests! for! dating! and! identification;! secondly,! tests! of! maps’! content! including! the!
validity!of!a!map!as!a!representation!of!a!particular!land!surface!at!a!specific!date.!!These!tests!
include!mathematical!procedures!to!establish!the!geometric!properties!of!the!map,!anomalies!
in! orientation! or! other! distortions.! Comparative! cartography! is! also! proposed! as! the!
fundamental! test! to! find! relationships! and! similarities! to! other!maps! or!map! groups.!Three!
main! tools! are! traditionally! applied! for! comparative! cartography:! the! study! of! outlines,!
toponomy!and!cartoObibliography.!According!to!J.B.!Harley,!when!the!findings!of!comparative!
cartography!are!complete! for!a!map!group,! the!historian!should!usually!be!able! to! fit!a!map!
into!a!‘reliability!slot’!with!some!confidence.!!
With!respect!to!evidence!about!maps,!J.!B.!Harley!(1968)!points!to!three!main!areas!of!study!
where! external! evidence,! from! both! printed! and! manuscript! sources,! can! assist! in! the!
evaluation!of!early!maps:!
(1) Firstly!on!the!cartographers’(intention,!pointing!the!need!to!establish!why!a!map!was!
made.!This! focuses!on! the!purpose!a!cartographer!had! in!making!a!map!on!which! the!
expectations!of!the!map!user!should!be!based.!!We!should!remember!that!in!many!maps!
the! purpose! of! the! cartographer! was! multiple! rather! than! single! and! that! the!
intention(s)!might!be!in!many!cases!unrevealed.!At!the!same!time!we!should!be!cautious!




of! reconstruction! of! the! mapmaking! process.! This! involves! considering! specific!
techniques!of!surveying,!drafting,!and!engraving!and!printing,!even!when!not!every!map!
was!subject!to!all!stages.!!!
(3) Thirdly,! on! the! contemporary( assessments( of( maps! as! a! category! of! external!
evidence,!in!which!the!opinions!of!those!who!first!used!early!maps!should!be!considered!
when!studying!early!maps!as!part!of!valuable!cartographic!criticism.!!
In! relation! to! the!process!of!making!maps,!mentioned! in! the! second!area!of! evidence!about!




“Several! individuals! and!groups!are! likely! to!have!been! involved! in! the!creation!of! the!
map:! those!who! conducted! the! survey,! or! otherwise! provided! information;! those!who!















One! important! issue! we! should! also! not! forget! is! the! influence! of! the! interest! behind! the!




today! including! scientists,! consultants! or! artists! who! also! need! to! find! funding! for! their!
productions.!!With!the!aim!of!getting!some!profit!for!their!creations,!in!the!past!map!makers!
or! map! producers! needed! to! sell! a! map! more! as! a! decoration! product! rather! than! for! its!
functional!use.!Here!we!distinguish!printed! and!manuscript!maps.!Printed!maps!were!often!
sold! for! decorative! purposes.! Manuscript! maps! were! often! made! by! the! land! surveyor!
(however! not! always)! who! is! not! selling! maps,! but! who! is! either! at! the! service! of! an!
administration!and!gets! a! salary!or!who!gets! a! commission!and! is!paid! for! the!map!and!his!
services!separately.!!
Nowadays,!the!value!of!a!map!is!seen!from!its!functional!use.!The!expectations!of!mapmakers!




20! In! this! regard! we! refer! specifically! to! modern! maps! that! serve! as! geographical! information! sources.! Maps!
produced!by!GIS!and!CAD!systems!have!the!geographical!element!as!priority.! In! these!maps!the!aesthetic!of! the!




In! short,! in! the! study!of! external! evidence!and! the!process!of!making!a!map,! several! factors!




by! each! generation.! It! is! important! then! to! recognize! that! maps! conform! to! the! same!
procedures! of! analysis! as! other! historical! sources! to! which! the! same! auxiliary! sciences! and!
techniques! as! in! history! in! general! are! applied.! Similarly! the! principles! applied! to! the!




of! analysis! which! are! relevant! to! map! history.! Early! maps! have! their! own! characteristics,!
individuality!of!early!maps!and!as!other!maps,!their!own!history.!An!early!map!may!have!some!
of!the!qualities!of!a!printed!book,!a!picture,!or!a!manuscript.!All!of!these!might!make!difficult!






model! contains! parameters! of! historical! evidence! based! on! form,! function,! (reO)! use! and!
transformations! of! paper! and! virtual! maps! and! on! interpretations! of! users.! Differences! in!
reliability! between! maps! or! parts! of! the! same! map! are! not! only! related! to! measurement!
techniques,!but!also!to!their!original!function!and!to!the!context!of!use!in!which!the!reliability!
is! linked!to!the!quality!of! the! information!represented! in!the!map! in!relation!to! its!purpose.!!
Van! den! Heuvel! stresses! that! although! there! are! several! publications! dealing! with! history,!




In! relation! to!contemporary!studies! it! is!necessary! to!establish! the! link!between!paper!maps!
and!digital!maps.!Contemporary!cartography!is!based!on!digital!data!which!makes!it!possible!
to!make!multiple!kinds!of! spatial! and! temporal! analysis,! enabling!comparisons!and!overlays!
between!different!kinds!of!sources.!The!GIS!(Geographic!Information!Systems)!technology!has!
a! tool! to!display,! store! and! analyze! spatial! data!with!multiple!purposes,! including!historical!
research.!However,! it! becomes!necessary! to!make! the!distinction!between!paper! and!digital!
maps.!A!paper!map! is! rather! static,!while! the!digital! one! can!be! transformed!over! and!over!
again.! This! applies! also! to! copies.! Copies! in! paper! maps! are! limited! in! number! but! digital!
copies!can!be!reproduced!infinitely!(van!den!Heuvel,!2006:115).!!!
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Another! important! issue! in! the! analysis! of! maps! is! the! fact! that! time! in! historical! maps! is!
linear.! A! sketch! precedes! the! final! product! and! a! copy! follows! the! original.! However! in! a!
digital! environment! this! order! can! be! presented! differently! so! that! the! temporal! sequence!
might!not!be!respected.! !This! is!related!to!the!uniqueness!of!the!source!which!was!the!most!
important! factor! for! Koeman! in! distinguishing! levels! of! historical! evidence! of! early! maps!
(Koeman! 1968,! 75O80).! This! concept! is! destroyed! in! the! digital! environment!where!multiple!
reproductions! of! the! same!map! are! possible.! Van! den!Heuvel! highlights! the! importance! of!
taking!into!account!differences!between!paper!and!digital!versions!since!they!have!significant!
consequences!for!modeling!historical!evidence.!
In! the! past,! methods! and! techniques! could! vary! significantly! causing! a! high! impact! in! the!
spatial! accuracy! of! the! final! map.! Nowadays! standards! created! to! assure! quality! in! the!
production! of!maps!has! resulted! in! sophisticated! products!with! very! high! spatial! resolution!
and!accuracy,!which!highlight! the!advances!of! the! technology! (techniques!and! instruments)!
and!overcome!limitations!and!inaccuracies!of!the!technology!used!in!the!past.!!!
Besides! the! model! of! Harley! and! the! conceptual! approach! of! van! den! Heuvel! in! a! digital!
environment,!we!have!made!use!of!digital!tools!which!helped!us!to!reveal!the!spatial!content!
of!maps!and!its!relationship!with!the!reliability!of!a!map.!A!simple!visual!analysis!can!be!easily!







technique!used!by! the!mapmaker!and! the! circumstances! that! surrounded! the!production!of!
the!map!are!also!important!issues!to!take!into!account!when!analyzing!maps.!Accuracy!varies!






objects! in! their!maps.! Additional! backgrounds! of! the!mapmaker! (history,! art,! geology,! and!
military! training! among! others)! might! also! have! influenced! the! work.! Circumstances! and!
interests!that!surrounded!the!map!production,!in!one!or!another!way!might!have!had!an!effect!
in!the!accuracy!and!reliability!of!the!map.!Scientific! integrity21! is!a!quality!related!to!honesty!





in!maps”!as! “devotion!to!the!truth!and!will! to!record! it!as!accurately!as!possible”.!This! is!also!a!quality! linked!to!
mapmakers!as!individuals!which!produce!different!kinds!of!works.!
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not! all! cartographers! are! above! trying! to! make! their! maps! seem! more! accurate! than! they!
actually! are! to! cover!up! the!use!of! inadequate! sources!or! to!mask! the!poor!use!of! adequate!
sources.!!
In!addition,!we!cannot!look!at!the!map!and!judge!its!validity!as!an!accurate!source!or!historical!
evidence!as!once!and! for!all! for! the!whole!map.!Since!a! single!map!might!have!not! just!one!
value!of!accuracy!but!several,!its!value!as!historical!source!or!as!historical!evidence!might!also!
vary! along! the! map! area.! We! might! consider! in! the! interpretation! of! maps! or! even! their!
assessment,!the!use!of!explanatory!legends!and!symbols.!We!might!find!that!maps!including!
early!maps!might!have!notes!and!symbols!within!the!drawing!or!in!the!boundaries!of!the!map!
which! help! in! the! understanding! of! the! depiction.! In! some! cases! of! doubt! on! the!
representation!of!features!on!a!map!or!depiction!of!approximate!features!some!devices!might!
have! been! used! or! can! be! used! to! show! approximate! feature! representations! (e.g.! special!











complete! for! every!map.!This! is! because! of! the! restrictions! of! finding! information! linked! to!








obtained.! Nowadays,! the! ‘time’! variable! becomes! feasible! to! incorporate! in! the! analysis! of!
maps!by!using!GIS!tools.22!!
Urban!cartography! in! the!Netherlands!has!been!discussed! in!various!disciplines!by!different!
authors! (Pouls,! 1984;! Koeman,! 1985;!Magry,! 1987;! van! den!Heuvel,! 1991,! 1998;!Westra,! 1994;!
DonkerslottO! de! Vrij,! 1995;! Milz,! 1996! and! others).! In! this! section! we! look! into! various!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!In!GIS!systems!different!stages!of!mapmaking!can!be!stored!as!single!layers!of! information.!By!using!GIS!tools,!
layers! can!be! spatially! related!and! individually!or! jointly! analyzed! to!understand! their! content! and! relationships!
with! complementary! information.! Time! in! cartography! and!GIS!has! been!discussed!by! several! authors! (Vasiliev,!








shape.! It! was! the! result! of! two! developments:! namely,! the! increasing! demand! for! showing!
cities!or!parts!of!them!accurately!and!on!a!uniform!scale,!as!well!as!the!wish!for!the!city!to!be!
represented! in! a! visually! attractive!manner.! Because! of! this,! the! city!must! reflect! the! threeO
dimensional! space! (therefore! including! houses! and! other! buildings! in! elevation).! The!
decorative!element!was!very!important,!since!it!was!not!uncommon!that!maps!and!plans!were!




threeOdimensional! and! artistic! characteristics! are! observed! in! the! maps! researched! in! this!
dissertation.!!
In!the!same!period,!editors!were!concerned!to!add!maps!and!plans!to!atlases!and!city!books.!
The! unquestioned! apogees! were! the! sixOpart! Civitates! Orbis! Terrarum! van! Braun! and!
Hogenberg!from!the!second!half!of!the!16th!century,!and!the!Books!of!the!Dutch!cities!(Toneel!
der! steden! van! verenigde! nederlanden)! of! Joan! Blaeu! from! 1648.! For! travelers! there! were!
practical!travel!guides!in!which!town!plans!were!provided,!such!as!the!“Descrittione!di!tutti! i!
Paesi!Bassi,!altrimenti!detti!Germania! inferiore"! (description!of! the!Low!Countries,!otherwise!
called!Lower!Germany)!of! !Guicciardini,!written! in! Italian!and! translated! to!German,!Dutch!
and!English.24!
!
3.2.2 Land! surveying! methods! and! instruments! in! the! Netherlands! from! the! 15th! to! 17th!
century25!
In!the!study!of!old!city!maps!as!in!other!kinds!of!maps,!reliability!and!accuracy!play!important!
roles;! they! both! are! directly! linked! to! the! purpose! of! the! map.! This! purpose! can! be! an!
indication! as! to!whether! reliability,! completeness! and! accuracy!were! part! of! the! purpose! or!
not.! ! It! is! also! important! to! know! in! which! style! the! map! was! depicted.! The! style! reveals!
aspects!of!the!precision!of!the!drawing!and!the!specific!technique!applied!in!drawing!the!map.!
In! 1533! a! publication! appeared! Libellus! de! locorum! describendorum! ratione,! which! would!
become!of!great!importance!for!the!development!of!the!technique!of!land!surveying.! !In!this!
publication,! the! principle! of! triangulation,! on! which! any! accurate! survey! must! be! funded!
(Bagrow,!1964)!was!described!for!first!time!as!forward!incision!(Voorwaarste!(in)snijding,!as!it!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!










44).! This! method! described! by! Gemma! Frisius! was! first! applied! in! the! Netherlands! by! the!
geographer!Jacob!van!Deventer!(Visser,!1965).27!It!is!in!fact!plausible!that!he!used!this!method!
before!it!was!described!by!Frisius!which!is!indicated!by!the!accuracy!of!his!regional!maps.!For!
measuring! cities! it! is! supposed! that! Van! Deventer! used! mainly! polygonal! measures! by!
measuring!directions!and!distances!from!point!to!point.!Firstly,!to!the!inside!of!the!city!wall,!
later! through! the! streets.! For! big! cities! and!where!multiple! places! are!drawn!on! a!map,! the!
method!of!forward!incision!would!also!be!used.!!
The!principle!of! the!survey!of!a!city!map!has!not!changed!much! from!the!time!of! Jacob!van!










scale!of! 1:8000!with!north!orientation.! In!particular,! the!maps!made!by!order!of!Philip! II! in!
1559! are! specially! recognized! for! their! military! function! and! geometrical! accuracy! and! are!
considered!a!key!in!the!study!of!a!Dutch!city.!These!maps!included!forts,!buildings!and!gates!
and! although! they! are! less! detailed! than! the! cadastral! minute! plans! they! are! accurately!
measured! (Engel,! 2005).! The!pattern! of!ways! and!waterways! is! very! accurate,! as!well! as! the!
position! of! fortifications,! although! other! sketchy! details!must! be! interpreted! prudently.! An!
indication! of! van! Deventer’s! way! of! mapping! is! the! presence! of! small! pricks! made! with! a!
needle.!These!pricks!are!indicators!of!how!van!Deventer!performed!the!measuring!or!copying.!












28!Mekenkap! and!Koop! (1986)! in! an! analysis! of! accuracy! tested! on!maps! of! van!Deventer! proposed! the! use! the!
"circle!method! for! testing! accuracy! of! early!maps.! This!method! was! applied! on! all! provinceOmaps! of! Jacob! van!
Deventer.!The!result!of!all!"differenceOcalculations"!leads!to!a!set!of!displacements!of!individual!sites!based!on!soO!
called! "point! inaccuracy! values”!which! can! be! visualized! by! circles,! using! standard! factors!when! calculating! the!
radius.!
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The!method! for!precise! calculation!of! the!distance!between! two!points,! separated!by! a! long!
distance!was!credit!to!the!Dutch!astronomer!and!mathematician!Willebrord!Snellius.30!!




measurements! were! published! in! 1617.! However,! the! method! itself! was! not! known.! It! is!
remarkable!that!before!1800!this!method!was!not!followed!by!any!Dutch!landOsurveyor.!
In! the! 18th! century! there! is! no! indication! of! improvements! in! the!methods! and! techniques!
applied!in! landOsurveying.! It! is! the!start!of!the!period!where!no!attention!is!given!to!the!onO
going!developments!in!foreign!countries,!particularly!in!France!and!the!United!Kingdom.!!In!







foot! and! pace,! where! a! pace! is,! as! with! the! Romans,! equal! to! two! steps.! Additionally! pass!
counters!or!pedometers!were!developed;! there!were!sorts!of!counters! that!were! joined!to!an!
arm! or! a! leg! of! a! human! or! a! horse! and!which! functioned! in! combination!with! by!walking!
movements.!!To!estimate!distances!with!the!eye!was!also!not!unusual.!For!the!landOsurveyor!of!
parcels,!in!the!first!half!of!the!16th!century,!the!surveyor’s!chain!was!an!important!tool!used!as!





our! research.!On! the!other!hand!as! acknowledged!by!Alkhoven! (1993),! a! lot! of! research!has!been! carried!out! to!
prove!the!geometric!reliability!of!the!town!plans!by!Van!Deventer.!!
30!Willebrord!Snellius!(Willebrord!Snel!van!Royen)!was!born!in!Leiden!in!1580.!He!was!professor!of!mathematics!at!
the!University! of! Leiden!who! found! a! new!method! of! finding! the! radius! of! the! earth! by!means! of! triangulation!











astrolabe,! which!was! not! very! accurate! (Figure! 3.2).! The! only! possibility! to! improve! on! the!
astrolabe!required!improving!its!discrimination,!for!which!it!was!necessary!to!produce!bigger!







Figure( 3.2.( Several! landOsurveying! instruments! (at!
different! scale).! Among! others! the! circle! of! Dou,! the!!
surveyor’s!chain!and!the!plane!table.!!Part!of!the!title!of!
a! map! book! ca.! 1800.! Rijksarchief! in! Gelderland,!






horizontal! surface! it! was! necessary! to! apply! special! tricks! that! could! add! errors! to! the!
measurements.!These!instruments!quickly!became!obsolete.!!
Concerning! the!method!used!by!van!Deventer! in! the! 16th! century,! it! is!believed!he!probably!
measured! straight! lines! and!directions,! the! latter!using! a! compass.! Later! a! compass!of! sight!













Figure( 3.3.( (The! surveyor’s!wheel,! for!
measuring!distances.!From!the!map!of!
Warwickshire! made! by! Henry!
Beighton,!1728.!The!vehicle!on!the!left!
was! equipped! for! the! same! purpose.!
From!Crone,!1978.!
!
In!course!of! the! 17th!century! the!demand! for!mapping!smaller!areas,!and!therefore! for! larger!
scale!maps,! increased.! !The! land!surveyor!was!committed!to!making!maps,! initially!by!using!
the!old!survey!techniques,!but!they!later!improved!when!the!method!of!triangulation!started!




use!of! the!measuring! table!or!mensula! (Figure!3.4),!now!known!as! the! land!surveyor’s!plane!
table.!This! instrument!combines!measuring!and!drawing.!The!map,!or!at! least!the!geometric!












Figure( 3.4.! The! application! of! the!
principles!of!triangulation!(namely!the!
forward! incision)! and! the! use! of! the!
measuring! table.! Copper! engraving.!!
From! Johan! Sems! and! Jan! Pieterz.!










observed! in! the! instruments!used.! In! 1600! Jan!Pietersz.!Dou! turned!out! to!be!a!supporter!of!
the!use!of! the!quadrant.!The!many!disadvantages!of! the!use!of! this! instrument!necessitated!
the!invention!of!a!new!measuring!instrument!which!appeared!in!a!publication!of!Dou’s!in!1612.!
Dou!wanted!to!create!an! instrument!that!would!enable! the!surveyor! to!measure!angles!over!





vanes!around! it.!This!construction!made! the! instrument! lighter,!enabling!a! longer!diameter.!
With!a!radius!of!30!centimeters!and!with!a!markings!on!the!outer!circle!the!instrument!maker!
was!able! to!subdivide!every!degree! into!six!parts.33!This! 10Ominute!subdivision! improved! the!
accuracy! of! many! of! the! angles! taken! until! the! 19th! century.! With! the! instrument! it! was!
possible! to!measure! angles! in! relation! to! a! fixed!baseline.! From!a!high!point,! for! example! a!
church!tower,!the!angles!towards!other!points!can!be!measured,!and!if!repeated!from!a!second!







angles! taken! were! all! within! the! range! of! 90! degrees! (a! clear! indication! of! the! use! of! the!
quadrant).34! Based! on! all! the! measurements! Milz! concludes! that! there! is! a! 2! percent!
divergence!in!the!total!of!angles!measured!and!the!maximum!subdivision!is!a!quarter!degree.!
The!Hollandse! cirkel! was! very! popular! with! Dutch! surveyors! because! it! was! an! all! inOone!
instrument! in! which! Dou! not! only! combined! useful! parts! of! existing! instruments,! but! also!
provided! a! purely! a! surveying! instrument! without! any! traces! of! astronomical! dependence,!
such!as!with!the!astrolabe!and!the!quadrant!had.!In!horizontal!position!it!could!be!used!as!a!
surveyor's!cross!or!as!an!angleOmeasuring!instrument!with!or!without!orientation.!(Pouls,!De!
landmeter! Jan!Pietersz.!Dou! en!de!Hollandse!Cirkel,!2004).!The! instrument!overcame!all! the!













der!Geodesie! van!de!Technishe!Hogeschool,!Delft.! Source:! !H.!C.!




school! was! founded! by! the! Dutch! Prince! Maurice! of! Nassau,! whose! advisor! Simon! Stevin!
wrote!the!teaching!program.!All! lessons!were!mainly!based!on!the!practice!of!land!surveying!
and! fortification.!Since! the!engineers!were! taught! the!basics!of!mathematics,! land!surveying!
and!map!making! in!Dutch,! it!was! called! the! “Duytsche!Mathematique”! (C.! van! den!Heuvel,!





surveying! and!map!making.! At! different! stages,! experience! in! every! field! was! gained.! They!
learned! basic! principles! of! trigonometry! and! related! principles! of! triangulation.! Students!
learned! how! to! draw! sketches! and! work! with! measuring! units! such! as! roeden! and! voeten.!
Initial! exercises! were! paperObased! followed! by! practical! lessons! focused! on! the! use! of! the!
instruments.! After! these! exercises! students! had! to! learn! how! to! draw!what! they! had!









Maps! made! in! the! past! are! frequently! described! as! old,! early! and! historical! indistinctly.!
However,! there! is! a! difference! between! these! terms,!which! are! defined!by! the! International!
dictionary!of!cartography!as!follows:!!

























different! process! of! mapmaking.! These! differences! have! significant! implications! on! the!
reliability! and! accuracy! of! maps.! However,! the! distinction! between! different! kinds! of! early!
maps!is!not!as!clear!to!establish.!In!literature!(Koeman,!1985;!Muehrcke,!1978;!DonkerslottO!de!
Vrij,! 1995;! Scholten,! 1989;!Heuvel,! 1991)! different! typologies! have! been! already! employed! by!
several! authors.! However,! there! is! no! definitive! categorization.! When! comparing! these!
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this! research.! ! Our! aim! hereby! is! also! to! provide! the! reader! some! insight! into! the!
characteristics!of!different! types!of!city!maps!and!the!effect! these!characteristics!might!have!
on! their! reliability.!Categories!described! in! this! section! include!basic!concepts! such!as!maps!
























The! map! design! process! includes! making! decisions! on! which! geographic! features! and!
attributes!of!the!map!are!selected!as!well!as!map!properties!as!scale,!map!projection!and!area!
of!coverage.!Although!the!process!of!making!a!map!has!been!greatly!changed!over!time!and!
mostly! simplified,! in! modern! as! in! old! cartography! several! issues! including! elements! of!
representation! are! involved! in! the! designing! of! a! map:! geographic! framework,! map! layout,!
intellectual! and!visual!hierarchies,!map!generalization!and!classification,!map! symbolization!





highlighted! in! early!maps!with! commercial! and!decorative!purposes!where! the! aesthetics!of!
the!map!played!a!definitive!role.!!





According! to! the! purpose! of! the!map,! spatial! data! needs! to! be! collected! in! the! field! before!
several!copies!of!the!same!map!can!be!made!and!distributed.!
The! term! ‘design’! can!also! refer! to! the! final!product!obtained! from! the!mapmaking!process,!
the!map!(plan)!itself,!as!in!the!urban!plan.!!Design!conceived!as!a!final!product!that!resembles!
an!urban,! city,!or! town!plan! is!directly! linked! to! the!discipline!of! landOuse!planning.! In! this!
design!decisions!are! taken!on!the! layout!and! functioning!of!a!city.!These!decisions!could!be!
made!in!order!to!represent!a!new!urban!settlement,!but!they!could!also!involve!a!reformation!
or!extension!of!one!that!already!exists.!!




been! discussed! critically! by! Kempers! and! Schmidt! (1979),! C.! van! den!Heuvel! (1991,! 2006b),!
among!others.!The!following!section!includes!some!of!the!items!that!characterize!the!planning!





The! roots! of! classicistic! city! planning! have! been! situated! in! literature! in! the! theories! of!
architecture,!fortification!and!civil!engineering!that!came!out!of!Italy!in!the!middle!of!the!15th!
century! such! as! Alberti,! Filarete,! Francesco! di! Giorgio! Martini! and! others.! The! books! that!
came!in!the!following!centuries!projected!an!image!of!the!ideal!city!as!a!rational!architectonic!
and! spatial! whole! reflecting! the! stratification! of! society! itself.! This! classicistic! ideal! is! also!



















map! is! completed.! Every! stage! is! done! in! a! certain! period! of! time! and! is! linked! to! specific!
dates.! For! this! reason! it! is! more! appropriate! to! consider! the! date! of! a! map! as! a! dynamic!
process!associated!with!a!period!of!time!rather!than!with!a!single!date.!Map!making,!early!as!
well!as!contemporary,!is!a!dynamic!process!in!which!the!creation!of!a!map!could!take!a!long!
period! of! time.! In! contemporary!map! production! based! on! “snapshots”! of! the! landscape! by!
using!e.g.!aerial!photographs!or!satellite!images,!the!derived!map!represents!a!single!moment!
of!time!when!the!“snapshot”!was!issued.!This!occurs!when!only!one!source!is!used!to!produce!






In! this! sense,!when! analyzing!maps! it! is! important! to! determine! if! the!map! is! a! final! or! an!
intermediate! stage! in! the! process! of!mapmaking.!Maps,! especially! old! ones,! could! reflect! a!
final!product!but!also!be! the!result!of!one!of! the!several! intermediate!stages! involved! in! the!
execution! or! design! of! a! plan.! These! ‘intermediate! plans’!might! have! great! similarity! to! the!







In! relation! to! historical! evidence,! it! would! be! ideal! to! know! what! occurred! in! each! step!
involved!in!map!making!before!the!final!(or!even!intermediate)!version!was!made.!However,!
especially!in!the!cases!of!early!maps,!this!information!might!be!incomplete!or!even!unknown.!




as! part! of! a! proposed! design! which! were! in! reality! never! realized.! These! sketches!
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therefore! remained! as! just! ideas! of! how! the! city! or! part! of! it! could! be! extended,!
modified!or!reOconstructed.!





sketches! which! were! merely! an! instance! in! the! process! of! drawing! (even! of! an!
intermediate!map).! Like!many! cartographic! processes! sketching! could! sometimes! be!
expected!to!reveal!some!omissions!and!errors!in!the!resultant!map.!These!faults!were!
common!especially!in!cases!where!sketching!had!been!used!to!fill!the!gaps!in!a!hasty!
and!openOended! instrumental!survey.! ! It! is!also! important!to!mention!that! the! larger!
class!of!sketch!maps!might!have!been!based!on!memories!or!on!other!records!of!travel!
not! involving! measurement.! ! For! purposes! of! accuracy! or! reliability! assessment! in!
practice!it!might!be!difficult!to!differentiate!between!what!was!sketched!and!what!was!





real! landscape.! This! comparison! can! be!made! by! using! other! reliable! sources! or! the!
landscape! itself.! For! early! maps! this! comparison! depends! on! historical! evidence.!
Cadastral! maps! and! other! later! and! more! accurate! cartography! can! represent!
important! sources! of! historical! evidence! for! comparison! to! early! maps.! It! becomes!
important!to!remember!that!accuracy!varies!according!to!the!function!of!the!map!and!
the! circumstances! that! surrounded! its! mapmaking.! Therefore! a! design,! even! when!
executed,!is!not!necessarily!accurate.!!
• Design(as(a(contract.! !This!category!was! introduced!by!C.!van!den!Heuvel! (1991,!p.!
80O81)! in! “Papiere! Bolwercken”! as! part! of! functional! categories.! ! In! this! category! the!
design!is!a!legal!agreement.!If!during!building!changes!were!made!to!the!original!plan,!
new!drawings!had!to!be!made.!Sometimes!these!drawings!were!just!an!explanation!of!






In! the!mapmaking! and! copying! of!maps! not! related! to! planning! we! find! those! town! plans!
which! serve! mainly! for! decorative! purposes! as! wall! decoration! or! collection! items.! The!




Economic! factors! played! an! important! role! in! the!making!of! plans! for! ordinary! sales.! These!
maps!had!been!made!cheaply,!which!frequently!implied!that!an!existing!plan!was!entirely!or!
partially!copied.! In!early!maps,!very!often,! important!buildings!were!represented! larger! than!
they!were!in!reality.!This!strongly!promoted!the!decorativeness!of!the!map,!which!according!
to!Margry!(1987)!could!have!appealed!to!urban!chauvinism.!!
Other! kinds! of! unreliable! maps! from! the! 16th! and! 17th! centuries! were! those! maps! with!





In! 16th! and! 17th! century!maps! of! cities!we! find! various! types! of! depiction! of! the! townscape!
(Figure!3.6).!!
Figure(3.6.!These!maps!made!by!different!mapmakers!show!different!representation!of!the!same!city!(Zwolle,!the!
Netherlands).!a.!Blaeu! [ca.1649],!b.!Mattaheus!Merian! (162137),! c.!Guicciardini! (158238),! ! and!d.!ARA!4.!OPV!
Z64!(1765,!177539).!
Maps! with! purely! twoOdimensional! representations! differ! considerable! from! others! where!










of! churches! and! other! important! buildings! resemble! their! real! architecture,! although! very!
often!the!dimensions!of!the!buildings!are!exaggerated.!
According! to! the! typology! of! Koeman40! ! (Figure! 3.7)!we! can! distinguish! four!main! kinds! of!
maps!according!to!their!projection:!!











(3) Profile( with(more( or( less( foreground.! The! profile! of! the! city! arises! when! a! city! is!










in! many! different! maps! of! cities! in! the! Netherlands! (Amsterdam,! Groningen,! Maastricht,!
Utrecht!among!others)!and!other!countries!(Belgium,!Germany,!Great!Britain,!France,!among!
others)! made! by! different! mapmakers! (J.! Janssonius,! Groningen,! 1657;! C.! Antoniszoon,!
Amsterdam,!1572;!C.!Duchetti,!Bologna,!1588;!L.!Guicciardini,!Brussels,!1572!among!others).!41!
The! example! above! of! Zwolle! of! Guicciardini! shows! this! mixture! as! well;! compare! the!
difference!in!perspective!of!the!towers!and!gates!versus!the!building!blocks.!Looking!in!detail!
at!the!set!of!maps!of!this!study!(see!chapters!6!and!7),!characteristics!of!a!plan!with!buildings!
in! oblique! (parallel)! projection! can! be! recognized.! This! means! that! rather! than! the! use! of!
vertical!projection!(as! in!a!plan)! in!a!whole!map,!a!parallel!projection! is!used!to! incorporate!
buildings!with!threeOdimensional!(threeOdimensional)!effect.!The!threeOdimensional!effect!can!









maps.!The!other! three!maps!used! in! the! study!of! the! city!of!Zwolle! (DH68,45!DH68A46! and!
G3547)! keep! in! general! the! twoOdimensional! representation! as!main! characteristic! along! the!
map! area;! however,! the! threeOdimensional! effect! can! be! locally! found! in! some! buildings!
incorporated! in! the! drawing! as!mills,! trees! and! even! some! parts! of! the! bastions.! The!most!




well! as! the! precision! and! accuracy! with! which! features! are! represented! on! the! map.! The!
purpose!of!the!map!agrees!with!its!function!and!determines!its!use!or!reOuse.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43! Swolla,! Blaeu! [c.1649]! COLLBN! P! 44! N! 126! (original)! and! Zwolle! (reproduction).! Scanning! from! ! copy!
(reproduction).!Listed!in!this!research!as!“Blaeu”.!
44! Plan! der! Stad! Zwoll,! gelegen! aan! de! Revier! de! Veght,! met! hun! fortificatie! en! Situation,! (1739)! ARA4!OPV! Z66!
Nationaal! Archief,! The!Hague,!Min.!Oorlog.! Archief! Genie,! Plans! van! Vestingen! 16eeuwO1800,! The!Netherlands.!
Scanned!from!slide.!Listed!in!this!research!as!“DHslide”.!







Nationaal! Archief,! Min.! Oorlog.! Archief! Genie,! Plans! van! Vestingen! 16eeuwO1800! and! Historisch! Centrum!
Overijssel,!Zwolle!Collectie!Historisch!Centrum!Overijssel!(reproduction).!Leiden!University!Library,!Collectie!Bodel!
Nijenhuis! (COLLBN)! (original).! The!Netherlands.! Scanned! from! ! copy! (reproduction).! Listed! in! this! research! as!
“G35”.!
Figure( 3.7.! a)! Representation! of! Oblique! parallel! projection! (Koeman! 1985,! p111),! b)! Detail! Grote!Markt!
(Zwolle)!from!the!maps!of!Blaeu!(1649)!and!c)!Priorato!(1673).!d)!Detail!Camper!Poort!(Zwolle)!from!
Blaeu!(1649)!and!e)!G35!maps.!The!Figure!a)!shows!an!example!of!parallel!projection!detected!in!the!
maps!of!Blaeu,!Priorato! and!DHslide.!The!Figure! e)!on!the!other!hand! shows!an!example!of! a!twoO
dimensional!maps!where!the!threeOdimensional!effect!is!not!represented.!!
!
a. b. c. 
e. d. 
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Nowadays! the! most! common! distinction! between!maps! refers! to:! reference! or! topographic!
maps!on!the!one!hand!and!thematic!maps!on!the!other.!Other!kinds!of!maps!with!different!
types!of!scale!are!distinguished!within!these!two!groups.((
• Reference( maps! as! described! by! Muehrcke(1978)! have! a! general! purpose.!
Geographical! features! are! represented! on! these!maps!with! no! particular! emphasis! on! some!
features!over!others.!
• Topographic( maps! in! contrast,! are! traditionally! focused! on! the! representation! of!
relief!by!using!contour!lines!or!other!methods!of!representation.!Although,!these!maps!might!
also! include,! as! complementary! information,!other!natural! and!cultural! features! common! to!
reference!maps.!!









variables! and! frequently! only! one! variable! is! shown! (Muehrcke,! 1978).! Thematic! maps! are!
usually! represented! as! a! layer! over! a! reference! map! on! which! geographic! features! are!
represented.!!
Regarding! the! types! of! maps! mentioned! above! and! based! on! the! classification! made! by!
Koeman! (1985),! ! Scholten! (1989)! and!M.!DonkerslottO! de! Vrij! (1995),! we! find! a! selection! of!
typologies! concerning! the! present! research! for! the! period! between! the! 16th! to! the! early! 19th!
century.!!
Y.!M.!DonkersootOde!Vrij!(1995)!made!a!classification!of!‘topographic’!maps!in!the!Netherlands!
before! 1750!according! to! the! functional! character!of! the!map.! In! this! classification! the!main!
purpose!of! the!map!defines!each!category.!These!maps!present! functional!differences!which!
also!have!an!effect!on!the!accuracy!of!a!map.!As!is!expected!a!decorative!map!does!not!require!





character! (P.J.!Magry,! 1987).! 48!Maps! can!have! great! legal! or! evidentiary! value.!Not! the!map!










and! right)! of! the! street! buildings! in! the! same! drawing! (Figure! 3.8),! is! a! remarkable!
characteristic!of!some(pictorial!maps!of!the!configuration!of!the!countryside.!In!these!kinds!
of!maps!the!two!sides!of!a!street!were!depicted!as!two!diametrically!opposed!representations!
in! opposite! directions! (Koeman,! 1985).! ! ! Notice! that! these! pictorial! maps! include! twoO
dimensional! and! threeOdimensional! works! with! resemblance! of! the! real! scene! including! a!













Figure( 3.8.! Sketch! of! both! sides! of! the! mirror! show!!
houses! by! the! sluice! in! ‘Cromme!Gouwe’! under!Alphen!
aan!den!Rijn!(Netherlands).!By!Jan!Damisz,!1561.!(Archief!
Hoogheemraadschap!van!Rijland,!A.!560).!From!Koeman!
(1985,! p.! 68).! ! Reprinted! with! permission! of! Canaletto!
publishers.!!
These!maps!might!have!been!of!significant!evidence!and!reliable!for!the!purpose!of!the!legal!
process! at! the! time! the! map! was! made;! however! this! does! not! necessarily! imply! spatial!
reliability!or!accuracy,!even!in!cases!in!which!the!true!landscape!is!very!accurately!resembled!
in!the!drawing.!
• General( topographic( survey(maps:! This! group! includes! survey!maps! of! the!whole!
country;!printed!survey!maps!of!provinces;!surveys!of!topographic!areas!(water!board!districts,!
polders,!dryOlands!and!dikes)!and!wall!maps.!The!latter!are!printed!maps!in!big!format!(larger!
than! 50! by! 60! cm),! where! the! decorative! element! played! an! important! role.! Cartouches,!
vignettes!and!frame!decoration!in!the!form!of!plans!and!profiles!of!cities,!weapons,!portraits,!
costumes!and!others,!often!accompanied!these!maps.!They!consist!of!different!pages!because!
the! publishing! of! large!maps! via! the! technique! of! copper! engraving! could! only! be! done! in!
pieces.!!!
• Civil( and( cultural( technical( maps:! These! maps! are! related! to! sectors! such! as!
agriculture,!ecology!and!landscape!modeling;!they!were!made!as!a!result!of!civil!and!cultural!
or! Otechnical! work! concerning:! land! reclamation! (the! reclaiming! of! wastelands! and! peat!
levelling);!construction!and!cultivation,!garden!architecture,!coast!maintaining!(construction!
of!dikes,!range!accounts!etc.),!river!corrections!and!drainage!(the!construction!of!dams,!dikes,!
cribs,! locks,! canals! etc.),! country! to! extraction! (bed! calibrations! and! polders).! These! maps!
might!concern!a!plan!or!a!modification!of!a!plan,!which!never!reflected!reality.!!
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• PreZcadastral(maps.!Mostly! known! in!manuscript! form.!Only! a! small! number!were!
published! in! print.!Within! this! category!we!have! two! groups.! Firstly,! there! are!maps!where!
numbered!parcels! are! represented! as! connected! objects.! The!numbers! of! the! parcels! have! a!
relation!to!a!cadastral!system!and!correspond!to!those!in!the!respective!land!registers.!These!
maps!correspond!mostly!in!their!function!to!the!modern!cadastral!map.! !Secondly,!there!are!
maps! where! the! parcels! are! sometimes! represented! as! connected! but! often! as! dispersed!
throughout!the!map!area.!These!maps,!however,!agree!less!with!real!cadastral!maps.!!
• Military(maps( and( plans.! Innumerable!maps! related! to!military!matters! exist! and!
they!differ!in!content!depending!on!their!function.!Military!cartography!includes!the!making!
of!maps!by!military!agencies!or!to!meet!military!needs.!Concerning!the!period!before!1750!we!
distinguish:! Topographic! survey!maps,!maps! of! fortifications! and! inundation! areas! (defense!
lines)!and!maps!of!military!operations.!In!the!category!of!military!maps!we!include!maps!made!
for! the! purpose! of! defense,! sieges! and! campaigns,! and! maps! that! have! served! as! picture!
reportage! of! a! siege! or! campaign.! Moreover! we! distinguish! the! category! of! knowledgeable!
military!history!maps,!generally!issued!for!the!illustration!of!historical!work!or!as!newsOmaps!
(Koeman:!1989,!Scholten:!1989,!!Heuvel:!1991).!!
Within! the! category!of!military!maps,!M.!DonkerslottO!de!Vrij!makes! a!distinction! in!which!
three!kinds!of!maps!are!included:!!
(1) General( topographic(maps!made( primarily( for(military( use,! which! on! account! of!
their!secrecy!were!not!printed.!
(2) Maps( of( fortifications( and( inundation( lines.! This! category! takes! into! account!
fortification! maps! made! particularly! during! the! 80! years! war! (1568O1648),! which! in!
general!do!not!possess!any!topography!of!the!environment.!!Most!of!them!were!made!by!
engineers!in!temporary!service!in!the!army.!




what!one!might! call! “newsOmaps”.!These!maps! show!actual!military! events!of! the! time!




treaty!with!Austria!due!to! the!War!of! the!Austrian!succession!(1741O1748).!These! lively! times!
called! for!a! treatment!of! the!badly!maintained!and! fortified!Dutch!cities,!at! that!moment! in!
decline.!Existing!maps!did!not!appear!to!satisfy!the!required!standards!of!exactness,!as!a!result!
of!which! new!measurements!were! carried! out! and! cities!were!mapped! again.! This! renewed!








the! term! ‘preOcadastral! maps’! from! the! 16th! and! 17th! century.! On! these! parcelOmaps! the!
representation! of! farmOtypes! is! clearly! recognizable.! Also,! in! these! centuries,! town! plans!





city!mapping.! !At! this! time,! the! engraved! city!maps!were! influenced!by!French! cartography!
replacing! the! view! and! perspective! by! a! tight! picture! of! house! blocks,! walls! and! canals! in!









and! values!of! land! and!of! landholders! that! originally!was! compiled! for!purposes!of! taxation!
(Dale!and!Binns,! 1995).!Because!of! the! function!of! cadastral!maps! in! land! taxation!and! land!
management! it! was! of! great! importance! that! features! on! these! maps! were! depicted! and!
registered!accurately!resembling!real!sizes,!locations!and!registered!data.!For!this!reason,!most!
contemporary! cadastral! surveys! are! linked! to! the! national! geodetic! networks! and! cadastral!
maps!are!made!using!high!technology!including!electronic!and!photogrammetric!surveys.!!
A!cadastral!map!is!characterized!by!the!detail!in!the!drawing!of!the!parcels!and!property!land!
shown! on! it.! The! scale! of! cadastral! maps! is! therefore! of! great! importance.! Cadastral! maps!
require!a!large!scale!in!order!to!identify!and!show!in!precise!detail!the!land,!detailed!enough!
for! every! separate! plot! of! land! which! may! be! the! subject! of! separate! possession! (called! a!
“survey!plot”!or!“land!parcel”)! to!appear!as!a!recognizable!unit!on!the!map!(Dale!and!Binns,!
1995).! A! cadastral! map! will! show! the! boundaries! of! parcels! of! land! but! may! in! addition!
incorporate!details!of!the!resources!associated!with!them,!including!the!physical!structures!on!








to! the! way! mapmakers! depict! object! on! maps.! In! this! regard,! perspective! and! threeO
dimensional!effects!in!early!maps!played!an!important!role!since!they!were!used!to!depict!the!
city! as! closely! as! possible! to! the! real! landscape.! ! However,! as! Koeman! (1985)! notes,! it! is!
necessary!to!be!conscious!of!the!fact!that!the!landOsurveyor!or!cartographer!from!16th!and!17th!
century! above! all! wanted! to! make! a! functional( map.52! Several! aspects! are! important! to!
consider! visOàOvis! this! functionality! since! the! mapmaker! decided! what! was! necessary! and!
sufficient!for!the!aim!of!the!map.!A!selective!working!method!was!and!is!always!the!target!of!a!
landOsurveyor.! As! was! mentioned! above! the! methods! used! for! depicting! cities! and! other!
landscapes!in!early!maps!were!very!often!intended!to!render!a!pictorial!reproduction!‘lifelike’,!
suggesting! the! real! landscape.!When! a! land! surveyor! from! the! 16th! or! 17th! century! depicted!
dunes! and!hills! he!did! it! in! perspective!by!means! of! altitude! contours! in! a! lifelike!way,! not!
abstractly.!!When!the!shallows!in!a!river!or!in!the!sea!had!to!be!represented!the!draughtsman!
applied!several!symbols.!On!the!one!hand!a!prolongation!of!the!pictorial!tradition!and!on!the!
other!hand!a! complete!new!way!of! representation,! like! the!depth!contour.!However,! lifelike!
reproduction!was!not!always!necessary!for!the!functional!value!of!the!map.!!
As! Koeman! reminds! us,! the! functional! use!must! often! be! seen! in! relation! to! the! fidelity! to!
nature!(as!an!architect!or!landscape!artist!would!do).!It!is!also!very!common!that!reliability!of!
the!land!surveyor’s!map!is!assessed!regarding!the!reliability!of!the!surrounding!buildings.!City!
profiles,! small!pictures!of! the!street!patterns!and!city!walls,!castles!and! leper!houses!outside!
the!city,!mills,! sluices,!bridges,!dikes,!etc.!are!compared!with!other!existent!pictures!or!with!
existent!descriptions.!A!big!part!of!the!historicOtopographic!map!studies!pays!attention!mainly!







property! taxation.! Dutch! law!was! based! on! the! rent! to! be! paid! per! parcel.! French! law!was!
based!on!the!estimated!value!of!the!parcel.!As!a!result!of!that!law!the!preparations!to!facilitate!
the! forming!of! a!parcelOwise! cadaster! started! in! 1811! (Keverling!F.! and!Muller!E.,! 1979).!As! a!
result!of!these!new!cadastral!plans!soOcalled!Minuutplans!were!created.!Cadastral!plans!were!
made!very!quickly!in!spite!of!the!fact!that!they!were!made!before!the!time!of!the!minuutplans.!










cadastral!plans!before! the!minuutplans! became! less! important! (C.!Koeman,! 1985:! 225).!After!
the!Netherlands!became!independent!this!new!law!was!kept!just!as!many!other!laws.!!!
The!1832!cadastral!plans!are!in!many!cases!the!most!reliable!and!earliest!plans!that!depict!the!
layout!of! the!city! in!detail.53! In! 1829,!after!a!number!of!earlier!attempts,!surveyors!set!out!to!
measure! the! city! plotObyOplot.! The!main! reason! for! this! detailed! survey!was! that! the! results!
were!used! for!determining! the!amount!of! taxes! to!be!paid! for! a! certain!piece!of! land.!Every!
parcel!of! land!was!stipulated!by!an!official!court!order,!and!since!money!was!involved!it!was!







the!dismantling!of! the!defense!works!caused!by! the!new! law!on! fortifications! that!passed! in!
April!1874!(Benavides!and!Koster,!2006).!!
However,! it! is! important! not! to! forget! that! cadastral! plans! from! the! early! 19th! century! had!
limitations! in! their!use! as! a! source! for! research.!These! limitations! are!discussed!by!Koeman!
(1985:!229O230)!and!Koster!(2001:!133).!Koeman!argues!that!old!cadastral!plans!are!unsuitable!
for! cartographic! applications.!Old! cadastral! plans!were!made! in!different! scales,! at! different!
orientations,!not!using!a!national!unit!of!measurement,! and! the! sheets!were!not!completely!
drawn!(islandOmaps),!including!no!other!topographic!detail!than!those!related!to!boundaries!
of!property! law.!There! is!deformation!of!measures!due! to! the! stretch!or! shrink!of! the!paper!
map! and! there! is! no! transparency! as! obstacle! for!making! copies! of! it.! However,! in! spite! of!












Within! the! documentation! generated! together!with! the! cadastral!maps! in! 1832!we! find!also!
Verzamelbladen.!These!maps!contain!the!view!of!a!complete!cadastral!municipality,!with!the!












In! this! research!we! use! a! dataset! of!modern! and! old! cartographical! sources.! This! dataset! is!
described! in!detail! in! chapter! 4.!We! choose! the! cities! of! Zwolle! and!Leiden! as! case! studies,!
which!served!as!tests!to!study!the!methodology!to!be!used!in!the!assessment!of!the!technical!
accuracy!and!reliability!of!early!Dutch!city!maps.! In! this!section!we!discuss! the!reasons!that!
moved!us! to!choose!particular! cities!and!maps! for! the!case! studies.!Furthermore!we!explain!
how!we!relate!the!case!studies!to!the!research!based!on!the!material!we!used.!!







belonged! to! different! collections! in! Leiden! and!The!Hague!with! different! restrictions! about!
access.! In! Leiden! where! we! had! direct! access! to! the! original! maps! we! could! follow! a!
standardized!procedure,!but!this!was!not!the!case!in!The!Hague!where!we!had!to!work!with!
copies! produced! by! the!National! Archives.!However,! even!without! original!maps,! we! could!
find! representative! cases! of! maps! of! the! city! of! Zwolle! from! which! we! could! begin.! As!
representative!set!of!maps!we!choose!maps!corresponding!to!the!same!geographical!area,!but!
having! some! differences! in! authors,! dates! and!mapmaking.! !We! had! access! to! the! map! of!









55!Over! the!period!2001O2003!all! the!cadastral!plans!of! the!Netherlands!dating! 1832!have!been!digitized! in!a! large!
project! sponsored! by! the! Dutch! government.! Results! of! this! were! found! not! long! ago! at:!
http://www.dewoonomgeving.nl,!currently!changed!to!http://watwaswaar.nl.!Early!maps!including!cadastral!
maps!were! obtained! for! purposes! of! this! research! from!different! collections:! the!Historish!Centrum!Overijssel! in!
Zwolle! as! part! of! the! Topografisch! Historische! Atlas,! the! Nationaal! Archief/Algemeen! Rijksarchief! A.R.A,! Min.!





was!mainly! done! in! order! to! find! correspondences! between! levels! of! accuracy! and! types! of!
mapmaking.!!
In!the!case!of!Leiden!our!intention!was!to!perform!an!analysis!in!which!the!technical!aspects!
explored! in! the!case! study!of!Zwolle!could!be! integrated!with! the!historical!context,!using!a!












in! the! historical! context! we! focused! on! the! map! as! a! reliable! historical! source.! ! We! have!
described! several! aspects! that!might!be! fundamental!during! the!assessment!of! the! technical!








In!order! to!examine! the! information! that!early!maps!offer,! it! is!necessary! to!apply! the! same!
questions!applied!to!other!historical!sources!focusing!on!the!purpose!of!the!map.!Although!in!
practice! it! might! be! difficult! to! find! information! linked! to! the! historical! context,! several!
procedures!are!proposed! to! study!different!kinds!of! sources.! Included!among! ! these! sources!
are! questions! about! documentation,! as! well! as! people! involved! in! the! complete! process! of!
creating!a!map.!A!list!by!Prunty!(2004)!is!included!in!Appendix!A!to!this!dissertation,!as!an!aid!
to!evaluate!early!maps.!Although!in!practice!it!might!not!be!possible!to!use!the!complete!list!
for!every!map,! it!contains!key!questions! to!be!asked!of!maps! that!are!very!useful!as!starting!
points!in!studying!them.!




technical! accuracy! can! still! be! assessed.! An! example! of! this! is! our! case! study! of! the! city! of!




Spatial! accuracy! and! reliability! are! different! concepts,! so! conclusions! about! them! can! be!
different.! Early! maps! that! are! considered! as! spatially! inaccurate! can! nonetheless! contain!















into! account! in! the! finding! of! ‘accurate’! sources! to! use! as! references! for! intermediate!
comparison!to!early!maps.!Intermediate!maps!such!as!the!cadastral!maps!of!the!1800s!can!be!
very!useful!in!establishing!relationships!between!map!features!in!old!and!modern!maps.!!




different! users! and! goals.! Differences! in! representations! used! by! the! mapmaker! and! the!
circumstances! that! surrounded! the! production! of! the! map! will! reveal! some! aspects! of! the!
precision!of!the!drawing!and!the!technique!specifically!applied.!These!differences!might!also!
imply! a! completely! different! process! of! land! surveying! and!mapmaking.! In! this! regard,! it! is!





for! the! purpose! of! this! research,! we! have! adjusted! the! categorization! made! by! different!
authors!to!make!a!distinction!of!maps!in!terms!of!the!mapmaking!process,!function,!(reO)!use,!
projection! and! depiction.! This! categorization! might! be! useful! to! understand! some! of! the!
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differences! that! often! can! be! found! in! Old! Dutch! city! maps.! In! general! terms,! a! basic!




Typologies! in!mapOmaking! refer! to!differences! in!maps!due! to!mapmaking!processes.! !With!
respect! to! typology!we! distinguished!maps!made! during! different! stages! of! the!mapmaking!
process.! When! analyzing! maps,! it! is! important! to! determine! if! the! map! is! a! final! or! an!
intermediate!stage! in!the!process!of!mapmaking.!Maps!could!reflect!a! final!product,!but!can!




maps! reflecting! different! stages! of! planning! and! mapmaking! and! 3.! maps! not! related! to!






reasons! more! than! geographical! reasons,! this! might! also! imply! that! an! existing! plan! was!
entirely! or! partially! copied.! In! these! maps! it! was! common! that! important! buildings! were!
represented! larger! than! they! were! in! reality.! Other! kinds! of! maps! from! the! 16th! and! 17th!
centuries! not! related! to! planning! are! those!maps! with! depictions! of! cities! and! battle! fields!
from!the!EightyOYear’s!War.!These!maps!are!also!considered!as!unreliable!from!a!topographic!





this! group!we! found!maps! focused!on! legal! issues!which!mostly! involved!property! conflicts,!
survey! maps,! civil! and! cultural! technical! maps,! preOcadastral! maps,! military! maps! and!
property! maps.!Within! the! group! of! military! maps! a! more! detailed! categorization! is! made!
distinguishing! general! topographic! maps! made! primarily! for! military! use,! maps! of!
fortifications!and!inundation!lines!and!maps!of!military!operations.!!
An! important! categorization!by!Koeman! (1985)!of! early!Dutch!city!maps! is! the!definition!of!
maps!according!to!the!projection!used!in!the!depiction!of!features!on!the!map.!In!many!16th!
and! 17th!century!maps!of!cities!we! find!many! types!of!depiction!of! the! townscape! including!










into! account! that! the! landOsurveyor! or! cartographer! from! the! 16th! and! the! 17th! century!
preferred!to!make!a!functional!map.!!
Based! on! a! visual! interpretation! of! features,! we! have! identified! several! restrictions! and!
difficulties!that!arise!when!old!and!modern!sources!are!compared.!A!simple!visual!comparison!
between!maps!(old!to!old!and!old!to!modern)!shows!great!differences!in!the!depiction!of!the!




In! spite! of! these! differences,! maps! need! to! be! compared! in! order! to! establish! spatial!
relationships! required! to! assess! their! accuracy.! To! perform! this! task! an! extensive! visual!
analysis! and! interpretation! of! features! (buildings,! bastions,! mills,! water! channels! among!
others)!is!proposed!to!identify!those!features!between!maps!that!can!be!compared.!This!can!be!
decisive!in!the!identification!of!common!points!between!modern!cartography!and!older!maps.!
Common! points! are! then! used! as! control! points! for! assigning! geographic! references! to! the!
early!map.!However,!the!correspondence!between!featureOpoints!represented!in!the!early!map!
and! its! original! situation! in! the! real!world! (on! the!modern!map)!might! be! difficult! or! even!
impossible! to! establish.! The! accuracy! of! a! feature! and! its! variation,! the! exaggeration! of! the!






accuracy! of! the! feature.! This! means! that! a! point! that! has! high! priority! also! shows! high!
accuracy!and!therefore!it!is!considered!a!more!reliable!point!than!those!with!lower!priority.!
It!is!important!not!to!forget!that!comparing!sources!is!a!very!delicate!process!that!tends!to!be!
subjective! and! is! often! not! free! from! human! error.! The! historical! context! can! provide!
information!that!helps!one!to!reduce!the!subjectivity!in!the!interpretation!of!features!or!areas!
depicted! in! the! map.! However,! features! might! be! misinterpreted,! especially! when! the!
historical! context! is! poor! or! completely!missing.!Mistakes!might! also! arise! when! an! unreal!
situation!(e.g.!when!a!map!or!part!of! it!was!never!executed)!needs! to!be!compared!to!a!real!





evidence! for!comparison!to!early!maps.!The! 1832!cadastral!plans!are! in!many!cases! the!most!
reliable!early!plans!that!depict!the!layout!of!the!city!in!detail.!It!is!also!important!not!to!forget!






In! general! it! is! important! to! be! aware! that! using! historical! sources! for! research! have! great!
limitations! and! constraints.! Differences! in! projection! and! representation! including! twoO
dimensional!and!threeOdimensional!effects!and!a!mixture!of!them!complicate!the!comparison!
between!maps.!!Trying!to!find!relations!among!different!representations!of!the!same!object!we!
searched! for! similarities! and! differences! in! form,! size! and! location! and! the! reason! that!
accompanied! differences.! Interpretation! can! be! biased! if! the! historical! context! is! not! taken!
into! account.! ! Comparisons! and! interpretations! derived! from! maps! can! result! in! different!
approaches! even! in! one! and! the! same! map.! This! also! is! relevant! to! the! accuracy! of! the!
representation! and! the! reliability! of! the! source.! Besides! the! limitations! of! the! source! itself,!











One! of! the! reasons! for! accuracy! differences! in!maps! is! the! enormous! variety! in!methods! and!
measures!used! in! land!surveying!and!mapmaking! in!the!Low!Countries.! 56!This!variety!was!the!
result!of!private! training,! the!backgrounds!of! the! surveyors,! local!measures,!and!differences! in!
exam! procedures! from! province! to! province.! 57! The! instructional!material! of! the! professors! of!
these! training! schools! and! the! notes! of! pupils! are! still! preserved,! which! allows! studying! the!
process! of! surveying! and! mapmaking! in! more! detail.! We! used! this! kind! of! information! as!
historical!context,!when!available,! in!order!to!find!links!between!the!mapmaking!of!early!maps!
and! its!accuracy!and!reliability.!We! intend!to!provide!a!methodological!perspective!that!serves!
for! assessment!of! quality!of! early!maps! for! researchers!who!base! their!work!on! these!kinds!of!
sources.!!!
We! have! digitally! processed! early! maps! to! compare! them! to! modern! geographic! data.!
Comparisons!are!based!on!the!geographical!reference!of!the!modern!largeKscale!base!map!of!the!
Netherlands! (GBKN,! Grootschalige! Basiskaart! Nederland)! and! modern! aerial! photographs.!















57! Muller,! E.,! Zanvliet,! K.! And! Ham!W.,! eds.,! Admissies! als! landmeter! in! Nederland! voor! 1811:! Bronnen! voor! de!




centuries! before.! This! mainly! has! to! do! with! the! fact! that! the! industrial! revolution! in! the!
Netherlands,!with! its! enormous! impact! on! the! townscape,! had!already! taken!place! in! the! 17th!
century.59! The! fortifications! as! an! important! feature! of! the! town! plan! changed! considerably,!
more! than! in!England! for! instance.! !So! there! is! substantial! resemblance!between! the! situation!
recorded!in!the!1832!cadastral!plan!and!the!one,!let!us!say,!in!maps!of!the!1650’s.!!!
It! is! important! to! remark! that! in! spite! of! the! use! of! the! cadastral! maps! of! the! 1830s,! it! was!









the!various!maps! in!question!are.! In! this!specific!chapter!we!describe! the! technical!procedures!
applied! to! different! sources! used! in! the! case! studies! to! establish! spatial! relationships.! These!
include! procedures! of! geoKprocessing! applied! to! old! and!modern! sources! to! assess! horizontal!
accuracy!in!early!maps.!In!the!first!part!of!this!chapter!we!focus!on!the!description!of!the!sources!
used!as!bases!of!this!research.!Later!general!and!detailed!descriptions!of!the!method!are!shown.!
We!describe! the!pointKbased!analysis!we!used! to! link!positional! errors! to! classified! features! in!























The! terms!data! and! sources! have!been!defined!differently!by! several! authors.!Data!provides!
knowledge!about!an!issue!or!a!fact.!In!computational!terms!data!is!the!representation!of!the!
information! in! a! way! that! can! be! processed! by! using! a! computer! (Royal! Academy! of! the!
Spanish!Language!dictionary61).!In!music!for!example,!data!normally!denotes!the!handwritten!
documents! that! lie! behind! the! printed! form! in! which! the! music! circulates! (The! Oxford!
Companion! to! Music! in! Performing! Arts62).! From! this! perspective,! a! source! is! seen! as! the!
place,!person,!or!thing!from!which!“data”,!originates!(The!Concise!Oxford!English!Dictionary!
in! English! Dictionaries! &! Thesauruses).! In! our! research,! we! consider! a! data! source! any!






GIS!perspective.! ! From! the!GIS!point! of! view,! primary! sources! are!defined! as! “data! that! are!
captured! directly! from! the! real! world”! (Gregory! 2003:! 18),! while! secondary! sources! “are!
captured! from! abstracted! sources! as! maps”! (Gregory! 2003:! 18).! From! the! historian’s!
perspective,! the! secondary! GIS! sources! such! as! maps! (early! maps)! are! primary! sources!
(Gregory! 2003:! 18).!Making! use! of! tools! such! as! Global! Positioning! Systems! (GPS),! primary!
data!is!collected!in!the!field,!while!secondary!data!from!document!collections!and!databanks!is!
acquired!by!using!scanners,!digitizers!and!photography!inter!alia.!
In! fact,! the!historian’s!perspective!on!primary!and!secondary!sources!differs! in!some!aspects!
from! the!GIS!perspective.! If!we! start! from! the! idea! that! “History! is,! among!other! things,! an!
argument! based! on! sources! and! evidence! that! support! that! argument”! (Williams,! 2003:! 58)!
and!that!evidence! includes!primary!and!secondary!sources,! then!we!regard!the!sources!from!
the! point! of! view!of! the! evidence! they! can! support.!Material! that! “displays! primary! sources!





















or! secondary! with! respect! to! various! other! research! questions.! In! this! research! we! do! not!
discuss!which! of! our! sources! should! be! catalogued! as! primary! historical! sources! and!which!







have!been! selected!as! case! studies.!The! selected!maps! cover! every! city! as! a!whole! including!
part! of! the! rural! area! surrounding! the!old! cities.! !We! choose!maps!of!different!mapmakers,!
different!periods!of!time!and!different!scales!and!methods.!In!the!case!of!the!city!of!Leiden!the!
properties!of!these!maps!suggest!that!they!were!made!by!the!same!mapmaker,!but!in!different!




Zwolle! as! part! of! the! Topografisch! Historische! Atlas,! the! Nationaal! Archief/Algemeen!
Rijksarchief!A.R.A,!Min.!Oorlog.!Archif!Genie,! Plans! van!Vestingen! 16eeuwK1800! in!Den!Haag!
and!the!Collection!Bodel!Nijenhuis!from!the!Library!of!the!University!of!Leiden,!all!of!them!in!
the! Netherlands.! A! description! of! the! acquired!maps! is! given! later! in! this! section.! A! point!
worthy!of!remark!is!the! limited!(and!in!some!cases!missing)!descriptive!data! linked!to!these!
maps.! That! supports! once!more! the! need! for! a! deeper! study! into! the! origin! of! the! sources,!
seeking! information! that! is! now! considered! nonOexistent.! The! content! and! format! used! for!
these! data! also! differ! from! one! collection! to! another;! therefore! we!may! derive! a! variety! of!
information!from!the!maps.!
Cadastral!maps!from!1830’s!are!part!of!the!historical!sources(used!in!this!research.!These!maps!










An!aspect! to! take! into!account!when!using!early!maps!as! source!of! research! is! their! state!of!
preservation.! Limitations! due! to! the! degradation! of! the! paper! or! the! storage! or! restoration!
work!might!cause!some!deformation!in!the!paper!map!(folding!lines,!undulations!in!the!paper!
caused!by!the!material!used!for!restoration,!lost!pieces!among!others).!These!alterations!also!









are! not! listed.! The! reason! is! obvious:! the! state! did! not! have! to! pay! tax! over! these! areas.!















the!more! pieces!we! use,! the!more! error! is! added! during! the! digital! processing.! In! the! case!
study!of!Zwolle!only!two!sections!are!used!in!the!internal!part!of!the!city,!showing!its!northern!
and! the! southern! parts,! later! combined! with! a! modern! digitized! version! of! the! rural! map!
surrounding!the!city.!!In!the!case!of!Leiden!nine!sections!constitute!the!cadastral!map!of!the!
city.!No!rural!maps!were!used! for! the!city!of!Leiden.! In! this! last!case,! the!verzamelbladen!of!
Leiden!served!as!an!aid!to!visualize!the!distribution!of!the!sections!(or!parts)!of!the!cadastral!
map!of!the!city.!In!general!and!as!described!previously,!maps!depicting!the!city!center!up!to!its!
boundary! are! drawn! in! scale! 1:1250,! and! maps! showing! the! rural! area! outside! of! the! city!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63!Over!the!period!2001O2003!all! the!cadastral!plans!of! the!Netherlands!dating!1832!have!been!digitized! in!a! large!






















versa.! In!many!of! the! city! centers!more! radical! changes! took!place:! slum!clearance,!parking!
space,! and! renovation! were! the! keywords! of! city! planners! in! the! 1970s! and! 1980s.! So! even!
when!the!plot!boundaries!on!the!maps!look!the!same!we!still!need!to!check!if!they!actually!are!
the! same.! Historical! research! can! help! in! this! process,! but! also! comparisons! with! aerial!







large! range! of! modern! geographical! data! sources! representing! fundamental! spatial!
information! in!different! scales.! !Maps,! aerial! photographs! and! satellite! images! are! currently!
the!most! common! sources!used! to! get! geographical! data,! each!of! them!presenting!different!
kinds!of!information!and!having!their!own!characteristics.!Nowadays,!with!the!advance!of!the!
technology,! the! acquisition! of! information! from! those! sources! is! relatively! easy,! as! it! is!
possible! to!acquire!a!very! large!range!of!specialized!sources.! In!this!way! it! is! feasible! to! find!
alternatives! differing! in! spatial,! spectral! and! temporal! resolution! enabling! the! study! of!















consistent! thanks! to! its! clearly! described! content! and! precision.! The! original! scale! of! these!
maps!is!1:500!or!1:1,000!in!builtOup!areas!is!and!1:2,000!in!rural!areas.!However,!we!should!bear!
in!mind! that! the!GBKN!as!a!digital!map!does!not!have!a! specific! fixed!scale,!but! it!contains!
different!kinds!of!detailed!data!as!buildings,!roads,!water!channels,!and!bridges!among!other!
features.!The!pointOaccuracy!(The!accuracy!of!points!as!result!of!the!measuringO!and!handling!
process)! of! 0,2! m! within! the! builtOup! area! and! 0,4! m! in! the! in! rural! area! determine! the!
boundary!of!1:!100!(GBKN!website,!http://www.gbkn.nl/index.htm).!This!map!is!based!on!the!
national! system!of! geodesic! triangulation! in! the!Netherlands! called! the!Rijksdriehoeksstetsel!
(RD).! The! basis! of! the! RD! system! is! a! stereographic! projection! centered! in! de!Onze! Lieve!





at! an! adequate! scale! and! in! a! convenient! format.! Among! aerial! photographs!we! seek! those!
with!enough!spatial!resolution!(large!scale!as!1:10000,!1:5000,!1:2000)!to!permit!easy!location!of!
features! such! as! buildings,! street! intersections,! canals,! bridges! and! other! elements,! which!
allow! the! identification! and! comparison! of! features! in!modern! and! old! cartography.! Aerial!
photographs! can! be! processed! (in! combination! with! other! sources)! to! obtain! orthogonal!
photos! (orthoOphotos65).! That! concept! is! necessary! to! take! into! account! since! a! photograph!
(whether!aerial!or!not)!is!a!central!projection!and!not!orthogonal66!(as!the!map).!Such!a!model!
can! be! a! very! useful! source! especially! in! the! task! of! detecting! the! geographical! position! of!
details! in! an! early!map! that! are! unclear! or! are! not! included! in! the!modern! cartography.! In!
many! cases! additional! fieldwork! may! be! necessary! to! get! extra! Ground! Control! Points67!






made! by! projecting! it! onto! orthogonal! planes.! In! a! central! projection! the! representation! of! any! object! on! a!
perspective!plane!is!made!by!projecting!them!from!a!given!point!of!sight,!or!central!point.!
67!Ground!Control!Points!(GCPs)!are!measurements!of!geographical!positions!of!points!located!in!different!places!in!
the! area! of! interest!which! can! be! used! as! references! for! assigning! or! checking! the! position! of! new! data! as! it! is!
acquired.!
68!The!term!registration!is!defined!as!“Geometrically!aligning!sets!of! image!data!such!that!corresponding!features!





this! research! control! points! were! taken! only! from! the! modern! available! sources.! Digital!
Elevation! Models! (DEM69)! containing! elevation! differences! of! the! study! area,! can! be! very!
useful!to!detect!the!influence!of!small!differences!in!relief!in!the!depicted!information,!which!
was!used!as!well!by!Larsson!and!Frisk! (2000,!p40)! in! their!work!with!early!maps.70!Due! the!
small! variation! in! relief! in! our! cases! study!we!do!not! use!DEMs! since!we! assume! the! study!
areas!to!be!flat.!
Old!and!modern!sources!were!acquired!as!raster!or!vector!formats.!In!general!the!early!maps!
and! aerial! photographs! acquired! by! means! of! digital! photography! or! scanning! are! in! the!
format! of! raster!maps! (image,! pixel! units)! while! the! recent!maps! acquired! from! the! GBKN!














map,! with! features! that! align! with! today’s! precise! coordinate! systems! as! used! in! modern!
cartography.!This!second!procedure!has!also!been!applied!to!the!city!of!Leiden.!In!both!cases!
we!have!made!use!of!spatial!tools!(software!and!procedures)!to!give!early!maps!a!geographical!
reference.! This! geoOreferencing! is! based! on! the! simple! operations! of! scaling,! rotation! and!
translation.!As! a! general! procedure!we! intend! to! reduce! as!much! as! possible! any! nonlinear!
deformation.! For! that! reason! we! apply! the! same! transformation! along! the! entire!map! area!
(globally)! maintaining! a! linear! proportion! with! the! original! map.! Three! different!
transformations! are! applied! for! comparisons! of! results.! These! transformations! will! be!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
overlay! each! other!with! correct! orientation! and! geometry! so! that! corresponding! internal! features! align”.!©!GIS!
Development.!!!
69! Digital! Elevation! Model.! (Also! DTM,! "Digital! Terrain! Model"),! is! a! computerized! representation! of! surface!
elevation,!specifically,!a!raster!in!which!the!value!in!each!cell!represents!the!surface!elevation!at!that!location!in!the!
scene.! ©! (GISdevelopment.net.! 2004),! The! Geographic! Information! Systems! (GIS)! Portal.! GIS! Glossary.!
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/glossary/v.htm!
70!“By!adding!height!to!early!maps,!one!achieves!a!better!understanding!of!the!cultural!and!historical!qualities!of!
the! landscape”.! Bringing! the! Past! to! Life.! Available! via! http://www.geoplace.com/ge/2000/1200/1200nrd.asp!
(Larsson!and!Frisk!2000:40O41!,2000).!
71!The!term!“GEOREF”!derived!from!the!words!“The!World!Geographic!Reference!System”!is!defined!as!!“A!world!






explained! in! detail! later! in! this! chapter.! The! product! of! geoOreferencing! is! a! rectified!map.!
Resemblance!of!what!happens!in!the!original!with!respect!to!the!rectified!map!depends!on!the!
kind! of! transformation! using! during! geoOreferencing.! This! also! affects! the! reliability! of! the!
source!since!the!assessment!of!reliability!is!based!on!the!rectified!map.!
Modern! spatial!data72! are! acquired!with!a! cartographic!geoOreference.!Comparisons!between!
sources!used!in!this!research!imply!the!unification!of!the!spatial!background!in!cartographic!
projection,!geographic! system!and!units.!This! is!based!on! the!cartographic!properties!of! the!
modern! map! GBKN! described! in! section! 4.1.4.1! above.! Once! all! the! data! have! the! same!
geographic! reference! it! can! easily! be! compared! and! merged! using! GIS73! and! other! image!
processing! tools.! Some! tools! can! also! handle! raster74! and! vector! data! in! layers! for! spatial!
analysis,! while! others! enable! userOfriendly! procedures! for! geoOcoding75! and! mathematical!
transformations.!
The! method! used! for! assessment! of! accuracy! and! reliability! analysis! has! been! based! in!
concepts!of!spatial!analysis!integrated!with!historical!research.!By!integrating!the!analysis!with!
historical!research!we!try!to!find!ways!to!minimize!errors,!make!corrections!and!make!the!user!
aware! that! some!manipulations!are!necessary! and! that! some!errors! cannot!be!avoided.!This!
helped!us!to!develop!a!procedure!for!handling!and!spatially!transforming!early!maps!by!using!
modern!technology!(instruments!and!methods).!In!Figure!4.1!the!general!scheme!in!the!main!
processes! followed! in! this! research! is! shown.!We! started!by! collecting!data! sources! old! and!
modern!from!which!the!rest!of!the!study!evolves.!Data!acquisition!is!then!the!first!stage!of!the!































information! on! a! large! variety! on! variables”! (OnOline! Commerce! database.com! 2004).! 76!In!
















































the! needs! of! the! user! or! the! research! in! order! to! select! sources.! !With! this! aim! identified,!
useful!historical!sources!could!be!found!attending!to!the!following:!
OThe! period! of! time! when! a! map! was! made! (time),! limiting! the! data! to! early! maps! made!
during!16th!to!18th!centuries!
OThe! spatial! limits! (area(of( interest).!We!have! defined!historical!Dutch! cities! covering! the!
city!maps!of!the!Netherlands.!Some!important!aspects!of!cities!are!considered:!the!availability!
and! access! to! the! data,! the! diversity! of! data! (good! set! of! representative! maps),! and! the!
facilities!to!acquire!them.!!
OThe!creators!of!the!maps!(mapmakers).!These!were!not!always!possible!to!determine!since!
names!of! some!mapmakers! linked! to! specific!maps!are!unknown!(e.g.!Case! study!of!Zwolle,!
maps!DHslide,!DH68!and!DH68a).! !However,!knowing!a!mapmaker!can!be! important! since!
results!linked!to!one!or!other!mapmaker!can!be!useful!for!future!applications!or!as!historical!
background!for!the!map!in!question.!!
OThe! scale! of! objects! represented! on! the! map! (scale),! is! another! important! factor! in! the!
selection!of!the!material.!Focusing!on!the!scale!of!cities!reduces!the!scale!of!representation!to!




OFinally,! the! kinds! of! representation! and! technique! applied! in! the! making! of! the! map!
(mapmaking(and( land( surveying( techniques)! are! also! important! items! to! consider! since!
historical!evidence!plays!an!important!role!in!the!assessment!of!reliability.!!
With! this! analysis! we! intend! to! shed! some! light! on! reliability! in! relation! to! the! variety! of!
techniques! (manuscript,! print,! various! scales),! variety! in! stage! (preliminary! map,! final!
product,!copy)!and!variety!in!function!(fortification!plan,!plan!made!for!taxation!reasons).!
The!set!of!maps! is!diverse!because! they!were!acquired! from!different!archives!and!historical!
collections.! The! collection! of! this! data! implied! questioning! how! flexible! the! possibilities! of!
data! acquisition! and! storage! are! since! every! collection!has! its! own! rules! and!procedures! for!
sharing!data.!This!also!represents!a!restriction!in!the!study!of!early!maps!since!it!is!not!always!
possible! to! access! detailed! information! about! how! digital! files! were! made! so! that! data!
acquisition!is!beyond!the!control!of!the!researcher.! ! ! ! ! !
! !
4.2.1.2. Acquisition!methods!
Historians,! just! as! many! other! researchers,! prefer! to! use! original! sources! as! a! basis! for!
research,!but!such!sources!are!not!always!available.!Moreover!historical!documents!need!to!be!











that! contains! the! represented! information! (text,! drawing).! In! this! way! manuscript! books,!
manuscript!maps! and!other! kinds! of! old!documents! can!be! also! acquired! in! a! digital! raster!
format! and! stored! as! an! image! in! the! computer.! The! scanning! process! involves! selecting!
certain!image!attributes!that!define!the!dimensions,!colors!(bitOdepth)!and!density!of!data!in!
the! final! image.! “The! spatial! resolution!of! the! scanner,! usually! expressed! in!dots!per! square!
inch!(dpi),!and!its!spectral!resolution!(the!number!of!colors!it!can!distinguish),!must!be!borne!
in!mind,!as!this!will!affect!the!accuracy!of!the!resulting!data”!(Gregory,!2003:!19).!!









order! to! improve! the! original! image! and! in! order! to! prepare! the! resulting! scan! for! use! in!
software!(GIS,!image!processing).!
Photography! is! another! method! used! to! acquire! analogue! and! digital! data.! By! means! of! a!
digital!camera!an!analogue!map78! (or!paper!photograph)!can!be! transformed! to!digital!data.!
This! involves! taking! a! digital! photograph! using! a! similar! procedure! to! the! one! used! with!
standard! analogue! cameras.! In! this! case! the! photographs! are! stored! in! a! digital! format!
according!to!the!camera!specifications.!Nowadays!digital!cameras!offer!a!very!high!resolution!
expressed! in!terms!of! the!quality!of! the! image.!Digital!cameras!require!careful!calibration!to!
determine! their! metric! characteristics,! which! are! essential! to! carry! out! photogrammetric!
activities79!(Habib!and!Morgan,!2003).!Calibration!procedures!have!been!developed!to!be!used!
as!tools!to!investigate!the!most!appropriate!procedures!for!the!use!of!these!instruments.!!
Another! acquisition! method! is! digitizing,! which! requires! the! use! of! special! equipment.! A!




cells.! Each!pixel! has! values! attached! to! it! providing! attribute!data! about! the!pixel.! Ian!Gregory! 2003,!A!Place! in!
History,!p!70!
78!Any!directly!viewable!map!on!which!graphic!symbols!portray! features!and!values! ;! in!contrast!a!digital!map! is!
made!for!display!or!analysis!by!a!digital!computer.!(Monmonier!et!al.,!1988).!!






identifying!each!of! the!coordinate!points!of! every! feature.! “By!clicking! the!cursor!when! it! is!
held!over!a!point,!digitizing!captures!map!data!in!vector!form.”!(Ordnance!Survey,!2004).80!!
An!analysis!of!data!acquisition!is!suggested,!inspired!by!the!observation!that!whenever!a!copy!
is!made! it! tends! to!deform!the!original! and! to! result! in!a! loss!of! information,! similar! to! the!









Errors! and! alterations! of! the! original! data! can! occur! during! the! acquisition! of! digital! data.!
These!errors!affect!the!reliability!of!the!source!since!they!change!the!geometric!characteristics!
of! the! image,!which!are! taken!as!base! for!assessment!of!accuracy.!We!studied! the!quality!of!
acquisition!methods!used! in!our! research,!by!performing!some!digital! tests.!We! intended!to!
find!answers!about!the!effectiveness!of!applying!different!scanning!resolutions!or!using!digital!
photography! as! acquisition! methods.! This! helped! us! to! identify! how! those! errors! can! be!




Acquisition! of! historical! and! modern! sources! in! this! research! involved! following! different!




case! study! of! Zwolle).! ! Digital! photography! of! high! resolution81! was! later! used! in! the!
acquisition! of! maps! of! Leiden.! Digitizing! was! applied! only! in! deriving! the! coordinates! of!
points!taken!from!paper!maps,!discussed!later!in!this!section!in!the!case!study!of!Zwolle.!





81! In! automated! cartography,! resolution! refers! to! a! measure! of! the! ability! of! a! device! to! differentiate.! (321.14,!
Encyclopedic!dictionary!of!Cartography!in!25!Languages,!1997).!With!respect!to!images!it!refers!to!the!amount!of!
detail!possible!to!differentiate.!High!resolution!images!refer!then!to!highly!detailed!images.!!In!scanning,!300dpi!is!











In! order! to! study! the! realibility! of! early! maps,! it! is! necessary! to! have! a! reliable! copy! ! not!







600dpi! and! 1200! dpi)! were! made! to! check! the! quality! of! the! scanning.! We! tested! the!








By! means! of! a! comparison! between! the! scanned! copy! and! the! one! photographed! it! was!
possible!to!detect!the!size!of!geometric!deformations!with!respect!to!the!original!source.!This!
was! done! by! using! visual! comparisons! and!measurements.! Based! on! the! original! geometric!
characteristics!of!the!maps!(size,!distances,!and!angles)!a!comparison!with!the!acquired!data!
was!performed.!In!order!to!do!this!several!distances!in!the!original!map!were!measured!with!a!
ruler! (in!mm)!and! recorded! in! a! calqued! copy.84!Based!on! those!measurements!we! checked!
whether!there!were!deformations!in!the!acquired!source!and!how!big!those!were.!Some!angles!




















Assuming! that! during! scanning! some! geometrical! distortions! might! be! introduced,! we!
performed!an!analysis!of!the!geometry!on!the!images!obtained!after!scanning!(figure!4.2).!This!
was!done!by!using!two!different!approaches.!The!first,!using!maps!that!are!smaller!or!equal!to!






Figure( 4.2.! Example! of! scanned! lines! transformed! into! a! raster!
format.! The! image! (on! the! right)! represents! the! digital! copy!
obtained!by!scanning!the!original!grid!(on!the!left).!The!grey!grid!
shows!the!pixels!(square!cells)!constituting!the!image.!Darker!grey!
pixels! in!the!central!part!refer!to!the!raster! format!of! the!original!
lines.!The!graphic!on!the!left!shows!the!original!lines!drawn!on!the!





reflect! a! kind! of! irregular! pattern! along! the! image! (Figure! 4.3).! The! distortions! vary! in! the!
range!of!few!pixels!in!different!parts!of!the!image!and!are!different!depending!on!whether!they!
occur!in!the!direction!of!the!scanning!(vertical!axis)!or!perpendicular!to!it!(horizontal!axis).!!
During! the!scanning,!all! the! information! in! the!original! (paper!sheet)! is!converted! to!digital!









are!not!perfectly! straight.! It! is! clear! there! is! a! distortion! especially! at! the!boundaries! of! the!
image.! ! It! is! important! to! note! that! the! distortion! is! not! distributed! evenly! throughout! the!
image.! Irregular! distortions! can! be! easily! noted! along! the! left! and! right! side! of! the! image.!













Figure( 4.3.! Zoom! screen! 1:12! (left)! and! 1:16(right)! of! the! digital! image! (scanned! paper).! On! the! right,! some!
additional!lines!have!been!drawn!showing!the!areas!where!more!distortions!in!pattern!were!observed.!!
!
Simply! observing! the! effect! of! the! distortion! (without! any! visual! enhancement)! is! not! very!
apparent.!However,!by!comparing!windows!showing!different!parts!of!the!image!(figure!4.4),!it!
is! possible! to! observe! some! distortions.! Taking! into! account! that! the! windows! were! taken!
from! the!boundaries!of! the! image!where! the!highest!distortions!were!observed,! it! is! easy! to!
show!that!the!raster!lines!are!not!perfectly!aligned.!By!drawing!reference!lines!over!the!image!
(Figure!4.4),! it! is!possible! to!visualize! the!variation!along! the!vertical!and!horizontal!axes!of!
the!grid.!The!distortion!in!the!central!part!and!in!the!vertical!axis!of!the!image!is!minimal.!In!
the! case! of! the! horizontal! axis,! an! angle! of! inclination! with! respect! to! the! original! grid! is!
detected! in! all! lines! (Figures! 4.2! and! 4.3).! This! suggests! the! sheet! might! not! have! been!















(2) The!center!of! the! image! represents! the! least!distorted!area!with! less! than!one!pixel! in!
the!vertical!axis!and!an! inclination! to! the! lower!part!of!about! 1!pixel! in! the!horizontal!
axis.!!
(3) Horizontal! distortion! is! observed! as! an! inclination! angle! that! rotates! the! image!






0.085mm.!Dashed! lines! show! variation! of! vertical! and! horizontal! lines! (source!with! respect! to! image).! This!

















It! is! important! to!bear! in!mind!that!distortions!vary! in!different!kinds!of! scanners!and! from!
one! scan! to! the! other.! This! is! mentioned! by! Mohd! and! Kirby! (1997)! in! relation! to! ! the!
possibility!of!finding!different!patterns!and!magnitude!of!distortions!!among!different!kinds!of!
scanners! and! even! in! different! scanners! of! the! same! model,! noting! the! need! to! generate!
appropriate! mathematical! models! and! control! point! configurations! to! rectify! the! image!
distortion!of!the!specific!scanner!used.!!
Although! we! shall! not! attempt! to! experiment! with! the! techniques! applied! when! very! high!
accuracy! is! required,! we! review! the! most! important! findings! of! this! in! this! section.! More!








confirmed! in! later! tests! performed! on! five! different! scanners85! by! Baltasavias! and! Waegli!
(1996),! where! a! geometric! accuracy! of! 4! O! 7µm! was! found,! supporting! the! idea! that! DTP!
scanners!can!be!used!in!some!photogrammetric!tasks.! ! In!relation!with!the!scanner!used!for!
this! research! (HP! scanjet! 4470c),! Mohd! and! Kirby! (1997)! after! testing! different! scanners,!
including! the! HP,! propose! the! use! of! polynomial! transformations! to! reduce! the! effect! of!!
distortions.! In! the!specific!case!of! the!HP!scanjet!4c! they!conclude!that!using!only!a!second!
order! polynomial! helps! to! reduce! the! image! distortion! to! a!minimum,! and! that! there! is! no!
further!improvement!in!the!magnitude!of!distortions!when!higher!order!polynomials!are!used.!
Time! is!needed!to! implement! these!kinds!of! tests!and!corrections,!and!special! requirements!
must!be!met!and!procedures!must!be!followed.!Grid!plates!for!geometric!tests!and!calibration,!
resolution! charts,! ! grey! scale! wedges! for! determination! of! the! density! range,! grey! level!
linearity!and!noise!level,!and!colour!charts!for!colour!reproduction!and!purity!(Baltsavias!and!
Waegli,! 1996).! In! the! research! of! Yakar! (2002,! from! Yilmaz! et.! al,! 2004)! the! reliability! of!
scanners! is! investigated! by! performing! four! tests! also! with! special! requirements.! Test! on!
geometric! accuracy! to! detect! geometric! distortions! (calibration! targets! with! a! maximal!
positional! error! of! 2O3! micron! were! required),! and! tests! of! the! geometric! resolution! of! the!
optical! ! scanning! system! were! also! applied.! In! addition,! radiometric! accuracy! and! color!
accuracy!were!measured! to! test! the! sensibility! of! the! scanner! to! gray! tones! and! in! order! to!
compare!colors!from!the!source!and!the!scanned!image!(calibration!card,!with!standard!colors!
were!required).!











the! use! of! plates! is! also! followed! by! the! application! of! the! affine! transformation! and!
polynomial!regresion.!!
Although! “scanner! testing! and! calibration! procedures! are! necessary! to! achieve! a! high!
geometric! and! radiometric! scanner! performance”! (Baltsavias,! 1994:8),! these! tests! are! not!
available!for!every!kind!of!scanner!or!are!not!easily!accessible!to!the!user.!!
“Geometric! and! radiometric! calibration! procedures! are! usually! applied! by! all! DTP! scanner!





software,! more! computations! for! calibration! and,! in! some! cases,! image! resampling.! This!
implies!also!extra!costs!and!creates!additional!limitations.!!
If!we! look! into! the! sources! used! for! this! research,!we! deal!with! even!more! limitations.! The!
maps!DH68!and!DH68a!(1739)!are!affected!by!the!reduction!of!scale!due!to!the!fact!that!these!
are!print!copies.!This!means!that!the!original!scale!of!the!map!(1:4032)!is!reduced!to!ca.!1:8050.!
In! the! case! of! the!DHslide! (1739)! the! available! source! is! a! slide! (12! by! 10cm)! on!which! the!
original!scale!of!the!map!(1:2448)!is!reduced!to!ca.!1:18500.!In!the!cases!of!Priorato!(1673)!and!
Blaeu! (1749)! the!original! scales!are!kept!but! the!acquisition!process! is!performed!by!using!a!
different! scanner! (the!one! available! at! the! archive86).! For! this! reason,! the! scanning! analyses!
can!be!only!applied!to!the!first!three!maps.!!
Taking! into!account! the!scale!of! the!sources,!an!error!of!about!0,5mm!is!equivalent! to!ca.!4!




located! in! the! center! of! the! scanner! during! the! scanning.! The! error! in! this! area! is! not!
perceptible! using! graph! paper! with! millimeter! cells.! In! the! case! of! the! other! maps,! it! is!
important! to! note! that! the! error! will! affect! the! boundaries! of! the! image,! which! are! not!
included!in!the!measurements.!The!edge!of!the!scans!is!less!important,!first!because!this!area!
is!part!of!a!white! frame!area!out!of! the!boundaries!of! the!drawing,!and!second!because! it! is!
located!outside!and!far!from!the!boundaries!of!the!walled!city.!!
A!practical! solution! to! the!problem!of!distortions!at! the!edges!of! scans!might!be!not! to!use!
that! part! of! the! image,! but! only! the!part! from! the! center,! avoiding! the!use! of! the! scanner’s!
boundaries!and!therefore!the!areas!with!the!largest!deformations.!However!this!option!would!








significant,! nor! worth! trying! to! correct.! Additionally,! we! wish! to! minimize! the! number! of!








in! order! to! cover! ! the! paper! sheet!which! is! bigger! than! the! scanner! format! (e.g.! A4).! Then!
multiple! scanning! presents! initially! the! same! problem! as! single! scanning! for! every! scanned!
part.! Additionally,! every! single! part! gets! deformations! around! the! borders! due! to! the!
placement! of! the! map! on! the! scanner! (the! map! sheet! is! not! flat! near! the! borders! of! the!
scanner),!which!can!also! introduce!the!effect!of!rotation!observed!previously! in!the!example!
with!the!millimeter!graph!paper.!This!problem!cannot!be!avoided!since!we!cannot!change!the!
size!of! the!original!paper.! In! the!case!of!multiple!scans,!a!practical! solution! is! to!use!a! large!
overlap! between! two! (or!more)! successive! scans! in! order! to! achieve! the! better! accuracy! in!
tiling!the!maps,!and!avoiding!again!the!use!of!the!borders!of!the!scanned!area.!!
It! is! important! to!remark!that!scanning!by!parts!could!be!an!alternative! for!modern!sources!
but! it! is!not! the!best!option! to! apply! to! early!maps.!As!mentioned!before,! some!acquisition!
methods!e.g.! the!use!of!a!drum!scanners!are!not!proper! ! for!use!with!old!sources!since!they!
can! irreversibly! damage! early!maps.! The! same! can! be! said! about!multiple! scanning! since! it!
implies! an! extensive! handling! of! the! map! to! perform!multiple! scanning.! ! A! more! realistic!
option,! given! the! value! of! the! source,! would! be! the! use! of! a! larger! format! scanner! or! high!









In!the!paper!of!Tsioukas!et!al.! (2006)! !matters!related!to! the!use!of!digital!photography!and!
scanning!for!digital!acquisition!of!early!maps!are!analyzed!87!by!differentiating!the!acquisition!
process! into! contact! scanning! or! nonOcontact! scanning,!which!basically! differ! in! the! cost! of!
implementation! and! the! effect! of! mechanical! and/or! chemical! alterations! produced! when!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87! This! topic! is! one! of! the! main! terms! of! reference! of! the! newly! established! ICA! working! group! on! digital!






in! principle,! less! risky! than! mechanical! alterations! of! the! original! map.! In! any! case,! both!
scanning! methods! are! not! totally! harmless! especially! when! the! original! vulnerable! to!
alterations.!On!the!other!hand,!the!advantage!of!the!scanning!methods!is!that!the!digital!copy!
is!derived!at! the!same!scale!as! the!original,!obtaining!thus,! 1:1!digital!copies!of! the!originals,!
allowing! of! course! for! some! geometric! distortions,! which! should! be! corrected.! Digital!
photography!is!also!presented!as!another!means!of!digital!acquisition!of!early!maps.!Because!
this! is! a! nonOcontact! technique,! it! is! harmless! but,! the! resulting! digital! image! suffers!
distortions! mainly! due! to! the! central! projection! inherent! in! photography! and! due! to! the!
imperfection!of!the!camera!lenses.!!
We!used!a!high!resolution!digital!camera!as!an!alternative!to!acquire!early!maps!of!the!city!of!!
Leiden.! Digital! files! were! created! by! using! a! Camera! PowerPhase! FX! Image! Capture.! 88! To!
acquire!digital! files! it!was!necessary! to!bring! the!old! sources! to! the! studio!where! the!digital!
files!were! created.! By! using! light! requirements! for! flat! art! reproduction89!we! ensure! having!
sufficient! light! in! the! studio! to! achieve! the! fastest! scanning! time.! The! camera! was! located!
above! the!map!by! a!metallic! support! at! a! vertical!distance!of! 174cm!above! the! flat!platform!






the! grid! obtained! after! a! digital! capture!with! its! original.! In! this! case,! as! in! the! case! of! the!
scanning,!perpendicularity!and!regularity!in!the!grid!was!assumed!since!the!original!met!these!
characteristics.! Deformation! in! the! digital! grid! was! tested! as! 0.9mm.! ! We! attempted! a!
correction! of! this! distortion! with! an! orthorectification! process! which! corrected! the! radial!
deformation!of!the!photo!transforming!it!to!an!orthogonal!photo!(this!process!is!explained!in!
detail! in! section! 4.5.1.).! As! a! benefit! however,! the! high! quality! of! the! image! is! surprising! in!
view! of! the! insufficient! technical! information! about! the! camera! specifications! and! the!
handling!of!the!photo!after!it!was!delivered.!Borders!of!the!image!were!cut,!removing!areas!of!




















but!also! in! format,!and! in!procedures! for!storage!and!preservation.! !Early!maps!are! liable! to!
suffer! damage! or! alterations! when! used! to! obtain! modern! cartographic! sources.! For! this!
reason! a! direct! contact!with! this!material! is! avoided! in!most! of! the! collections!where! these!
maps! are! stored! in! order! to! preserve! the! source.!However! it! also! limits! the! utility! of! these!
maps!to!produce!digital!copies.!!This!implies!then!that!a!different!procedure!has!to!be!applied!
in! handling! early! maps.! ! In! these! procedures! we! should! consider! early! maps! as! sensitive!
material! objects,! which! are! partially! damaged! in! various! ways! and! to! various! degrees,! and!
which! are!often!not!well! preserved!or!properly! stored! (Daniil! et! al,! 2003).! ! !Any! attempt! to!
acquire!early!maps!has! to!be!conducted!very!carefully!using!procedures! that!do!not! risk! the!
preservation!of!the!source.!!
Nowadays!maps!are!mostly!stored!as!digital!files!in!such!a!way!that!reproductions!in!paper!can!
be! easily! produced.! When! a! hardcopy! (in! paper! or! other! material)! of! a! modern! map! is!









source! for! research.! Some! acquisition! methods! are! not! safe! for! using! with! old! sources;!
furthermore!these!methods!are!not!considered!an!option!since!they!can! irreversibly!damage!
early! maps.! Other! procedures! commonly! used! in! photogrammetry! and! image! processing!
might!be!not!appropriate!to!apply!in!early!maps!since!they!produce!a!geometric!deformation!
of!the!map.!However,!some!of!these!techniques!could!be!tested!to!see!whether!they!produce!




Once! the! data! sources! have! been! identified! and! collected,! they! must! be! compiled! into! a!
consistent! format! for!manipulation! and! copying.! In! the! general! process! of! data! acquisition!
(previous!section!4.2),!data!is!acquired!in!a!specific!format.!It!can!be!in!first!instance!raster90!
or!vector91!data,!which! is! then!converted!to!another!specific! format! into!what! is!called!“data!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
















to! the! size! of! the! files! and! the! cost! of! processing! large! files!we! decided! to! use! JPEG! image!
(without!compression,!so!that!the!size!of!the!image!is!kept)!to!perform!tests!when!large!maps!
are!acquired!(especially!for!case!of!Leiden).!The!modern!digital!map!GBKN!for!every!city!was!
acquired! as! vector! file! in! DXF94! format! and! the! aerial! photographs! in! TIFF! format.! These!
formats! can! be! easily! imported! for! most! of! the! image! processing! software! including! CAD!
(Computer!Aided!Design)!packages! such!as!AutoCAD!(CAD! from!Autodesk,! Inc.)! and!more!
specialized! in! geoOprocessing! such! as! PCI! (Philip! Cheng! Industries)! and! ARCGIS!
(Environmental!Systems!Research!Institute,!Inc.!(ESRI)).!!
Very!often!during!conversion!of! formats,!noise! is! introduced,!which!can!result! in! the! loss!of!
attributes!of!the!data.!!Thus,!for!example!in!the!case!of!vectors,!color,!width,!font!names!and!
other! information! linked! to! the! vectors! can! be! altered,! which! is! necessary! for! the! reO





first! focuses! on! the! comparison! of! early! maps! to! each! other! without! introducing! modern!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
topological! requirements.”! ! In! general! data! represented! by!means! of! lines,! polygons! or! points! is! considered! as!
vector! data.! ©! GISdevelopment.net,! The! Geographic! Information! Systems! (GIS)! Portal.! GIS! Glossary.!
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/glossary/v.htm!
92“Data!exchange! formats!detail! specifically!how!data!should!be!exchanged.!They!should! include! tables!and! item!
names!and!types,!required!information,!and!file!types.”!(Graves!2001,!p1).!Images!formats!are!saved!as!JPEG!(JPEG!
File! Interchange! Format),! BMP! (BITMAP! image! format),! TIFF! (TIF,!Tagged( Image( File( Format),!GIF! (Graphic!
Interchange!format),!RAW!(Raw!Binary!Image!Format)!and!other!compressed!and!uncompressed!formats.!Vectors!
are! saved! as!DXF! (AutoCAD!Data! Interchange! File),! E00! (Arc/Info!Data! Interchange! File),! VAG! (generic! ASCII!
vector!format)!among!others,!usually!linked!to!GIS!applications.!!
93! TIFF! (Tagged! Image! File! Format)! O(TIFF! is! a! common! format! for! exchanging! raster! graphics! (bitmap)! images!
between!application!programs,!including!those!used!for!scanner!images.!A!TIFF!file!can!be!identified!as!a!file!with!a!
".tiff"! or! ".tif"! file!name! suffix.!The!TIFF! format!was!developed! in! 1986!by! an! industry! committee! chaired!by! the!
Aldus!Corporation!(now!part!of!Adobe!Software).!Microsoft!and!HewlettOPackard!were!among!the!contributors!to!
the!format.!One!of!the!most!common!graphic!image!formats,!TIFF!files!are!commonly!used!in!desktop!publishing,!






object.!An!RVC!(Raster/Vector/CAD)!vector!object!has!a! rigorously!defined! topology,!which! requires! that!points!











With! the! aim! of! first! establishing! some! relationships! between! early! maps! and! modern!
cartography!based!on!common!features,!a!comparison!of!historical!material!among!early!maps!
















on! early!maps! is! in! general! inadequate! because! of! the! extensive!manipulations! required! to!
make!the!measurements.!For!this!reason!we!have!conducted!the!pilot!experiments!using!highO
quality! digital! scans.! While! we! were! aware! that! the! processing! of! digitization! inevitably!
introduces! its! own! distortions,! which! could! in! principle! affect! our! study! of! reliability,! we!
nonetheless!continued,!confident!that!contemporary!digitization!techniques!ensure!sufficient!
fidelity! so! as! not! to! influence! the! results! a! great! deal.! In! order! to! take! into! account! the!
digitization!step,!this!exercise!includes!measurements!taken!directly!from!the!original!sources!
and! compared! these!with! the! correspondent!measurements! in! digitally! scaled! versions.!We!
tried! to! detect! significant! differences! between! sources! in! order! to! get! an! idea! about! the!
reliability!of!digital!sources.!!




As! a! second! step! involving!a! visual! analysis!we! collected! common! reference!points!between!
maps.! Due! to! the! diversity! in! the! drawing! of! details! from! one! map! to! the! other,! it! was!











calqued! copies! in! digital! format.! These! coordinates!were! recorded! in! a! digital!worksheet! to!
calculate! distances! and! areas.! By!using! the! coordinates! (x,! y)! for! every! point,! the!Euclidean!
distance!between!points!was!calculated,!creating!a!record!of!528!distances!per!map.!The!areas!
of!the!polygons!1,!2!and!3!(figure!4.5)!were!also!calculated!obtaining!3!areas!per!map.!!A!matrix!
(3x528)! containing! the! 528! distances! for! the! 3! maps! (Priorato,! Blaeu,! G35)! was! made.! A!
correlation! coefficient! was! calculated! in! order! to! evaluate! the! obtained! values.! The!
measurements! obtained! were! also! compared! with! results! from! geoOreferenced! early! maps!
(part!2).!!
A! second! part! of! the! same! experiment! uses! the! digital! files! for! the! complete! set! (six! early!
maps)!of! the!city!of!Zwolle.!Digital! files!acquired!by!scanning! the!paper!maps!were!stitched!
together! by! using! the! PCI96! software! (Imageworks! module)! and! were! stored! in!Tiff! format.!!
Rotation,! scaling!and! translation!operations!were!performed!by!using! same!baseline!used! in!
the!previous!exercise.!We!used!AutoCAD!software!to!perform!these!operations!to!get!similar!
sizes!and!positions!between!maps! to! facilitate! their!comparison.!For! these!operations! it!was!





dashed! black! line! shows! the! baseline! between! bastions! 1O6! used! as! reference! for! scaling.! The! polygon!















paper!map.!Distances!measured! in! the!original! source! (in!cm)!were!used!as! reference! to!get!
the! right! size! of! the! image! (in! cm)! on! the! screen.! In! order! to! keep! the! proportion! of! the!




points! (0,0)! and! (20.65,24.39).!Once! all! the! images! had! the! same! relative! size! and!position,!
coordinates!of!common!details!(e.g.!edges!in!the!upper!part!of!the!bastions)!were!determined.!!
As!in!the!first!exercise,!all!the!coordinate!pairs!(x,!y)!of!the!points!of!the!3!original!polygons!
were! read!directly! from! the! software!having! 33!points’! coordinates! for! every!map.!Distances!
and!areas!were!measured!and!the!correlation!was!calculated!for!this!second!data!set.!








using! dendograms! as! tool! to! display! the! results.! This! technique! is! explained! by! Heeringa!
(2004)97!where!cluster!analysis!is!used!to!analyze!distances!between!dialects.!This!technique!is!
explained!in!more!detail!in!chapter!6!(section!6.2.1.3).!The!results!derived!from!the!application!
of! this! technique! will! be! used! later! in! order! to! suggest! relations! between! maps! to! draw!






types! of! depiction! or! styles! of! drawing! described! by!Koeman! (section! 3.2),!must! be! kept! in!
mind! when! comparing! common! features! between! maps.! These! differences! are! especially!
important! when! the! positions! in! the! map! of! particular! features! (points)! are! used! for!
geographical! reference.! Are! the! locations! of! these! buildings! accurate! enough! to! be! used! as!
spatial!reference?!Is!the!accuracy!constant!along!one!building?!Because!of!threeOdimensional!
effects,! we! can! expect! variety! in! the! accuracy! of! spots! within! the! same! building! with!
implications!for!its!use!as!a!reference.!Koeman!already!mentions!a!number!of!examples!in!his!
text! where! the! cartographer! “played”! with! the! direction! of! the! lines! towards! the! vanishing!
point,! and! he! notes! that! the! orientation! of! a! part! of! the! church! of! Delft! has! been! altered.!











subjective! process.! In! order! to! reduce! the! subjectivity! in! the! interpretations! of! features! one!
should!have! a! good! look! at! the!historical! context! of! the! source.!A! correct!understanding!of!
features! in! historical! maps! will! help! to! refine! the! process! of! finding! points! that! might! be!
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Comparisons! between! old! and! modern! maps! were! carried! out! to! find! differences! and!
similarities! between! the! two! kinds! of! sources.! Methods! for! coOregistration98! and! geoO
referencing!were! defined! taking! into! account! the! kind! of! transformations! to! apply! and! the!
effects! of! their! application! in! early! maps.! ! By! identifying! Cartesian! coordinates! (x,y)! of!
representative! featureOpoints! (such! as! old! buildings,! intersections! of! roads)! common! to! the!
two!sources!we!calculated!common!distances!and!angles!between!both!maps.!!This!helped!us!
to!measure!the!accuracy!of!the!new!source!in!comparison!to!the!real!measurements!which!will!
also!gave!us!an! indication!about! the!reliability!of! the!source.!Differences!between!maps!and!
within!maps!were!found.!This!comparison!was!divided!into!two!basic!steps:!





good! references! to! be! used! as! GCP’s! in! geoOreferencing! the! data! and! as! a! basis! for!
comparisons.!However!this!all!depends!on!differences!in!both!the!function!of!the!map,!as!well!














98!The! terms! ’geoOreferencing,! registration,! coOregistration,’! and! ‘rectification’! involve! similar!procedures!but!also!
differ! from! one! another.! GeoOreferencing! is! the! process! of! assigning! map! coordinates! to! image! data.! GeoO
referencing,! by! itself,! involves! changing! only! the!map! coordinate! information! in! the! image! file.! The! grid! of! the!
image!does!not!change.! “Rectification! is! the!process!of! transforming! the!data! from!one!grid!system! into!another!
grid!system!using!a!geometric!transformation!(Erdas!Field!Guide).”!Registration!is!the!process!of!aligning!an!image!
to!another!image.!A!map!coordinate!system!is!not!necessarily!involved.!Registration!may!or!may!not!involve!geoO
referencing.! ImageOtoOimage! registration! involves! geoOreferencing! only! if! the! reference! image! is! already! geoO
referenced.!!!
99!The!researchers!are!aware!that!processing!of!digitization!inevitably!introduces!its!own!distortions,!which!could!in!









We! make! a! big! distinction! between! what! we! call! technical! context! and! historical! context.!
Technical! context! involves! a! series! of! procedures! and! digital! techniques! to! measure! and!
analyze! technical! accuracy! in! old! city! maps.! The! historical! context! involves! looking! at! the!
historical! background! of! mapmaking! and! land! surveying! methods! applied! in! the! past! to!
produce! early!maps! by! exploring! different! documents! and! historical! sources.! ! This! topic! is!
explained!in!more!detail!in!chapter!3,!Historical!context.!In!the!current!chapter!we!explain!in!
detail! procedures! involved! in! the! technical! context! in!which!methods! of! geoOprocessing! are!
applied.!!!
The!methodology! represented! in! the!diagram!of!Figure!4.7! is! summarized!as! follows:!Firstly!





of! geoOreferencing.! Each!GCP! refers! to! pair! of! common!points! located! in! the! sources! (early!
map!and!reference!map).!The!reference!map!could!be!either!the!modern!map!or!the!cadastral!
plan! 1832! used! as! an! intermediate! map! depending! on! the! specific! case! study.! After! the!
identification!of!useful!Ground!Control!Points!we!moved! to!a!next! important! step,!which! is!
the!geoOreferencing!of!early!maps.!This!step!is!carried!out!by!using!the!GCPs!and!by!applying!a!
geometric!transformation.!Three!different!transformations!(twoOpoint,!Helmert!4p!and!affine)!
are! tested! to! compare! results! in! each! case! study! (cities! of! Zwolle! and! Leiden).! These!
transformations!will!be!explained!in!detail!in!the!next!section.!!
The!next!step!focused!on!the!comparison!of!historical!maps!to!the!cadastral!map!1832!and!to!
modern!maps.!By! comparing! several! common!points! on!both!maps! and! their! differences! in!
position! an! assessment! of! errors! in! representations! and! technical! accuracy!was! undertaken.!
This! was! done! by! calculating! RMSE! (root! mean! square! error),! linked! to! every! point! and!
technical!accuracy!in!terms!of!NSSDA100!standards.!!
The!study!of! the!historical!contexts!of! the!early!maps!proceeds! in!a!parallel! step! in!order! to!
include!historical!facts!(when!known)!concerning!land!surveying!and!mapmaking!that!might!
help! to! facilitate! the! interpretation! of! the! content! of! the! map! and! to! explain! possible!
relationships!between!maps.!Results!of!this!analysis!are!integrated!with!the!technical!accuracy!














procedure! we! followed! to! handle! and! spatially! transform! early! maps! using! modern!
technology.!In!this!procedure!we!generate!a!modified!version!of!the!early!maps,!with!features!
that!align!with!today’s!precise!coordinate!systems.!Digital!processing! is! involved! in!different!
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sources! is! reflected! in! the! quality! of! the! result.! Data! acquisition! is! also! the! basis! of! the!
complete!geoOprocessing!so!that!errors!introduced!in!this!step!will!affect!the!final!results!and!
conclusions.!Digital!photography!and!scanning!have!been!used!as!methods!for!acquiring!high!
quality! digital! data! in! this! research.! However,! even! high! quality! copies! are! susceptible! to!
having! distortions! caused! by! the!methods! and! equipment! used! to! acquired! them.!This! also!
implies!that!a!correction!might!be!necessary!to!eliminate!or!reduce!this!distortion.!In!the!next!




Modern! technology! enables! different! methods! for! the! high! quality! acquisition! of! digital!
copies.! But! distortions! in! the! digital! copy! are! also! introduced! with! these! technologies.!We!
estimated! the! distortions! between! paper! originals! and! digital! copies! earlier! in! this! chapter.!
Here!we! turn! to! comparisons! among!digital! copies.!A! study! about! variations! in! images! and!
type!of!techniques,!which!can!be!applied!to!correct!them,!is!offered!in!detail!in!a!paper!of!Lisa!
Brown! (1992)! “A! Survey! of! Image! Techniques”.! In! this! paper! three! types! of! variations! are!
distinguished.! The! first! two! types! refer! to! misaligning! of! the! images! due! to! differences! in!
acquisition.! The! first! of! these! types! can! be! removed! by! using! a! spatial! transformation!
determined!by!knowledge! about! the! variations!of! this! type.!The! second! type!may!affect! the!
intensity!and!spatial!values!(such!as!perspective!distortions),!which!cannot!be!modeled!easily,!
such! as! lighting! and! atmospheric! conditions.! ! The! third! type! of! variation! refers! to! those!
differences! in! the! images! showing! changes! that! might! be! interesting! for! research,! such! as!
scene!changes.!This!kind!of!variation!is!not!removed.!“Variations!of!the!second!and!third!type!




introduced! later.! Variations! of! third! type! mentioned! above! are! not! considered! distortions!
since!they!reflect!the!physical!world!showing!real!differences!between!sources.!!!!
Spatial!comparison!is!needed!in!order!to!detect!spatial!differences.!This!is!only!possible!when!
the!sources!can!be!spatially!aligned! to!each!other! so! that!differences!between! them!become!
evident.! However,! alignment! can! be! problematic! when! the! sources! present! different!
characteristics.!These!characteristics!are!defined!by! the!method!and! techniques!used!during!
acquisition.! “A! frequent! problem! arises! when! images! taken! at! different! times! by! different!
sensors!or! from!different!viewpoints!need! to!be!compared”! (Brown,! 1992).!A! transformation!
must!be!found!so!that!images!can!be!aligned!to!each!other!for!the!comparison!and!detection!




variation! during! the! acquisition! process.! As!mentioned! by! Brown! (1992),! the! choice! of! the!
optimal! transformation! involves! different! factors,!which! are! related! to! the! characteristics! of!
each!type!of!variation!in!relation!to:!







In! the! specific! case! of! early! maps! other! considerations! should! be! added! to! this! context!
depending!on!the!nature!of!these!sources.!Distortions!related!to!acquisition!methods!are!the!
first!issue!we!approach!within!the!study!of!early!maps.!These!distortions!vary!according!to!the!
method! used! to! acquire! the! data,! but! the! decision! about! how! these! distortions! are! to! be!
corrected! also! varies! with! the! purpose! for! which! the! source! is! acquired.! The! size! of! the!
distortion!with!respect!to!the!kind!of!source!is!an!important!issue!to!discuss!in!relation!to!the!
value! of! correcting! it.! This! is! directly! related! to! the! purpose! for! which! the! digital! copy! is!
acquired.! After! performing! a! basic! test! explained! in! section! 4.1! we! obtained! 0.5mm! as! the!





consider! the!methods! used! in! the!making! of! early!maps,! an! error! of! less! than! 1!millimeter!
could!be!considered!negligible!in!large!scale!maps,!depending!of!the!kind!of!study!for!which!
the!use!of!the!early!maps!is! intended.!We!should!also!consider!that!an!error!such!as!this!on!






part!of! the!map!drawing! (for!maps!whose! size! is! equal! to!or! smaller! than! the! format!of! the!
scanner)! this! decision! does! not! affect! our! research.! Furthermore! in! most! of! the! cases! the!
borders!of! the! early!map!are!not! very! reliable! in! the!geoOreferenced! source! from! the! spatial!
accuracy!point!of!view,!since! finding!control!points! in!these!areas! is!almost! impossible.!This!
could!be! explained!by! the! fact! that! these! areas!have!been!used!as! aesthetic! elements!of! the!








projection! that! differs! from! maps,! which! have! an! orthogonal! projection,! they! should! be!




registration! commonly! used! with! aerial! photographs! called! orthoOrectification.!
Orthorectification! is! defined! as! “the! process! of! using! a! rigorous! math! model! and! a! digital!
elevation! model! (DEM)! to! correct! distortions! in! raw! images”! (Orthoengine! V.9.0,! PCI!
Geomatics).!In!this!process!we!correct!the!radial!distortion!transforming!the!raw!image!to!an!
orthogonal! image! (as! a! plan).! The! math! model! allows! the! calculation! of! the! position! and!
orientation!of!the!sensor!at!the!time!when!the!image!was!taken.!This!model!together!with!a!
DEM!(raster!of!terrain!elevations!which!in!our!case!has!a!value!of!zero!along!the!studied!area!
since!our! target! is! the!paper!map!which! is!a! flat!area!not!containing!elevations)!permits! the!
generation!of!orthoOphotos!or!orthoOimages!that!can!be!used!for!further!geoOprocessing.!!
“The! quality! of! the! orthoOrectified! image! is! directly! related! to! the! quality! of! the!
rigorous!math!model! and! the!DEM.! A! poorly! computed!math!model,! an! inaccurate!
DEM,!or!a!DEM!incorrectly!geoOreferenced!to!the!math!model!will!cause!errors!in!the!
orthoOrectified!images”.!(Orthoengine!V.9.0,!PCI!Geomatics).!
Camera! calibration! data! is! used! to! identify! and! correct! the! distortions! introduced! into! the!
photograph!due!to!the!curvature!of!the!lens,!the!focal! length,!and!perspective!effects.! In!the!
case!of!aerial!photographs!this!information!is!used!to!compute!the!interior!orientation,!which!
is! the! relationship! between! the! film! and! the! aircraft.! The! calibration! report! contains! the!
information!about!the!camera!and!flight!conditions!during!the!taking!of!photographs.!If!this!
report!does!not!exist,!as!in!the!case!of!digital!cameras,!the!information!related!to!the!camera!
can! be! obtained! from! the! manufacturer.! Applying! the! same! principle! used! for! aerial!
photographs! to! digital! photographs! we! can! produce! orthoOimages,! which! are! free! of! radial!
distortion.!However!it!is!important!to!understand!the!conditions!present!during!the!taking!of!
the!photographs.!Vertical!distance!between!the!camera!and!the!target,!CCD!(chargeOcoupled!
device)! size! and! principal! point101! offset! are! needed.! Principal! point! offset! is! especially!




the! math! model! in! the! same! way! as! an! image! taken! with! a! standard! aerial! camera!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
101! “The!Principal!Point! is! the!point!on!the! image!where!a!ray!of! light!traveling!perpendicular!to!the! image!plane!











(Understanding! calibration! of! cameras,! ©! PCI! Geomatics,! Version! 9.1).! ! However! as!
mentioned! before,! in! our! case! was! not! possible! to! get! all! the! needed! information! about!
characteristics!of!the!camera!even!from!the!manufacturer.!This!concerned!the!principal!point!
offset!of!the!camera.!On!the!other!hand!the!digital!copy!obtained!from!the!photographer!was!
not! the! raw! image! but! a! subset! image! containing! the! early!map! but! cutting! off! part! of! the!
borders,! as! a! consequence! of! which! the! original! size! of! the! image! was! changed.! It! was!
unfortunately! impossible! to! recreate! the! parameters! of! the! camera! and! image! needed! to!
generate!the!orthoOphoto.!As!an!alternative!procedure!we!propose!to!correct!the!distortion!by!







to! recognize! common! areas! and! features! from! map! to! map.! A! detailed! interpretation! of!
features! (buildings,! bastions,!mills,! and!water! channels! among!others)!helped!us! to! identify!
features!which! could! be! used! as! landmarks! or! references! to! establish! relationships! between!
maps.!Based!on!these!interpretations!we!looked!at!the!style!used!for!drawing!different!objects!
in!the!map.!We!identified!the!coverage!of!the!drawing!area!but!also!the!detail!used!in!drawing!
features! since!mapmakers! could! depict! the! same! kinds! of! features! very! differently.! Typical!
examples!are!shown!later! in!this!chapter!when!comparing!historical!and!modern!data.!From!
this!comparison!we!observed!the!differences!in!the!drawing!of!bridges,!bastions,!buildings!and!
other! features! from! different! mapmakers.! TwoOdimensional! styles! differ! considerably! from!
styles!where!threeOdimensional!or!perspective!effects!are!used.!!These!two!last!styles!probably!





very! likely! to! occur,! it! could! be! the! case! that! buildings! are! different! in! early! maps! when!
compared! to! present! buildings.! The! St.! Michael’s! church! in! Zwolle! (Figure! 4.8a)! is! a! good!
example!of!a!big!change!between!the!original!building!and!the!one!remaining.!!





suffered! some! changes! due! to! a! fire! in! 1815! but! where! most! of! the! original! building! was!
preserved.! The!Sassenpoort! (Figure! 4.8c)! in! the! Southern! part! of! the! city!wall! is! one! of! the!
remaining!old!buildings! in!Zwolle.!The!Sassenpoort!was!built!at! the!end!of! the! 14th!and!the!





remain! where! the! gateway! was! located! in! the! past.! The! Diezer! poort! was! a! former! town!




Figure(4.8.!Views!of! real!buildings!and! their! corresponding!depictions! in! the!map!of!Blaeu! (ca.! 1649,!Zwolla)! in!
Zwolle.! a.!Grote!of!SintKMichaëlskerk,! b.!Basiliek! van!Onze!Lieve!Vrouw,! c.!Sassenpoort,! d.!Diezerpoort104.! !These!
buildings!are!depicted!in!the!map!of!Blaeu!with!threeOdimensional!effects.!In!a1!the!original!church!building,!in!a2!




different! typologies!were!presented,! some!of! them! including!subOcategories.!Some!maps!can!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
104!Photo!Sassenspoort!by!Marcel!Schmeier!(2002),!Wikipedia!Commons.!c)!Diezer!Poort!“Bewerking!van!een!dia!van!
een! aquarel.! Afkomstig! van! de! site! van! Historisch! Centrum! Overijssel.! De! beschrijving! aldaar:!
Documentidentificatienummer:DIA05933OC022”!!





















of! the! 3D!effects,!we!can!expect! a! variety! in! the!accuracy!of! spots!within! the! same!building!
with!implications!for!its!use!as!reference.!!
The!difference!in!the!drawing!of!common!objects!in!maps!used!by!different!mapmakers!makes!





One! important! issue! in! this! analysis! is! the! visual! exploration! of! profiles! of! bastions.! An!
example!of!these!profiles!is!shown!in!Figure!4.9(a,!b).107!These!profiles!show!the!level!of!detail!
we! can! expect! in! the!depiction!of!bastions! in!different! early! city!maps,!which! enables!us! to!
interpret! lines! and! other! details! used! in! early! maps.! Profiles! are! especially! useful! for!




their! realization! as! they! were! in! the! many! analyses! in! the! treatises.! Even! during! their!
education!the!surveyors!were!trained!to!design!the!irregular!city.!So!what!we!often!see!is!that!
the! inner! point! of! a! bulwark! is! given! and! the! slope! of! the! earthworks! is! hatched.! But! even!




will! be! correct!with! a!wall! and! a! covered! road!outside! the!wall.!Doing! the! same! thing!with!
DH68A! would! lead! to! a! confusing! situation! since! what! we! see! (and! probably! interpret)! as!








before,! these! are! the! constraints! that! complicate! the! selection! of! features! and! the!
identification! of! common! points,! and! which! therefore! hinder! the! choice! of! the! location! of!













we! need! for! accuracy! assessment,! which! we! defined! as! checkpoints.! However,! besides! the!
problems!that!can!arise!from!the!depiction!of!twoOdimensional!and!threeOdimensional!spaces,!
we! have! found! a! series! of! limitations! and! constraints! that! arise! during! the! identification! of!
landmarks.!Although!twoO!and!threeOdimensional!effects!were!seen!as!general!characteristics!





















topic.! Based! on! the! six! maps! of! Zwolle! we! found! examples! related! to! the! problem! of!
identifying!useable!landmarks!in!early!maps.!These!examples!are!discussed!in!detail!as!follows.!!
Three!of!the!maps!of!the!city!of!Zwolle,!specifically!the!maps!of!Priorato,!Blaeu!and!the!named!
DHslide! contain! threeOdimensional! representations.! A! slight! mixture! between! twoO
dimensional! effects! and! a! few! objects! depicted! in! threeOdimensional! fashion! is! also!












complexity! might! also! cause! difficulties! finding! a! spot! on! the! map! that! gives! the! precise!
location! of! the! buildings! as! shown! in! the! Figures! 4.11(b,! d,! e).! In! cases! where! maps! with!
buildings!were!drawn!in!perspective,!we!found!that!the!intersection!of!the!buildings!with!the!
canal! turn!out! to!be!a!good!option! to! locate!common!points.! In! the! twoOdimensional!maps,!
several!points!can!be!selected!as!corresponding!featureOpoints.!!







common! points.! In! the! threeOdimensional! drawing! (Figure! 4.11f! on! the! right)! we! can! easily!
locate!a! spot!on! the!northwest!edge!of! the!bridge,!but! in! the!other!drawing! this! spot! is!not!
easy!identifiable.!In!this!case!it!becomes!important!to!also!consider!the!technique!used!by!the!
mapmakers!to!draw!bridges!on!maps.!We!can!choose!between! lower!and!higher!spots!or!an!
intersection! of! where! the! bridge! starts.! However,! it! is! difficult! to! tell! which! would! be! the!
better!location.!
Figure(4.10.!This!Figure! shows!an!example!of!
the! complexity! in! the! threeOdimensional!
depiction! of! the! walled! area! in! the! map! of!
Blaeu! [c.! 1649]! (right)! versus! the! simplicity!of!





In! relation! to! the! threeOdimensional! effects,! we! commonly! find! not! only! in! old! but! also! in!
modern! sources! the! problem! of! occlusion.! 110! This! effect! is! caused! by! the! priority! in! the!
depiction!of!a!threeOdimensional!building,!which!may!hide!other!buildings!behind!it!partly!or!
even!completely.!In!many!cases!it!is!not!possible!to!find!any!feature!belonging!to!the!hidden!
building! that! can! be! used! as! a! landmark.! This! effect! could! complicate! the! identification! of!
landmarks!especially!in!comparison!to!twoOdimensional!maps!where!this!effect!is!not!present.!
Correspondingly,!many! features! identifiable! in! the! twoOdimensional!map!are!not!possible! to!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110!The!term!‘occlusion’!is!used!by!Brown!(1992)!in!“A!survey!of!image!registration!techniques”!as!the!effect!of!a!view!
being! blocked! caused! by! the! depiction! of! objects! in! threeOdimensional! space,! hindering! the! viewing! of! other!
objects.!!
Figure(4.11.!!Examples!of!common!points!indicated!with!red!arrows.!These!show!the!effect!of!























identify! in! the! threeOdimensional! one.! This!may! cause! a! shortage! of! control! points! in! large!
areas!on!the!map.!!
Another!problem!arises!when!not!all! features!on!a!map!are!depicted!but!only!a! selection!of!











the! priority! in! the! depiction! or! the! purpose! of! the! map! but! due! to! differences! in! the!




extending! the!baselines! indicating! the! angle! of! the! corner! to! find! its! position,! Figure! 4.11a).!
This!enables!us!to! locate!the!common!point!by!using!digital! tools.!Here!we!assume!that! the!




to! another.! This! circumstance! becomes! important! when! it! suggests! a! real! change! in! the!
building.!Such!a!change!over!time!can!be!found!in!maps!made!at!different!times,!but!can!also!
occur! in!maps! from! the! same!period.! Such! a! difference! can! be! caused! by! different! drawing!





not!only!differ!because!we!compare! threeOdimensional!and! twoOdimensional! representations!
but! also! because! of! differences! in! how! details! are! drawn.! The! common! point! refers! to! the!











perfectly! correct.!However,! the!mistakes!might! still! result! not! from! the! fact! that! an! unreal!
situation!is!compared!to!a!real!one!but!from!our!misinterpretation!of!the!features!and!content!
of!the!map.!!
These! aspects!may! affect! the! interpretation! of! features,! which! have! a! direct! bearing! on! the!
analysis!of!accuracy!of!early!maps.!All! these! facts!must!be!also!considered! in! the!analysis!of!
differences!between!common!points!in!different!maps.!Location!of!common!points!should!be!
carefully!reOexamined!considering!a!possible!slight!relocation!of!points!in!order!to!exploit!the!
best! locations.!We! should! also! bear! in!mind! that! some! reference! points! could! be! depicted!
more!accurately!than!others.!Therefore,!to!ask!which!of!those!points!have!more!relevance!to!
the!accuracy!of!individual!maps!is!also!a!question!to!be!considered!separately.!To!do!this!we!
keep! in! mind! what! we! call! ‘priority! in! the! depiction’,! which! is! directly! linked! to! the! map!





Besides! the! difficulties! previously! mentioned,! it! is! important! to! emphasize! the! general!
difficulty! in! the! comparison! of! the! sources.! These! difficulties! arise! when! we! compare! old!
sources!to!each!other!but!especially!when!we!compare!old!sources!to!modern!ones.! !Finding!
spatial!relations!between!sources!turns!out!to!be!a!very!delicate!process!which!also!tends!to!be!
subjective.! Trying! to! find! relations! among! different! representations! of! the! same! object,! we!
search!for!similarities!and!differences!in!form,!size!and!location.!These!characteristics!allow!us!
to!infer!how!similar!or!different!the!representations!of!the!same!object!are,!which!as!well!lets!
us! look! for! the! reasons! that! cause! the! differences.! The! interpretation! can! be! biased! if! the!
historical!context!is!not!taken!into!account.!Differences!in!relation!to!the!presence!or!absence!
of!features!in!early!maps!can!be!the!result!of!the!mapmaking!process,!which!is!related!to!the!
purpose!of! the!map!and! interpretation!of! the!mapmaker.!The!historical!context!can!provide!
information! that! enables! us! to! reduce! the! subjectivity! in! the! interpretations! of! features! or!
areas!depicted!in!the!map.!!
Again!it! is! important!to!mention!that!differences!in!the!representation!of!areas!or!regions!in!













city! in! which! the! elevation! of! the! walls! is! included! in! addition! to! some! other! permanent!








historical! context,! as! we! need! to! understand! the! intention! of! the! cartographer! in! the!
representation!of!the!city.!
We!emphasize!the!importance!of!relying!on!the!1830!cadastral!map!since!in!theory!it!can!help!
to! identify! details! that! are! absent! in! modern! cartography! (demolished! or! recovered!

























A! detailed! interpretation! of! various! features! (buildings,! bastions,!mills,! and!water! channels!
among!others)!is!used!in!connection!with!landmarks!to!establish!relationships!between!maps.!
Based! on! this! interpretation! it! is! possible! to! identify! the! style! used! for! drawing! different!





As! part! of! the! processes! of! geoOreferencing! and! spatial! analysis!we!make! a! clear! distinction!
between!GCPs!and!check!points,! each!used! independently! in! these!processes.!Both!kinds!of!
points! have! the! property! of! being! evenly! distributed! throughout! the! image! but! they! are!
differentiated!in!the!number!of!points!used!in!different!procedures!and!the!goal!that!each!one!
serves.!GCPs! are! used! as! references! to! align! two! images! (oldOtoOold! and! oldOtoOmodern).! In!
contrast,! checkpoints! are!used! for! testing!accuracy!by!using!a!pointObased!analysis! after! the!
sources! have! been! geoOreferenced.! The! number! of! points! in! the! case! of! GCPs! is! basically!
defined!by!the!kind!of!transformation!involved!in!the!case!of!registration!and!geoOreferencing.!
In! both! cases!we! intend! to! distribute! the! points! throughout! the! complete!map! area.! In! the!
case! of! check! points! we! also! intend! to! cover! (as! much! as! possible)! all! the! feature! classes!
contained!in!every!map.!This!follows!the!procedure!described!in!chapter!5!for!the!calculation!
of! NSSDA! horizontal! accuracy! standards.! GCPs! and! checkpoints! both! represent! matching!
points111! identified! in! the! two! sources,! the!one!used! as! reference! source! and! the! second!one!
used!as!target!source.!In!this!research!the!reference!source!refers!to!one!of!the!modern!sources!
or! the!cadastral!map! 1832!and!the!second!source!refers! to! the!early!map.! In! this! section,!we!
describe! the!various! features!used!as!control!points,!how! they!are!determined,!and!how!the!
correspondence!between!control!points!in!the!reference!and!data!image!is!found.!




parallel! projection! and! the! second! one! using! orthogonal! projection,! we! cannot! trace! all!
features!back!to!one! location.!Recall! the!example!of!differences! in!the!ways!of!depicting!e.g.!
the!slope!of!the!wall!in!oblique!or!orthogonal!projection,!and!consider!how!this!might!confuse!













of! a!map,! then!we! can! select! our! common! points! better.! Conversely,!wellOchosen! reference!
points!for!the!geoOrectification!process!will!improve!our!knowledge!of!technical!reliability.!
In!modern! cartography!points! can!be! selected!which! are! known! to!be! rigid,! stationary,! and!
easily! pinOpointed! in! both!data! sets.! They! can!be! determined!manually! or! automatically.! In!
both!cases,!they!require!someone!who!is!knowledgeable!in!the!domain!(Brown,!1992).!In!the!
cases!of!early!maps!automatic!detection!is!not!a!feasible!option!since!maps!are!very!variable,!
and! they! use! different! and! complex! styles! in! drawing,!which!make! image! interpretation! an!
important! and! sensitive! task,! but! one! which! is! indispensable! for! locating! matching! points!
reliably.!!However!manual!detection!of!control!points!requires!a!great!amount!of!time!and!is!
infeasible!when!large!numbers!of!maps!must!be!processed.!!
To! define! the! points! that! can! be! used! as! control! points! we! need! first! to! identify! common!
objects! in! the! old! and! modern! townscape.! This! presupposes! the! interpretation! of! features!
mapObyOmap.!We! tried!as!much!as!possible! to!overcome! the!problem!of! the!diversity! in! the!
drawings!from!one!map!to!the!other!especially!in!the!case!of!2D!and!!3D!styles.!By!identifying!
common!objects!between!early!maps!and!corresponding!features!in!the!modern!map!GBKN112!
we! defined! geoOcontrol! points! (GCPs)! used! in! geoOreferencing! and! registration! processes.!
These!points!are!used!to!establish!the!link!between!the!coordinates!of!the!early!map!(in!image!
units,!pixels)!and!the!modern!coordinates’!system!(in!meters).!!Some!typical!features!we!used!
are! corners! or! wellOdefined! details! in! buildings,! street! crossings,! and! bastion! lines! among!
others.!Features!were!selected!which!are!likely!to!be!uniquely!found!in!both!images!(old!and!
modern)!and!more!tolerant!of!local!distortions!(Brown,!1992).!!
The! computation! of! a! transformation! depends! on! the! GCP! features.! For! that! reason! a!
sufficient!number!of!wellOdistributed!GCPs!points!must!be!determined!before!deciding!on!a!
proper! transformation.!We!want! to! emphasize! that! not! only! the! number! of!GCPs! but! their!
distribution! throughout! the!map! determines! how! appropriate! the! transformation! is.! In! any!
case,!too!few!or!too!many!features!will!bias!the!transformation,!introduce!errors!in!the!model!
or!make!the!matching!process!more!difficult.!The!number!of!features!then!becomes!a!critical!
issue! since!both! the!accuracy!and! the!efficiency!of!pointOmatching!methods!will!be! strongly!
influenced!(Brown,! 1992);!additionally!we!should!bear! in!mind!that! the!distribution!of! these!
features!will!also!have!an!effect.!!The!ideal!situation!would!be!to!have!enough!control!points!
very! evenly! distributed! throughout! the! whole! map! area.! However,! in! practice! this! is! not!
feasible.!This!is!especially!true!when!there!are!differences!in!content!among!different!sources!
as!explained!in!the!next!section.!!




point! transformation! as! a! test.! ! In! the! rest! of! the! tests! when! early! maps! are! compared! to!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!









Given! the! limitations! and! constraints! inherent! in! the! use! of! early! maps! but! following! the!
requirements!of!standards!for!positional!accuracy!(see!chapter!5)!as!closely!as!possible,!after!
geoOreferencing!early!maps!we! identified!several!points! in!every!map!as!a!sample! for! testing!
horizontal!accuracy.!These!points!are!called!(for!the!purpose!of!this!research)!‘check!points’.!A!
classification! of! checkpoints! is!made! according! to! the! object! the! point! locates.!We! selected!
categories! (classes)! according! to! the! geographical! features! identifiable! in!most! of! the!maps!
corresponding! to! wellOdefined! objects! where! points! were! easily! identifiable.! ! These! classes!
served!as!the!basis!for!the!analysis!of!priority!in!the!depiction!of!the!early!map.!!
The!location!of!checkpoints!in!the!early!maps!is!compared!to!their!corresponding!position!in!
the! modern! map! to! calculate! the! Euclidean! distance! between! them,! which! enables! the!
calculation!of!the!Root!Mean!Square!Error!(RMSE)!of!every!checkpoint!later!used!to!calculate!
horizontal! accuracy.! The! selection! of! check! points! aimed! to! distribute! at! least! 20%! of! the!









are! instantiated!by! few!objects!depicted! in! the!map,!and! it! is!not!always! feasible! to! find! the!
corresponding!homologue!or!common!point!in!modern!map.!Homogeneity!in!the!number!of!
points! per! class! is! not! always! possible! in! practice;! however,! we! believe! that! the! larger! the!
number!of!points!per!class!(close!to!the!number!of!20,!mentioned!before),!the!more!reliable!
the!results!would!be.!




classification! of! features,! helped! us! to! identify! the! relationship! between! error! and! specific!
classes!within!the!early!maps.!Statistical!analysis!is!used!together!with!RMSE!error!and!NSSDA!









alignment! with! one! another! by! using! geoOreferencing! or! registration.! GeoOreferencing! and!
registration!are!common!terms! in! image!processing.!The!biggest!difference!between!the!two!
terms!is!that!geoOreferencing!necessarily!involves!the!assignment!of!geographical!coordinates!
to! an! image! while! registration! does! not.! In! both! cases! an! image! is! projected! onto! another!
using!mathematical!algorithms!or!models!which!control!how!much!the!source!may!be!rotated,!
scaled!and! translated! (moved! to! a!new! location)! in!order! to! align! the! second! source! (figure!
4.13).!!!
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In! the! next! part! of! this! section! we! show! how! early! maps! are! prepared! geographically! for!
comparison!with!modern!maps.!It!includes!a!description!of!the!process!of!geoOreferencing!the!

















photographs! as! part! of! the! modern! data.! The! cadastral! map! of! 1832! was! used! as! an!




order! to! use! the! same! geographic! coordinate! system! as! the!modern! reference!map.! ! In! the!




Once! all! reference! data! was! prepared! three! different! transformations! were! tested! for! geoO
referencing!early!maps! and! for! analyzing!differences! in! results.!The!necessary! steps! and! the!
transformations!methods!applied!are!explained!in!detail!in!the!next!section.!
Once!all! the!maps!were!aligned!in!a!common!reference!system,!coordinate!values!(x,y)!were!











During! digital! processing! several! tests! are! performed! applying! different! kinds! of!
transformations! such! as! rubber! sheeting! “which! digitally! stretches! and! shrinks! electronic!
versions! of! early! maps”! (Rumsey! and! Williams,! 2002:5)! or! the! sequential! transformations!
described!by!Guerra!(2000:1)!which! include!global!and! local! transformations.!We!decided!to!
use! transformations! that! deform! the! source! as! little! as! possible! in! order! to! maintain! the!
geometry! of! the! early!maps! as! closely! as! possible.! ! Complex! transformations! which! greatly!




for! the! selection! of! the! adequate! technique! for! specific! problems.! Differences! between!
variations!and!distortions! in! images!and! the!way! to!address! them! in! the!process!of! aligning!
images!are!considered.!Important!distinctions!for!image!registration!methods!including!global!




each! other.! ! The! class! of! transformation! and! its! complexity! determine! the! general! type! of!
method! to! be! used.! Some! distortions! are! interesting! to! maintain! because! they! indicate!
differences!we!want!to!research,!and!some!ought!to!be!eliminated!because!they!are!basically!
related! to! the!acquisition!process!and!are!not! related! to! the! source! itself!but!acquired! later.!
Assumptions!about!the!imaging!system!and!scene!properties!can!be!used!to!determine!the!set!
of!possible!or!most!probable!transformations!to!guide!the!search!for!the!best!one.!The!most!
difficult! transformation! problems! occur!when! local! variations! are! present.! This! can! happen!
even! when! it! is! known! that! a! global! transformation! is! sufficient! to! align! the! two! images.!
Interaction!between! feature!detection,! similarity!measurements,! and!computing! the!optimal!
transformation!can!be!used!to!overcome!many!of! these!problems!(Brown,! 1992).!Lisa!Brown!
provides!a!taxonomy!of!techniques!to!perform!registration!based!on!the!types!of!variation!in!
the! images.! She! suggests! carefully! considering! the! distinctions! between! local! and! global!
registration! transformations! and! global! and! local! distortions! and! global! and! local!
computations,! when! choosing! techniques! to! apply! to! specific! applications.! Point! landmark!
mapping! is! suggested! as! an! approach! to! register! two! images!whose! type!of!misalignment! is!
unknown!by!using!landmarks!(or!points)!that!can!be!found!in!both!images!and!aligning!them!
using!a!general!transformation.!Point!mapping!and!point!mapping!with!feedback!might!be!the!











stage,! a! spatial!mapping,!usually!2D!polynomial! functions!of! a! specified!order! (one! for!each!
coordinate! in! the! registered! image)! is! determined! using! these! matched! feature! points.!
Resampling117! of! one! image! is! performed! after!which! a! spatial!mapping! and! interpolation! is!
applied.!However,!there!is!also!a!group!of!pointOmapping!methods!which!are!used!for!images!




the! desired! accuracy! and! the! number! of! GCPs! available.! FirstOorder! polynomial!
transformations! can!model! a! rotation,! a! scale! and! a! translation! if! 1,! 2! or! 3! GCPs! are! used.!
Higher!orders!add!complexity! to!the!transformation.!Note!that! there! is!a!minimum!of!GCPs!
needed! to!perform!every!order!of! transformation:! 3! for! 1st!order,!6! for! 2nd!order,! 10! for! 3rd!
order,!15!for!4th!order!and!21!for!5th!order.!It!is!recommended!that!to!obtain!good!results,!it!is!
best! to!have!2!or!3! times! the!minimum!number!of!GCPs! for!a!particular!order! (e.g.,! 12! to! 18!
GCPs!for!2nd!order)!(PCI!Geomatics).!
In!many! registration! problems,! the! precise! form! of! the!mapping! function! is! unknown,! and!
therefore! a! general! transformation! is! needed.! ! ! For! this! reason,! bivariate! polynomial!
transformations! are! typically! used.! A! procedure! commonly! used! for! geoOreferencing! is! the!
least!squares!regression!transformation!utilizing!a!polynomial!surface.!This!procedure!implies!




Equations! 4.1! and! 4.2! describe! a! process!where! each! desired! location! in! the! target! image! is!
transformed! to! an! image! coordinate.! The! form! is! a! bit! compact,! but!we! have! rewritten! the!
equation! in! the!way! customary! for! the! firstO! and! the! secondO! order! cases.! The! image! pixels!
surrounding! a! coordinate! are!used! to! interpolate! the! intensity! for! the! target! location.! Some!
















118! “! The! Polynomial! Math! Model! is! a! simple! math! model! that! uses! a! firstOthroughOfifth! order! polynomial!
transformation,! which! is! calculated! based! on! twoOdimensional! (2OD)! ground! control! points! (GCPs).! This! math!
model!produces!the!“best”!fit!mathematically!to!a!set!of!2OD!GCPs!on!an!image”!(©!PCI!Geomatics)!

























The! first! and! second! order! polynomial! transformations! are! sufficient! for!many! applications!
(Nack!1977;!Van!Wie!and!Stein!1977!in!Brown,!1992).!In!general,!polynomial!transformations!of!
low! order! are! computationally! economical! because,! especially! given! the! powerful!
computational!resources!available!nowadays,!the!correction!program!will!run!faster.!!It!is!also!
important!to!note!the!effect!of!the!transformation!along!the!image.!The!result!of!a!lowerOorder!
transformation! stands! in! a! simpler! and!often!more! transparent! relation! to! the! original,! and!
less! geometric! distortion!may! occur! in! areas!with! no!GCPs.!A! higher! order! polynomial!will!
result!in!a!more!accurate!fit!in!the!immediate!vicinity!of!the!GCPs,!but!it!may!introduce!new!
and!significant!errors!in!the!image!away!from!the!GCPs.!The!errors!introduced!into!the!image!
may! be! worse! than! the! original! errors! that! needed! correcting! (Geomatica! Algorithm!
Reference.!Technical!References!PCI!Geomatics,!2004).!





The! affine! transformation! models! rotation,! a! scale! and! a! translation! by! using! a! first! order!
polynomial!model!according!to!the!number!of!GCPS!collected.!119!
In!the!affine!transformation!six!parameters!are!calculated!to!find!the!best!matching!between!
old! and! modern! maps.! With! this! transformation! 1! parameter! for! scaling,! rotation! and!
translation!is!calculated!independently!for!each!axis!!(X,Y)!for!a!total!of!!six!parameters.!
The!Helmert!transformation!(4!parameters)!known!also!as!the!similarity!transformation,!!and!





























transformations! are! derived! from! polynomials! (Balletti,! 2006),! and! the! output! of! the!
transformation!is!distributed!globally!all!over!the!plane!surface!(Boutoura!et!al.,!2006).!In!the!
Helmert!transformation!four!parameters!(two!for!translation!(X,Y),!one!for!rotation!and!one!
for! scaling)! ! define! the! best! matching! between! the! early! map! and! the! modern! reference,!




calculating! the! same! 4! parameters,! but! this! case! is! based! on! a! collection! of! only! two! GCP!
points!which!define!a!baseline!!for!the!transformation.!The!Baseline!is!defined!by!the!pair!of!
coordinates! (x,y)! of! the! two! points! identified! in! the! map! origin! (early! map)! and! the!
corresponding! link! to! each!point! in! the! target!map! (modern!map).!Early!maps!were! scaled,!
rotated!and!translated!by!using!the!X,Y!coordinates!of!each!base!point! (in!the!early!map,! in!
pixels)! transformed! to! the! X,Y! coordinates! of! the! reference! points! (in! the!modern!map,! in!
meters).! In! contrast! to! the! Helmert! transformation,! the! twoOpoint! transformation! is! user!
dependent!in!the!sense!!that!whoever!applies!the!transformation!decides!about!the!two!points!
to!use!to!perform!the!transformation.!!We!used!this!transformation!for!comparison!of!results.!





to! get! the! early!map! to! align!with! the!modern!map.! Polynomial!math!models120! have! been!
applied! to! effect! global! transformations121! on! these! sources.! Local! transformations122! are! not!
included!in!this!analysis.!
Early! maps! were! made! using! different! techniques,! which! sometimes! complicate! the!
interpretation!of!the!features!depicted!on!the!map!as!explained!in!section!4.5.2!.!The!3D!effect!
we! can! find! in! some! of! the! maps! add! elements! in! the! drawing! not! easy! to! interpret! with!
respect! to! the!modern!map!or! in! a! plan! (as! the! cadastral!map! 1832).! The! 3D! effect! and! the!
great! detail! of! the! drawing! in! 3D! features! (figure! 4.14)! generate! the! need! to! use! largeOscale!
sources! with! enough! detail! in! the! processing! and! interpretation! of! the! graphic! data.! This!
motivated! the!use!of! aerial!photographs! as! instrument! to! visualize! and!extract! geographical!
information.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
120! “The! Polynomial! Math! Model! is! a! simple! math! model! that! uses! a! firstOthroughOfifth! order! polynomial!
transformation,! which! is! calculated! based! on! twoOdimensional! (2OD)! ground! control! points! (GCPs).! This! math!
model!produces!the!‘best’!fit!mathematically!to!a!set!of!2OD!GCPs!on!an!image.!The!polynomial!equations!are!fitted!
to!the!x!and!y!coordinates!of!the!GCPs!by!using!least!squares!criteria!to!model!the!correction!in!the!image!without!





















not! included! in! this! case! study).! ! It! is! important! to! remark! here! that! every! detail! drawn!
separately!from!the!center!map!needs!to!be!matched!and!geoOreferenced!following!the!same!
procedure! used! for! every! separate! piece,! which! increases! considerably! the! time! needed! for!
preparing!and!processing!the!cadastral!map!for!its!use!as!reference!source.!!
High! accuracy! is! expected! in! cadastral! maps! due! to! the! function! of! these! maps! for! land!
taxation,! which! justifies! our! including! it! as! a! geoOreferencing! source.! Moreover,! this! map!






“Minuutplans”! are! the! result! of! the! measuring! of! the! Dutch! country! ! during! 1812O1832.! The! “Oorspronkelijke!
Aanwijzende!Tafels”!and!the!correspondent!minuutplans!are!the!basis!of!the!cadaster!in!the!Netherlands.!(Keverling!
B.!F.!and!Muller!E.,!1979,!p11)!
Figure( 4.14.! View! of! the!St!Michael!Church!building!and! surroundings,! extracted! ! from!















scanned! at! 300dpi,! then! corrected,! mosaicked! and! geoOreferenced! by! using! the! software!
“OrthoEngine”.!This!software!enabled!the!generation!of!orthoOrectified!images!(orthoOphotos)!
transforming! the! original! projection! of! the! photo! (central! projection)! to! an! orthogonal!
projection!(as!a!plane).!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
124!We!use! the! term!mosaicking,! referring! to! the!process! in!which!different! images!of! the! same!geographical! are!
combined!to!create!a!new!image!of!large!coverage!(mosaic).!!“A!mosaic!is!a!combination!or!merge!of!two!or!more!
images”!(©!Esri,!Arc!Gis!resources).!The!mosaicked!images!have!the!properties!of!having!common!adjacent!areas,!

















































the! aerial! photoOmosaic! was! also! useful! in!
identifying! and! interpreting! features! and!
remaining!old!buildings!not!easy!to!define!even!
in!the!cadastral!map.!Due!to!the!high!detail!of!
the! city! provided! by! the! photoOmosaic,! this!
source! represents! an! important! tool! for!
identification! and! interpretation! of! objects! in!
the! maps,! linking! different! kinds! of!
information! (rasterOvector! and! oldOmodern).!




The!mosaicking! and! geoOreferencing! of! the! cadastral!map! 1832!was! basically! divided! in! two!
parts! for!every!city.!The!first!concerned!the!center!part!of!the!city,!the!second!regarding!the!
external!area!outside!of! the!city!center!boundary.! ! In!every!city! the!boundaries!of! these! two!
parts!are!traced!by!following!the!contour!of!the!main!water!canal!surrounding!the!city.!
In!mosaicking!the!cadastral!maps,!we!have!to!consider!some!other!issues!that!complicate!the!
process!and!might!add! some!errors! to! the! final! image,!besides! the! fact! that! the! 1832!map! is!
divided!into!several!parts:!!














maps,! direct! mosaicking! of! the! digital! copies! of! the! cadastral! map! 1832! was! not! possible.!
Instead,! it!was!necessary!to!reOscale!and!rotate!each!piece!to!get!the!right!size!and!direction!
which! allowed! us! to! realize! the! matching.! To! do! this! we! followed! initially! a! common!
procedure! of!mosaicking! by! identifying! common! details! between!maps.! However! since! the!
depiction! of! common! features! (such! as! roads! or! buildings)! vary! from! piece! to! piece,! we!












Figure( 4.17.! This! figure! shows! two! windows! corresponding! to! a!
common!area!between!adjacent!pieces!of!the!cadastral!map!1832!of!the!
city! of! Zwolle.! Note! the! small! common! area! between! maps! and! the!














errors!are! found.!This! is! related!to! the!change!of!scale!between!maps,!since!areas!outside!of!
the!main!boundary!of!the!city!are!mapped!in!smaller!scale!(1:2500)!than!areas!in!the!internal!
part!of!that!boundary!(1:1250).!!
It! is! also! important! to! note! that! old! sources! might! present! some! alterations! due! to! the!
conservation! of! the! originals,! which! remain! in! the! digital! copy.! Folding! lines! and! breaking!





comparing! distances! between! intersections! in! the! grid! of! coordinates,! which! in! principle!
should!keep!the!same!distance!(100!ellen125).!Comparing!differences!between!gridlines,!we!can!
see!a!difference!of!about!1mm!(at!the!original!scale,!approx.!1.2m)!affecting!both!X!and!Y!axes!
in! the!cadastral!map!of!Zwolle.!This!error! is! found!more! frequently! in! the!north!part!of! the!






Figure(4.19.!Boundary!of! the!matching!parts!of! the!cadastral!map! 1832.!Dark!areas!(marked!with!arrows)!
along! the!matching!boundary! show!the!difference! in! the!matching!of!north!and! south! cadastral!maps!of!







of! reference! data! sources,! which! provide! the! geoOreference! database.! In! this! research,! the!
cadastral!map! 1832!was!used!as!direct! link!between!modern!and!old!cartography!during! the!
coOregistration.!Modern!data!was!used!for!geoOreferencing!the!cadastral!map!1832.!During!this!
geoOreferencing,! difficulties! arose,! especially! concerning! the! interpretation! of! the! vector!
features! with! respect! to! those! depicted! in! early! maps.! This! was! mainly! because! of! the!
difference!in!the!kind!of!representations,!which!can!also!bias!the!coOregistration!and!can!add!
errors!to!the!process.!!
To!assess! the!accuracy!of! the! transformation,!we!examined! the! result!by!using!PCI! software!




















image! outline! is! transformed! according! to! the! current! GCP! model.! The! order! of! the!
polynomial! transformation! (in! the! lower! part! of! the! figure)! is! indicated! under! the! heading!





the! effect! of! a! polynomial! transformation! first! by! using! 27! points! obtaining! the!RMS! errors!
shown!in!Figure!4.22.!In!order!to!reduce!the!effect!of!the!transformation!in!areas!with!fewer!or!










polynomial! model! and! the! total! RMS! error! for! the! set! of! collected! GCP’s! and! individually! for! each! GCP!





















We!are!aware! that!every!case! study!has! its!own!characteristics,!which!help!us! to!decide! the!
best! procedure! for! that! case.! In! the! case! of! Zwolle! a! second! order! transformation! was!
considered! sufficient! and! led! to! better! results! than! a! third! order! transformation! but! this!










After! a! series! of! comparisons! and! interpretations! map! to! map! (early! and! modern)! many!













1st 27 1.03 0.73 0.73 
2nd 27 0.92 0.61 0.68 
3rd 27 0.60 0.38 0.46 
1st 70 1.39 0.80 1.13 
2nd 70 1.25 0.64 1.07 








transformation! geoOreferencing! cadastral! map! of!
Zwolle!1832.!
 
RMS Error Polynomial Transformation cadastral Map 


























order!to!align!one!map!with!another.! !On!another!hand,! they!were!used!as!check!points! for!
the!assessment!of!technical!accuracy.!!
Since! in! this! research! we! chose! to! distort! the! digital! version! of! the! early! map! as! little! as!
possible!in!order!to!analyze!the!early!map!in!a!version!as!close!as!possible!as!to!its!original,!we!
performed!transformations!which!barely!distort!the!original!source.!We!experiment!therefore!
with! twoOpoint! (4! parameters),! affine! (6! parameters)! and! Helmert! (4! parameters)!
transformations,! and! for! each! of! these! we! calculated! the! parameters! necessary! to! align! the!
position,!orientation!and!size!of!early!maps!to!modern!data.!In!the!first!transformation!(twoO
point)!only! two! reference!points,! strategically! located127! in! the!external!part!of! two!bastions,!
were! used.! In! the! other! two! transformations! several! reference! points!were! used! as!GCPs! to!
apply!the!transformations.!These!transformations!were!applied!separately!to!each!map!for!the!
comparison!of! results!and! further!analysis.!We!shall!not!concern!ourselves!with! the! specific!
assumptions!of!the!different!transformations,!but!we!examined!three!different!sorts! in!order!
to! verify! that! our! work! is! not! dependent! on! a! single! sort.! ! Different! options! for! twoOpoint!
transformations! were! explored! visually.! The! best! match! was! used! to! perform! the! final!
transformation.! The! same! series! of! pairs! of! homologous! points! used! to! calculate! Helmert!
transformation!was!also!used!in!the!affine!transformation.!!!
The! result! of! the! geoOreferencing! process! was! a! transformed! early! map! with! different!
geometrical! properties! than! the! original! source! and! which! was! geoOreferenced! within! a!
modern!coordinate!system.!An!analysis!comparing!the!original!properties!of!the!earlier!map!to!
the!final!product!was!conducted!to!explore!how!the!early!map!has!been!transformed!and!what!
that! implied! about! its! accuracy! and! reliability.! During! this! analysis,! processes! of! visual!
interpretation,!comparisons!and!statistical!analysis!were!carried!out.!
The! results! from! the! comparisons! and!analysis! are!handled!under! the!process! called!Spatial!
analysis!which!allows! to!us!discuss! further! the! reliability!of! the!early!map!(transformed!and!
original! copy).! In! this! analysis! different! aspects! are! included.! Characterization! of! errors!
focused!mostly! on! the! analysis! of! RMSE! errors! found! in! the!maps;! calculation! of! technical!
accuracy!by!using!NSSDA!standards,!statistical!analysis!and!(as!one!of!the!final!products)!the!




This! section! focuses! on! the! analysis! of! spatial! data! regarding! early! maps! including! aspects!
such!as!positional!errors!and!distributions!across!the!map!area,!as!well!as!techniques!used!for!
visualization! and! statistical! analysis! applied! to! spatial! data,! including! approaches! of! GIS!










spatial! visualization.!The! first! is!based!on! the!calculations!of!positional!errors,! accuracy!and!
statistical! analysis!derived! from! these! calculations! and! the! second!one,! spatial! visualization,!
focused!on!the!application!of!tools!which!help!us!to!perform!a!more!objective!analysis.!In!the!
complete!analysis!we!make!use!of!different!kinds!of!spatial!tools,!which!in!combination!help!
us! to! find!a!better!explanation!of! the!distribution!of!errors!and!accuracy!between!maps!and!
across!maps.!!
In! our! research!we! used! a! pointObased! approach.! !We! have! derived! spatial! data! from! early!
maps!based!on! a! series!of!points!we! located! in! every!map! (checkpoints).!These!points!have!
been! used! as! a! sample! to! test! errors,! accuracy! and! priority! in! the! depiction! of! early!maps.!
Coordinates! (x,y)! of! every! single! point! were! compared! to! homologous! data! to! explore!
similarities! and! differences.! Analytical! tools! provided! by! GIS! and! geoOprocessing! software!
helped! us! to! interpret! feature! points! collected! from! every! map! to! calculate! and! classify!
positional!errors!and!horizontal!accuracy.!Results!of!these!calculations!were!analyzed!by!using!




early! maps! after! their! geoOreferencing! to! modern! cartography.! The! analysis! points! to! the!
finding! of! similarities! and! differences! between!maps! (old! and!modern),! which! can! provide!
insight!into!spatial!accuracy!and!reliability!in!way!we!nowadays!use!for!modern!data.!In!such!a!





“Many! statistical! techniques!make! the! assumption! that! the! observations! used! in! the!
study!are!independent!pieces!of!evidence!(independently!random).!If!we!are!studying!
the!locations!of!the!data!to!try!to!find!a!geographical!pattern!then!we!are!working!on!
the! principle! that! the! locations! are! being! influenced! by! some! underlying! cause! that!
varies!over!space.!The!data!are!referred!to!as!being!spatially!auto!correlated,!and!this!




plot! boxes,! scattering! plots,! descriptive! statistics! and! other! non! spatial! tools! to! get! an! idea!
about! the! behavior! of! our! data;! finally!we! approach! priority! in! the! depiction! by! combining!

















Positional! errors! are! calculated!based!on! the!Cartesian! coordinates! (x,y)! of! every! point.!We!
thus! calculate! the! planimetric! displacement! of! points! from! their! real! position.! The! linear!
displacement! (magnitude)! of! every! point! is! calculated! by!measuring! the! Euclidean! distance!











































the! “real”! location128.! ! The! direction! is! calculated! by! the! Euclidean! angle! of! the! vectors!
separating!homologous!points! and!defines! the!direction! in!which! the!error!occurs.!A!vector!
distance!with!magnitude!and!direction!defines!the!positional!error!for!every!point.!The!error!
of! a! point! is! the! Euclidean! distance! between! the! point! in! the! early!map! and! its! position! in!
reality:!




The!Cartesian! coordinates! (x,y)! are! also!used! to! calculate! the!Euclidean!angle.!This! angle! is!
measured! in!degrees!(0O360)!counterclockwise!having!the!zero!value! in!the!horizontal!axis!x!
(East)! as! indicated! in! the! figure! 4.23.! To! calculate! these! values! we! make! use! of! the!
trigonometric!function!Arctan129.!






We! approach! the! concept! of! positional! accuracy! according! to! what! is! described! in! the!
Positional! Accuracy! Handbook130! ! to! calculate! and! report! accuracy! standards! (NSSDA).!We!




the! positional! accuracy! was! computed! by! calculating! three! values:! the! sum! of! the! squared!
differences! between! the! early! maps’! coordinate! values! and! the! coordinate! values! of! the!
cadastral!map!of!1832;!the!mean!obtained!by!dividing!the!sum!of!squares!by!the!number!of!test!





129!The!arctangent,!or! inverse! tangent,!of! the!specified!xO!and!yOcoordinates! is! the!angle! from!the!xOaxis! to!a! line!
containing! the! origin! (0,! 0)! and! a! point! with! coordinates! (x1,! y1).!We! calculated! this! value! by! using! the! excel!












Here!we!want! to! recall! some!words! from! Ian!Gregory’s! book,!A! Place! in!History,! where! he!
remarks! about! the! importance! of! space! and! geographical! patterns! among! those! conducting!
historical!research,!but!also!warns!about!the!fact!that!“maps!distort!and!maps!lie”.!!The!remark!





there! is!space!for! introducing!mistakes!and!errors.!Therefore! it! is! important!to! link!the!final!
analysis!directly!to!the!techniques!applied!obtain!it!and!to!the!limitations!and!constraints!of!
the! data.!We! are! constantly! aware! that! early!maps! have! limitations.! Interpretation! of! data!
derived! from! the! processing! and! handling! of! early! maps! without! knowledge! about! the!
procedure!applied!to!derive!the!data!can!lead!to!misinterpretation!and!to!wrong!conclusions.!
We!are!aware!that!besides!the!limitations!inherent!to!the!nature!of!early!maps,!there!are!even!
more! limitations! in! the! application! of! concepts! originally! defined! for!modern! sources.! The!
concept!of!regularity! in!a!network!of!points,!which!is! feasible!to!expect! in!modern!data,! is!a!
concept!that!fits!early!maps!uncomfortably,!where!such!regularity!is!impossible!to!find.!!Other!
concepts,! such!as! the!distributions!needed! for! identification!of!GCPs!during!geoOreferencing!
or!in!measuring!accuracy!are!also!almost!impossible!to!realize!satisfactorily.!Therefore!results!
originating! in! the! analysis!of! early!maps!may!give!us! a! good! impression!about! the! accuracy!
and! reliability!of!most!of! the!maps,!which!were!unknown,!and!which!cannot!be! interpreted!
with!the!same!freedom!we!enjoy!for!modern!sources.!We!should!also!bear!in!mind!that!during!









In! the! analysis! of! the!positional! errors! in! early!maps!we!made!use! of! different! visualization!
tools! to! interpret! the! data! spatially.! ! We! use! tools! such! as! 2Odimensional! graphs! or! x,! y!
scatterplots!showing!the!size!and!the!direction!of!positional!errors!across!the!map!areas;!GIS!
techniques! such! as! layering! and! overlaying,! graduated! symbols! and! color! range! symbols.!
These!we!also!used!to!visually!represent!the!results!obtained!from!positional!errors.!Additional!





with! linear! interpolation! to! have! an! impression! about! the! distribution! of! the! error! pattern.!
Other!graphs!commonly!used!in!statistics!(bar!diagram,!histograms!and!plot!boxes)!helped!us!





Data!may! be! subject! to! inaccuracy! or! error! for! a! variety! of! reasons! related! to! processes! of!
primary! and! secondary!data! acquisition!but! also! to!manipulation!and!analysis,! transmission!
and!usage! (Jones! 1997).! !Primary!errors! can!be!attributed! to! instrumentation!and! to!human!
handling! and! interpretation.! ! Secondary! errors!may! be! products! of! digitizing! procedures! or!
shortcomings! of! source! documents! or! of! subjective! interpretation.! An! important! cause! of!
these! errors! is! the! failure! to! obtain! adequate! metadata! (data! describing! the! data).! ! Data!
manipulation!and!analysis,!which! include!processing!and! transforming!data,!may! result! in!a!
loss! of! accuracy! of! the! processed! data.! ! Rasterization,! vectorization,! and! interpolation! are!
some! examples! of! sources! for! these! kinds! or! errors.! ! Considerable! inaccuracies! are! derived!
from!the! integration!or!overlay!of!multiple! sources.!Generalization!and!merging!can!also!be!
sources!of! these! inaccuracies.!Finally,!errors!can!arise! from!conscious!or!unwitting!decisions!
taken!with!respect!to!the!selection!of!data!which!does!not!meet!the!specific!requirements!for!
which!they!are!needed,!but!which!represent!the!available!sources!(Jones,!1997).!!!
From!one!point!of!view!we!can!picture!our! research!as! full!of!all! these!kinds!of!error!which!





Together!with! the! integration!of! the!historical! context,!differences! related! to! the! content!of!





to! compare! real! values! of! the! measurements! (explicitly! cited! in! the! map! or! in! other! old!
documents)!with!the!corresponding!values!depicted!visually! in!the!map.!Some!errors!can!be!
deduced! from! the! drawing! of! distances! or! angles,! which! we! initially! assume! to! be! printed!
correctly!in!the!map.!These!kind!errors!will!be!checked!in!case!historical!evidence!is!available.!!
This! is! the! case! for!Dou’s!maps! 1002.06! and!07! analyzed! in!detail! in! chapter!6.! In! that! case!





we! used! the! annotations! on! the! map! as! historical! evidence! which! could! tell! us! about! the!
intended!measure!compared!with!the!(relative)!depicted!sizes.!
A! visual! and! digital! comparison! of! corresponding! measurements! in! the! modern! sources,!
cadastral!map! and!historical! sources!was!performed! to!detect! errors! in! the! geometry! of! the!
representation.!Exaggerations!can!be!detected!in!the!size!of!the!features!(where!the!real!size!
does!not!correspond!with!the!dimensions!in!the!map),!in!features!missed!in!the!map!(features!
that!were! not! depicted! but! at! that! time! existed),! particularly!when! taking! into! account! the!
purpose!of!the!map.!This!part!can!only!be!found!in!cases!where!enough!features!common!to!
the!sources!can!be!identified.!











applied! to!produce! the! sources!but! also! changes!of! features!due! to! real! changes! in! the! city.!
However,! apparent! errors! may! reflect! genuine,! as! yet! unknown! changes.! Early! maps! are!
important! sources! to! find!historical! changes!because! the!drawing! in! the!map! is! assumed! to!
resemble!a!situation!at!the!time!the!map!was!made,!often!specified!in!the!map!itself.!Since!we!
often!know!only!approximately!when!the!map!was!made,!if!at!all,!it!is!seldom!possible!to!draw!
this! sort! of! conclusion.! In! such! a! case! the! link! timeOspatial! representation! is! broken.! The!
temporal! link! is! particularly! susceptible! to! errors! when! parts! of! the! map! are! copied! from!
others!(made!at!a!different!time)!but!not!reported!within!the!map.!In!such!a!case!it!is!common!
to! interpret! that! all! information! from! the! period! depicted! in! the!map!will! also! be! in! error.!!
Such! situations!are!difficult! to!detect! in!an! individual!map.!Knowledge!of!other!early!maps,!
methods!used!by!mapmakers! in! the!past!and! the!general!history!of! the!mapmaking!process!
can!help!in!detecting!those!errors.!However,!once!again!this!is!not!always!possible!with!every!
map.! In!many!cases!applying! the!personal! experience!and!knowledge!about! the!handling!of!
the!early!maps!is!the!only!efficient!way!to!gauge!the!reliability!of!the!early!map!as!an!historical!
source.! I! do! not! concentrate! on! this! issue! in! this! thesis! since! that! topic! is! as! extensive! as!












and! statistical! tools!were!applied.!Different! templates!were!created! in!order! to!calculate! the!
three!transformations!used!in!this!research!(affine,!twoOpoint!and!Helmert).!We!thus!prepared!
tools! to! calculate! the! new! coordinate’s! values! after! the! geoOreferencing! process! in! a! semiO
automatic!way,! the! errors! at! every! point,! and! the! statistics! of! every!map! together!with! the!
NSSDA! standards! of! horizontal! accuracy.! ! Using! this! procedure! we! intended! to! check! the!
calculated! values,!which!would!be!more!difficult! if! the!process!were! completely! automated.!
This!also!allowed!us!to!detect!errors!during!part!of!the!process!and!to!correct!them.!!
By!using!descriptive!statistics!we!could!appreciate!the!general!tendency!of!the!error! in!every!
map! and! per! class.! Other! more! sophisticated! procedures! such! as! clustering! and! nonO
parametric!tests!were!performed!to!examine!relations!among!data!item.!!
Parallel!to!the!statistical!analysis!we!performed!a!spatial!analysis!based!on!the!tools!provided!
by!the!GIS!environment.!ARCGIS132! tools!helped!us! to!visualize! the!effect!of! the!error!across!
the!map!from!which!we!could!compare!areas!that!were!more!affected!by!large!vs.!small!errors.!!
By!drawing!symbols!(size!and!color)!we!analyzed!the!magnitude!of!the!error!across!the!map!
area.!A! comparison! of! results! obtained!helped!us! to! see! how! the! error! varied! among!maps.!!











for! geoOreferencing.! An! additional! group! was! made! containing! the! original! maps! (without!
transformation).! Raster! (images)! data! and! vector! data! (digital! map,! featureOpoints)! were!
organized!and!stored!as!a!project! together!with!derived!results.! In!this!way!data! layers!were!
created,! which! enable! us! to! perform! spatial! overlays! for! comparisons! between!maps.! ! New!














In! this! chapter! we! have! described! and! discussed! the! technical! issues! in! the! study! of! early!
Dutch!city!maps.!We!examine!single!maps!but!we!also!make!comparisons!between!maps.!!The!





in! order! to! determine! how! accurate! the! various! early! maps! in! question! are.! General! and!
detailed!technical!procedures!have!been!described!in!relation!to!the!digital!processing!of!early!
maps! from! the!moment! they! are! acquired! until! they! are! geoOreferenced! to!modern! sources!
and! spatially! analyzed.! In! the! first!part!of! this! chapter!we! focused!on! the!description!of! the!
data! sources! used! as! basis! of! this! research.! We! discussed! limitations! and! constraints! in!
relation!to!old!sources!but!also!in!the!interpretation!of!the!features,!which!are!the!basis!of!geoO
processing.! We! emphasized! features! because! they! are! the! basis! of! the! geoOreferencing! (as!
GCPs)!but!also!of! the! final! evaluation! (as! check!points).!GeoOreferencing! is!described!as! the!
method! used! to! align! early! maps! to! modern! sources,! involving! different! kinds! of! digital!
transformations.!In!general,!the!procedure!of!the!geoOprocessing!of!early!maps!is!summarized!
in! three! basic! steps:!mosaicking! and! geoOreferencing! of! aerial! photographs,!mosaicking! and!
geoOreferencing! of! cadastral!map! 1832! and! geoOreferencing! of! early!maps.!We!described! the!
pointObased!approach!used!in!the!analysis!of!positional!errors!and!the!classification!of!features!





Data! acquisition! is! one! of! the!most! important! steps! in! the! assessment! of! accuracy! in! early!
maps!since!the!precision!and!care!used!in!the!acquisition!of!sources!is!reflected!in!the!quality!
of! the! digital! result.! Data! acquisition! affects! geoOprocessing! profoundly! since! errors!
introduced! in! this! step!will!affect! the! final! results!and!conclusions.!Digital!photography!and!
scanning!have!been!used!as!methods! for!acquiring!high!quality!digital!data! in! this! research.!
However,!we!are!aware!that!even!high!quality!copies!are!susceptible!to!distortions.!This!also!
implies! that! a! correction!might! be! necessary! to! eliminate! or! reduce! this! distortion.! !While!






during! the! error! analysis.!We! found! an! error! of! about! 0.5mm! in! the! case! of! scanning! and!
0.9mm! in! the! case! of! digital! photography! both! of! which! specially! affect! the! borders! of! the!
image.! ! Based! on! this,! we! decided! to! continue! with! the! processing! of! the! data! (images)!
without!applying!any!correction!of!that!distortion,!in!order!to!avoid!a!bigger!alteration!of!the!
original!copies! in!the!case!of!scanning.!Not!only! in!digital!photography!but!also! in!scanning!
the!deformation!was!not!visually!perceptible,! !so!that! images!were!accepted!as!good!sources!




Leiden.! Digital! files! were! created! by! using! a! Camera! PowerPhase! FX! Image! Capture.! To!
acquire!digital! files! it!was!necessary!to!bring!the!old!sources!to!the!studio!where!digital! files!
were! acquired.! By! using! light! requirements! for! flat! art! reproduction! we! ensure! having!





study! of! early!maps! and! their! comparison! to!modern!maps.! In! the! proposed! procedure!we!
generated! a! modified! version! of! the! early! maps,! with! features! that! align! with! the! precise!
coordinate!systems!as!used!in!modern!cartography.!!As!a!general!methodology!in!the!study!of!
early!maps! we! used! two! different! approaches.! The! first! focuses! in! the! comparison! of! early!
maps! to! early! maps! without! introducing! modern! sources! in! the! procedure.! In! the! second!
approach!we!compare!early!maps!to!modern!maps.!In!a!more!detailed!methodology!we!have!
defined!five!big!processes!to!assess!the!technical!accuracy!and!reliability!of!early!maps!when!
integrated! with! historical! context:! 1.! data! acquisition,! 2.! feature! interpretation,! 3.! geoO
referencing! or! registration,! 4.! spatial! analysis,! and! 5.! integration! of! historical! and! technical!
contexts.! We! make! an! important! distinction! between! what! we! call! technical! context! and!
historical! context.! Technical! context! involves! all! the! procedures! and! techniques! used! to!
digitize! and! correct! early! city! maps.!When! attending! to! historical! context,! we! look! at! the!
historical! background! of! mapmaking! and! land! surveying! methods! applied! in! the! past! to!
produce!early!maps!by!examining!different!documents!and!historical!sources.!!
We! dedicated! a! large! part! of! the! chapter! to! highlight! differences! between! early! maps! and!
modern! maps.! Though! early! maps! are! handled! by! using! procedures! commonly! applied! to!
modern! sources,! it! is! important! to! bear! the! differences! in! mind,! which! are! related! to! the!
nature!of!the!sources!involved!in!this!research.!In!many!16th!and!17th!century!maps!of!cities!we!
















which! is! related! to! the! purpose! of! the! map,! interpretation! of! the! mapmaker! or! even! the!
influence! of! cultural! events! during! the! time! the!map!was!made.! The! historical! context! can!
provide!information!that!helps!one!reduce!the!subjectivity!in!the!interpretations!of!features!or!
areas!depicted! in! the!map.!However,!we!should!also!not! forget! that!historical!context! is!not!
always! accessible! since! the! provenance! of! some! maps! are! shrouded! in! uncertainty! (e.g.!
unknown!date!and!unknown!mapmaker!among!others).!!
We!emphasize! the! importance!of! relying!on! the! 1830!cadastral!map!as!an! intermediate!map!
since!in!theory!it!can!help!to!identify!details!absent!from!modern!cartography!(demolished!or!
recovered! constructions,! rebuilt! areas,! and! others),! facilitating! the! identification! of! points!
common!to!early!and!modern!sources!and!from!which!high!accuracy! is!expected.! !However,!
we!are!aware!that!every!case!study!has!its!own!characteristics,!which!can!help!us!!decide!the!
best! procedure! for! a! particular! case! and! the! kind! of! transformation! to! apply! especially!
regarding! early! cadastral! maps.! ! We! occasionally! rely! on! idiosyncratic! features! of! maps!
because! there!was!not!a! standard! for!making! these!maps,!which! is! reflected! in! the! fact! that!
every!map! in! every! case! study! has! different! characteristics.! The! fact! that! a!map! consists! of!
several! pieces! adds! error! during! alignment! and! geoOreferencing! processes.! The! greater! the!
number!of!pieces!the!more!susceptibility!to!error.!
During! geoOreferencing! and! spatial! analysis!we!made! a! clear! distinction! between!GCPs! and!
checkpoints,!which!were!used!independently!in!these!processes.!Here!we!should!remark!that!
the!accuracy!of! the!point!matching! lays! the! foundation!not!only! for! the!geoOreferencing!but!
also!for!the!complete!spatial!analysis.!!The!choice!of!good!and!reliable!ground!control!points!





By! giving! common! ‘realOworld’! modern! geographic! coordinates! to! all! maps! via! geoO
referencing,!digital!copies!of!early!maps!have!been!created!and!processed.!During!this!process!
original! images! have! been! transformed! to! a! new! image! by! scaling,! rotating! and! translating.!
Since! in! this! research! we! intend! to! distort! the! digital! version! of! the! early! map! as! little! as!
possible! in! order! to!make! an! analysis! of! this! source! in! a! version! as! close! as! possible! as! its!








analysis!which!allows!us! to!discuss! further! the! reliability!of! the!early!map!(transformed!and!
original! copy).! In! this! analysis! different! aspects! are! included.! The! characterization! of! errors!








lead! to! results! that! might! be! not! reliable,! which! can! also! lead! to! misinterpretations! and!
incorrect! conclusions.! It! is! important! to! take!note! of! the!dynamic!use! of! visualization! tools!
used!together!with!the!data!values!and!the!historical!context!(when!is!available).!Not!one!but!
many!tools!contribute!interactively!in!the!characterization!of!the!errors!and!accuracy!of!maps.!
As! a! final! remark! we! should! not! forget! that! error! can! be! introduced! at! any! stage! of! the!
research.!Some!of!these!errors,!e.g.!those!caused!during!the!mapmaking!process,!are!probably!
impossible! to! detect! in! the! historical! sources.! Evidence! from! old! documents,! original!
measurements!and!comparison!with!other!sources!can!be!useful!tools!to!detect!errors,!but!we!
will! not! be! able! to! find! historical! evidence! for! every! individual! map,! and! some! errors! will!
remain! undetectable.!We! do! nonetheless! try! to! detect! errors! that! arise! in! the! depiction! of!
unreal!features!and!areas!which,!according!to!the!evidence!in!the!historical!research!might!be!
the! result! of! a! representation! of! unexecuted! plans,! errors! produced! by! the! depiction! of!















compare! early!maps!by!using!different!geoKprocessing! techniques.!These! techniques!have!been!
approached! by! combining! a! quantitative! and! a! nonKquantitative!method.! The! first! in! order! to!
assess! accuracy! on! early! maps! and! the! second! more! importantly! to! integrate! the! historical!
context! linked! to! early!maps! to!assess! their! impact!on!differences! in! reliability.! !All! necessary!
steps! to! study! early! maps! in! this! context! have! been! explained! in! detail! except! the! National!
Standard! for! Spatial! Data! Accuracy! (NSSDA),! which! was! used! as! crucial! point! for! the!





accuracy! into!account.! ! In!order!to!measure!accuracy! in!early!maps!we!have!made!use!of!U.S.!
National! Standard! for! Spatial! Data! Accuracy! (NSSDA).! ! These! standards! were! developed! to!
measure!and!report!geographic!data!quality,!involving!positional!and!attribute!accuracy,!logical!
consistency! and! completeness! and! are! supplemented! with! a! procedure! described! in! the!
Positional!Accuracy!Handbook!(1999).!Positional!horizontal!accuracy!was!measured!in!a!set!of!
six!early!maps!of! the!city!of!Zwolle!and!the!results!compared!at!an!aggregate! level! in!order! to!
assess! the! global! accuracy! of! the! maps,! and! also! to! compare! specific! categories! and!
subcategories! (classes).! This! is! done! in! order! to! understand! the! variation! of! accuracy! in! the!
















Map! accuracy! standards! are! specifications! for! the! accuracy! requirements! on! topographical!
maps.!The!specific!requirements!laid!down!by!the!U.S.!Bureau!of!the!Budget!for!use!with!the!
U.S.! Geological! Survey!maps! were! stated! in! 1941134.! Later! changes! to! these! statements! were!
made.!Since!then!The!National!Map!Accuracy!Standards!(NMAS)!have!been!known!as!one!of!
the!United!States! standards! in!use! since! 1947!with! specifications!defined!based!on! the! scale!
1:20000.!They!are!included!in!the!US!Geological!Survey!(USGS)135!as!NMAS!specifications.!The!
limits!of!accuracy!contained!in!this!document!apply!to!positions!for!wellOdefined!points!only,!
where! wellOdefined! points! are! those! plotable! on! the! scale! of! the! map! 1/100inch.! Similar!
standards! have! been! applied! to! military! maps! and! new! proposals! for! thematic! maps! have!
arisen!from!different!organizations.!!
The!National!Standard!for!Spatial!Data!Accuracy!(NSSDA)!was!implemented!in!1998!to!replace!
the! NMAS! for! all! digital! mapping! products.! NSSDA! standards! have! been! established! as!
mandatory! by! the! Federal! Geographic! Data! Committee! (FGDC)! since! “data! and! map!
producers!must!determine!what! accuracy! exists! or! is! achievable! for! their! data! and! report! it!
according! to! NSSDA.”! (FGDCOSTDO007.3O1998,! 3O1).136! These! standards! describe! a! way! to!
measure! and! report! positional! accuracy! of! features! found! within! a! geographical! database.!
Practical!information!on!how!to!apply!it!to!a!variety!of!GIS!data!is!provided!in!the!Handbook!
for!measuring! and! reporting! the! positional! accuracy! of! digital! geographical! data! (1999)137.! By!
using! the! NSSDA! standard! different! specifications! for! horizontal! accuracy! (based! on!
horizontal!coordinates!x,y)!and!vertical!accuracy!(elevation!or!depth)!can!be!defined.!NSSDA!
approved! in! 1998! is! defined! as! the! horizontal! accuracy! statistic! tested! at! a! 95%! confidence!




intermediate! source!due! its! similarity! to! the!early!maps! (absent! in! the!modern!source).! !The!cadastral!map! 1832!
links!modern!and!early!maps,!representing!also!a!highly!accurate!reference!source.!
134!D.!H.!Maling,!1989,!p.!146!




for! Spatial!Data!Accuracy! FGDCOSTDO007.3O1998.! ! FGDC.!The!most! recent! information! available! on! the! topic! of!
Accuracy! Standards! can! be! found! on! the! Federal! Geographic! Data! Committee! (FGDC)! web! site!
(http://www.fgdc.gov),!including!contributions!of!the!American!Society!for!Photogrammetry!and!Remote!Sensing!
(ASPRS).! “Standards”.! Accuracy! Standards! for! LargeOScale! Maps.! 2006.!
http://www.asprs.org/resources/standards.html!(accessed!December!01,!2006).!!










Three! different! transformations!were! used! for! geoOreferencing! early!maps! and! for! analyzing!
differences!in!results.!These!transformation!classes!restrict!the!sorts!of!distortions!allowed!in!
aligning!one!map!with!another.!!We!shall!not!concern!ourselves!with!the!specific!assumptions!
of! the!different! transformations,!but!we!examine! three!different! sorts! in!order! to!verify! that!
our! work! is! not! dependent! on! a! single! sort.! !We! experiment! therefore! with! Two! point! (4!
parameters),!Affine! (6!par.)! and!Helmert! (4!par.)! transformations,! and! for! each!of! these!we!
calculated!the!parameters!necessary!to!align!the!position,!orientation!and!size!of!early!maps!
with! the! cadastral! map! 1832.! In! the! first! transformation! (twoOpoints)! only! two! reference!
points,!strategically!located139!in!the!external!part!of!two!bastions!(Figure!5.1a),!were!used.!In!
the!other! two! transformations! several! reference!points!were!used! (Figure! 5.1b).! For!detailed!
information!about!these!transformations!see!chapter!4!(section!4.5.5.1).!
Digital! transformations! applied! during! geoOreferencing! were! used! to! align! all! maps! in! a!
common! modern! reference! system.! ! Once! modern! and! early! maps! were! geoOreferenced!
coordinate!values!(x,y)!were!collected!for!a!set!of!common!points!identified!in!both!the!early!































with! respect! to! the! position! of! the! same! point! in! the!modern!map! or! the! cadastral!map! of!
1832140.! This! error! (magnitude! and! direction)! was!measured! for! every! point! of! the! set.! The!
linear! displacement! (magnitude)! of! every! point! is! calculated! by! measuring! the! Euclidean!
distance! (see! section! 4.6.4.1,! chapter! 4)! between! the! two!points! based! on! the! coordinates! x!
and!y.!!This!distance!represents!how!far!the!location!of!the!point!in!the!early!map!is!from!the!
“real”! location141.! ! The! direction! of! this! error! is! calculated! by! the! Euclidean! angle142! of! the!
vectors!separating!homologous!points!and!defines!the!direction!in!which!the!error!occurs.!!
In! this!chapter!we! focus!on!the!analysis!of!NSSDA!horizontal!accuracy.!Positional!errors!are!




We! apply! the! steps! described! in! Positional! Accuracy! handbook143! ! to! calculate! and! report!
NSSDA! horizontal! accuracy! in! a! set! of! early! maps! of! the! city! of! Zwolle.! This! includes! a!
selection!of!check!points,!selection!of!the!cadastral!map!1832!as!independent!data!set!of!higher!
accuracy!and!the!respective!measurements,!calculations!and!report.!!
Using! check! points,! the! positional! accuracy! was! computed! by! calculating! three! values:! the!
sum!of!the!squared!differences!between!the!early!maps’!coordinate!values!and!the!coordinate!
values! of! the! modern! highly! accurate! source;! the! mean! obtained! by! dividing! the! sum! of!
squares! by! the! number! of! test! points! being! evaluated,! and! the! root! mean! squared! error!
(RMSE)144! statistic,! which! is! simply! the! square! root! of! the! mean.! The! NSSDA! statistic! is!
determining! by!multiplying! the! RMSE! by! a! value! that! represents! the! standard! error! of! the!
mean!at!the!95%!confidence!level!(NSSDA!Positional!accuracy!handbook)!as!explained!in!the!
document! of! Geospatial! Positioning! Accuracy! Standards! FGDCOSTDO007.3O1998! in! the!
Appendix!3Oa!(normative).!!This!procedure!assumes!that!systematic!errors!have!been!removed!
so! that! error! is! normally! distributed! and! independent! in! the! xO! and! yOdimensions.! ! We!
estimate!the!number!of!standard!errors!needed!for!a!95%!confidence!interval!at!2.45!based!on!
























Accuracyr!=!1.7308!*!RMSEr!.!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (5.2)!
!
We!can!alternatively!use!the!approximation!of!circular!standard!error!at!95%!confidence!when!
RMSEx! ≠! RMSEy! and! RMSEmin/RMSEmax! is! between! 0.6! and! 1.0! (FGDCOSTDO007.3O1998!
Appendix!3Oa):!
!





This! is!due! to! the!methods!of! land! surveying!and!mapmaking!used! in! the!past!which!differ!






the! cadastral! map! of! 1832! as! intermediate! (highly!
accurate)! source! in! cases! where! features! were! not!
identifiable!directly!from!the!old!to!the!modern!map.!
Our!choice!of!using!the!cadastral!map!of!1832!as!one!of!
the! independent! highly! accurate! datasets! leads! us! to!
expect! an! initial! effect! in! the! calculation! of! NSSDA!
horizontal! accuracy! for! early!maps! since! this! map! is!
the! result! of! combining! two!maps! in! different! scales!
(local!and!regional).!The!first!contains!the!data!inside!
the! water! boundary! around! the! old! city,! and! the!











outside! (in! dark! grey)! of! the! city! water!
boundary.!The!line!defining!this!boundary!





The! horizontal!NSSDA! accuracy! in! the! 1832!map! tested!with! respect! to! the!modern! (2004)!
map!was!calculated!at!3.73m!at!95%!confidence!for!the!map!as!a!whole,!but!values!are!clearly!






or! area!of! coverage!because! twenty!points!make!a! computation!at! the!95%!confidence! level!
reasonable.! However,! it! is! important! to! consider! that! due! to! the! fact! than! in! early! maps!
features! are! depicted! differently! than! in! contemporary! maps,! well! defined! and! evenly!
distributed!points!cannot!always!be!found.!Because!of!this,!when!selecting!the!sample!data!we!
consider! it! sensible! to! select! as! many! points! per! map! as! necessary! to! cover! the! map! area!




To! facilitate! the! identification! of! common! points,! we! consider! necessary! the! use! of! digital!
tools! to! reconstruct! some! features! (e.g.! corners! that! have! been! rounded! in! the! process! of!
mapmaking!might!have!an!aesthetic!meaning!without!being!necessarily!spatially!meaningful.!
In!this!case!it!would!be!necessary!to!recreate!the!corner!by!drawing!lines!that!extend!the!edges!
depicted! in! the! map! to! find! the! intersection! which! defines! the! corner! of! the! feature,! see!
example!shown!in!Figure!5.1a).!We!should!be!aware!that!identification!of!points!in!early!maps!
requires! an! intense! work! interpreting! features! which! can! introduce! subjectivity! and! error!
during!the!process.!!
Once!points!were!selected,!they!were!grouped!by!categories!according!to!whether!they!were!
inside! the!city!water!boundary! (IN)!or!outside! (OUT).!This!distinction!was!made! to!explore!
whether!we!find!the!same!significant!difference!between!these!groups!that!we!observed!in!the!
cadastral!map! 1832.! !We! consider! as! well! the! possibility! that! the! objects! inside! vs.! outside!
might! belong! to! different! classes.! These! classes! were! defined! according! to! the! object! they!
represent!as!indicated!in!Table!5.1!and!Figure!5.3.!The!first!eight!classes!belong!to!the!category!
‘IN’.!The!last!two!classes!belong!to!the!category!‘OUT’.!This!classification!is!imposed!in!order!



















Our! assumption! that! the! depiction! inside! the! city! differs! from! the! depiction! outside! is!
confirmed! when! these! areas! are! analyzed! by! category.! For! every! class! and! map! we! have!







Description of location 
of points 
Map 
Area Blaeu Dh68 Dh68a DHslide G35 Priorato Total 
Bastions 
Bastions along the fortified 
city In 31 30 31 31 31 28 182 
Buildings 
Buildings (churches, mills, 
houses) In 33 17 17 13 6 21 107 
Bridges Bridges In 19 24 24 22 24 21 134 
Streets Streets intersections  In 180 - - - - - 180 
Walled 
area  
Buildings along the walled 
area In 24 20 22 24 21 21 132 
Water1 Water channels (internal) In 45 45 44 45 44 40 263 
Water2 
Water channels 
(surrounding) internal In 40 35 35 37 35 32 214 
Water3 
Water channels 
(surrounding) external In 12 12 12 12 9 12 69 
Parcels 
Parcels intersections 
(external) Out 16 41 42 42 20 16 177 
Roads 
Roads intersections 





IN 372 171 173 172 161 163 1212 
OUT 29 60 61 60 34 31 275 
In_out 413 243 246 244 204 206 1556 
Water city boundary 
Water city boundary 
Figure(5.3.!Example!of!feature!classes!selected!for!comparison!and!analysis,!according!to!the!list!shown!in!










Blaeu(1649( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( Blaeu(
(Two(points( 23.8! 20.7! 24.2! 17.9! 15.2! 24.9! 30.4! 54.7! 37.3! 24.0(
(Affine( 19.6! 15.1! 27.3! 14.3! 9.2! 23.0! 34.8! 56.6! 35.3! 21.4(
(Helmert( 21.1! 18.0! 28.9! 16.3! 10.6! 23.3! 36.3! 56.4! 35.6! 22.1(
Map(Dh68(
(1739Z50)( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( DH68(
(Two(points( 27.2! 18.7! 28.1! 19.6! 40.3! 20.8! 30.5! 73.4! 67.5! 43.5(
(Affine( 26.8! 19.4! 28.8! 15.3! 35.3! 18.8! 32.8! 75.0! 64.2! 42.6(
(Helmert( 26.6! 19.7! 29.0! 15.5! 34.2! 18.7! 33.0! 72.3! 62.8! 41.5(
Map(Dh68a(
(1739)( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( DH68a(
(Two(points( 28.8! 18.3! 27.2! 21.5! 40.9! 21.7! 31.2! 73.0! 66.8! 43.7(
(Affine( 27.3! 17.8! 25.7! 17.5! 36.0! 18.6! 30.1! 74.5! 65.2! 42.5(
(Helmert( 28.0! 17.8! 25.9! 18.9! 35.1! 19.2! 31.6! 71.4! 62.7! 41.3(
Map(DHslide(
(1739)( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( DHslide(
(Two(points( 23.5! 23.0! 27.9! 23.2! 31.5! 23.6! 36.3! 59.0! 60.3! 37.8(
(Affine( 18.1! 20.8! 30.7! 18.9! 26.3! 20.7! 34.6! 68.0! 56.4! 38.3(
(Helmert( 17.5! 22.3! 29.8! 20.6! 26.0! 20.2! 31.5! 62.4! 59.5! 36.8(
Map(G35( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( G35(
(Two(points( 41.9! 40.7! 34.3! 28.9! 42.6! 35.6! 64.0! 84.4! 75.2! 50.7(
(Affine( 17.8! 26.2! 21.2! 18.7! 34.0! 18.2! 33.4! 65.8! 56.2! 35.4(
(Helmert( 32.6! 42.6! 40.4! 29.8! 45.9! 31.9! 53.8! 95.2! 88.0! 52.7(
Mpa(of(
Priorato(1673( bastion( bridge( building( wall( water1( water2( water3( parcel( road( Priorato(
(Two(points( 67.0! 68.2! 89.7! 63.2! 65.9! 71.7! 93.3! 104.6! 93.8! 78.0(
(Affine( 44.7! 43.2! 78.4! 48.2! 64.7! 42.4! 68.3! 76.3! 76.4! 60.5(




























Two-points Transformation, six maps 


























Affine Transformation, six maps 























Helmert Transformation, six maps 
Blaeu Dh68 Dh68a Dhslide G35 Priorato 
Figure( 5.4.! Graphical! representation! of! NSSDA!

























Two_points! 20.8! 47.7! 24.0!
Affine! 17.5! 48.2! 21.4!




Two_points! 29.2! 71.6! 43.5!
Affine! 27.1! 72.0! 42.6!




Two_points! 29.4! 71.1! 43.7!
Affine! 26.5! 71.7! 42.5!




Two_points! 27.3! 59.4! 37.8!
Affine! 23.8! 64.9! 38.3!




Two_points! 41.8! 80.7! 50.7!
Affine! 26.1! 62.1! 35.4!




Two_points! 73.3! 99.6! 78.0!
Affine! 57.0! 76.4! 60.5!
Helmert4! 70.0! 93.5! 74.5!
!!!
Regarding!the!results!from!the!different!transformations!applied!(see!above)!we!note:!
(1) Different! results! are! obtained! from! different! transformations.! These! differences! vary!
between!0!to!9m!(in!the!worst!case)! for!most!of! the!maps.!The!biggest!differences!are!
observed! in! the! maps! G35! and! Priorato.! These! can! easily! be! seen! in! the! different!
accuracy!estimations!(Table!5.2)!under!the!different!transformations!(differing!by!0.5m!






(4) The!map! of! Priorato! shows! the! highest! errors! and! also! shows! the! clearest! difference!
between! the! three! transformations! in! all! classes! (Figure! 5.3).! Conversely! the! map! of!
Blaeu!shows!the!smallest!errors!of!the!group,!with!classes!of!water1!and!streets!depicted!
as!the!most!accurate!classes!in!this!map.!!
(5) When! affine! transformation! is! applied! we! observed! a!more! similar! behavior! between!






In! this! analysis! we! assume! that! positional! error! is! inverse! to! the! importance! mapmakers!
attached!to!the!depiction!of!objects!in!early!maps,!which!means!that!a!high!error!indicates!low!
priority! and! low! error! high! priority.! This! then! will! be! measured! by! the! NSSDA! horizontal!
accuracy!standard.!This!assumption!could!be!also!affected!by!the!fact!that!it!could!be!difficult!













of! NSSDA! horizontal! accuracy! from! three! different! transformations,! these! different! results!




maps!of!Zwolle.!Using! this! scale!we! immediately!notice! that! the!map!of!Priorato! shows! the!
largest!errors!(located!at!the!end!of!the!scale)!but!also!the!smallest!range!of!error.!Conversely,!






Together! with! the! lesser! accuracy! reported! for! external! parcels! and! roads! in! (‘OUT’)! in! all!
maps,!we!note!that!there!is!no!significant!difference!between!the!two!kinds!of!features.!
Within! the!same!set,! the!maps!Dh68!and!DH68a!show!very!similar!accuracy! (see!Table!5.2)!
per!map!and!per!class.! !This! is!expected!since!the!two!maps!are!part!of! the!same!process!of!
mapmaking,!in!which!the!map!DH68a!was!an!earlier!phase!of!the!map!DH68.!!The!difference!
shows! a! slight! improvement! in! the! accuracy! in! the! later! phase! (Dh68).! However,! the!
improvement!turns!out!to!be!modest!when!one!looks!at!the!values!of!classes!separately!(Table!
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In# spite# of# the# limitations# and# constraints# which# accompany# the# use# of# early# sources# in#
contrast#to#situations#where#modern#and#highly#accurate#sources#are#used,#we#have#calculated#









are#part#of# the# same#process#of#mapmaking.#The# similarity# in# the# results#obtained# for# these#








the# city# (lower#priority).#This# can#be# explained#on# the#basis# of# the# general# purpose# and# the#
function# of# the# map.# # Probably# none# of# these# maps# were# made# with# the# purpose# to# show#




independent#highly#accurate# sources# leads#us# to#expect#an# initial# effect# in# the#calculation#of#
NSSDA#horizontal#accuracy# for#early#maps#since# this#map#showed#differences# in#accuracy# in#






























of!Geographic! Information!System! (GIS)!projects.!That! is,! errors! left!unchecked! can!make! the!
results!of!a!GIS!analysis!almost!worthless.! (E.!Foote!and!Donald! J.!Huebner147).!Moreover! it! is!
important!to!remark!that!inaccuracy!and!errors!in!the!data!are!inherited!by!applications!derived!





In!our! study!we!used!historical! sources! in!order! to!understand!how!accurate!Dutch!city!maps!
from!16th!to!18th!century!are.! !In!the!context!of!maps!we!should!not!forget!that!maps!as!spatial!
data! are! susceptible! to! inaccuracies! and! imperfections.! Furthermore!we! should! be! aware! that!
maps!like!speeches!and!paintings!are!authored!collections!of!information!and!also!are!subject!to!
distortions!arising!from!ignorance,!greed,!ideological!blindness!or!malice!(Monmonier,!1996).!!!
Research! on! the! accuracy! of! early! maps! is! necessary! in! order! to! compare! historical! maps! to!
modern!cartography.!Measuring!how!accurate!early!maps!are!will!define!how!confident!the!user!
can! be! with! respect! to! the! measurements! taken! from! them.! This! will! help! to! integrate! the!





cartography! or! with! known! values! (sometimes! included! in! the! original! maps! or! in! old!
documents).! However,! we! maintain! that! the! analysis! of! measurements! in! early! maps! is! a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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standards! already! created! for! applying! to!modern!maps! especially! in! relation! to! digital! data.!
These!standards!are!focus!on!spatial!data!quality!assessment!involving!positional!and!attribute!
accuracy,! logical! consistency,! and! completeness! (Positional! Accuracy! Handbook,! 1999).!
Standards! have! been! created! to! provide! a! common! terminology! and! definitions! for! the!
documentation!of!digital!geospatial!data!
The!city!of!Zwolle!has!been!chosen!as!a!pilot!study!from!which!a!basis!procedure!was!built!for!its!
application! to! other!Dutch! cities.!We! reduce! our! study! to! largeTscale!maps!which! in! principle!
have!minimal!distortions!due!to!the!projection.!We!concentrate!on!the!fact!that!our!interest!is!
focused!on!determining!how!accurate!the!original!early!map!is,!reducing!as!much!as!possible!the!
digital! transformations! on! the! image! source.! The! complete! research! is! built! up! on! historical!
material!which!was!obtained! from!different!historical!collections!around!the!Netherlands.! It! is!






according! to! the! proposed! procedure.! This! study! had! as! specific! aims! the! establishing! of! the!
correspondence!between!measurements!taken!from!paper!original!maps!and!in!the!scaled!digital!
maps;! the! finding!of!good! reference!points! in!order! to!make!comparisons!between!early!maps;!
the!finding!of!similarities!and!differences!between!representations!of!the!bastions!in!the!selected!
set! of! maps;! quantification! of! positional! accuracy! between! and! within! maps! and! the!






measurements! involved!distances!between!objects!which!could!be!uniquely! identified! in!all! the!
maps! (common! details).! Most! of! those! involve! city! walls.! It! is! important! to! note! that! the!

















the$ sources$ themselves$ but$ also$ related$ to$ the$ acquisition$ procedure.$ In$ most$ of$ the$ old$
archives$ one$ is$not$ allowed$ to$manipulate$ the$documents$directly$ to$make$ copies$ (as$ is$ the$
case$ of$ the$Hague$ collection$ copies148)$ due$ to$ their$ fragility$ and$ value$ as$ historic$ material.$
Because$of$ the$objectives$of$ this$ research$ it$ is$ important$ to$have$control$over$ the$process$of$
making$copies,$helping$us$to$find$possible$sources$of$error$resulting$from$this$process.$ $That$
means$ that$ technical$ specifications$ applied$ during$ the$ process$ of$ acquiring$ data$ must$ be$




148$ In$ order$ to$ acquire$ a$ copy$ of$ an$ early$map$ from$ the$ collection$ of$Den' Haag$ it$ was$ necessary$ to$ fill$ a$ form$
indicating$the$source$to$be$copied,$the$required$size$and$the$acquisition$method$(among$the$standard$alternatives$














have# access# in# order# to# manipulate# them# for# acquisition# purposes# thanks# to# the# logistic#
support#given#at#the#Historisch!Centrum!Overijssel149.#This#allowed#us#to#take#photographs#and#
make#scans#in#high#resolution#necessary#to#make#the#tests.#
The# selected# maps# belong# to# different# collections# from# the# ARA150! in# De# Hague,# the# Bodel!
Nijenhuis151# in#Leiden#and#the#Historisch!Centrum!Overijssel! in#Zwolle.#All#the#six#maps#show#
the# city# as# a# whole# and# the# surroundings# including# the# bastions# around# the# city.# Buildings#






d.## # # ######e.########################################f.#
Figure$ 6.2.$ $Maps# pilot# study# Zwolle# city.# # a).# Swolla,# Blaeu# [c.1649]# Collection# Bodel# Nijenhuis#
(original)# and# Zwolle# (reproduction).# Scanning# from# # copy# (reproduction)# Leiden.# Called# in# this#
research# “Blaeu”.# b)# Svvol,# Priorato# (1673),# Collection# Bodel! Nijenhuis# (original)# and# Zwolle# (copy).#
Scanning#from##copy#(reproduction)#Zwolle.#Called#in#this#research#“Priorato”.#c).#Plan!der!Stad!Zwoll,!
gelegen! aan! de! Revier! de! Veght,! met! hun! fortificatie! en! Situation,# (1739)# Collection# den# Haag# (the#
Hague).#ARA4#OPV#Z66.#Scanning#from#slide.#Called#in#this#research#“DHslide”.#d).Plan!der!Stad!Zwol,#
Collection# the#Hague,#ARA4#OPV#Z#68# (1739).#Scanning# from#print# copy#A4.#Called# in#this# research#
“DH68”.e).# Plattegrond! van! de! stad! Zwol.# Collection# the# Hague,# ARA4#OPV# Z# 68A# with# copy# 1739#
(1750),# Scanned# from# print# copy# A4.# Called# in# this# research# “DH68A”.# f).# G35# II.#Plan! van! Zwol! en!
werken! aan! den! Yssel! boven! stuk.# Genie# ST.# Collection# Bodel! Nijenhuis# (original),# The# Hague# and#
Zwolle#(reproduction).#Scanning#from##copy#(reproduction).#Called#in#this#research#“G35”.#
 
a.# # # #######b.# # # ###############c.#
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bastions# and# in# the#map#of#Blaeu# (Figure#6.1b),#which# includes# streets,# and#buildings# in# the#
internal#part.#The#map#of#Priorato# (Figure#6.1a)# includes# the#St.!Michaels!Kerk,#De!Kruiskerk#
and#other#few#buildings.#In#the#rest#of#the#maps#only#the#main#canals#in#the#southHcentral#part#
of#the#city,#the#Rivier!de!Vecht#dividing#the#city#in#two#parts#and#the#canals#in#the#surrounded#
area# (de! Stads! Gragt)# are# included.# The# maps# DH68# and# DH68A# seem# to# be# the# same#
representation#in#different#stages#of#the#mapmaking#process.##
Having# taken# into# account# the# classification#made# by#Koeman# (1985,# p.# 110)# regarding# town#
plans,#we#can#consider#three#of#the#maps#(Priorato,#Blaeu#and#DHslide)#as#plans#with#buildings#
in#parallel#projection#(Figure#6.2a).#This#means#that#instead#of#the#use#of#vertical#projection#(as#
in# a# plan)# in# whole#map,# a# parallel# projection# is# used# to# incorporate# buildings# with# threeH
dimensional#(3D)#effect#(Figures#6.2b,#6.2c#and#6.2d).#On#that#basis#a#first#classification#of#the#
maps# was# undertaken.# First# focused# on# the# maps# including# the# parallel# projection# in# the#
drawings#of#buildings,#which#for#effects#of#this#paper#we#will#call#the#“3D#effect”,#and#secondly#
a# group# of# maps# that# maintain# characteristics# of# “plans”# keeping# the# drawing# in# twoH
dimensions,#to#which#we#will#refer#as#“2D#maps”#(Figure#6.2e).#The#3D#effect#can#be#easily#seen#
in# three# of# the# case# study# maps# (Blaeu,# Priorato# and# DHslide),# especially# in# the# areas# of#
bastions# and# buildings# located# in# the# internal# part# on# these# maps.# The# other# three# maps#




As# explained# previously# (chapter# 4)# the# cadastral#map# of# 1832# was# used# as# an# intermediate#
source# in#order#to#facilitate#the# link#between#old#and#modern#maps.# #The#cadastral#map#was#
used#mainly#as#support#for#interpreting#features#from#source#to#source.#Due#to#the#variety#of#
sources# and# the# difference# between# old# and#modern# cartography,# and# especially# due# to# the#
abstraction#of# features# in#the# latter,# the#recognition#of# features# from#map#to#map#becomes#a#
difficult# task# and# therefore# a# source# of# error# in# the# process.# Correspondingly,# the# cadastral#
map# was# an# important# piece# in# understanding# the# depiction# of# features# in# early#maps# and#
their# correspondence# with# modern# data.# This# is# especially# important# in# cases# where# real#
changes# in# the# city# took#place#over# time#and#where# there# is#not#much# remaining#of# the#old#
situation.# # This# map# was# first# geoHreferenced# to# modern# cartography# to# give# it# modern#
coordinates# and# enable# spatial# comparisons# to# modern# data.# During# the# geoHreferencing#
process# using# modern# cartography# (2004)# an# RMS# error# of# 0.8m# (0.6(x)# and# 0.6(y))# was#










A# set# of# four# (4)# aerial# photographs# 1996# and# the#modern# digital# map# 2004# “Grootschalige!
Basiskaart”# (GBKN)#comprised# the# set#of#modern#data# sources# for# this# research# (Figure#6.1).#
Aerial#photographs#were#obtained#as#hard#copies,#which#were#scanned#at#300#dpi#to#produce#a#
digital#version.# #These#photographs#were# later#geoHreferenced#and#geometrically#corrected#to#
an# orthogonal# projection# by# using# an# orthoHrectification# method.# Aerial# photographs# were#
used# as# support# in# the# identification# of# buildings# and# areas# difficult# to# interpret# due# to# the#
abstraction# of# features# in# the# modern# map.# In# that# sense# the# aerial# photograph# helped# to#
establish#the#link#between#the#3Hdimensional#depiction#in#early#maps#and#the#modern#map,#in#
cases# of# surviving# old# buildings.# The# GBKN#map# of# Zwolle# was# acquired# as# vector# map# in#
digital# format153.# Geographic# coordinates# of# this# map# are# based# on# the# national# system# of#
geodesic# triangulation# in# the# Netherlands# (Rijksdriehoeksstetsel,! RD).# This# maps# extends#
approximately# from# (202340,# 503575)# in# the#NW# to# (203630,# 502472)# in# the# SE,# covering# an#
approximate# perimeter# of# 4.7km.#The# cadastral#map#presents# about# the# same# extension#but#





the#technical#application.# # In#general# two#different#procedures#were#applied#to#the#data.#The#
first#aimed#at#comparing#early#maps# to#other#early#maps#without# including#modern#sources,#
geoHreferencing#neither# (of# the#maps# compared)# to#modern#coordinates# in# the#analysis.#The#









include# modern# data# and# the# cadastral# map# 1832# as# part# of# the# process,# since# these# data#
provide#the#modern#geographical#reference#for#the#complete#set#of#maps.##In#this#second#part#
we# analyzed# measurements# taken# from# early# maps# after# they# had# been# geoHreferenced# to#














Finally#a# clustering#process154#was#applied# to#visualize# those#differences#and# seek# similarities#
among#maps.#This#analysis#was#made#with#two#different#approaches:#
(1) By#using#plane#coordinates#taken#directly#from#three#of#the#original#paper#maps.##




For# original# maps# as# well# as# for# scaled# digital# maps# common# objects# (featureHpoints)#
identifiable# in# all# maps# were# selected.# Three# polygons# were# identified# per# map# (each#


























Having#as# starting#point#a# total#of# 33#points#per#map# (11#points#per#polygon)#we#divided# the#
exercise#in#three#parts:#
(3) In#the#first#part,#polygons#were#identified#in#three#of#the#six#early#maps#(Priorato,#Blaeu,#
G35).# In# this# case# a# calqued# copy# was# used# as# reference# in# order# to# avoid# any# direct#
physical#contact#with#the#original#map#while#taking#measurements.#
(4) After#collecting#the#set#of#points#per#map,#an#arbitrary#coordinate#system#was#assigned#to#
the# calqued# copies# for# the# taking# of#measurements.#Coordinates# (x,# y)#were#measured#
according# to# this# system# in# centimeters# (cm).# In# order# to# facilitate# this# process# a#
digitizing#tablet#was#used#to#record#the#points#from#the#calqued#copies#in#digital#format.#
These# coordinates# were# recorded# in# a# digital# worksheet# to# calculate# distances,# angles#
and# areas.# By# using# the# coordinates# (x,# y)# for# every# point,# the# Euclidean# distance#
between#points#was#calculated,#creating###a#record#of#528#distances#per#map.#The#areas#of#
the#polygons# 1,#2#and#3# (Figure#6.3)#were#also#calculated#obtaining#3#areas#per#map.# #A#
matrix# (3x528)# containing# the# 528# distances# for# the# 3# maps# was# made.# A# correlation#
factor# was# calculated# in# order# to# evaluate# the# obtained# values.# The# measurements#
obtained#were#later#compared#to#results#from#geoHreferenced#early#maps.#
(5) A#second#part#of# the# same#experiment#uses# the#digital# files# for# the#complete# set#of# six#
early# maps# of# the# city# of# Zwolle.# Digital# files# of# every# map# were# rotated,# scaled# and#
translated#by#using#same#baseline#used#in#the#previous#exercise.#For#these#operations#it#
was# necessary# to# choose# one# of# the# six# maps# as# reference# or# base# map.# # We# choose#
arbitrarily#the#map#of#Priorato!taking#as#a#reference#the#size#of#the#original#paper#map.#
(6) Distances#measured# in# the# original# source# (in# cm)#were# used# as# references# to# get# the#
right# size# of# the# image# (in# cm)# on# the# screen.# In# order# to# keep# the# proportion# of# the#
original#map,# only# scaling,# rotation# and# translation# operations# using# two# points# were#
applied.#An#arbitrary#origin#(0,#0)#was#fixed#on#the#point#of#the#bastion#numbered#as#6#
(Figure#6.3)#and#the#distance#between#this#point#and#the#opposite#point#in#the#bastion#1#
was# taken#as# scaling# reference.#All# the# six#maps#were# scaled#with# respect# to# these# two#
points.# As# in# the# first# exercise,# all# the# coordinate# pairs# (x,# y)# of# the# points# of# the# 3#
original# polygons# were# collected# yielding# coordinates# for# 33# points# in# every# map.#
Distances#and#areas#were#measured#and#correlation#was#applied#for#this#second#data#set.#
(7) A# last# part# of# this# experiment# focused# on# the# identification# of# the# same# points# and# a#
second#sample#of#points#in#the#geoHreferenced#maps#to#perform#a#similar#analysis.#These#
points#are#identified#on#the#early#maps#early#maps#after#they#have#been#transformed#to#a#
modern# geoHreference# system# by# using# cadastral# map# and# GBKN# 2004.# # This# part# is#
explained#in#detail#later#in#section#2.2#as#part#of#the#comparison#of#early#maps#to#modern#
maps.##
The# next# step# concentrated# on# the# comparison# and# analyses# of# the# measurements.# First#
individually#from#the#results#obtained#from#part#1#and#2,#then,#comparing#the#results#obtained#
from#both#exercises#and#the#ones#obtained#form#part#3,#shown#in#section#2.2.#Finally#we#draw#




Some# formulas# were# used# for# the# calculations# and# comparisons.# As# part# of# the# comparison#
between# old# and#modern#maps#we# calculated# distances# between#pairs# of# coordinates#which#
were#used#first#to#understand#relationships#among#maps#and#later#to#estimate#the#distribution#
of# horizontal# displacements# in# maps.# # Distances# were# calculated# by# using# the# pair’s#
coordinates# and# the# Euclidean# distance# formula#which#we# have# repeated# from# chapter# 4# to#
facilitate# reading.# Comparisons# between# common# distances# in# all# maps# were# done# by#
analyzing#deltas#values#(d2Hd1)#which#refers#just#to#the#subtraction#of#pairs#of#distances#(d1,#d2)#
calculated# individually# per#map.# These# distances# are# based# on# the# plane# coordinates# of# the#











STDV=                  (6.2) 




r =                  (6.3) 
where,# (x1,! y1),# (x2,! y2),...(xn,! yn)# corresponds# to# a# set# of# observations# and# S# the# standard#
deviation.# This# formula#was# used# to# evaluate# the# association#between# variables;# in# this# case#
every#map#was#taken#as#a#variable.#Since#the#formula#for#calculating#the#correlation#coefficient#





calculation# on# the# formula# “STDVP”# which# assumes# that# its# arguments# are# the# entire# population(n).# # STDP=
#
€ 
d = x2 − x1( )
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Accuracyr##=#1.7308#*#RMSEr#.# # # ##(6.4)#
#
When# RMSEx# ≠# RMSEy# and# RMSEmin/RMSEmax# is# between# 0.6# and# 1.0# (FGDCHSTDH007.3H
1998#Appendix#3Ha)#we#used#the#approximation#of#circular#standard#error#at#95%#confidence:#
#




maps,# in# this# section# we# present# the# results# of# the# analysis# of# distances# between# points#
belonging#to#the#identified#polygons#in#the#early#maps#of#Zwolle.##From#a#first#analysis#based#






others.# This# suggests# that# we# consider# the# use# of# one# of# the# other#maps# as# a# reference# for#
scaling#and# rotating#and# that#we#analyze# the#differences#with# respect# to#Priorato’s#map# in#a#
future#exercise.$$
A# preliminary# analysis# was# performed# by# simple# examination# of# the# differences# (deltas)#
between# common# distances.# A# matrix# containing# all# the# differences# between# common#
distances# from#one#map# to#another#one#has#been#prepared.#One#example# is# the#comparison#
between#distances#Priorato’s#map# and# the# rest# of# the#maps# (Table# 6.1).# From# this# table# it# is#
possible# to#get# the#difference# in#distances#between#bastions# in# relation# to#Priorato’s#map.# In#








Priorato$ DHslide$ Blaeu$ DH68$ DH68A$ G35$
11H1# Q0,49$ H0,27# Q0,51$ Q0,48$ Q1,04$
1H2# 0,66$ 0,65$ 0,71$ 0,70$ 0,69$
2H3# 0,17# 0,18# 0,34$ 0,36# H0,32#
3H4# 0,19# 0,19# 0,21# 0,26# H0,10#
4H5# Q0,52$ H0,27# Q0,44$ Q0,45$ H0,31#
5H6# Q0,97$ Q1,14$ Q0,90$ Q0,89$ Q0,89$
6H7# 0,93$ 1,04$ 1,15$ 1,14$ 0,73$
7H8# Q0,92$ Q0,48$ Q0,66$ Q0,71$ Q1,14$
8H9# 0,19# H0,18# 0,09# 0,10# 0,37#
9H10# Q1,03$ Q0,85$ Q1,06$ Q1,05$ Q1,24$
10H11# 0,13# H0,17# 0,13# 0,16# H0,04#
#
From# comparison# of# the# map# DH68A# with# the# rest# most# of# the# differences# are# very# low#
especially#in#the#comparison#with#the#DHslide#and#DH68#maps,#where#the#highest#differences#
Figure$ 6.4.# Graphic# representation# of#
coordinate# values# (x,y)# obtained# for# the# 11#
points# of# each# polygon# in# the# scaled# maps.#
















for# all#maps.# The# greatest# values#were# found# in# the# segment# 3H7#where# the# differences# vary#
around#3cm.##
#
Table$ 6.2.# Comparison# differences# in# segment# measurements# between# Priorato’s# Map# vs.# DHslide,#
Blaeu,#DH68,#DH68A#and#G35#maps#
Maps\#Bastions# 1H6# 3H7# 4H8# 5H10#
DHslide# 0# 3,37$ 0,90$ 0,16#
Blaeu# 0# 3,56$ 0,73$ 0,33#
DH68# 0# 3,09$ 0,41# 0,26#
Dh68A# 0# 3,00$ 0,34# 0,23#
G35# 0# 2,89$ 1,47$ 1,56$
#
As#in#the#case#of#comparing#map#DH68#with#the#rest#when#comparing#homologous#distances#
(cm)#between#points# 1# to# 11,# in#other#comparisons#of# the# same#segments# shown# in#Table#6.2#











A# comparison# between# the# areas# covered# by# the# polygons# is# shown# in# the# Table# 6.4.# The#












Priorato$ Blaeu$ G35$ Priorato'$ Blaeu'$ G35'$
6,6# 8,5# 4,8# 6,5# 5,9# 5,8#
13,5# 18,2# 10,8# 13,4# 12,7# 13,1#
21,4# 28,6# 16,9# 21,3# 20,0# 20,7#
28,8# 39,1# 22,8# 28,7# 27,2# 28,0#
31,9# 45,5# 26,0# 32,0# 32,0# 32,0#
26,1# 39,2# 22,1# 26,2# 27,7# 27,1#
23,1# 33,4# 19,4# 23,2# 24,0# 23,7#
17,0# 24,5# 14,5# 17,1# 17,3# 17,8#
13,1# 19,2# 11,5# 13,1# 13,5# 14,1#
6,8# 10,1# 6,4# 6,8# 7,1# 7,9#
#
Table$6.4.#Areas#Polygons#1,#2,#3#(cm2)#
Polygon# Priorato## Blaeu# DH68# DH68A# DHslide# G35#
1# 509,2$ 534,1# 525,2# 523,2# 538,1# 563,9$
2# 484,5# 505,9$ 459,4# 456,2$ 484,0# 498,7#







####and#n#the#number#of#points#per#polygon.### # # ######(6.6)#
Simplified#having#the#number#of#points#per#map#we#calculate#
=      number#of distances#per#map#=(332H33)/2=528.# # #########(6.7)#
By#using#the#Euclidian#distance#528#values#per#map#were#calculated.#A#matrix#of#three#columns#
(in# the#case#of#original#maps#and#6# in# the#cases#of# scaled#maps)#containing#the# three#sets#of#
distances# by# 528# arrows# was# prepared.# This# matrix# combines# the# different# possibilities# of#



















determine# the# relation# between# the# values.# Correlation# coefficients# are# shown# in# Tables# 6.5#
and#6.6.#
Table$6.5.$Correlation#coefficients#528#measured#distances#from#original#maps.$
!! Priorato! Blaeu! G35!
Priorato# 1# # #
Blaeu# 0,990# 1# #





!! Priorato! Blaeu! DHslide! DH68! DH68A! G35!
Priorato# 1# # # # # #
Blaeu# 0,989# 1# # # # #
DHslide# 0,991# 0,999# 1# # # #
DH68# 0,989# 0,999# 0,999# 1# # #
DH68A# 0,990# 0,998# #####0,999# 0,999# 1# #
G35# 0,992# 0,995# 0,997# 0,996# 0,996# 1#
#
The#table#6.6#indicates#a#high#correlation#between#the#values#obtained#from#scaled#maps.##
In# order# to# give# an# indication# about# the# relation# between# original# and# digital# sources,#




! Pr'! Bl'! G35'! Priorato! Blaeu! G35!
Pr'# 1,000# # # # # #
Bl'# 0,989# 1,000# # # # #
G35'# 0,992# 0,995# 1,000# # # #
Priorato# 1,000$ 0,988# 0,992# 1,000# # #
Blaeu# 0,991# 1,000$ 0,996# 0,990# 1,000# #









Euclidean# distance# has# been# used# as# a# probe# to# locally# analyze# the# error# in# early# maps# by#
seeking#the#distribution#of#the#error#across#the#map.#Other#statistical#measures#such#as#STDV,#
average#and#correlation#coefficients#helped#us#to#obtain#a#global#analysis#of# these#maps.#The#
clustering# technique# is# explained# by# Heeringa# (2004)158,# where# cluster# analysis# is# used# to#
analyze# distances# between# dialects.# The# clustering# technique# is# defined# by# Jain# and# Dubes#
(1988:55#in#Heeringa#2004:146),#as#the#process#of#classifying#objects#into#subsets#that#have#are#
























159#Dendograms#are#graphs# in#which#“vertical# lines# joining#clusters#represent#the#distance#between#the#clusters#at#









(original# paper#maps)# for# the# set# of# three#maps# (Figure# 6.5).# The# second# classification# was#
done#by#using#measurements#obtained#from#digital#scaled#maps#(Figure#6.6).##
The#values#on#the#X#axis#(Figure#6.5#and#6.6)#indicate#the#degree#of#dissimilarity#(difference)#
between#maps,#where#the#values#(between#0#and#2)#result# from#the# function#(1Hr),#where#r# is#
the#Pearson#correlation#coefficient.#These#values#indicate#the#major#similarity#when#the#values#
are#close#to#0#and#less#similarity#when#values#are#close#to#2.#In#the#case#of#the#three#maps#in#
Figure# 6.6,# values# are# obtained# between# 0.01# and# 0# which# indicate# a# very# high# degree# of#
similarity.# However# a# major# difference# between# Priorato# and# the# other# two# maps# is# also#
shown.#
Just#as# in#the#case#of# the#six#scaled#maps# from#the#clustering#classification#Figure#6.6,#shows#
that#the#maps#do#not#vary#greatly#among#themselves.#However,#it#is#evident#that#there#is#more#
variation# between# Priorato# and# the# rest,# and# secondly,# between# G35# and# the# rest.# # Less#
variation# is#evident#among# the#other# the#maps#and,#as#expected,# the# least#variation# is# found#
between# the# maps# DH68# and# DH68A,# which,# by# hypothesis,# represent# the# same# map# at#
different#stages.##
The#differences#shown#by#these#diagrams#correspond#very#well#with#the#differences#observed#
by# the# analysis# of# the# location# of# the# 11# points# for# every# polygon# in# the# Figure# 6.4,# which#
suggest#this#technique#is#a#useful#tool#for#detection#and#analysis#of#similarities#and#differences#
between#early#maps.# # In#the#same#way,# the#two#diagrams#correspond#very#well#to#each#other#

















(Figure# 6.3),# measurements# of# angles# were# taken# and# statistically# analyzed.# We# examine#
whether# angles# have# the# same# tendency# that#we# observed# in# distances# in# early#maps.# # This#
helped#us# to# analyze# the# existent# relationships# regarding#position# and# shape#of# the# features#






Eleven#points# located# in# the# external#part# of# the#bastions# surrounding# the# city# compose# the#
polygon#1#shown#in#Figure#6.3.#By#using#different#combinations#of#these#eleven#points,# it#was#









                                        1 (x1,y1) 
 
      3 (x3,y3)           
 
                                        2 (x2,y2) 
#
The#value##of## #is#calculated#for#all#the#possible#combinations#between#the#11#points#for#each#
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!Maps! Priorato! Blaeu! DHslide! Dh68! Dh68a! G35!
Priorato# 1# # # # # #
Blaeu# 0.986# 1# # # # #
DHslide# 0.987# 0.999# 1# # # #
Dh68# 0.987# 0.999# 0.999# 1# # #
Dh68a# 0.987# 0.999# 0.999# 0.999# 1# #
G35# 0.988# 0.996# 0.997# 0.996# 0.996# 1#
#
Just#as#in#the#case#of#distances,#in#order#to#visualize#the#variation#found#among#different#maps#
we#have# applied# the# clustering# technique.# It# is# important# to#note# that,# since# the#dendogram#
presents#very#small#values#ranging#from#0#to##0.01#in#the#cases#of#the#distances#and#from#0#to#
0.013# in# the#cases#of# the#angles# (Figure#6.6),# the# # similarity#among# the#maps#shown# in# these#
diagrams# corresponds# very# well# with# observations# we# made# while# handling# the# maps.#






(distances,# Figure# 6.7a# and# angles,# Figure# 6.7b).# # We# observe# in# these# diagrams# the# same#
relations# is# shown# using# the# distances# derived# from# the# group# of# maps.# In# both# situations#
maps# do# not# vary# greatly# with# exception# of# Priorato# and# G35,# which# seem# to# be# the# least#





Reinforcing# the# fact# that# local# variations# can# be# found# along# individual#maps,# an# individual#
analysis# was# also# performed# on# the# angle# measurements.# # By# comparing# individual#
measurements#of#the#same#angles#between#maps,#we#can#make#a#more#specific#analysis#of#the#
change# in# measurements# at# different# areas# in# the# map,# which# cannot# be# obtained# from# a#
global#analysis.#We# thereby# investigate# the#possibility# that#variations#of#angles#might#be#not#
constant#throughout#the#map#area.#The#exploration#of#individual#angles#permits#us#to#confirm#
that#this#variation#corresponds#to#the#one#observed#in#the#analysis#of#distances.##
In# that# perspective,# differences# between# the# average# of# each# angle# and# the# respective# value#














Average# prHav# blHav# dhsHav# dh68H
av#
dh68aHav# g35Hav#
1# 103.516# H3.81# 2.43# 1.84# 0.37# H0.85# 11.64#
2# 174.454# H6.92# 1.73# 1.68# 2.17# 1.36# 3.65#
3# 160.826# 18.64# H6.05# H5.07# H3.87# H3.67# H2.98#
4# 132.41# H5.64# 1.26# 1.16# 1.50# 1.72# 1.24#
5# 139.9# H3.64# 2.28# 0.53# 0.72# 0.11# H0.79#
6# 110.174# H0.79# 0.28# 0.93# H0.26# H0.14# 0.59#
7# 167.47# 8.51# H3.06# H2.45# H1.45# H1.55# 4.11#
8# 127.928# 1.96# 1.28# H0.39# H1.33# H1.53# H1.16#
9# 165.242# 9.71# H0.02# H1.34# H4.04# H4.30# 0.67#
10# 131.568# 13.71# H1.33# H3.37# H4.31# H4.71# H3.47#





















another,# we# have# analyzed# the# dispersion# of# the# angles# from# their# average.# Having# the#
measurements#of# the# same#angles# for# every#map# (6# values),#we# can#calculate# the# average#of#
each#angle.##The#difference#between#this#average#and#the#measurement#of#each#angle#indicates#
the#dispersion#of#the#angle#in#respect#to#the#early#maps#as#a#group.##
Figure# 6.8# helps# us# to# visualize# the# dispersion# of# the# angles# from# the# average# (Figure# 6.7,#
above).# This# dispersion# is# even# more# noticeable# if# we# apply# the# absolute# value# to# these#
differences# (Figure# 6.7,# below).# From# this# graphic# it# is# possible# to# visualize# the# higher#
dispersion#of# the# values# found# in#Priorato#map,#which# reach#deviations# from# the# average# of#
more# than# 18#degrees.#The#map#G35# shows#also#high#deviations# in# the#50# first#values#and# in#




















the#cadastral#map,# then#geoHreferencing# the#early#maps.# #To#proceed#with# this# task,#after#an#
exhaustive# exploration# and# examination# of# old# and#modern# sources# we# identified# common#
features#between#maps#which#could#be#used#in#the#process#of#rectification#as#Ground#Control#
Points# (GCPs).# Several# carefully# chosen# control# points# were# selected# establishing# the# link#
between# the# coordinates# in# the# early#map# (image#units)# and# the# coordinates# in# the#modern#
map#(in#meters).#In#the#next#step#a#rectification#of#the#map#is#carried#out,#using#the#selected#
control# points# and# by# applying# a# digital# transformation.# This# transformation# is# based# on# a#
mathematical#model.#For#comparison#purposes#we#have#performed# in#all#our#data#sets# three#
basic# transformations,# which# barely# deform# the# image.# TwoHpoints,# affine# and# Helmert#
transformations#(see#section#4.5.5.1,#chapter#4)#were#used#for#geoHreferencing#the#early#maps.#





set# of# geographical# coordinates# from# each# map# was# collected# which# served# as# basis# for#
measuring# horizontal# accuracy# and# distributional# errors# between# and# within# maps.##
Horizontal# accuracy# in# early# maps# was# calculated# following# the# procedure# for# NSSDA161#
accuracy# standards# (chapter# 5).# # Results# of# this# procedure# are# translated# to# priority# in# the#
depiction#in#a#later#analysis.##
Within# the# general# procedure# parallel# steps# are# carried# out# in# order# to# study# the# historical#
context# of# the# early# maps.# The# results# of# this# analysis# are# integrated# with# the# technical#
accuracy# for# the# final# analysis# and# reliability# assessment# that# will# be# addressed# in# the# last#
















Mosaicking# and# geoHreferencing# the# cadastral# map# 1832# require# first# matching# the# parts#
belonging#to#center#area#of#the#city#and#second#those#outside#the#city#center#boundary.# #The#
outer# part# was# obtained# by# matching# additionally# the# modern# version163# of# the# regional#
cadastral# map# in# smaller# scale.# # The# fact# that# the# two# areas# (inside# and# outside# the# city#
boundary)# differ# in# scale# already# creates# a# constraint# that# will# affect# the# accuracy# of# final#
results# since# different# accuracies# are# expected# for# each# scale.# # Additionally,# as# mentioned#
previously#in#chapter#4,#the#parts#of#the#cadastral#map#of#Zwolle#presented#problems#related#to#
differences# in#overlapped#boundaries,# scaling#and# rotation#of# each#part#with# respect# to# each#
other# (see# section# 4.5.5.2.2).# These# issues# also# complicate# the# process,# adding# errors# to# this#
map# as# a# source.#Direct#mosaicking# of# the# digital# copies# of# the# cadastral#map# 1832#was# not#
possible.# Instead,#we#applied#a#procedure#of# imageHtoHimage# registration,#matching# them#by#
using# common# points.# But# since# common# features# (such# as# roads# or# buildings)# are# not#
accurate# enough# to# be# used# as# common# points,# the# coordinate# grid# drawn# on# both# maps#
played#an#essential#role#in#the#registration#process#(Figure#4.19,#chapter#4).#This#grid#of##X#and#
Y# coordinates# # provided# intersection# points# which# are# used# as# common# points# since# they#
proved#to#be#more#accurate#than#the#common#details#in#the#drawing.#This#could#be#seen#in#the#
error# of# the#model,# which# increases# when# common# details# as# roads,# street# intersections# or#
buildings#are#used#as#common#points#and#decreases#when#only#the#intersecting#axes#are#used.#
The# result# of# mosaicking# the# cadastral# map# 1832# was# not# perfect# (Figure# 4.20,# chapter# 4).#
However,# this# was# expected# since# the# separate# sheets# of# the# cadastral# map# of# 1832# already#
differ# in# the#drawing# itself.#The#differences#are#not#distributed# regularly#along# the#boundary#
but#are#instead#concentrated#on#the#right#side#of#the#image.#The#deviation#is#about#1mm#on#the#
scale#of#the#original#map#(1:1250).###
As# indicated# in#chapter#4,#alterations#due# to# the#conservation#of# the#originals#also#affect# the#




162The# cadastral# map# Zwolle# 1832# was# acquired# as# a# jpeg# image# from# the# De! WoonOmgeving#
www.dewoonomgeving.nl# (later# changed# to# watwaswaar.nl),# in# two# parts:# MIN04061F01# and# MIN04061F02#
correspondent#to#the#“Minuutplan!De!Stad”,#Province##Overijssel,#Zwolle#(Scale#1250,#Landsurveyor#S.#van#Lith,#1832,#





In# this# research,# the# cadastral#map# 1832#was# used# as# a# direct# link# between#modern# and# old#











Early# maps# were# geoHreferenced# using# the# procedure# previously# described# in# section# 4.5.5#
(chapter# 4).# Three# steps# are# necessary# to# perform# this# procedure:# mosaicking# and# geoH
referencing#aerial#photographs# 1994,#mosaicking#and#geoHreferencing# the#cadastral#map# 1832#
and#geoHreferencing#early#maps.#
Reference# data# (modern:# aerial# photographs,# cadastral# 1832)# were# aligned# to# the# modern#
coordinates# of# the# system#GBKN# vector#map# prior# to# their# use# as# reference# sources# in# geoH
referencing.# #Once# all# reference# sources# have# acquired# the# same# coordinate# system,# overlay#
and#spatial#comparisons#between#these#sources#are#enabled.#
By# following#a# similar#procedure# to# the#one#described# for#geoHreferencing# the#cadastral#map#
1832,#we#collected#a#series#of#GCP#points#in#each#early#map#to#establish#the#link#between#the#
coordinates# in#the#early#map#(image#units)#and#the#coordinates# in#the#modern#and#cadastral#
map# (in#meters).# #Using# these#points#we# then#applied#a#digital# transformation# to# rectify# the#
early#map.#Three#transformations#were#applied#individually#to#every#map#in#order#to#compare#
results#which#will#be#shown#later#in#this#chapter.##
The# features# drawn# on# the# early#map#might# differ# in# representation,# location# and# size#with#
respect#to#the#modern#vector#map.#This#complicates#the#interpretation#of#the#details#in#early#
maps# and# can# lead# to# a# misinterpretation# or# generation# of# errors# during# the# process# (see#
chapter#4,#section#4.5.2).#Therefore,#it#is#necessary#to#identify#whether#the#dimensions#(size)#of#
the# buildings# represented# on# the# map# correspond# to# the# real# dimensions# or,# alternatively#
whether# they# were# modified# in# size# or# shape# in# their# depiction.# It# also# could# happen# that#
dimensions#were#modified#for#illustrative#purposes#but#that#the#real#location#is#kept.#If#this#is#









the#building# (numbered#as# a,#b,# c# and#d).#The# second# set#of# columns#of# this# table# show# the#










GCP#Point# error# x# y# error# X# y#
a# 13.24# 12.36# 4.74# 9.97# 9.97# 0.02#
b# 40.16# 39.53# 7.06# 38.83# 38.81# 1.39#
c# 40.40# 30.57# 26.41# 40.65# 31.66# 25.50#
d# 26.82# 6.59# 26.00# 26.49# 2.93# 26.33#
#
Similar#analyses#can#be#performed#with#any#individual#feature#appearing#in#the#map.#Since#the#
representations#of#common#features#in#the#maps#are#different,# it# is# important#to#undertake#a#








Figure$ 6.9.$ In# this# figure,# the# vector# line# of# the# building# on# the# modern# map# (white# square)# shows# the#
difference#between#the#early#map#(background)#and#the#modern#vector#map#(2004)#during#the#coHregistration#
process.##The#square#figure#in#the#modern#map#shows#a#rotation#and#scaling#respect#to#the#one#depicted#in#the#




can#only# be# corrected#by#understanding# the# old# techniques,#mapmakers# and# land# surveyors#
methods.# However,# we# should# consider# that# in# some# cases# we# might# not# get# enough#
information# to# allow# a# better# interpretation.# Then# it# becomes# important# to# use# different#
approaches# to# identify# good# points# to# be# used# as# GCPs# on# the# coHregistration# oldHmoderns#
maps.#
By# testing# different# possible# locations# of# the# points# used# for# coHregistration,# the#RMS# (Root#
Mean#Square)#error#can#be#reduced#by#making#small#changes#in#the#positions#of#the#points.#On#
the# other# hand,# a#misinterpretation# of# features# depicted# in# the#maps# can# also# increase# the#




By#applying# the# same# technique#used# in# the# analysis# of#distances# in# early#maps#before# their##
geoHreferencing,# a# second# comparison#by#using# the# same#33#points#of# the#previous# exercises#
(see#section#2,#Figure#6.4),#this#time#located#in#the#geoHreferenced#early#maps#(see#chapter#4,#

























In# the#previous# exercise#we#used# a# set# of# points# that#were#mostly# distributed# in# two# classes#




By# selecting# exactly# the# same# set# in# every# geoHreferenced# map# we# again# perform# the#
comparisons# by# using# clustering# method.# #We# compared# again# the# six# early# maps# to# each#




among# the#maps# shown#with# respect# to# the#original#maps# in#previous# exercises.# #TwoHpoint#
and#Helmert#transformations#show#similar#results#but#with#different#ranges#of#variation,#which#
is# less#when#Helmert# transformations# are# used,# and#which# also#might# be# an# indication# of# a#
better#spatial#fitting.##However#even#acknowledging#the#different#details#involved#in#these#two#
transformations,#we#observe#that#the#main#relationships#among#the#maps#they#help#to#produce#
are# maintained.# In# these# cases# Blaeu# and# DHslide# show# more# similarity# than# observed#
previously,# but# Dh68# and# Dh68# still# show# the# greatest# similarity,# then# Blaeu# and# DHslide,#






Figure$ 6.11.# Graphic# representation# of#
coordinate# values# (x,y)# obtained# for# the# new#
set#of#33#points#located#in#geoHreferenced#early#
maps# as# part# of# the# application# of# clustering#
method.# Every# color# symbol# refers# to# a#

























a# reason# for# the# greater# similarity# in# the# four# maps?# Were# they# copied# one# from# another#
perhaps#while#new#data#was#added?#Or#were#they#made#using#the#same#techniques?#We#do#not#
have# the#answer# to# these#questions#since# they# require#a#close# study#of# the#historical#context#
linked#to#these#maps,#which#we#do#not#include#as#part#of#this#case#study.#However#we#believe#
that# analyses# similar# to# the# one# performed# in# the# case# study# of# Leiden#where# the# historical#
context#is#involved#can,#in#fortunate#cases,##explain#such#relations#among#maps.##We#intend#to#
pay# special# attention# to# any# cases# of# close# correlation# among#maps# that# is# not#matched# by#












for# each# map# as# a# whole# but# also# discriminated# among# different# categories# per# map.# We#
believe# that# an# examination# of# the# variability# of# accuracy# across# map# should# serve# to#
understanding# mapmaker’s# tasks# and# interests.# # By# using# GIS# tools# for# spatial# analysis,# we#
approach#this#analysis#by#a#simple#examination#of#the#horizontal#error#across#the#map#area.#By#
using# as# reference# same# set# of# points# used# for# testing# NSSDA# horizontal# accuracy# we#
calculated# horizontal# displacements# between# each# point# and# the# true# position# given# by# the#
modern#reference#data.#The#results#of# this#examination#are#shown#in#the#next#section.#Here,#







(magnitude# and# direction)# which# give# not# only# the# size# of# the# error# but# also# its# direction.#
Horizontal# error# was# measured# for# every# point# of# the# set# identified# per# map.# The# linear#
displacement# (magnitude)# of# every# point# is# calculated# by#measuring# the# Euclidean# distance#
(see# section# 6.2.1.1.)# between# the# two# points# based# on# the# plane# coordinates#X# and#Y.# # This#
distance# represents# how# far# the# location# of# the# point# in# the# early# map# is# from# the# “real”#
location.165# # The# direction# is# calculated# by# the# Euclidean# angle# of# the# vectors# separating#
homologous#points#and#defines#the#direction#in#which#the#error#occurs.166##
As# in# the# case# of# NSSDA# (explained# previously# in# chapter# 5),# we# approach# the# analysis# of#
horizontal#error#globally#and#locally.#Globally#we#get#a#value#linked#to#the#map#as#a#whole#and#
locally#we#check# the#distribution#of# the#error#across# the#map#and#along#different# categories.##
















Class Description of points Area Blaeu Dh68 Dh68a DHslide G35 Priorato TOTAL 
Bastions 
Bastions along the 
fortified city In 31 30 31 31 31 28 182 
Bridges Bridges In 19 24 24 22 24 21 134 
Buildings 
Buildings (churches, 
mills, houses) In 33 17 17 13 6 21 107 
Walled area   
Buildings along the 
walled area In 40 20 22 24 21 21 148 
Water1 
Water channels 
(internal ) In 24 45 44 45 44 40 242 
Water2 
Water channels 
(surrounding ) internal In 45 12 12 12 9 12 102 
Water3 
Water channels 
(surrounding ) external In 12 35 35 37 35 32 186 
Streets Streets intersections  In 180 - - - - - 180 
Parcels 
Parcels intersections 
(external ) Out 16 41 42 42 20 16 177 
Roads 
Roads intersections 





 TOTALS  
 
IN 384 183 185 184 170 175 1281 
OUT 29 60 61 60 34 31 275 





We# then# stated# that# the# inner# and# outer# parts# of# early#maps# should# be# analyzed# separately#
since#a#high#difference#in#accuracy#between#both#parts#might#be#found.#We#should#remember#
that#the#cadastral#maps#1832#are#in#principle#island#maps#which#mean#that#the#inner#and#outer#
parts# were# drawn# separately.# This# implies# that# the# parts# need# to# be# aligned# later.# The#
alignment# is# not# the#main# issue# since# inner# parts# of# the# city#map# have# to# be# aligned,# too.#
However,# there# is# a# difference# in# scale# between# the# two# areas#which# limits# the# accuracy# in#
going#from#one#area#to#the#other.#The#parts#outside#the#city#boundary#were#drawn#in#a#scale#
that#is#twice#as#small#as#the#center#area167.#####
In# Table# 6.12# we# notice# the# difference# in# the# sample# size# per# category# and# per# map.# This#
difference# is# due# to# the# diversity# in# drawings# (style# and# detail)# from#map# to# map.# A# clear#










Analyzing# the# distribution# of# horizontal# errors# across# maps# helped# us# to# understand# the#
variation# of# accuracy# across# the# map# area.# # However,# we# should# take# into# account# that#
accuracy# as# defined# by# the# NSSDA# has# a# different# connotation# than# horizontal# error.# # In#
looking#at#this#error#we#wish#to#understand#how#the#position#of#a#point#in#the#early#map#varies#
with# respect# to# the# true# position,168#while# horizontal# accuracy# estimates# the# accuracy# of# the#
map#(or#category#of#objects#within#the#map)#in#a#CI#of#95%#by#using#the#RMSE#error#in#X#and#Y#
as# estimator# (see# section#2.1.1,# chapter# 2).# #This#makes# values# calculated# for#horizontal# error#
and# accuracy# vary# (for# a# detailed# explanation# see# chapter# 5).# However# we# still# can# use#
horizontal#error#as#indicative#of#the#distribution#of#the#positional#error#across#the#map#area.##In#











Two-points transformation           Affine transformation                Helmert transformation 
 
Blaeu         Dh68            Dh68a         DHslide         G35            Priorato 
 
                                                                                    
                                                                                 meters 
Figure$6.13.# Positional# error# along# the#map#areas#of# the#maps#of#Blaeu(1649),#Dh68(1739H1750),#Dh68a(1739),#
DHslide(1739),#G35(unknown)#and#Priorato(1673)#tested#in#three#different#transformations.#The#size#of#the#error#






the# results# obtained# from# the# different# transformations.#However,# the# affine# transformation#




to# 40m# in# the# three# transformations# (see# Table# 6.13)# which# is# the# largest# error# among# the#
analyzed#maps.# #On# the#other#hand,# the#Baleu’s#map#shows# the# smallest# error# in# the#group,#
which#can#also#be#seen# in#Figure#6.13,#where#only# few#large#errors#can#be# found#in#the#outer#
part#of#the#city#of#this#map.#Again#the#similarity#between#maps#DH68#and#DH68a#is#present#
not#only# in#the#size#of#the#errors#but#also# in#their#distribution#along#the#map#features.#Some#











As# basis# for# comparisons,# in# Table# 6.14# we# show# the# RMSE# error# calculates# for# the# ten#
categories#shown#in#Table#6.12#per#map.#This#helps#us#to#establish#the#link#between#the#values#
shown# previously# between# horizontal# error# and# the# ones# calculated# in# chapter# 5# as#NSSDA#
horizontal#accuracy,#which#use#RMSE#error#as#basis#for#calculation.#Based#on#the#values#shown#
in# Table# 6.14# we# can# observe# the# variation# of# the# error# along# different# categories# and# the#
similarity# in# the# results# from# the# three# different# transformations.# # Notice# the# difference# in#
error# between# areas# IN,# OUT# and# the# global# error# calculated# for# both# areas# together#
(IN_OUT).# # The# biggest# errors# are# observed# in# the# outer# part# of# the# city# (OUT)# and# the#
smallest# in# the# inner# part# (IN).# This# can# also# be# easily# seen# when# categories# are# analyzed#
separately#since#the#categories#parcels#and#roads#show#the#largest#errors#among#categories#in#
general# for#all#maps.# #We#can#also#observe#the#similarity# in#errors# found#for#the#maps#DH68#
and#DH68a# per# category# and# per#map.# Similar# values# are# also# found# regarding# some# of# the#
categories# of# the# map# DHslide# (see# Table# 6.14).# The# lowest# error# concerns# the# categories#
water1#(internal#water#channels)#and#streets#in#Blaeu’s#map,#which#report#errors#between#3.8#to#
7.6m.##
A# summary# of# errors# according# the# main# areas# (IN,# OUT# and# both# together# IN_OUT)# are#
shown#in#Table#6.15#and#Figure#6.14.#In#general#we#observe#the#smallest#errors#in#Blaeu’s#map#
in#three#areas,#then#in#DHslide,#DH68#and#DH68a,#which#have#very#close#errors#and#finally#in#




Two_points Affine Helmert 
Blaeu 11.8 9.2 9.6 
Dh68 19.4 18.3 18.0 
Dh68a 19.5 18.1 17.9 
DHslide 17.3 16.5 15.8 
G35 24.5 15.1 24.6 
Priorato 40.0 30.1 38.6 
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Two_points$ 9.7# 8.4# 9.9# 7.3# 6.2# 12.4# 10.2# 7.6# 22.4# 15.3# 8.5$ 19.5$ 9.8$
Affine$ 8.0# 6.2# 11.2# 5.8# 3.8# 14.2# 9.4# 5.4# 23.1# 14.4# 7.1$ 19.7$ 8.8$
Helmert4$ 8.6# 7.4# 11.8# 6.7# 4.3# 14.8# 9.5# 5.6# 23.1# 14.6# 7.6$ 19.7$ 9.0$









RMSE$ bastion$ bridge$ building$ wall$ water1$ water2$ water3$ $$ parcel$ road$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
Two_points$ 11.1# 7.6# 11.5# 8.0# 16.5# 12.4# 8.5# ## 30.0# 27.6# 11.9$ 29.2$ 17.8$
Affine$ 10.9# 7.9# 11.8# 6.2# 14.4# 13.4# 7.7# # 30.7# 26.2# 11.1$ 29.4$ 17.4$
Helmert4$ 10.9# 8.1# 11.9# 6.3# 14.0# 13.5# 7.7# ## 29.5# 25.7# 11.0$ 28.5$ 17.0$









RMSE$ bastion$ bridge$ building$ wall$ water1$ water2$ water3$ $$ parcel$ road$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
Two_points$ 11.8# 7.5# 11.1# 8.8# 16.7# 12.7# 8.9# ## 29.8# 27.3# 12.0$ 29.1$ 17.8$
Affine$ 11.1# 7.3# 10.5# 7.1# 14.7# 12.3# 7.6# # 30.4# 26.6# 10.8$ 29.3$ 17.4$
Helmert4$ 11.4# 7.3# 10.6# 7.7# 14.3# 12.9# 7.8# ## 29.2# 25.6# 10.9$ 28.1$ 16.9$









RMSE$ bastion$ bridge$ building$ wall$ water1$ water2$ water3$ $$ parcel$ road$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
Two_points$ 9.6# 9.4# 11.4# 9.5# 12.9# 14.8# 9.7# ## 24.1# 24.6# 11.1$ 24.3$ 15.4$
Affine$ 7.4# 8.5# 12.6# 7.7# 10.8# 14.1# 8.5# # 27.8# 23.0# 9.7$ 26.5$ 15.6$
Helmert4$ 7.1# 9.1# 12.2# 8.4# 10.6# 12.9# 8.2# ## 25.5# 24.3# 9.6$ 25.2$ 15.0$










RMSE$ bastion$ bridge$ building$ wall$ water1$ water2$ water3$ $$ parcel$ road$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
Two_points$ 17.1# 16.6# 14.0# 11.8# 17.4# 26.1# 14.5# ## 34.5# 30.7# 17.1$ 33.0$ 20.7$
Affine$ 7.3# 10.7# 8.7# 7.6# 13.9# 13.6# 7.4# # 26.9# 23.0# 10.7$ 25.4$ 14.5$
Helmert4$ 13.3# 17.4# 16.5# 12.2# 18.7# 22.0# 13.0# ## 38.9# 36.0# 16.1$ 37.8$ 21.5$







RMSE$ bastion$ bridge$ building$ wall$ water1$ water2$ water3$ $$ parcel$ road$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
Two_points$ 27.4# 27.9# 36.6# 25.8# 26.9# 38.1# 29.3# ## 42.8# 38.3# 29.9$ 40.7$ 31.9$
Affine$ 18.3# 17.6# 32.0# 19.7# 26.4# 27.9# 17.3# # 31.2# 31.2# 23.3$ 31.2$ 24.7$
Helmert4$ 24.7# 24.6# 34.5# 26.0# 29.3# 33.6# 27.0# ## 40.0# 36.1# 28.6$ 38.2$ 30.5$



















Maps$ Transformation$ RMSE$Error# NSSDA#
Area$ $ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$ IN$ OUT$ IN_OUT$
$$ TwoHpoints# 8.5# 19.5# 9.8# 20.8# 47.7# 24.0#
Blaeu$ Affine# 7.1# 19.7# 8.8# 17.5# 48.2# 21.4#
$$ Helmert# 7.6# 19.7# 9.0# 18.5# 48.3# 22.1#
$$ TwoHpoints# 11.9# 29.2# 17.8# 29.2# 71.6# 43.5#
Dh68$ Affine# 11.1# 29.4# 17.4# 27.1# 72.0# 42.6#
$$ Helmert# 11.0# 28.5# 17.0# 26.8# 69.7# 41.5#
$$ TwoHpoints# 12.0# 29.1# 17.8# 29.4# 71.1# 43.7#
Dh68a$ Affine# 10.8# 29.3# 17.4# 26.5# 71.7# 42.5#
$$ Helmert# 10.9# 28.1# 16.9# 26.6# 68.9# 41.3#
$$ TwoHpoints# 11.1# 24.3# 15.4# 27.3# 59.4# 37.8#
DHslide$ Affine# 9.7# 26.5# 15.6# 23.8# 64.9# 38.3#
$$ Helmert# 9.6# 25.2# 15.0# 23.5# 61.7# 36.8#
$$ TwoHpoints# 17.1# 33.0# 20.7# 41.8# 80.7# 50.7#
G35$ Affine# 10.7# 25.4# 14.5# 26.1# 62.1# 35.4#
$$ Helmert# 16.1# 37.8# 21.5# 39.5# 92.4# 52.7#
$$ TwoHpoints# 29.9# 40.7# 31.9# 73.3# 99.6# 78.0#
Priorato$ Affine# 23.3# 31.2# 24.7# 57.0# 76.4# 60.5#





























Blaeu 8.5 19.5 9.8
Dh68 11.9 29.2 17.8
Dh68a 12.0 29.1 17.8
Dhslide 11.1 24.3 15.4
G35 17.1 33.0 20.7




transformation.#The# first# figure#(a)#shows#a#polar#representation#of# the#direction#of# the#positional#error#per#map.#





there# is# not# a# preferred#direction# of# the# error.#However,#when# the#distribution# of# this# error#
across# the#map# is#examined#(Figure#6.15b)#we#noticed#some#patterns#that#might# indicate#the#








made# for# the# other# maps.# Priorato# showed# also# some# tendency# in# the# categories# bridges,#
buildings,# water# 1,# water# 2# and# wall.# Direction# shows# preference# for# second# and# third#
quadrants#(between#90#and#270#degrees).#Maps#Dh68#and#Dh68#revealed#some#tendency#only#
for#categories#water1#and#water2,#also#regarding#these#two#quadrants.#The#same#is#observed#in#
the# map# of# Blaeu# regarding# the# categories# roads# en# water2# and# in# the# DHslide# regarding#
water1.#
The# previous# results# were# obtained# from# the# use# of# the# coordinates# (x,y)# obtained# from#
Helmert# transformation.#As# a# comparison#we#performed# the# same# exercise#by#using# instead#
the#coordinates#(X,Y)#obtained#from#affine#transformation.#In#Figure#6.16#we#observe#the#same#
categories# shown# in# Figure# 6.15,# this# time# showing# values# of# the# direction# of# error# obtained#







The# presence# of# systematic# errors# might# be# an# indication# of# some# errors# made# in# the#
measurements#in#early#maps#during#the#mapmaking#or#land#surveying#process#which#are#kept#














be# enough# to# preserve# the# source# as# a# high# quality# copy# of# the# original.#However,# in# terms#
digital#processing# the# time#needed# is# great,# and# the#performance#of# the# computer#decreases#
greatly#when#large#files#are#used.#Considering#this#and#in#order#to#optimize#the#processing#of#




to# perform# the# analysis# and# assessment# of# accuracy# using# the# methods# we# applied# in# this#
research.##We#come#to#this#conclusion#since#the#resolution#of#the#files#is#sufficient#for#very#fine#
details#to#be#as#identifiable#in#the#digital#file#as#in#the#original.#Because#the#goal#is#to#analyze#





We#compare#measurements# from#different# early#maps# in#order# to# establish# relations# among#
them.#Firstly,#we# identified#common#points#used# references# for#measuring,# and# secondly#we#
analyzed#differences#in#the#representation#of#similar#details#(common#points).#In#this#exercise#
we#selected#a#set#of#six#maps#of#the#same#area#of#Zwolle.#Eleven#points#were#identified#in#each#
of# 3# polygons# (33# points# per# map)# as# representative# points# to# analyze# differences# between#
representations#of#the#same#objects,#distances#and#areas#in#different#maps.##
A#global#analysis#is#proposed#in#order#to#analyze#differences#between#maps#and#group#of#maps#
by# making# use# of# correlation# coefficients# and# clustering# classification.# However,# we#
understand#that#a#global#approach#is#not#enough#to#completely#understand#the#range#of#errors#
across# the# individual#maps.#An# individual# analysis# is# then#proposed# to# approach#differences#
between#individual#measurements,#as#a#tool#to#draw#conclusions#about#local#variations#in#early#
maps.#We# examine# individual#measurements# because# variations#may# be# not# constant# along#
the#map#area,# in#which#case#some#areas#can#be#represented#differently#from#others.#This#can#





A# review# and# possible# redefinition# in# the# location# of# the# points# is# considered# during# the#
analysis#of#common#points# in#order# to#prevent#errors#due#to# the#misinterpretation#of#details#
influenced#by#3D#effects#or#the#complexity#in#the#drawings#from#one#map#to#another#one.##
Although#no#big#differences#between#maps#where#found#by#applying#statistical#analysis,#it#was#
possible# to#get#evidence#about#variations# in# the#representations#of# the#city# in#different#maps#
with# different# characteristics.# A# clustering# classification# seems# to# be# a# good# technique# to#
visualize#the#similarity#among#different#maps.##
By# comparing# the# individual# measurements# among# maps,# it# is# possible# to# obtain# a# more#
specific# analysis# of# the# differences# in# measurements# in# different# areas# in# the# maps.# This#




all# of# them# leading# to# approximately# the# same# results.#We# have# seen# how# a# very# different#
approach,# such# as# clustering,# provides# insights# into# relationships# similar# to# the# ones#we# get#
from# twoHdimensional# analyses# of# horizontal# error# or# even# when# compared# to# results# of#
NSSDA# accuracy.# In# all# cases#we# observe# an# evident# affinity# between# two#maps,#DH68# and#
DH68a,#which#in#principle#is#expected#if#these#two#maps#“belong#to#each#other”#because#they#





similar# conclusions# indicate# that# our# results# are# not# obtained# by# accident# but# that# the#
relations#among#the#early#maps#are#genuine.#This#might#also#be#an#indication#of#utility#if#these#
techniques#aid#individually#and#jointly#in#the#analysis#of#accuracy#in#early#maps.##
Finally# we# have# seen# than# an# analysis# of# early#maps# is# not# enough# and#might# not# even# be#
correct#when#analyzed#globally.#Strong#differences#between# the# inner#and#outer#parts#of# the#





















in! scale,! precision! and! color.! Less! apparent! are! differences! in! reliability! between! maps,! or!
between! different! parts! of! the! same! map.! True,! modern! techniques! in! computerTassisted!
cartography!make! it! possible! to! measure! such! differences! very! accurately! between!maps! and!
geographic! space! with! definite! levels! of! precision! and! accuracy.! ! The! differences! in! reliability!
between! maps,! and! even! between! different! parts! of! the! same! map,! are! not! only! due! to! the!
techniques!of!the!cartographers!but!also!to!the!original!function!and!context!of!use!of!the!maps.!
A!map!made!as!an!illustration!to!accompany!a!description!of!a!historical!event!does!not!need!the!
same! sort! of! accuracy! as! a! depiction! of! property! boundaries! in! which! a! minor! deviation! in!
measurements!might!lead!to!disputes!over!too!much!tax.!The!same!applies!to!the!reTuse!of!early!
maps.!While! for! instance! for! the! layTout! of! a! new! extension! of! a! town! or! village! it! could! be!
sufficient!to!use!an!early!map!to!give!a!view!of! the!original!site!without!reTmeasuring! it! to!the!
meter,! archaeological! excavations! in! building! areas! with! a! very! high! price! per! square! meter!
would! require! a!more! accurate!map! to!minimize! costs! for! the! developer.! In! short! we! need! to!
measure! accuracy! in! relation! to! context.! In! this! chapter! we! present! a!method! that! visualizes!
different! levels!of!accuracy!in!and!between!maps!in!relation!to!their!original! function!to!assess!















and# 1002.07# are# some# of# the#maps# Dou# produced# in# early# 1611.# These#maps# represent# different#
alternatives#for#the#urban#development#of#the#city#at#that#time,#which#incorporated#the#vision#of#
the#governing#board#but#also# its# laborious# translation# into#a# feasible#urban#development#plan.170#
The#maps#studied#in#other#publications#(e.g.#Taverne,#1978)#are#of#special#historical#interest#since#
they#were#proposed#to#solve#various#problems#of#the#city.#
By# integrating# the# context# of# the#maps# into# their# spatial# analysis,#we# intend# to# find# answers# to#
some# questions# that# are# interesting# from# an# historical# point# of# view,# which# we# summarize# as#
follows:#
(1) Is# there# any# statement#of# accuracy#we# can#make#with# respect# to#Dou’s#maps?#How# is# this#
accuracy# related# to# the# function# of# the#maps?#Are# there# any# relations# among#Dou’s#maps#
despite#the#fact#they#were#made#for#different#purposes?#
(2) Is#there#any#priority#in#the#depiction#of#specific#features#in#the#maps#with#respect#to#others?##
(3) How# accurate# are# the# measurements# annotated# on# Dou’s# maps# with# respect# to# the# map#
produced?# Are# their# measures# compatible?# Do# these# measures# correspond# to# these# of#
contemporary,#more#accurate#maps?#
(4) Is#there#any#spatial#relation#between#property#maps#and#the#designs#of#the#North#extension#













the# Low# Countries’# land# surveying# up# to# 17th# Century.171# This# variety# was# the# result# of# private#
training,# the# backgrounds# of# the# surveyors,# local#measures# and# differences# in# exam# procedures#
from#province#to#province.172#These#differences#would#last#until#the#19th#Century.#However,#by#the#
end#of#the#16th#Century#we#also#see#the#first#signs#of#standardization#in#surveying#techniques#and#
the# use# of#measures.173# First# of# all#we# see#more# and#more# the# use# of# the# standard# of# the#waterH
administration#body#around#Leiden,#the#Rhineland#rod#(3.767#meter)#used#along#local#measures#in#








not# only# in# the# Low# Countries,# but# also# in# other# European# countries# which# contributed# to# the#
spread# and# reception# of# the# Rhineland# rod# among# other# local# measures.174# Another# important#





Although# the#most# recent# biography#of# Jan#Pietersz.#Dou#by# Frans#Westra# gives# a# very#detailed#
account#of# all# sources# related# to#his# land# surveying#and#mapmaking#activities,#his# early# training#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!












1680,# Maarssen,# 1978.# Heuvel,# C.# van# den,# ‘Simon! Stevin,! De! Crychconst! en! de! Duytsche! Mathematique/Le! traité!
incomplet! de! l’Art!Militaire! et! l’ínstruction! pour! une! école! des! ingénieurs! de! Simon! Stevin’,#Simon! Stevin(1548T1620)!De!
geboorte! van! de! nieuwe! wetenschap/# Simon! Stevin! (1548T1620)! L’emergence! de! la! nouvelle! science,#
(tentoonstellingscatalogus/catalogue#Koninklijk#Bibliotheek#Albert#I,#Brussel/Bibliothèque#Royale#Albert#I,#Bruxelles,#17H
09H2004H30H10H2004)# Brussels# 2004,# pp.# 101H111.# idem,# De# vesting# als# mathematisch# en# cultureel# kennissysteem.# Het#
onderwijs# in# de# vestingbouw# aan# hovelingen,# kooplui# en# ambachtslieden# in# de# Hollandse# Republiek# (17de# eeuw),#






of# the# water# administration# body# Rhineland# around# the# IJ# (near# Amsterdam)# and# the#
Haarlemmermeer,#and#a#year# later#he#started#his#autoHdidactical# study#of# the# theory#of#practical#
geometry,# arithmetic# and# land# surveying.# # He# scribbled# down# all# sorts# of# propositions# and#
solutions,#which#he#brought#together#in#1603#in#a#more#orderly#form#in#a#manuscript#with#the#title#
Hutspot! der! geometrie# (Hotchpotch# of# geometry).# 176# From# 1594# onwards# Dou# received# lessons#
from#the#influential#Symon#Fransz.#Van#Merwen,#“tresorier!extraordinaris”#(keeper#of#the#treasury)#
of# Leiden# and# in# that# role# also# responsible# for# the# financial# administration# of# the# fortifications.##
Three#years#later,#on#27#November#1597#Dou#received#his#official#admission#as#land#surveyor#by#the#
Court# of# Holland# (Muller# and# # Zanvliet,# 1987).# His# examiners# were# for# the# most# part# from#
Rhineland#and# included# famous# surveyors# from#Leiden# like#Salomon#Davidsz.# van#Dulmenhorst#
and# his# teacher# Van#Merwen.# However# by# that# time# he# had# already# surveyed#many# properties#
outside# Rhineland,# such# as# Delfland# and# Schieland# but# also# outside# Holland,# in# Zeeland# and#
Brabant# and# in# other# provinces.#On# the# 7th# of#October# 1605# Jan#Pietersz.#Dou#became# a# “sworn#
land#surveyor”#which#was#confirmed#by#oath#a#week#later#on#the#15th.#





and# that# it# contained# texts# of# Simon# Stevin# and# Ludolf# van# Ceulen,# who# were# respectively# the#
author# of# the# outline# for# the# teaching# program# Duytsche! Mathematique# and# one# of# two# first#
professors.#The#other#professor#was#Van#Merwen,#Dou’s#private# teacher.#The# second#part#of# the#
book# Van! het! gebruyck! des! geometrische! instrumenten,# was# dedicated# to# Maurice,# nephew#
WilliamHLouis#of#Nassau,#who#had#founded#a#practical#training#school#in#geometry#as#part#of#the#




mathematischen! instrumenten# (Treatise# of# making# and# using# a# new# designed# mathematical#
instrument)# 1612.# Furthermore# Dou# played# a# role# in# the# standardization# of# measurements# by#
publishing#a#book#with#the# title#Tractaet!van!de!roeden!ende! landtmaten!door!Hollandt!en!WestT
Vriesland,!meer!andere!plaetsen# (Treatise#of# the#rods#and#measures#of# land# in#Holland#and#West#








In# 1594,#while# Jan# Pietersz.#Dou# received# his# first# lessons# from# Symon# Fransz# van#Merwen,# the#
latter# drew# up# a#map# in# September# in# preparation# for# an# urban# extension# north# of#Marendorp#
between#Marengat#and#the#Zijlpoort.#This#map#contained#all#the#legal#and#illegal#plots#of#land#to#
compensate# and# to# reHclaim.# He# suggested# a# small# extension# with# two# rows# of# houses,# and#
widening#the#moat#by#two#rods.#The#magistrates#agreed#and#asked#for#a#new#design#with#houses#at#
both# sides#of# the#existing#moat#and# the#creation#of#a#new#wall,#moat#and#counterscarp#and# two#
bastions.#Moreover#it#had#to#solve#the#problem#of#illegal#economic#activities#outside#the#wall#and#
of# the#water#pollution#caused#by# the# textile# industry.#Van#Merwen#presented# this#new#design# in#
November# 1594.# It#was# a# small# project# of# two# rows# of# houses# on#plots# of# 18,84#meters# in# depth#
along# the#existing#and#new#moat.#Although#Van#Merwen#projected# two#bastions,# the# relation#of#
the# extension#with# the# existing#urban# and# fortification# structure#of# Leiden#was#not#worked#out.#
Nevertheless,# albeit# in# a# small# area,# it#was# an# attempt# to# solve# the# problem#of# illegal# economic#
activities,#water#pollution#and#the#need#for#houses#in#one#comprehensive#plan.#Nothing#happened#
with# the# plan# until# 1611# when# the# city# of# Leiden# decided# for# a# much# larger# extension# of# the#
northern#part#of#the#city.##
It#is#not#known#whether#Jan#Pietersz.#Dou#played#a#role#in#the#maps#and#designs#of#his#teacher,#but#
his#plans#of# 1611#were#characterized#by#similar#comprehensiveness# in# tackling#problems#of# illegal#
economic# activities,# pollution,# housing# and# fortification.# However,# this# time# the# plan# was# not#
limited# to# the#area#of# the#extension# itself,#but# encompassed# it# in#a# future#vision#of# the#city# as# a#
whole.#The#first#map#(Figure#7.1)#(RAL#PV#332)177#that#Dou#drew#up#in#January#1611#for#the#northern#
extension#shows#the#area#in#relation#to#the#whole#city#and#the#main#waters#in#and#outside#its#walls.#
It# is# both# a# detailed#map# of# the# existing# situation# in# which#Dou# depicts# the# property# situation#
outside# the# city#walls#where# the# extension#has# to# be# realized# and# a# design# in# outline# for# a# new#
fortification# perimeter# around# the# city.# This# combined# property# map/fortification# design# was#
followed# by# two# designs# (RAL# PV# 0330.01# and# 02),# both# attributed# to#Dou# (Figure# 7.2),# for# the#
division# of# the# northern# extension# into# building# blocks.# In# both# designs# the# projected# building#
blocks#are#shown#with#respect#to#the#adjacent#ones.#The#projected#fortifications#for#the#northern#
area#followed#more#or#less#the#existing#perimeter,#which#however#was#extended#at#the#eastern#side#
of# the# city.#The#building#blocks# in# these# two#designs#were# laid#out#quite#differently.# In# the# first#
variant# (RAL# PV# 330.01)# the# building# blocks# follow# more# or# less# the# structure# of# the# existing#
structure# of# canals# and# streets.# However# in# the# second# variant# (RAL# PV# 330.02)# the# projected#
(smaller)#area#of#the#northern#extension#stands#more#on#its#own#and#is#divided#into#more#or#less#
regular# building# blocks# allowing# a# better# parceling# for# houses# and# industries.# The# area# was#
subdivided#into#roughly#four#parts,#one#west#and#three#east#of#the#river#Mare#that#were#cut#in#two#
by#one#long#canal.#The#structure#of#the#building#blocks#of#the#second#design#was#followed#for#the#
greater# part# in# the# same#month#by# two# other# variants,# dated# 31# January# 1611,#which# shows# their#
sides#and#their#surfaces#in#rods.##
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!













tot!de! vergrotinge! van!Stad,! 1611)# and#B# (RAL#PV# 1002H06,#Afteikeninge! van!de! vergrotinge! van!de!
Stadt!Leyden.!Somen!de!selve!op!dit!quertier!aen!de!Tegenwoordige!Stadt!wilde!volcomelijck!sluyten)!




























Figure$ 7.1.#Map# from# the#mapmaker#
Jan#Pietersz.#Dou#from#the#Regionaal#
Archief# Leiden# (RAL)# Prenten#
Verzameling#(PV),#RAL#PV#332#(1611)#
!
RAL PV 332 
RAL PV 330.01 RAL PV 330.02 






























the# two# other# canals# running# northHsouth.# The# subdivision# of# the# plots# between# the# canals# by#
parallel# streets# in# the# middle# results# in# almost# square# building# plots.# Although# these# plots#
certainly#would#have#been#suitable#for#regular#parceling#to#accommodate#housing#and#industries,#





additional# bastions.# It# has# been# suggested# that# both# variants# could# be# pieced# together#with# the#
large# map# of# Dou# RAL# PV# 332.# However# it# is# important# to# realize# that# the# outline# of# the#
fortification#seems#to#have#been#drawn#later#(although#we#do#not#how#exactly#how#much#later).##In#
any# case# the#outline#of# the# fortification# in#map#RAL#PV#332# is#not#drawn# in# the# area#where# the#
variants#A#and#B#might#have#been#placed.#Perhaps#the#fortifications#were#omitted#because#variants#
A# and# B# were# presented# as# two# different# alternatives# to# be# placed# in# the# missing# area# but#
indicating# different# fortification# designs.# These# designs# might# be# the# continuation# of# the#
fortification#line#indicated#in#map#RAL#PV#332.##In#that#sense#you#might#say#that#the#designs#RAL#
PV#1002.06#and#1002.07#are#complementary#to#map#of#the#whole#city#shown#RAL#PV#332.###




COLL P 14 N12  
  192!
its# former# trajectory# bending# towards# the# “witte! poort”#was# colored,# the#map# did# not# show# the#
structure#of# the#building#plots#yet.#The# first#design# that# shows#a# reorganization#of# the#blocks# in#










Figure$ 7.4.#Maps#RAL#PV# 1002.03,# 08,# 05# and#04.#The# first# two# (above)# showing# the#north#part# of# the# city# of# Leiden#






maps# RAL# PV# 1002.03,# 06# and# 07.# However# we# look# into# a# general# area# which# includes# the#





RAL PV 1002.08 
#
RAL PV 1002.04 
RAL PV 1002.05 
RAL PV 1002.03 
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We#intend# to# investigate# the# relationship#between# the#purpose#of# the#map#and# its#accuracy#and#
reliability.# We# intend# to# test# the# hypothesis# that# maps# of# the# same# area# made# by# the# same#
mapmaker#but#having#different#purposes#may#show#different#levels#of#accuracy#as#well,#even#in#a#
single# map.#We# also# intend# to# find# relationships# among# early# maps# which# can# reveal# whether#
there#is#any#relationship#in#the#mapmaking#process#of#those#maps#or#not.###
A#more# specific# goal# is# to# find# out# whether# the#measurements# contained# in# the#maps# RAL# PV#
1002.06# and# 07# could# be# considered# reliable,# so# that# they# correspond# to# the# spatial# dimensions#
(size#and#shape)#of#the#drawing.#
By#using#the#commercial#map#of#Dou#COLL#BN#Port# 14#N12,#we# intend#to# find#out#whether#Dou#
could#have#used#former#measurements# for#the#making#of# the#commercial#map#or#not.#We#try#to#





to#modern#maps.# It# includes#a#general#description#of# the#sources# (old#and#modern)#used# for# the#
case#study.#It#also#includes#a#description#of#the#process#of#geoHreferencing#the#cadastral#map#1800’s#







rotating# and# translating# the# original# image.# This# algorithm# is# defined# by# the# kind# of#
transformation# we# decide# to# use# based# on# the# selection# of# a# number# of# ground# control# points#
(GCPs178).#These#GCPs#are#selected#points#common#to#the#old#and#the#modern#map.###For#the#study#


















The#use#of# the#Helmert# transformation#based#on# four#parameters# (4p)#allows#us# to#optimize#the#
transformation# of# the# twoHpoint# approach# further.# The# Helmert# (4p)# calculates# objectively# by#
using# the# least# squares# method.# This# is# the# best# match# resulting# from# the# comparison# of#
coordinates#(X,Y)#of#a#series#of#homologous#points#collected#from#the#old#and#modern#maps.##The#
Helmert# transformation# finds# the# best# match# of# the# early# map# to# the# modern# based# on# the#
calculation#involving#4#parameters#(two#for#translation#(X,Y),#one#for#rotation#and#one#for#scaling).#
The#same#series#of#homologous#points#used#to#calculate#Helmert#transformation#was#used#to#apply#













by#geoHreferencing# them# to#modern#coordinates# according# to# the#modern#digital#map#of#Leiden#







The# first# section# (section# A)# of# the# cadastral#map#was#made# in# 1823.# It# covers# the# surrounding#
fortification#works#of#the#city.#This#part#has#a#different#scale#(1:1500)#than#the#other#sections#in#the#
internal#part#of# the#city# (sections#BHI,# 1:1250).#The#difference# in# scale#between#section#A#and# the#
rest#as#well#as#the#fact#that#sections#B#to#I#were#worked#out#further#until#1836,#might#explain#the#
lesser#detail#and#accuracy#of#the#drawing#of#the#bastions#area.#This#difference#in#scale#and#drawing#
might# be# related# to# the# purpose# of# cadastral# maps,# which# focuses# more# on# showing# property#
boundaries# (cadastral# use)# than# on# fortification# works.# The# division# of# the# cadastral# map# into#



















Figure$ 7.5.# Verzamelkaart# Leiden! (Regionaal# Archief#




The# sections# included# in# the# study# area# were# matched#mainly# by# using# as# Geo# Control# Points#
(GCPs),#the#crosses#in#the#coordinate’s#grid#of#every#map#in#the#common#areas.#Some#GCP's#were#
added#by#using#common#details#in#the#overlapped#area.#The#section#A#was#used#as#a#template#to#
match#all# sections.#The#Root#Mean#Square#Error# (RMSE),# explained# in#chapter# 5,#obtained# from#
the#matching# of# the# sections# is# reported# in# Table# 7.1.# Once# sections# were#matched# to# create# a#
single#cadastral#map,#a#subHarea#of#our#area#of#interest#focused#on#the#northern#part#of#the#city#was#





















Since# the# cadastral# map# of# the# city# of# Leiden# was# made# on# 9# sheets# showing# 9# sections,# it# is#



















A$ 0403.01# H# H# Base#map#
B$ 0403.02# 2.73# 2.99# 17#
F$ 0403.05# 0.68# 2.48# 16#
G$ 0403.06# 2.23# 2.19# 15#
H$ 0403.07# 2.13# 1.21# 17#
I$ 0403.08# 1.90# 3.35# 13#
Figure$7.6.# # Sections#A#and#B#
Cadastral# map# 1800’s# (upper#
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By# comparing#RMS# error# found# in# the# cadastral# and# auxiliary#maps# (Figure# 7.8)#we# can# see# the#


























During# geoHreferencing# sometimes# new# decisions# have# to# be# made# regarding# the# location# of#
reference#features.#We#used#cadastral#maps#and#other#auxiliary#maps#from#1800s#as# intermediate#




GCP# or# to# measure# accuracy)# has# more# than# one# geoHreferenced# position# (one# per# every#





In# principle# a#modern#map# represents# the# highest# value# of# accuracy# and# therefore# is# the#most#
reliable# source# of# reference# from# the# spatial# point# of# view.# However,# because# old# and#modern#
sources#differ# in#content#and#time,# it#might#be#difficult#to#establish#the#correspondence#between#
features#from#the#modern#to#the#old#and#it#will#be#impossible#in#areas#where#the#configuration#of#
the# city#has# changed#over# time.#This#will# be#possible# in# areas#with#minimal# or#no# changes#over#





so# that# similarities# between# modern# and# early# maps# cannot# be# found# (e.g.# when# real# changes#
occur)#we#use#the#cadastral#map#1800s#as#a#main#source.#Auxiliary#maps#in#any#case#can#be#used#as#
supporting#material#to#facilitate#the#interpretation#of#features.##
In# principle# we# made# no# absolute# decision# about# using# exclusively# either# the# modern# or# the#
cadastral# map# as# a# geoHreference.# # We# use# modern,# cadastral# and# other# auxiliary# sources#
complementary# to# each# other.# Their# use# in# specific# situations# (i.e.# areas# of# the# map)# depends#
strictly# on# the# individual# characteristics# and# contexts# of# the# sources# (old# and# modern).# We#
proceeded#this#way#since#both#old#and#modern#maps#have#their#own#characteristics,#which#differ#
from#time#to#time#and#from#mapmaker#to#mapmaker.##









of#accuracy# in#early#maps.#Do#we# intend# to#analyze#how#similar# the#early#map# is#compared# to#a#
modern#map#or#any#other#accurate#reference?#This#would# imply# that#we# investigate#how#similar#
the#measurements#of#the#same#geographical#area#taken#from#the#early#map#are#in#comparison#to#
the#ones#taken#from#the#modern#map.#Or#do#we#intend,#by#using#modern#techniques#and#modern#








other# hand,# some# designs# may# be# partly# realized# or# not# at# all.# We# do# not# have# the# required#


























to# a# incorrect# geoHreferencing.# This# is# especially# the# case# when# there# is# not# enough# historical#
evidence#that#tells#us#about#the#provenance#of#the#map#or#its#purpose.#However,#very#often#we#do#
not#even#have#that# information,# in#which#case#mistakes# in# interpretation#are#easier# to#make.# # In#











the#modern#map#2006#and#on#the#vector# layer#created# from#measurements#on#the#early#map.# In#








When# the# measurements# on# the# early# map# are# taken# into# account# before# applying# the#
transformation,#the#result#will#be#different.#Figure#7.9b#shows#that#the#transformed#image#(in#the#
background)#coincides#very#well#with#the#vector#of#the#building#blocks.#This#means#that#the#size#of#





we# could# get# a# geoHreferenced# version# of# the# early# map# that# is# closer# to# the# geometry# of# the#
modern#map.#However# the# sizes#of# the#objects# represented#are# in# this# case# completely#different#
from# measures# the# mapmaker# annotated# on# the# map# and# therefore# have# dimensions# different#
from#the#ones#the#mapmaker#intended.#
In# the# case# of# the# twoHpoint# transformation,# we# should# be# aware# that# the# choice# of# reference#
points#is#a#somewhat#subjective#issue#and#depends#on#the#skills#of#the#person#who#processes#the#
geoHdata.#There#can#be# several#possibilities# to#make#a# selection#of# two#points# (depending#of# the#
number#of# identifiable# common#details# from#map# to#map)# and#moreover,# every#pair# of# selected#
points#will# give# a# different# result.# # A#way# to# reduce# this# subjectivity# could# be# to# choose# several#
pairs# of# common# points# and# perform# a# Helmert# (4p)# transformation# instead# a# twoHpoint#
Figure$7.9.#Result#of# two#different# transformations#of# the#map#of#Dou#1002.06.# Figure#7.9a#
(above)#shows#an#example#where#GCPs#control#points#are#poorly#chosen#resulting#in#a#poorly#
fitting# transformation.# Figure#7.9b# (below)#shows# the# transformation#by#using# as# reference#
the#measurements#contained#in#the#map.##
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are# just# too# large.# 183# It# means# that# any# decision# taken# to# identify# common# features# must# be#







If# we# assume# that# there# is# no# change# over# time,# the#modern#map#would# be# the#most# accurate#
source# of# reference.# Therefore# it# would# be# best# to# use# the# position# of# featureHpoints184# in# the#
modern#map#as# reference.#However# it# is#more# likely# that#changes#did#occur#over# time.# It# is#also#
very# likely# that# such# changes# are# more# apparent# given# the# larger# time# interval# between# the#
sources.# In# other#words#we# expect# larger# changes# in# the#modern#map#with# respect# to# the# older#
map,#than#in#the#cadastral#1800’s#map#with#respect#to#the#same#old#source.##Therefore#it#could#be#
better# to#use#the#position#of# feature#points# found# in#the#cadastral#map#rather#than#the#points# in#













we# should# keep# in#mind# is# that# the# accuracy# of# the# cadastral#map# itself# for# which# the# NSSDA#
accuracy#standard#could#be#used#as#a#reference.#So#if#we#measure#NSSDA#on#the#cadastral#map#we#










(c) Try# to# find# historical# evidence# of# physical# changes# of# buildings# in# the# area# that#
geographically#can#be#located#in#your#study#area.#Use#this#evidence#as#most#reliable.##
(d) If#there#is#historical#evidence#of#change#but#is#not#possible#to#locate#it#precisely#in#your#study#






In# any# case# the# ideal# situation# would# be# to# try# to# seek# in# the# field# all# evidence# of# change.#
Archaeological# excavations# and# research# on# the# area# might# give# some# evidence# useful# for# the#






Archaeological# and# historical# evidence# can# reinforce# each# other# in# complementary# ways# in#
providing# the# historical# background# of# old# sources.# # This# directly# depends# on# the# quality# of#
measuring,#documentation#and#analysis#in#the#archaeological#research#and#whether#is#possible#to#
link#it#to#the#specific#study#area.###In#such#a#case,#archaeological#evidence#is#very#useful#especially#
when# the# link# between# old# and# modern# sources# is# not# certain.# Boundaries# and# other# spatial#




link# the#early#map#directly# to# the# real# situation.#This# is#only#possible#when# the#geometry#of# the#
object#depicted#in#the#two#sources#(old#and#modern)#remains#without#change#(i.e.#keeps#the#same#
proportions# even# when# the# building# itself# might# suffer# deterioration# over# time)# or# when# the#
change# is# documented.# Besides# other# historical# sources,# archaeological# excavations# can#make# it#
possible#to#reveal#the#link#between#old#buildings#that#have#been#removed#or#changed#in#the#past#
but#whose#foundations#remain#and#are#still# identifiable#under#the#ground.#When#evidence#of#old#
buildings# is# found,#dated#and#geoHreferenced,# it# is#possible#to#establish#a#direct# link#between#old#
and#modern# situations.#Moreover,# this# data# represents# an# important# source# for# geoHreferencing#





Oosten,# in#van#den#Ende#et#al,# 2007:89,103)#and# the#Middeleeuse!huizen! in!Leiden# (Orsel,# in#van#
den#Ende#et#al,#2007:115)#are#of#particular#interest#for#our#study.# #In#all#these#cases,#the#historical#
evidence# found# in# the# excavations# is# spatially# reconstructed,#dated#and# spatially#overlaid#onto# a#





evenly#distributed#over# the#whole# the# study# area.#However,# that#would#probably# entail# that# the#
whole#city#actually#had# to#be#covered#with#holes# to#obtain#sufficient#data,#which#of#course# is#an#
unrealistic# scenario.# # # It# is# also# very# unlikely# that#we#would# find# excavations# or# evidence# of# old#
buildings#for#a#small#study#area#(e.g.#Map#1002.04)#or#for#a#specific#area#of#interest.#However,#even#
in#the#cases#when#little#data#is#available,#it#is#recommended#that#one#use#it#as#base#for#research,#to#




It# becomes# important# to# differentiate# between# two# processes# involving# both# the# selection# of#
featureHpoints.# The# first# process,#mentioned# previously,# refers# to# the# geoHreferencing# process# in#
which# geoHcontrol# points# (GCPs)# need# to# be# identified.# # The# second# one# is# related# to# the#
assessment#of#accuracy#after#geoHreferencing.#The#selection#of#points#in#this#second#process#differs#
fundamentally# from# the# first# one# in# the# number# of# required# points.# Because# the# assessment# of#
accuracy#requires#a#larger#number#of#points,#especially#when#the#GCPs#are#not#evenly#distributed#
over# the#map# area,# and#most# especially#when# the# different# feature# classes# are# included# that#we#
defined#as#part#of#our#analysis,#we#ideally#need#many#points,#which#is#often#unrealistic.#The#feature#
classes# refer# to# a# typology# of# objects# represented# in# the# map# (e.g.# bastions,# water# channels,#
building#blocks#among#others).#For#the#Dou#maps#we#defined#nine#feature#classes.#The#points#for#
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measuring#NSSDA# accuracy# are# chosen# by# a# visual# interpretation# of# common# features# from# the#
reference#map#and#the#geoHreferenced#early#map.#The#selection#of#these#points#is#based#on#an#even#
distribution#of#points#trying#to#meet#the#following#criterion:#if#we#divide#the#map#in#four#quadrants#
at# least# 20%# of# the# points# will# be# in# each# of# these# quadrants# (Minnesota# Planning# Land#
Management#Information#Center,#1999)#(See#chapter#5).##
We#select#points#covering#different#feature#classes.#In#the#case#study#of#the#city#of#Leiden#we#used#
eight# of# the# classes# defined# in# the# case# study# of# Zwolle# (for# the# area# inside# of# the# city# water#
boundary:# streets,# bridges,# water1,# water2,# water3;# for# the# area# outside# of# the# water# boundary:#
parcels# and# roads)# and# an# additional# class# “blocks”# representing# building# block# corners# in# the#
internal#part#of#the#city.##Points#in#the#wall#area#and#bastions#were#not#taken#into#account#in#the#




Horizontal# accuracy# and# positional# error# will# be# assessed# by# using# NSSDA# standards# and# RMS#
error#as#explained#in#chapter#5.#NSSDA#standards#enable#us#to#assess#the#accuracy#of#every#map#as#
a#whole# but# also#within# various# categories,# defined#by# the# feature# classes# in# the#map.# # Features#




Positional# errors# are# approached# as# horizontal# errors# by# using# the# Euclidean# distance# between#









along# the#complete#map#areas,# varying#between#0.5m#to#5m.#The# smallest# errors# (between#0.5m#
and#3m)#are#naturally#found#in#the#largest#scale#maps#RAL#PV#1002.04#and#1002.05#
Positional# errors# are# estimated# as# horizontal# errors# or# displacements# between# the# position# of#
points# in#the#early#map#and#their#respective#positions# in#the#modern#map#(Figures#10,# 11#and#12).#
This#error#is#calculated#by#the#Euclidean#distance#between#these#two#points.#
In# Figures# 7.10# and# 7.11# the# distribution# of# these# errors# across# the#map# areas# resulting# from# the#









between'0.5m'to' 10m'and'where'also' two'points'with'a' larger'error' (20m)'are'also' found' in' the'
























Color Scale RMS Error 



















Figure$ 7.11.# Distribution# of#
positional# errors# in# meters#
resulting# from# applying# the#
Helmert# transformation#
(4p)#for#the#Dou’s#maps(1611#
and# 1614).# a)# Map# RAL# PV#
330.01# (1611),# b)# RAL# PV#
330.02# (1611),# c)# RAL# PV#
332.00# (1611),# # # d)#COLL#BN#
P# 14# N12# (1614),# e)# RAL# PV#
1002.03,# f)# RAL# PV# 1002.08#
(1611).#Dots#in#the#map#areas#
show# the# location# of# the#
points# used# for# accuracy#
assessment# in# every# map.#
The#size#of#dot#linked#to#the#
color# scale# (below# map#
















Figure$ 7.12.# Average# of#





























2points 3.56 0.72 0.76 2.18 1.71 9.98 11.65 13.97 12.56 11.04
affine 2.67 0.94 0.80 2.39 1.62 11.30 9.24 12.16 9.82 11.49










































in# that# area.# #Map# RAL# PV# 1002.08# shows# errors# between# 0.5m# and# 20m,# being#more# frequent#
those#in#the#range#between#15#to#20m.##










individually# according# to# the# three# transformations# we# discussed# previously# (twoHpoints,# affine#
and#HelmertH4p).#By#using# these# coordinates#we# followed# the#methodology#of# the#U.S.#National!
Standard! for! Spatial!Data!Accuracy# # (NSSDA).# These# standards#were# developed# to#measure# and#
report#geographic#data#quality#and#are#supplemented#with#a#procedure#described#in#the#Positional!
Accuracy!Handbook! (1999).# Positional# horizontal# accuracy#was#measured# in# the# complete# set# of#
early#maps#used#for#the#case#study#of#Dou#maps,#mentioned#previously.#Results#were#compared#at#
an#aggregate# level# in#order# to#assess#global# accuracy#of# every#map,#and#also# to#compare# specific#
categories#and#subcategories# (classes)# (Benavides#and#Nerbonne,#2007).#Accuracy#was#calculated#
at#95%#confidence#level#by#the#following#formula:#187#








and#1.0#(where#RMSEmin# is# the#smaller#value#between#RMSEx#and#RMSEy,#and#RMSEmax# is# the# larger#value).# In#this#
formula#standard#error#(at#39.35%#confidence)#is#approximated#as#0.5*(RMSEx#+#RMSEy#)#(Greenwalt#and#Schultz,#1968#






Reference# maps# reported# a# horizontal# accuracy# measured# at# 95%# confidence# level# as# follows:#
cadastral#map#1800s#4.12m,#map#COLLBN#Port#79N12#5.14m#and#map#RAL#PV#007H05H03#9.18m,#the#
cadastral#map#being#the#most#accurate#within#this#group.#





$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Transf.$$ TwoQpoint$ Affine$ Helmert$
RAL$PV$1002.03*$ 7.3# 5.9# 5.9#
RAL$PV$1002.04$ 1.4# 1.7# 1.4#
RAL$PV$1002.05$ 1.4# 1.6# 1.3#
RAL$PV$1002.06$ 5.3# 4.4# 4.4#
RAL$PV$1002.07$ 3.3# 3.1# 3.0#
RAL$PV$1002.08$ 20.2# 24.2# 21.0#
RAL$PV$332.00**$ 23.2# 19.3# 19.6#
RAL$PV$330.01$ 30.7# 27.7# 28.0#
RAL$PV$330.02$ 24.6# 20.3# 20.2#




values#have#been# calculated# for# the#map#as# a#whole#no#one#of# the#points#was# located# in# the#bastion# area#
drawn#later#in#this#map.##
Values#in#Table#7.2#have#been#calculated#based#on#the#check#points#shown#in#Figures#7.10##and#7.11.#
In# this# table# we# can# observe# that# although# the# three# transformations# show# similar# results,# the#
Helmert#transformation#is#slightly,#but#rather#consistently#better#than#the#other#two.##
Notice# the# similarity# in# accuracy# (between# approx.# 20m# to# 30m)# in# the# maps# RAL# PV# 330.01,#





It# is# important# to#note# that# testing#accuracy# in# this#specific#map# is#very#difficult,# since# there#are#
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almost# no# points# in# common#with# the#maps# we# used# as# reference.# Since# the# scale# of# this#map#
differs#from#the#rest#we#might#suggest#using#a#regional#map#as#reference#in#future#work.#This#could#
facilitate#a#better#assessment#of# the#accuracy# in# this#map#especially# in# the# in# the#parcels#outside#
the#walls.#





smallHscale#map.# Consequently,# ground# positions# can# be#measured# with#more# precision# on# the#
largerHscale#map,#which# typically# results# in#more#accurate#maps# than#ones#of# smallerHscale. The#
fact#that#maps#RAL#PV#1002.03#to#07#are#drawn#in#a#larger#scale#than#the#others#might#explain#why#
they#are#more#accurate.# #We#also# related# the#highest#accuracy#within# this#group,# found# in#maps#
RAL#PV#1002.04#and# 1002.05# to# the#scale,# since# these#maps#are#drawn# in# the# largest# scale#within#
this#group.#This#happens#because#only#two#building#blocks#are#the#target#of#these#maps#(see#Figure#
7.4).# In# spite# of# being# early#maps# this# second# group# of#maps# seems# to# be# very# accurate# in# the#
definition#of#the#building#blocks#as#such.#We#suggest#a#further#exploration#of#accuracy#of#the#maps#
RAL#PV#1002.04#to#05#by#comparing#every#parcel#of#these#blocks#with#real#measurements#and#other#
information# (e.g.# contained# in# manuscripts# or# other# documents# of# the# time# the# maps# where#
made).#












separately# for# comparison# purposes.#A# set# of# evenly# distributed# points#was# located# in# the#maps#
resulting#from#the#transformations.#Coordinates#(X,#Y)#of#every#point#were#collected#individually#
from# the# set# of# early#maps# and# compared# to# the# corresponding# homologous# coordinates# in# the#
modern#maps.#The#difference#in#position#between#homologous#points#(oldHmodern)#indicates#the#
error# in#position#per#point.#We#calculate# this#error#by# the#Euclidean#distance#between#points#as#
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Trying# to# get# the# best# use# of# the# information#depicted# in# the# early#maps# in# spite# of# the# lack# of#





that# the# relative# position# of# features# is# also# drawn# according# to# the# distances# annotated# in# the#




blocks# on# its# right# (see# Figure# 7.13).# Following# this# observation# we# made# this# feature# spatially#
coincident#between#both#maps#so# they#keep# the#same#position.# It# is# important# to# stress# that#we#
found#that#the#variant#RAL#PV#1002.06#has#coincident#points#in#the#main#canal#with#respect#to#the#
modern#map# so#we# could# scale,# rotate# and#position#both#maps# according# to# these# features.#We#
used# the# same# reference# to# give# a# real# position# to# the# vector# layer# containing# annotated#
measurements#in#the#early#maps.##
$
Figure$ 7.13# Maps# RAL#
PV1002.06#and#RAL#PV#1002.07##





are# based# on# the#
measurements# annotated# on#
the# paper# map.# Error# in#
building# sizes#was# classified# in#
four#categories#from#0.5m#(blue#





189#We# take# as# reference# the# direction# of# the#main# canal# in# the# South# of# the# two# designs# as# the# same# shown# in# the#
modern#and#early#maps#since#this#is#a#feature#easy#to#establish#as#a#common#between#these#maps.##
0.5-1.5m          1.6-2.5m 





in# some#of# the#blocks#and# the# lines# in# the#bastions#areas.#Here#we# should# take# the#effect#of# the#




right# of# the# drawing,# which# shows# differences# between# 2.6# and# 3.5# (orange,# Figure# 7.13,# Figure#





break# lines# affecting# the#
building# blocks# 975# (left)# and#
833# (right)# in# the#map# 1002.06#
of# J.P.# Dou# (1611).# The# area# on#
the# left# highlighted# by# the#
circle# and# arrows# shows# a#
discontinuity# in#the#drawing#of#
the# building# block,# which# is#
equivalent# to# the# difference#
found# between# the#
measurements# of# the# map#





affected# areas# in# detail.# This# also# applies# to# the# block# of# 975# square# rods# with# the# largest#
difference.#This#difference#is#easy#to#visualize#by#checking#the#discontinuity#in#the#drawing#line#in#
upper#line#of#the#block#with#the#number#975#(circle#and#arrows#Figure#7.14).#The#line#defining#the#

















map).# This# could# imply# that# Dou# used# the# same# point# of# departure# for# designing# both# maps,#
modifying# the# rest# of# the# drawing# (fortifications# and# building# blocks)# accordingly,# but# keeping#




The# coincidence# between# these# features# (water# and# bastion# line)# and# the# fact# that# the# sides# of#
building#blocks#facing#the#southern#water#channel#show#high#accuracy#levels,#could#mean#that#the#
accuracy#of#these#maps#as#a#whole#is#higher#on#the#town#side#of#the#northern#extension,#where#we#
also#observe#more# similarity# in# the# sizes#of# building#blocks#between# the#older#maps#on# the#one#
hand#and#the#modern#map#on#the#other.#This#does#not#correspond#with#the#building#blocks#in#the#





























B# respectively,# were# presented# in# a# larger# scale# to# the# city# council# to# explain# the# urban#
development#alternatives# for#this#part#of# the#city#(Taverne,# 1978,#p.# 196).#The# link#between#these#
three#maps#can#easily#be#read#from#the#legend#of#map#RAL#PV#332#(Figure#7.16)#where#maps#RAL#
PV# 1002.06# and# 10002.07# are# presented# as# figures#A# and#B# of# the# same#map.# #According# to# this#
















Figure$ 7.16.# Legend# map# RAL# PV# 332.# “If# the# city# were#
enlarged#in#conformance#with#drawing#A#this#would#result#
in,# including# bastions# and# (outer)# canals,# thirty#morgens.#
However,# in# case# one# decided# for# drawing# B# one# would#
























Figure$ 7.17.# Boundary# lines#maps#RAL#PV#
1002.07#(above)#and#1002.06#(below).#These#
maps# correspond# to# the# figures# A# and# B#
respectively#mentioned#in#map#RAL#PV#332.#
#
Although# the# length# of# the# building# blocks# and# other# details# of# the# drawing# correspond#
approximately# to# the# lengths# indicated# on# the#map# (including# the# 9! roeden# of# the#width# of# the#
main#canal),#the#areas#measured#on#the#maps#RAL#PV#1002.06#and#07#do#not#match#perfectly#with#
the#areas#indicated#in#the#legend#of#map#RAL#PV#332#(with#the#boundary#in#the#outer#line#defining#
the#canal).#This# line#seems#to#cover#a# larger#area# than#the#ones# indicated# in# the# legend# for#each#










Area$ 1$ (with$ inner$ line$ of$
canal$as$boundary$)$






23.8ha# 28.0morgens# 29.5ha# 34.8morgens# 26.7ha# 31.4morgens#
RAL# PV#
1002.06#
27.3ha# 32.1morgens# 34.2ha# 40.2morgens# 30.6ha# 36.1morgens#
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and# 1.6morgens.# # It# is# important# to# highlight# that# although# the# inclusion# of# the# Maren# and#







shows#how#the#maps#RAL#PV1002.06#and#07#match# the#map#RAL#PV#332#and#have#as#a# link# the#
main#canal#in#the#south#in#common;#which#is#called#“De!Oude!vestTgraft”#in#both#proposed#maps.#
The#curve# in# the# left# side#of# the#canal# in# the#map#RAL#PV# 1002.06#helps#one# to# find# this#match#
since#it#reHoccurs#in#this#map#with#the#same#proportions.#It#is#important#to#note#that#the#extension#
lines#drawn#in#map#RAL#PV#1002.07#(in#both#sides#NorthHEastern#and#NorthHWestern#H#green#lines,#
Figure# 7.18)# coincides#with# the# line# drawn# in#map#RAL#PV# 332#where# the# bastion# design# in# the#
North#stops#(red#line#Figure#7.18).##
Figure$7.18.#Overlay#map#RAL#
PV# 332.00# (background)# and#
bastions#lines#of#maps#RAL#PV#
1002.06# (black# lines)# and# 07#
(green#lines)#correspond#to#the#
two# proposals# for# the#
extension# in# the# North# of# the#
city.# The# bastion# lines# of#map#
RAL#PV#332#are#highlighted# in#
red.# The# main# city# canal#
(stadsgracht,# is# highlighted# in#
blue.# Its# North# part,# in# cyan,#
corresponds# to# De! Oude! vest!
Graft)# and# is# located# in# the#
Southern# part# of# the#





As#noticed#with# respect# to#other#maps#of# this# case# study,#we# can# conclude# that# the#main#water#
canal#played#an#important#role#in#the#making#of#these#maps#since#this#feature#seems#to#be#used#as#
kind#of#template# in#most#of#the#maps.# It# is#also# important#to#conclude#that#there# is#a#significant#
correspondence# between#maps# RAL# PV# 332# and# the# designs# of# the# north# extension# of# the# city#
presented#in#maps#1002.06#and#07.#This#not#only#becomes#evident#from#the#coincidence#between#
main# water# canals# in# the# south# of# these# maps# but# also# from# the# correspondence# between# the#
extension# lines# of# the# bastions# (in# the# northeastern# and# northwestern# parts# of# the#maps).# The#



















(for# the# North# extension# of# the# city).# These# designs# differ# from# each# other# in# the# shape# and#
direction#of# the#blocks# (Figure#7.19),#which# in#map#330.01# form#mostly#a#vertical#pattern,#and# in#
map# 330.02# keep# a# horizontal# one.# It# is# also# important# to# stress# that# that# in# the# first# map# the#
structure#of# the# channels# in# the# city# is#prolonged# in# the#projected#extension,#while# in# the#other#
map# the# emphasis# on# creating# suitable# building# blocks# results# in# a# different# (more# rectangular)#
structure#of#canals#and#roads.#From#comparison#between#the#pattern#of#the#main#canal#drawn#in#
maps#RAL#PV#330.01,#330.02#and#the#one#in#332.00#we#found#that#that#the#mapmaker#Dou#used#the#
same# template# for# all# these# maps.# This# feature# also# coincides# very# well# with# the# current#
configuration# of# the# contemporary# channels# shown# in# the# modern#map# of# 2006.# The# accuracy#








vector# lines# indicating# bastion# lines#
corresponding# to#maps# RAL# PV# 330.01(yellow)#
and#330.02#(orange).##Building#blocks#from#map#
330.02#(in#orange)#are#also#overlaid.#Notice#the#
difference# in# shape# and# direction# of# these#
blocks#with# respect# the#ones#of#map#330.01# (in#
the# background# image).# #Main# city# canal# from#
map# 332# (used# as# template# for# comparison)# is#
highlighted# in# blue.# Notice# the# coincidence#
between# both# canals.# Differences# are# mostly#







especially# in# relation# to# the# position# of# the# blocks,# which# in# both# cases# keep# the# same#
configuration.#Further#comparison#of#geoHreferenced#maps#RAL#PV#332.00,#330.01#and#332.02#did#
not# reveal# a# thorough# correspondence# between#designs# of# bastions# lines# (Figure# 7.19).#However#





of# the# city# of# Leiden#before# the# extension#planned# in# 1611# (Figure# 7.4).# It# shows# a# very#different#
image#of#this#area#compared#to#the#cadastral#map#1800s#and#the#modern#one#of#2006#(Figure#7.20).#
A# clear# difference# is# also# observed# between# the# blocks# depicted# in# this#map# and# the# same# area#















Figure$ 7.20.# Overlay# of# geoHreferenced# map# RAL#
PV#1002.08#(background)#to#feature#lines#from#map#
RAL# PV# 332# and# the# water# boundary# from# the#
modern#map#2006#(light#blue#lines).#Bastions#lines#
from# map# RAL# PV# 1002.08# are# highlighted# in#
yellow.# Vector# lines# of# parcels# (green),# water#
channel# (blue)# and# bastion# lines# (red)# correspond#
to#map#332.#The# squared#area# in# the# lower#part#of#




Horizontal# accuracy# for#map# RAL# PV# 1002.08#was# calculated# at# 95%#CI# as# 20.2m# for# twoHpoint#
transformation,#24.2m#for#affine#transformation#and#21.0m#for#Helmert#(4p)#transformation.##
Map# RAL# PV# 1002.03# after# geoHreferencing# shows# a# good# fit# between# some# of# the# recognizable#
blocks# (left#area#of# the#map)#and# the#water#bodies# (see#Figure#7.21).#This#map#shows# the# largest#
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errors#on#the#right#side#of#the#drawing#where#points#with#errors#of#about#20m#where#detected#(see#
Figure# 7.11e).# In# blocks# H,# I,# K# points# were# almost# impossible# to# identify.# This# might# be# an#
indication#of#real#changes#in#these#buildings#blocks.#An#RMSE#error#of#1.15m#(X=0.8m,#Y=1.4m)#was#
obtained#after#applying#a#1st#order#polynomial#transformation#(affine).#Horizontal#accuracy#for#this#












onto# modern# vector# map# 2006#
(dark#lines).#
!
The# commercial#map#COLLBN#P# 14#N012#made# in# 1614,# and# therefore# later# than# the# rest# of# the#
maps,# reports# an# error# of# 4.2m(X=3.8m# Y=5.7m)# in# the# geoHreferencing# by# using# affine#
transformation.#Horizontal#accuracy#measured#using#a#95%#CI# for# this#map# is# reported#as#23.3m#




the# configuration# of# the# bastions# area.# This#might# suggest# that# this# commercial#map# shows# the#
approved#and#realized#situation.#











blue# map# COLLBN# P14N12).#
Bastion# lines# from# map# RAL#







































Figure$ 7.23.# # GeoHreferenced# map#
COLLBN# P14# N12# as# background# image.#
Blue# lines# are# digitized# from# the# geoH
referenced# map# RAL# PV# 1002.03.# Two#
different# transformations# using# two#
baselines# (red# lines)# are# shown.# Notice#
the#difference#in#the#aligning#of#the#maps#
when#one#or#another#line#is#used#as#geoH




A# last# comparison#was#made#between#building#blocks#of# the# commercial#map#COLLBN#P14#N12#
and#map#RAL#PV#332.00.#Vector#lines#were#digitized#from#the#geoHreferenced#maps#RAL#PV#332.00#
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and# overlaid# onto# the# commercial# map# COLLBN# P14# N12# as# shown# in# Figure# 7.24.# # From# this#
overlay# we# observed# a# similar# configuration# of# the# city# in# the# two# maps.# However,# there# is# a#
difference#in#position#and#size#between#the#building#blocks#of#the#two#maps,#where#the#building#
blocks#seems#to#be#longer#(larger#in#direction#of#the#main#water#channel#in#the#north#part)#in#the#












Figure$ 7.24.$ $ Commercial# map# of# Dou# COLLBN# P# 14# N12#
(background# image)# overlaid# to# vector# building# blocks# from#
RAL#PV# 332.00(in# green).# #Water# channels# from# the#modern#
map#are#also#overlaid#(in#blue).###




developed# the# map# independently.# In# this# new# development#some# modifications# were#









maps.# This# fact# can# give# us# an# indication# of# the# reliability# of# the# geoHreferencing,# since# the#




most#of# them#are#different# from#the#bastions#observed# in# the#modern#and#cadastral#maps.# #Two#
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Figure$ 7.25.$ Overlay# of# digitized#
bastions# lines# of# the#maps# RAL# PV#
1002.06(black),# RAL# PV1002.07#
(green),# RAL# PV# 332.00# (as#
background# map,# bastion# line# in#
red),# RAL# PV# 330.01# (yellow)# and#
RAL#PV#330.02# (orange).#Dark#blue#
lines# are# main# water# channels#
digitized#from#the#map#RAL#PV#332,#
which# are# coincident# in# all# maps.#




1002.03),# shows#a#very#good#match#with# the#modern#GBKN#map#2006# (Figure#7.26).#An#error#of#
0.1m#(X=0.1m#and#Y=0.1m)#results#from#the#Affine#transformation#when#using#4#GCPs.#Parcels#sizes#
were#measured# on# the# geoHreferenced#map# and# compared# to# the# values# annotated# on# the#map#
parcels.#The# lengths#of# the#boundaries#of# the#parcels# coincide#with# the#values#annotated#on# the#
map.#Horizontal# accuracy# at# 95#%#CI# reported# for# this#map#varies#between# 1.3m# to# 1.7m# for# the#
three#transformations.##
We#should#be#aware#that#due#to#differences#in#drawing#techniques,#lines#that#might#appear#to#be#
straight# are# actually# a# bit# curved# on# the# old# drawings.# This# becomes# especially# apparent# when#
comparing#these#lines#to#the#ones#obtained#by#using#digital#tools.#Lines#that#mark#the#boundaries#



































map# (red# vectors)# and# geoH
referenced# map# RAL# PV#
1002.04# (background)# after#
applying# Affine#
transformation.# It# shows# the#
block# D# drawn# also# in# map#
RAL#PV#1002.03.#
#
GeoHreferenced#map#RAL#PV# 1002H05# corresponds#well#with# the#modern#map#as# in# the#previous#
cases#(RAL#PV#1002.04#and#1002.03).#This#can#be#observed#when#the#two#maps#are#overlaid#(Figure#
7.27).#This#map# also#matches# very#well#with#map#RAL#PV# 1002.04.#However,# a# difference# in# the#




southeastern# corners# (Figure# 7.28)# where# the# parcellation# is# different# in# different# maps.# These#
were# the# only# differences# found# between# the# two# parcellations.# Some# lines# common# with# the#
modern#and#cadastral#map#are#detected,#especially#in#the#west#and#east#sides#of#every#block.#The#
central#part#of#every#block#shows#different#parcellation.##However#the#parcellation#in#the#cadastral#
map#1800s# is#not#coincident#with#any#of#these#maps.# #This#might#reveal#different#alternatives# for#













Map# RAL# PV# 1002.05# after#
applying# an# affine#
transformation,#overlaid#on#the#
modern#map# (dark# grey# lines).#
This# map# shows# the# block# D#




Figure$ 7.28.# Detail# of# the#
northwestern# and# southeastern#
corners#of#block#D#drawn#in#maps#RAL#
PV# 100204# and# 100205.# # The# vector#
lines#correspond#to#the#parcels#in#map#
RAL# PV# 100205# overlaid# on#map# RAL#
PV# 100204# (background).# Black# lines#
highlight#coincident#parcels#in#the#two#
maps.#White# lines#show#differences# in#





of#Leiden,# just#as# in# the#case#of#Zwolle,#by#using# the# reported#NSSDA194#horizontal#accuracy#per#









a# similar# area# of# the# city# so# that# results#might# be#more# comparable# between# these#maps.#Map#
COLL#BN#P14#N12# has# the# best# coverage# since# this#map# includes# the# city# as# a#whole,# including#






From#the#results# shown# in#Figure#7.29#we#can#conclude#that# for# the#most#part,# there# is#no#great#
variation# between# classes# and#maps.# This,# due# to# the# fact# that#most# of# the# classes# keep# values#
between#approx.# 17m#to#26m.#Only#some#specific# large#variations#are# found#with#respect# to#map#
COLL#BN#P14N12#where#water#2# (internal#border#external# canals)# is#drawn#with#higher#accuracy#
than# in# the# rest# of# the#maps# (5.9m)# and#water# 3# (external# border# external# canals),# parcels# and#



















still# require# further# analysis.# This# is# so# because# the# results# depend# very# much# on# sample# size,#
which#was#very# restricted# for#every#map.#Although# that# restriction#existed#as#well# in# the#case#of#
















Dou_p14n12! 25.0! 18.8! 24.0! 23.3! 26.0! 5.9! 30.2! 42.2! 33.5!
Dou_33200! -! 17.7! 21.1! 19.9! 19.4! 25.7! 22.7! 17.3!
Dou_33002! -! 19.9! 17.6! 20.7! 22.5! 26.0! 18.4! 18.4! -!
Dou_33001! -! 21.0! 17.9! 21.7! 30.7! 30.7! 18.2! 16.4! -!
Dou_100208! -! 19.1! 14.8! 4.5! 21.3! 38.4! 22.6! 20.0! -!
building! block! bridge! street! water1! water2! water3! parcel! road!
-!
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be# expected.# The# coverage# of# the# drawing# area# was# found# to# be# one# of# the# most# important#
limitations# in#measuring# accuracy# due# the# lack# of# represented# objects# in# some# areas# of# several#
maps.#Whether#purpose# influences#accuracy#was#not#always#possible# to#test,#especially# in#design#
maps.# In# cases# where# the# design# was# never# executed# we# cannot# compare# the# maps# to# reality,#
making# an# assessment# of# accuracy# impossible.# Accuracy# in# cases# of# designs# maps# can# be# only#




GBKN# map# 2006.# Accuracy# was# assessed# individually# for# these# maps.# Contrary# to# what# we#











All# these# facts# affect# the# final# assessment# of# accuracy.# We# came# to# the# conclusion# that# the#
assessment#of#accuracy#becomes#more#reliable#when#points#affected#by#facts#1#and#2#are#removed#




an# exaggeration# of# inaccuracy# values.#A#higher# error# found# for# a# single# point# or# for# a# couple# of#
points# can#be#an# indication#of#an#anomaly# in# the#dataset.# In#order# to# find# these#anomalies,# it# is#
important# to# perform# not# only# a# global,# but# also# a# local# analysis# of# the# errors,# since# a# highly#
inaccurate#point# is#not#necessarily#a#wrong#point#but#could#be#an# indicator#of#real# inaccuracy# in#
the#drawing#as#well.#In#such#cases#the#point#should#remain#part#of#the#sample#since#it#reflects#the#
accuracy#of#the#drawing.# #It# is#also#important#to#bear#in#mind#that#it# is#difficult,#sometimes#even#
impossible#to#differentiate#between#real#changes#and#inaccuracies#in#the#drawing#especially#when#
the# information#about#the#historical#context# is#poor#or#does#not#exist#at#all.#The# impossibility#of#






this# since# we# see# two# centuries# later# in# the# cadastral# map# of# 1832# that# some# parcel# lines# are#
common#between#these#maps.#High#accuracy#is#expected#not#only#because#of#the#large#scale#of#the#
drawing#but#also#because#of# the# function#of# these#maps,#which#define#the#boundaries#of#parcels,#
which#had#to#be#accurate.##
Regarding# the# distribution# of# errors# across#Dou’s#maps#we# performed# a# comparative# analysis# of#
maps#with#limited#differences#in#scale#and#content,#but#this#also#restricted#the#uniform#selection#of#
checkpoints# for# the# assessment# of# accuracy# between# and# within# maps.# The# irregularity# in# the#
distribution#of#points,# focusing#on#a#specific(s)#area(s)#of#the#drawing#(e.g.#maps#RAL#PV#332.00,#
330.01#and#330.02)#hinders#the#interpretation#of#the#accuracy#with#respect#to#other#maps#made#for#
different#purposes#and#showing#different#content# (e.g.#COLL#BN#P# 14N12).#This# interpretation# is#
hindered# further# by# the# fact# that# a# large# part# of# the# area# drawn# cannot# be# included# in# the#
assessment#due#to#the#impossibility#of#comparing#unrealized#designs.#The#results#derived#from#this#
and#other#analyses#were#obtained#after#a#careful#calculation#and#interpretation,#but#might#require#





















RAL# 332.00# we# observed# as# well# that# the# map# was# reused# at# a# later# stage# to# visualize# the#
fortification#works# around# the# city# by# adding# the# fortification# lines,#which#were# not# part# of# the#
original#map.# In#all# these#cases#the#main#purpose# focuses#on#an#area#outside#of# the#perimeter#of#
the#main#inner#water#channel.#For#this#reason,#it#seems#to#be#logical#that#this#specific#feature,#just#
as# the#building#blocks# in# the# inner# area#of# the# city,# could#be# copied# from#map# to#map# and# just#
slightly# modified# to# fit# the# remaining# features# drawn# in# the# outer# part# of# the# city,# mostly# the#
northern#part.##
The#dimensions#used#in#the#designs#shown#in#different#maps#of#Dou#seem#to#correspond#very#well#
to# measures# annotated# on# these# maps.# This# means# that# no# big# spatial# alterations# were# found#




the#depiction#of# some#areas#on# those#maps.#However# since# these# alterations# are#not#part#of# the#
drawing# itself,# areas# affected# by# this# factor# were# not# taken# into# account# in# the# assessment# of#
accuracy.##
Priority# in# the# depiction# has# been# approached# by# using# horizontal# accuracy# as# estimator.# From#
results#obtained#from#the#maps#of#Dou#we#concluded#that#in#most#of#the#cases,#there#is#not#a#clear#
difference# in# the# priority# among# classes# of# objects# depicted#with# exception# of# a# few# classes# per#
map.##The#only#clear#conclusion#we#can#draw#is#with#respect#to#the#commercial#map.#In#this#map#
there#is#a#clear#difference#in#the#depiction#of#features#inside#and#outside#the#city#boundary,#which#













seems#possible# that#Dou#used#a# third#map# (different# from# these# two)#as# a#point#of#departure# to#
design#them.#
We# have# compared# Dou’s# maps# in# order# to# test# whether# he# used# the# same# measurements# he#
obtained#while#surveying#for#his#1611#maps#in#order#to#make#the#commercial#map#of#1614.#From#the#
comparison# between# the# commercial#map# of#Dou#COLL#BN#P14N12,# RAL#PV# 332.00,# 330.01# and#
330.02,#we#can#conclude#that#Dou#indeed#could#have#used#these#maps#made#years#before#for#the#
city#of#Leiden,#adding#some#modifications#to#produce#the#commercial#map#of#1614.#In#map#COLL#
BN# P14N12# we# found# that# the#mapmaker# concentrated# on# the# building# blocks# and#main# water#
channel,# which# are# drawn# differently# than# in# other#maps# and# drawn#more# accurately# than# the#
other# features.# In# this# map# a# large# difference# in# accuracy# between# inside# and# outside# the# city#
boundary,# as# in# the#case#of#Zwolle,#was# found.#From#the#distribution#of#positional#errors# in# this#
map#we#could#see#that#Dou#concentrated#on#the#center#and#north#part#of#the#city,#where#errors#are#
smaller,# than# in# the# surroundings# especially# in# the# south#part#of# the# city,#which#had# the# largest#
errors.#An#important#observation#is#the#similarity#of#the#depiction#of#bastions#to#the#real#bastions,#
similar#to#the#traced# lines#on#map#RAL#PV#1002.08.#This#similarity# is#observed#only# in#these#two#
maps#within#the#group#studied.#This# indicates#that#Dou#made#an# improvement# in#some#areas#of#
the#commercial#map#in#comparison#with#maps#made#in#previous#years,#which#he#might#have#used#
as# a# starting#point# for#making# the# commercial#map.# #However,#he#attributed# less# importance# to#
some#of#the#features#(bridges,#internal#water#channels,#external#boundary,#external#water#channel#
and#parcels),#which#seem#to#be#less#accurate#in#this#map#in#comparison#to#the#other#maps#of#the#
group.# There# is# also# a# difference# in# content,# since# the# commercial#map# includes# all# the# central#
area,# which# is# not# included# in# the# other# maps.# Besides,# he# added# the# feature# buildings# in# the#
commercial# map# that# keep# about# same# average# accuracy# as# other# features# in# this# map.# # This#
commercial#map#made# in# 1614,# and# therefore# later# than# the# rest# of# the#maps,# has# a# horizontal#
accuracy# measured# at# 95%# CI# between# 23m# to# 25m# in# the# three# tested# transformations.# It# is#
important#to#highlight#that#although#that#accuracy#is#a#bit#lower#than#that#observed#in#other#maps#
(e.g.# RAL# PV# 332.00# or# RAL# PV# 1002.08),# this# map#matches# the#modern#map# better# after# geoH
referencing# especially# in# the# water# channels# and# main# roads# and# in# the# configuration# of# the#




This# puzzle# is# not# completely# solved;# however,# we# can# make# some# assumptions# based# on# the#
similarities#we#found#between#maps.#We#noticed#that#Dou#could#have#used#as#a#starting#point#the#





















example# we# expect# the# boundaries# of# properties# to# be# one# of# the# most# accurate# features# in# a#
property#map,#more#than#other#elements#of#the#map#such#as#water#bodies,#and#we#can#observe#this#
in#the#analyzed#property#maps.##We#could#see#how#the#commercial#map#focuses#on#the#center#of#
the# city,#which#we#consider# the#main#area#of# interest#of# this#map,# finding# less# accurate# features#
(within# this# map# and# among# maps)# outside# of# the# city# boundary.# In# the# same# vein,# we# could#
mention#the#low#positional#errors#of#property#boundaries#found#in#the#largeHscale#maps,#which#are#
of#course#expected#from#property#maps.#Other#property#maps,#such#as#1002.08#and#332.00,#could#












hand,!map!users!are! interested! in!maps! for!different!purposes.!Consequently,! the!requirements!
for! maps! vary! according! to! particular! applications.! In! this! regard,! users! should! be! able! to!
evaluate!whether!the!accuracy!of!the!map!suits!their!objectives!or!not!(Aronoff,!1989)!and!if!the!
map! is! reliable! enough! to! be! certain! the! depicted! (needed)! information! is! correct! or! not.! It! is!
important! to! do! this! evaluation! prior! to! using! the! early! map! to! avoid! inconsistencies! and!



















dataset! of! known! high! quality.! The! reliability! of! the! source! from! which! accuracy! is! being!
assessed!will!also!be!discussed!since,!just!as!we!need!to!know!how!accurate!the!map!is!spatially,!
we!also!need! to!know!how!valid! the!representation! is!historically! in!order! to!use! the!map!as!a!
historical!source.!Reliability!in!this!research!is!approached!as!an!estimation!of!how!close!maps!
are!to!depicting!factual!information!from!technical!and!historical!points!of!view.!In!this!regard,!





After! approaching! procedures! of! data! quality! assessment! in! early! maps! we! came! to! the!
conclusion!that!assessing!reliability! in!early!maps,! in!contrast!to!assessing! it! in!modern!maps,!
can! be! an! endless! and! demanding! task! in! practice! from! which! perhaps! only! very! ambiguous!
results! might! be! obtained.! This! is! so! not! because! of! the! value! of! the! early! map! as! historical!
source,! but! because! of! the! difficulty,! even! impossibility! of! finding! historical! evidence! that!
supports! its! reliability!as! such.!Frequently,!historical! evidence! linked! to!early!maps! is!poor! (or!
unavailable)! and! therefore! many! assumptions! are! needed! without! independent! fundamental!
confirmation.195!This! leads! to!poor!or! incomplete! results.!Consequently,! the!user!of!early!maps!














reliability.!When!someone!asks!how!accurate!a!map! is,! the! first!answer! that!comes!to!mind! is!










according!to!the!historical!evidence!available! for!the!source! in!question.! !Neither!accuracy!nor!
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how! to!assess! the!quality!of! the! spatial!data!with! the!aim!of!offering!a! reliable!product! to! the!
user!of!spatial!data.!Although!GIS!has!a!relatively!short!history!of!use!in!the!humanities,!it!has!
gained!some!followers,!and!several!historical!and!cultural!GIS!projects!have!already!found!their!
way! in! this! complex! environment.! As! described! by! Bodenhamer! et! al.! (2010)! there! is! a! huge!
potential! in! the! use! of! GIS! for! humanities;! its! power! lies! mainly! in! its! ability! to! integrate!













A! large! part! of! the! chapter! is! dedicated! to! describing! terms! commonly! used! in! relation! to!
accuracy,! reliability!and!data!quality!and! those!usually!embedded! in! the!GIS!environment.!We!







The# importance#of# these#three#terms# is#also#discussed#by#K.#Foote#and#D.#Huebner#(1995)# in#




In#general# the# terms#mentioned#above,# and#many#others,#have#been# linked# to# the#quality#of#
spatial#data.#Many#of# these# terms#have#been#derived# from#the#use#of# spatial#data# in#GIS.#All#
these# terms# are# mentioned# in# the# section# below# (section# 8.3)# regarding# measures# of# data#




the#map#and#also#directly# linked# to# the#user’s#needs.#Historically,#map#accuracy#determined#
the# scale# at#which# the#map#would#be#drawn.#Accuracy# is# also#defined#with# respect# to# “true”#
values,# as# the#degree# to#which# information#on#a#map#or# in#a#digital#database#matches# these#
true#or#accepted#values#(K.#Foote#and#D.#Huebner,#1995).#Precision#on#the#other#hand,#refers#
not#only#to#the# indication#of#data#values# in#terms#of#significant#digits,#but# in#a#more#general#




within# a# single# map.# These# accuracies# are# geodetic# and# planimetric,# chronometric# and#
topographic.# In# this# regard,#we# recognize# chronometric# accuracy# in# relation# to#history,# and,#
geodetic,# planimetric# and# topographic# accuracies# in# relation# to# spatiality.# Chronometric#
accuracy# regards# to# the# date# of# the# map's# production# and# the# date# of# the# geographic#
information# that# it#displays# including#events#and#marginal# information.197#Geodetic#accuracy#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
196There#is#a#detailed#description#of#many#of#these#terms#in#the#Professional!Surveyor!Magazine!where#the#“Nature#of#
the#measurements”# is# very# practically# approached.# The#Nature# of#Measurement:# Part# 4HPrecision# and# Accuracy.#
Professional# Surveyor# Magazine.# July/August# 1997# Volume# 17# Issue# 5.#
http://www.profsurv.com/magazine/issue.aspx?i=16#[accessed#on#28/11/2006]#
197#Marginal# information# refers# to#additional# information#about# the#map,# commonly# located#close# to# its#margins.#
This#information#is#intended#to#help#the#user#to#read#and#use#the#map.#It#includes#symbols,#drawings,#diagrams#and#
text# (e.g.# Title# of# the# map,# production# info,# legend,# symbols,# descriptions,# north# diagram,# scale,# thematic#
information,#amongst#others).#This#information#may#differ#in#layout#and#detail#from#map#to#map.#In#early#maps#it#is#
possible# to# find# scribbles,# comments,# and# other# information# at# the# edges# of# the#maps.# This# information# is# also#
called#marginalia.#The#term#marginalia#comes#from#the#fact#that#this#information#is#located#outside#the#edge#of#the#
map,#more#specifically#in#the#margins.##There#are#no#hardHandHfast#rules#as#to#what#marginalia#should#accompany#a#
map# or# as# to# how# the#marginalia# should# be# shown#on# the#map;# this# is# decided# by# the#mapmaker.# (ICSM,# 2010)#
http://www.icsm.gov.au/mapping/marginalia.html# [accessed#on# June# 11# 2011].#This# information#or#part#of# it# could#
have#been#added#as#part#of#the#map#(therefore#before#its#completion#or#publishing),#but#in#some#cases#part#of#this#
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and# topographic# accuracy# are# categories# linked# to# the# spatiality# of# the# data,# including#
positional#accuracy#(horizontal#and#vertical).#Accuracy#from#the#spatial#point#of#view#involves#
aspects# regarding# the# physical# measurements# of# objects# depicted# in# the# map# taking# into#
account# differences# in# metric# distances# between# geographic# locations198# in# the# early# and#
modern#references,#the#arrangement#and#shape#of#different#spatial#entities#shown#on#the#map,#
and# other# spatial# relationships# between# them;# it# also# includes# differences# in# individual#
landscape#features#that#might#have#changed#over#time#(Hessler,#2006).#Accuracy#regarding#the#
GIS# environment# requires# the# addition# of# several# aspects# as# completeness,# lineage# amongst#
others,#described#subsequently#in#section#8.3.#








We#start#our#discussion#with# the# thesis# that# early#maps# cannot#be# treated#as#modern#maps.#
Early#maps#are#different#in#nature#from#modern#maps,#and#it#is#important#to#be#aware#of#their#
differences# in# content,# appearance,# and# cartographic# properties.# Especially# historical#




Accuracy# is# often# discussed# in# terms# of# “truth”# with# focus# on# the# degree# to# which# data#
correctly# reflects# the# real# objects# or# the# described# event.# However,# finding# “truth”# in# early#
spatial#data#can#be#difficult,#even#impossible,#especially#if#there#is#a#lack#of#historical#evidence#
(see#Chapter#2#and#chapter#3#for#more#detail).# #In#case#we#want#to#come#to#an#as#accurate#as#
possible# representation# of# objects# form# the# “real# world”#we# should# aim# at# avoiding# human,#
random#or# systematic#errors# in# the#data# treatment.# In#modern#cartography# there#are# several#
approaches#that#can#be#taken#to#minimize#errors#in#data#and#reduce#the#effect#of#handling#or#
effects# derived# from# the# instruments# used# to# acquire# the# data.#With# early# data# we# need# to#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
information# could# have# been# added# some# time# later# by# the#mapmaker# or# by# a# user# of# the#map.# To# distinguish#
between#both#kinds#of#information#might#be#a#difficult#task#in#early#maps#and#in#some#cases#it#might#be#impossible#
to#spot#a#difference.#In#any#case#annotations#and#other#information#in#the#margins#of#the#maps#can#be#an#important#
source#of# information#about# the#making#of# the#map.#Therefore# this# information#should#be#carefully#used#since# it#
might#have#an#important#effect#on#how#to#read#or#interpret#the#map#content.#
198#Kemp#and#Mostern#(2001)#refer#to#the#complexity#of#the#term#location#in#the#context#of#GIS#in#explicit#reference#
to# humanities# scholars# and# the# importance# of# exploring# how# to# conceptualize,# record,# represent# and# visualize#
location# and# geographic# context.# “In# the# humanities,# location# is# often# simply# a# place# name# whose# geographic#









trying# to#understand# the#kind#of# product# the# early#map# is.# Instruments# from# the# early#days#
together#with#the#talent#of#the#mapmakers#enabled#the#creation#of#functional,#rich#and#artistic#
products.# # However,# we# are# aware# that# early# maps,# although# rich# in# creative# work# and#
information,#and# in# several# cases#accurate# in# their# function#and#purpose#of#use,#were#not#as#
precise#or#accurate#as#modern#maps.#This#limitation#already#creates#a#boundary#in#researching#
early#maps,# so# the#user#needs# to#be#aware#of# the#difference# in# the#accuracy#standards#of# the#
early#maps#as#compared# to#modern#cartography.#Even#maps# from#the#beginning#of# the#20th#
century# differ# greatly# from# the# early# maps# made# centuries# before.# Summarizing,# products#











(e.g.# US# accuracy# standards# for# maps:# USGS,# 2006,# Bureau# of# Budget,# 1947)# we# might# be#
limiting#our#interest#to#knowing#how#inaccurate#those#sources#are#and#whether#it#is#possible#to#
use#them#for#specific#applications.#Besides#the#quantification#of#accuracy,#we#need#to#establish#
some# criteria# for# qualifying# accuracy# and# reliability# depending# on# the# “purpose# of# use”# (the#
purpose#that#motivates#the#use#of#that#specific#map).#How#accurate#or#reliable#a#map#is,#will#




Several# terms#regarding#data#quality#have#been# included# in#different#standards#but#are#often#
used# differently# in# literature# (see# FGDC,# 1998;# Guptill# and# Morrison,# 1995;# Johnston# et# al.,#
2000)#and#linked#to#GIS#environment.#P.#van#Oort#(2005)#researched#this#topic#by#comparing#
different# sources# (Aronoff,1989;# USH# SDTS,1992;# ICA# in# Guptill# et# al.,1995;# CEN/TC287;1998,#
ISO#TC211,#2002)# # in#relation#to#the#terms#commonly#used# in#relation#to#spatial#data#quality.#
From# this# research,# Van# Oort# found# eleven# elements# of# data# quality:# Lineage,# positional#
accuracy,# attributes# accuracy,# logical# consistency,# completeness,# usage,# semantic# accuracy,#
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temporal# quality,# homogeneity# or# variation# in# quality,# metaHquality# and# resolution# (see#
Appendix#B#for#a#detailed#description#of#every#term).#From#these#terms#“variation#in#quality”,#
“metaH#quality”#and#“resolution”#are#often#encountered#not#as#individual#elements#but#as#subH#




quality# assessment,# which# is# an# interesting# approach# since# it# reflects# characteristics# of#
historical# processes.# # Additionally# he# addresses# the# difference# between# data# quality# and#
uncertainty# in#relation#to#visualization#of#uncertain# information.#He#remarks# that# the#use#of#
the#term#“data#quality”#or#“data#uncertainty”#is#not#as#important#as#giving#an#adequate#tool#to#
the# GIS# user# for# deciding# how# much# faith# to# put# in# the# information# extracted# from# the#





polygons,# lines# or# points;# the# precision# of# its# representation# and# consistency# on# how# data#
attributes# are# collected# and# stored# in# the#GIS# system.# Several# of# these# elements# are# directly#
related#to#the#consistency#in#the#application#of#the#GIS#technology#to#the#data#and#the#quality#
of# the# derived# products# more# than# to# the# data# itself.# Aspects# such# as# spatial# accuracy# and#
historical#reliability#need#to#be#assessed#prior#their#use#in#GIS.#These#assessments#provide#the#
user#with#important#information#about#the#use#or#exclusion#of#data#(or#data#sources)#in#a#GIS#








of# error# to# the# stages# of# handling# and# processing# spatial# data.# These# stages# include# data#
collection#and#data#acquisition,#which#includes#converting#data#from#analogue#to#digital#(e.g.#
from# paper# map# to# digital# by# scanning# or# digital# photography),# land# surveying,# and# data#
processing.#At##every#stage#error#can#be#added#to#the#data#and#accumulated#in#every#additional#
stage.#Some#of#these#errors#are#related#to#the#technique#used#to#acquire#or#measure#the#data.#
Largely#unpredictable#and# random#errors#and# inaccuracies# (Buckley,# 1997)#are# introduced#at#
the#digitizing#stage.#Data#conversion#to#other#formats#is#necessary#for#processing#in#different#
software# and# is# also# a# source# of# error.# Integrating# data# from# different# sources,# in# different#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




original# formats#(e.g.,#points,# lines,#and#areas),#at#different#original#scales,#and#with# inherent#
errors# can#yield#a#product#of#questionable#accuracy# (Buckley,# 1997).#Error# is# also# introduced#
during# data# processing,# including# geoHreferencing# and# its# inherent# use# of# one# or# another#
geometrical#transformations.#Presentation#and#visualization#techniques#might#also#add#errors#
–# perceptible# or# not# to# the#user.#An# awareness# of# the# error# status# of# different# data# sets#will#
allow#user#to#make#a#subjective#statement#on#the#quality#and#reliability#of#a#product#derived#
from#GIS# processing# (Minnesota#DOT,# 2001).# Summarizing,#we# need# to# be# aware# that# error#
exists# and# to# understand# that# in# “many# circumstances# it# is# not# possible# to# identify# all# the#
sources#and#impacts#of#the#unknown#error”#(2001:56).##It#is#also#important#to#be#aware#that#the#
more#sources#involved#in#the#process,#the#more#chance#of#making#mistakes#and#adding#error#
to# the# process.# # Recommendations# for# positional# data# quality# standards# include# metadata#
documentation#for#linear#datum#components#to#assure#stability#and#reportability#of#positional#
data#quality#(Fekpe#et#al.,#2003).##
During# geoHreferencing# and# data# processing# several# decisions# are# taken# based# on# the#
interpretation#of#the#content#of#the#map.#During#these#interpretations#errors#may#be#added#to#
the#data.#This#may#happen#because#the#task#tends#to#be#subjective#in#case#of#early#maps#due#to#




especially# in# cases# where# there# is# not# a# clear# definition# of# the# feature# so# that# it# can# be#





4.12# (chapter# 4,# section# 4.5.2.2)# with# examples# of# the# variety# on# the# depiction# of# the# same#
object# in# different#maps,# some# of# them# including# perspective# view.# Since# feature# points# are#
used#for#geoHreferencing#(common#points),#there#is#high#risk#of#the#occurrence#of#these#errors,#
which#will#be#carried#on#to#further#processing#and#analysis.###This#naturally#affects#accuracy.#
The# subjectivity# in# the# interpretation# of# early# maps# has# been# widely# discussed# by# several#
authors#(Wright,#1942;#Muehrcke#et#al.,#1978;#Campbell,#1994;#Monmonier,#1996;#Wallace#and#
van#den#Heuvel,#2005,#amongst#others),#who#warn#us#about#the#magic#of#false#interpretation#of#
the# maps’# contents.# # Map# visualizations,# interpretations,# analyses# and# assessments# are# all#




and# other# assumptions# that# lead# to# wrong# conclusions# are# also# mentioned# in# chapter# 2,#
section# 2.1.1.1.# In# this# regard,# we# point# to# the# need# to$ look# at# maps# critically# performing# a#
complete#exploration#of#their#origin#and#content.#We#need#to#understand#that#although#early#
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maps# can# deliver# very# important# historic# and# spatial# information,#we# need# to# look# at#maps#
critically,#performing#a#complete#exploration#of#their#origin#and#content.##















commission201).# It#might# be# the# case# that# although# positions# in# both# the# reference# and# the#
early# map# are# correct,# errors# have# occurred# in# the# registering# of# the# coordinates# in# the#
database.##
We#checked#whether#all# the# identified#points# are# included# in# the#database# (missing#points).#
Missing#points#concern#features#that#might#appear#in#the#database#regarding#only#one#of#the#
sources#(the#reference#map#or#the#early#map)#but#not#both#of#them.#
We# checked# the# consistency202# of# the# attributes# linked# to# the# feature# in# the# dataset.# # The#




the# positioning# of# features# (61%).# This# includes# wrong# positioning# (30%)# and# review# of#
positioning# (31%).# Other# mistakes# concern# attributes# of# the# feature# including# the# wrong#
classification# within# a# defined# category# (23%)# or# the# wrong# ID# (15%).# The# remaining# 1%#
corresponds# to#missing# features,#where# the#homologous#point# in# the#highly# accurate# source#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




object# A# is# not# identified,# despite# it# actually# being# present# (and# A).# # These# errors# are# linked# to# feature#
misinterpretations.# This# is# predominantly# due# to# similarities# in# the# depiction# of# features# in#maps.# For# example,#







these#mistakes# are# easy# to# correct# but# they# require# an# exhaustive# checking#of# both#position#
and# attributes# in# every# feature.# This# procedure# must# be# part# of# the# data# quality# control#
procedure.##
Regarding#the#total#number#of#feature#points#per#map#(see#Figure#8.2)#and#in#the#complete#set#






both# the# early# and# the#modern#maps,# due# to#differences# in# the#depiction.#Notice# that# in# all#
these#maps# the#depiction#of# features#with#perspective# effect# is# incorporated.# #An# interesting#
fact# is# that#although# the#map#of#Blaeu# includes# features#with#3Hdimensional# and#perspective#
effect,#so#that#one#might#therefore#expect#difficulty#in#the#interpretation#of#features,#the#map#
also#shows#enormous#detail#in#depiction#which#means#that#features#in#this#map#are#not#as#hard#
to# identify# as# they# are# in# the# other# three# maps.# In# this# case# the# amount# of# detail# in# the#
depiction#of#features#facilitates#their#identification,#instead#of#making#the#map#more#complex.#
Figure# 8.3# shows# that#most# of# the#mistakes# concern# the# featureHclass# “bastions”,# again#with#
respect#to#the#positioning#of#the#data,#which#in#most#cases#needed#to#be#reviewed#or#corrected.##
Parcels#are#also#a#difficult#feature#to#identify.#In#most#of#the#cases#only#a#few#lines#defining#the#
parcel# area# are# drawn# outside# of# the# city,# and# there# is# not# always# a# clearly# identifiable#
















Figure$ 8.1.$ Misclassification# of# feature#
points# in#the#dataset#of# the#maps#of# the#
city#of#Zwolle.##



























% total 1.1 0.3 0.4 1.1 0.8 1.4
% per map 4.1 1.6 2.8 7.0 6.4 10.7
Blaeu DH68 DH68a Dhslide G35 Priorato



















review position 13 3 3 3 1 1 1
wrong class 10 3 1 4
Wrong ID 1 5 1 2 3
wrong position 4 3 8 1 4 1 3































































































































































































(International# Standards# Organization)# 19113:2002204# establishes# the# quality# principles# for#
geographic# information,# and# ISO# 19114:# 2003# provides# a# procedural# framework# for# regarding#
quality# evaluation# procedures.# Most# of# the# elements# linked# to# data# quality# have# been# also#
reported# in#other#standards;# such#as# the#USA#spatial#data# transfer#standard#(USHSDTS,# 1992)#
that# included# a# section# on# spatial# data# quality# elements.# # Some# of# these# elements# are# also#
discussed#by#several#authors#(Goodchild#et#al.,#1989,#1991;#Devillers#et#al.,#2002;#MacEacheren,#
1992;#Buttenfield,#1994;#amongst#others).# #P.#van#Oort#(2005)#made#a#comparison#of#different#
sources# and# the# definitions# used# for# spatial# data# quality,# identifying# eleven# elements.# From#






There# is# a# tendency# to# explain# reliability# in# GIS# solely# in# spatial# terms,# but# for# historical#
research#we# need# an# assessment# of# data# quality# in# relation# to# time# as#well.# This# concept# is#
included#in#the#definition#of#reliability#as#the#consistency#of#results#over#time:#Are#I.Q.#tests#a#
reliable#measure# of# ‘intelligence’?#Are# questions# about#which# political# party# a# person#would#
vote# for# a# reliable# measure# of# ‘political# preference’?# Since# in# many# of# these# examples# it# is#
difficult#to#assume#that#the#results#would#remain#the#same#over#time,#it#may#be#more#accurate#
to# think# of# reliability# as# indicating# consistency# of# results# amongst# users# of# the# tool# or#
measurement.# In#the#social#sciences,206#reliability# is#defined,#together#with#validity,#as#one#of#
the# standards# against# which# the# tools# used# to# measure# concepts# are# judged.# In# statistics,#
reliability#is#one#of#the#elements#of#inferential#statistical#problems.#A#measure#of#reliability#is#a#
statement# (usually# quantified)# about# the# degree# of# uncertainty# associated# with# a# statistical#
inference.207# The# ‘confidence# interval’# represents# a# measure# of# reliability# for# the# inference#
(McClave# J.# and# Sincich,# 2006:10H11).# Technically,# a# reliable# mapHmaking# method# is# not#
necessarily#the#best#source#to#describe#a#historical#phenomenon,#and#sometimes#our#choice#of#





204# ISO#Standard# 19113#outlines# the#components# for#measuring#data#quality# including# two#categories:#quantitative#
and#nonHquantitative#data.#NonHquantitative#data#is#known#as#Data#Quality#Overview#Elements,#while#quantitative#
data# is# are# known#as#Data#Quality#Elements.#The# ISO#Standard# also#outlines#when# the#data#quality# information#
should# be# reviewed# and/or# updated# (Appendix# 1.# Spatial# Information#Data#Quality#Guidelines,# Victoria# Council,#
September#2009).##




207# A# statistical# inference# is# an# estimate,# prediction# or# some# other# generalization# about# a# population# based# on#
information#contained#in#a#sample#(McClave#J.,#and#Sincich,#2006:10).#
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Conversely,# validity,# is# a$ criterion# by#which# researchers# judge# their# results# or#measurement#
tools.# A# valid# method# is# one# that# accurately# measures# what# it# claims# to# be# measuring#
(Carmines# and#Zeller,# 1979;#Mueller,# 1986).#One# test# of# validity#may# be# the# extent# to#which#
your# measurements# allow# you# to# make# predictions# about# future# behavior# (McClave# J.# And#
Sincich,#2006:10H11).#Validity#is#linked#then,#to#the#purpose#of#use.#This#is#what#is#meant#by#the#
statement,#"Reliability# is#necessary#but#not#sufficient# for#validity.#That# is,# for#a#method#to#be#
valid# it#must#be# reliable#but# it#must# also#measure#what# it# is# intended# to#measure"# (Mueller,#
1986).#It#must#also#be#valid#for#the#purpose#for#which#it#is#being#used#(valid#for#what#purpose?,#
Carmine# and# Zeller,# 1979:# 16).# In# spatial# terms,# validity# is# not# synonymous# with# accuracy,#
which#means# that# a# method#may# be# valid,# but# nonetheless# inaccurate.# Similarly,# reliability#




The# interest# of# the# user# of# an# early#map# is# derived# from# the# purpose# for#which# the#map# is#
intended# to# be# used.# For# example,# if# the# user# needs# to# analyze# temporal# changes# in# water#
bodies# from# a# specific# period# of# time,# they# will# be# more# interested# in# examining# water#
channels#or# rivers# than#other# features,# such#as# streets,#buildings#or#property#boundaries.# # In#
searching# for# information#about# the#purpose#of#use,# a#user#may#also#choose#a#map# that#was#
originally# intended# for# a# purpose# other# than# depicting# water# bodies# (e.g.,# portraying# the#
spreading#of# the#city#area,#depicting# infrastructure#works,#configuration#of# the#city,#property#
boundaries).# Or,# as# was# common# in# early#maps,# the#mapmaker#may# have# been# focused# on#
providing# a# highly# precise# depiction# of# 3Hdimensional# buildings,# which# shows# in# detail# the#
appearance#of#buildings#at#that#time,#with#the#aim#of#getting#an#impressive#or#decorative#and#if#
possible,#but#not#necessarily,#accurate#product.#Additionally,# it# is# important#to#be#aware#that#
engravings#were#reHused#for#a#long#time,#or#only#partially#adapted,#even#when#the#mapmakers#
knew#that#the#city#had#changed#in#the#meantime.#Inconsistencies#and#errors#(in#content#and#
accuracy)# were# carried# over# to# new# maps# based# on# the# old# ones.# Furthermore# these#
inconsistencies# or# errors# cannot# always# be# distinguished# or# separated# from# original#
information#in#the#new#“derived”#map.##The#user#with#the#aim#of#finding#sources#(maps)#that#





different# objects# or# portions# of# a#map# and# find# that# it# is# accurate# or# reliable# for# their# own#
purposes,#while#others#might#find#the#opposite.#The#user#interested#in#looking#at#water#bodies#
might# find# the#map# (or#part#of# it)#unreliable# for# information#about#water#bodies,#but#a#user#
looking#at#buildings#might#find#the#same#map#very#reliable.#Accuracy#works#very#similarly.#The#





















discussed# this# consider# it# not# to# be# the# best# option# (Foody,# 2002# in#Mas# et# al.,# 2003).# They#
argued#that#since#such#a#scheme#cannot#satisfy#the#goals#and#circumstances#of#every#individual#
project,#which#has#its#own#characteristics#and#limitations#(Stehman,#1997).#From#our#point#of#
view,# part# of# the#process# can#be# standardized# if# looking# at# early#maps# as# tools# the#user# can#









appropriate#a#data#set# is# for#particular#purposes.#Fitness# for#use#varies# from#use# to#use#since#
data#that#may#be#appropriate#for#one#purpose#may#not#be#‘fit#for#use’#for#a#different#purpose.#
Definitions#of# “fitness# for#use”#vary,#based#on#environment#and# intended#application.# In# this#
sense,#the#description#of#spatial#data#quality#will#provide#the#necessary#information#to#allow#a#
potential# user# to# decide# on# the# fitness# for# use# of# a# data# set# for# a# particular# application#
(Moellering,#1988;#Morrison,#1995;#van#Oort,#2005).##
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
208#The# term#“fitness# for#use”# is# replaced#by# “fitness# for#purpose”# for# some#authors# (see#Spatial# Information#Data#
Quality#Guidelines,#The#Victorian#Spatial#Council,#2009:9).#This#term#is#also#used#to#define#“data#quality”.##
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We#use# the# terms#“fitness# for#use”#or# “fitness# for#purpose”#equivalently.# It# is#necessary#when#
maps#are#used#as#sources#in#any#discipline#since#any#qualitative#or#quantitative#assessment#of#
maps# (or# other# spatial# sources)# depends# completely# on# what# they# are# needed# for.# This#
approach# focuses# on# defining# how# appropriate# a# source# is# as# spatial,# historical,# or# narrative#
information,#and#it#is#completely#based#on#the#user’s#needs#for#a#particular#application.#Since#
these#needs#change#from#one#user#to#another#and#from#one#application#to#another,#the#quality#
assessment# of# the# source# also# varies# between#users# and#between# applications.#On# the# other#
hand,# general# assessments# of# sources# benefit# the# user# since# they# provide# insight# into# the#
quality# of# the# source# even# when# this# varies# for# different# users.# Accuracy# assessments,# for#
example,# help# the# user# to# decide# whether# the# source# fits# the# accuracy# requirements# of# a#





humanities,# and# it#has#especial# consequences# for# the#use#of#GIS.#As#described#by#Kemp#and#
Mostern# (2001)# there# are# different# basic# but# critical# problems# regarding# aspects# such# as# the#
representation#of#temporal#changes,#naming#and#defining#objects#with#uncertain#and/or#fluid#
extent,#and#dealing#with#nonHquantitative#attributes.#The#simple#concept#of#how#to#represent#
the# location# of# objects# with# precision# in# GIS# even# when# location# is# uncertain# represent# a#
problem# which# needs# to# be# fully# explored.# Kemp# and# Mostern# mention# as# well# that#
cartographic# conventions# for# recording# geographic# position# have# varied# considerably# over#
time#which#makes#the#uncertainty#of#data#an#even#more#sensitive#subject.##
Uncertainty,#as#described#by#MacEachren#(1992),#arises#becauses#we#do#not#always#know#the#
precise# amount# of# error# in# any# particular# representation# or# measurement.# MacEachren#
approaches# the# concept# of# uncertainty# regarding# a# map# as# a# visualization# tool# and#
distinguishes# between# uncertainty# and# data# quality.# In# this# approach,# he# mentions# the#
importance#of#humanizing#the#process#of#mapmaking.#This#subject#is#discussed#in#chapters#2#
and# 3# of# this# thesis.# Since#data# represent# a# “snapshot# at# one#point# in# time”,# and#we# are#not#
completely# certain# about# its# veracity,# uncertainty# will# increase# if# we# take# into# account#
temporal#information#and#its#resolution.#This#uncertainty#will#normally#increase#when#there#is#
a#large#time#lapse#between#data#collection#and#data#use.#





can#be#measured# if# a# clear# definition# is# available.# The#data# in# a# reference#data# set# are#





or#more# fundamentally,# if# objects# are#not# identified# clearly;# vagueness# then# influences#




Such# disagreement# can# arise# because# the# definition# was# not# specific# and# due# to#
fundamental#differences#in#opinion.##
In# error,# vagueness# and# ambiguity,# there# is# a# problem# of# ontology.209# The#measurement# of#
error# requires# agreement# on# a# clear# definition# of# what# is# perceived# to# be# reality.# This#
requirement#cannot#always#be#met,#causing#problems#in#the#measurement#and#interpretation#
of#error.#Vagueness,#on#the#other#hand,#arises#due#to#poor#definitions,#which#can#be#caused#by#
poor#documentation,# or#more# fundamentally,# if# objects# are#not# delineated# sharply,#which# is#
often# the# case# in# the# humanities# and# raises# the# question# whether# reduction# is# the# best#
strategy.#To#approach#this#problem,#it#is#necessary#to#agree#on#a#set#of#wellHdefined#rules#and#
to#apply#these#to#both#the#test#and#reference#data#(Van#Oort,#2005).#In#the#case#of#ambiguity,#
there# is# disagreement# about# what# might# constitute# the# truth.# Ambiguity# is# caused# by# the#
difference#between#the#data#set#ontology#(used#in#the#collection#of#the#test#data)#and#the#user#
ontology# (certain# user# with# a# specific# application# of# the# test# data).# To# satisfy# the# needs# of#
users,#producers#may#decide#to#collect#reference#data#according#to#the#user’s#ontology.##
As# suggested# by# van# Oort# (2005),# we# need# to# be# aware# of# the# possible# interference# of#
vagueness# and# ambiguity# in# accuracy# reports,# due# to# both# test# and# reference# data.# For# this#
reason,# it# is# important# to# report#how#both# test# and# reference#data#were# collected;# to#keep#a#




humanities,# it# is# essential#when#working#with#GIS# in# this#discipline,# always# to#ask#questions#








different# disciplines# and# professions# place# different# emphasis# on# uncertainty.# They# also#









Although# the# terms# ‘reliability’,# ‘uncertainty’,# ‘fitness# for# use’# and# ‘data# quality’# all# have#
definitions#very#similar#to#each#other,#they#might#have#different#implications#according#to#the#
context.# Authors# have# chosen# the# use# of# these# terms# according# to# the# context# of# their#
approach.# However,# it# is# proposed# that# the# name# of# these# terms,# or# the# extent# of# their#
definition,# is# not# as# important# as# providing# the# user#with# enough# information# to# assess# the#
requirements# to# be# used# in# particular# applications# and# whether# or# not# the# source# fits# the#
purpose#for#which#it#is#needed.###
#
8.6$ Integration$ of$ historical$ and$ spatial$ data$ for$ accuracy$ and$ reliability$
assessments:$General$conclusions$and$case$studies$
As# part# of# the# technical# procedure# we# used# different#modern# geoHprocessing# techniques# to#
explore#and#digitally#compare#early#maps.#We#used#an#approach#where#quantitative#and#nonH
quantitative# methods# are# combined# to# assess# spatial# accuracy# and,# more# importantly,# to#
integrate#historical#context#into#the#reliability#assessment.###
Since#there#is#not#a#published#standard#of#what#to#expect#for#a#map#of#the#16thH19th#century#or#
when# it# is# to#be#cataloged#as#accurate#or# inaccurate#we#chose#our#own#criteria#based#on# the#
results#obtained#from#our#case#studies.##Based#on#those#we#generated#a#report#of#the#values#of#
accuracy#obtained#(see#section#8.6.2).#These#results#have#been#discussed#individually#for#every#
case# study# in# chapters# 6# and# 7.# #We# discuss# them# together# here# in# order# to# integrate# our#
findings.#
Taking# into# account#US# standards#of#data#quality#we#proposed#an#assessment#of# early#maps#
using#both#modern#and#early#cartographic#references.# In#this#process#early#maps#of#different#
Dutch#cities#were#studied#by#using#the#cadastral#map#of#1800’s#as#an#intermediate#map#and#the#
GBKN#digital# topographic#map#as# a#modern#highly# accurate# reference.# From# there#we#got# a#
procedure#to#approach#spatial#accuracy#assessment#on#early#maps,#including#all#the#necessary#
stages# to# perform# it.#Accuracy# and# reliability# based#on#our# case# studies#will# be# discussed# in#
detail#below.#
In#previous#chapters#we#have#examined#different#approaches#to#the#study#of#reliability#under#
different# typical# circumstances.#We# suggest# that# those# circumstances#might# be# common# for#
users# of# early#maps.# In# one# of# the# cases#we# showed# an# approach#mostly# based# on# technical#
analysis# where# only# spatial# accuracy# is# assessed# but# where# historical# background# is# totally#
missing#(See#chapter#4,#case#study#city#of#Zwolle).#We#have#used#the#case#of#Zwolle#to#show#the#
extreme# case# for# purposes# of# this# research#where# historical# evidence# is# not# included# or# not#
even# available.# In# this# case# conclusions# are#merely# drawn# in# relation# to# technical# accuracy.#
These# conclusions# can# still# be# drawn,# even# while# conceding# certain# limitations# and#












Accuracyr# =# 2.4477# *# 0.5# *# (RMSEx# +# RMSEy)210# We# used# this# statistic# to# understand# how#
accuracy#varies#among#maps#and,#more#specifically#among#map#features.#This#information#in#
turn#was#used#to#conjecture#about#the#relationship#between#priority#in#the#depiction#and#the#
purpose# of# the#maps,# under# the# assumption# that# important# elements# are# represented#more#
accurately.#Results#regarding#priority#in#the#depiction#for#the#three#case#studies#are#shown#in#
chapters#in#5,#6#and#7.##




and# explore# the# use# of# this# concept# in# various# contexts.# Because#maps# are# the# product# of# a#
chain#of#processes#including#a#variety#of#data#input#“it#is#expected#that#several#distinct#types#of#
accuracy#may#have#to#be#accepted#within#a#single#map”#(Blakemore#et#al.,#1980).#In#the#same#
way,# we#may# expect# different# types# of# reliability.# This# view# is# supported# by# our# analyses# of#
accuracy# in# the# cases# studies# of# Zwolle# and# Leiden.# Different# examples# show# that# accuracy#
cannot# be# generalized# per# map# or# per# mapmaker# even# arguing# the# use# of# same# or# similar#
methods#and#instruments.#Maps#need#to#be#examined#separately#since#each#map#had#its#own#
purpose#and#particular#circumstances#might#have#affected#the#making#of#a#map.##The#results#of#
the# analyses# of# the# historical#maps# in# our# study# also# show# differences# in# accuracy# between#
areas# inside#and#outside#the#city#boundary,#which# in#most#of# the#cases# is#defined#by#a#water#
channel# surrounding# the# fortified# city.# In# some# of# the# maps# differences# in# accuracy# in# the#
representation# of# the# areas# inside# and# outside# the# fortifications# were# not# very# apparent.# A#
clearer# difference# in# accuracy# was# observed# between# map# features.# Differences# are# highly#
related#to#the#purpose#of#the#map.#We#come#back#to#those#differences#later#in#this#chapter.##
Positional# error#was# calculated# by# the# difference# in# the# position# of# a# point# identified# in# the#
early#map#with#respect#to#the#position#of#the#same#point#in#the#reference#map#or#the#cadastral#
map# of# 1832# used# together# with# the# modern# map# GBKN# as# reference# sources.# This# error#














There# are# some# attempts# to# describe# and# to# visualize# historical# evidence:# Koeman# (1968),#
Harley# (1968)# and# van# den# Heuvel# (2006).# # We# made# an# attempt# by# not# only# considering#
evidence#within#and#about#maps#but#also#the#reHuse#(fitness#for#reHuse)#of#maps.##In#Figure#8.5#
we# schematize# the# different# aspects# which# we# suggest# are# involved# in# these# three# areas# in#
relation#to#the#early#maps.##
We# distinguish# three# important# parts# in# the# scheme# regarding# historical# context,# technical#
context#and#reHuse#of#the#early#maps.#Similarly#these#parts#are#closely#related#to#the#historical#





















































historical# assessments# are,# in# the# end,# integrated# for# a# complete# assessment#of# reliability.211#
The#historical#context#has#different#aspects:#the#mapmaking#process#and#the#people#involved#
in# the# making# of# the# early# map;# mapmaking# methods,# techniques# and# instruments;# the#
chronological# date;# the# original# use# and# function# of# the# map# and# the# historical# evidence#
regarding#all# these#previous#aspects.# In# the# technical#context#other#aspects#are# included,# the#
spatial#accuracy#of#the#data,#deformation#due#to#data#acquisition#and#collection,#similarity#of#
the# depicted# and# real# landscapes,# remaining# landmarks# which# can# be# used# for# comparison#
reference;# the# drawing# technique# regarding# 2Hdimensional,# 3Hdimensional# depiction# and#
perspective# effects;# accuracy# of# the# intermediate# and# more# highly# accurate# sources,# map#
completeness,# feature# interpretation# and# classification# of# the# map# features.# The# last# part#
concerns# the# reHuse# of# the# early# map# depending# on# the# user’s# intention.# This# part# is# very#
important# in#these#assessments#since# it#provides#the#basis#to#decide#on#the#fitness# for#use#of#
the#early#map#for#particular#applications.#The#approach#will#be#different#depending#of#the#kind#
of#use#of#the#early#map.#In#this#regard#we#can#mention#different#aspects#to#consider#for#usage#
of# the# maps:# qualitative,# quantitative,# historical,# geographic,# and# user# expectation# and#
intention.# If# the# use# depends# only# on# qualitative# information,# then# the# quantification# of#
accuracy# might# obviously# not# be# of# great# importance# to# the# map’s# appropriateness# for# an#
application#while#if#the#approach#is#quantitative#the#value#obtained#in#the#accuracy#assessment#
will#be#of#great# importance.# If# the# intention# is# to# integrate#different#approaches#the#decision#
about#the#suitability#of#the#map#for#use#in#a#particular#application#will#require#a#more#detailed#
examination#and#an#analysis#of#the#results#from#both#the#historical#and#technical#perspectives.##
The# assessment# of# reliability# is# done# under# the# assumption# that# reference# data# is# correct,#
which#is#not#true#in#several#cases,#particularly#in#thematic#maps#when#the#correspondent#class#





in# the# final# assessment.# We# used# the# modern# GBKN# maps# as# reference# sources# to# give#
geographical#coordinates#to#early#maps.##These#sources#–#although#very#accurate#according#to#
modern# standards# –# are# not# sufficient# to# perform# spatial# assessments# in# early# maps.#
Differences#are#due#to#the#projection#of#features#that#are#3Hdimensional#in#the#real#world#to#a#
2Hdimensional# space# (digital# or# analog),# and,# often# to# the# change# of# landscape# over# time,#
which#make#early#maps#very#different#from#modern#maps#in#content#and#nature.#Features#in#
modern#2Hdimensional#digital#maps#are#represented#differently#than#the#same#features#in#the#
early# sources.#With# the# aim#of# adding# reality# to# the#maps,# it#was# a# common#practice# in# the#
early# days# to# depict# objects# as# they# look# in# reality.# This# depiction,# although# rich# in# detail,#
makes# difficult# to# perform# oneHtoHone# comparisons# of# features# between# modern# and# early#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
211#We#should#be#aware# that# in#most#of# the#cases# to#get#a#complete#assessment#of#accuracy#and#reliability#will#be#





the# fact# that#objects#depicted# in# early#maps#might#not# exist# anymore.#Changes# in# landscape#
produced#by#city#development,#historic#events#or#simply#deterioration#over#time,#are#present#
when# comparing# sources# from# different# dates.# These# differences# become# larger# with# larger#
periods# of# time# between# the# compared# sources.# # In# conclusion,# in# order# to# perform# spatial#












Using# the# cadastral# map# 1800’s# as# an# intermediate# source# it# makes# possible# to# perform# a#
spatial#assessment#of#the#early#map#but#it#also#adds#a#bias#to#the#assessment.##This#bias#arises#
not#only# from#the# lower#accuracy# shown# in#early#cadastral#maps#compared# to#modern#ones,#
but#also#because#NSSDA#values#are#clearly#different#between#areas#inside#and#outside#the#city#
separately.#NSSDA# (tested# at# 95%# confidence)# is# 1.94m# inside# the# city# as# opposed# to# 6.88m#
outside.# We# are# aware# that# the# difference# in# accuracy# detected# in# the# cadastral# map# 1832#
(inside# vs.# outside)# affects# the# results# of# accuracy# for# the# early# maps# tested# since# the#
differences#between#areas# inside#and#outside#the#city#were#common#in#all# results.# #However,#
we#maintain# that# significant# differences# in# depictions# inside# vs.# outside# the# city# boundaries#
occur#in#addition#to#the#difference#in#accuracy#in#the#1832#cadastral#map.##This#is#noticed#in#a#









The# choice# of# which# specific# method# to# apply# when# studying# the# reliability# of# early# maps,#
depends#on#different#factors,#which#can#differ#greatly#from#map#to#map.#Not#only#restrictions#
in# finding# historical# evidence# but# also# restrictions# in# finding# similarity# between# sources#
(cadastral# map,# modern# maps,# textual# data# and# early# maps)# will# point# to# one# or# another#
method.# In# this# research# we# apply# a# simple# method,# which# is# suitable# for# early# city# maps.#
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shape,# size# and# position)# to# its# modern# counterpart# does# not# make# the# early# map# more#
accurate#or#better.##
In# order# to# assess# accuracy# in# early# maps# it# is# necessary# to# recover# a# version# close# to# the#
original#early#map.#This#requires#a#digital#preparation#of#the#map#image#(the#copy#of#the#map#
acquired#digitally)#prior# to# the#assessment#process.# #There#are#at# least#4#basic# stages#of#map#
preparation#needed#to#make#the#early#map#ready#for#accuracy#and#reliability#assessments#(see#
Figure#8.6).#It#is#important#to#understand#that#those#stages#are#intended#to#produce#a#copy#as#
close# to# the# original# source# as# possible.# It# is# intended# that# in# those# stages,# distortions#
introduced#for#handling#and#time#deterioration#are#eliminated#or#at#least#minimized.##
Digital#acquisition#is#the#first#stage#of#preparation#of#the#map.#In#this#stage#sources#involved#in#
accuracy# assessments,# including# early#maps,# are# collected# in# order# to# allow#digital# handling#
and#processing.#Scanning#or#digital#photography#are#common#methods#of#digital#acquisition.#
The# application# of# one# or# another#method# depends# on# the# restrictions# on# accessibility# and#
permission# to# acquire# early# maps.# Since# the# originals# are# often# sensitive,# # the#methods# for#
acquiring# the# digital# images# are# limited.# All# the# methods# still# deform# the# digital# image#














The# restored# and# corrected# image# of# the# early# map# needs# to# be# located# in# the# proper#
geographical#space#in#order#to#allow#further#comparisons#and#spatial#assessments.#This#is#done#
in# a# fourth# stage# known# as# GeoHreferencing# (see# chapter# 4,# section# 4.5.5).# In# this# stage# the#
image#will# acquire#geographical# coordinates#based#on#a#high#accurate# source# (modern#map)#
used#as# reference.# #Once# these# stages#of#preparation#are#performed,# the#digital# image#of# the#










a# computer# or# a# digital# file.# In# fact,# a# visual# examination# of# the# sources# (maps# and# other#
documentation)#is#needed#a!priori!of#any#other#procedure.#Research#into#the#sources#linked#to#
the#early#map,# including#other#early#maps,#books,#notes#and#other#documents# is#needed#and#
may# be# conducted# without# a# digital# file.# Analysis# about# the# veracity# and# completeness# of#
•  We recognize at least 4 stages of transforming an early 
map before it is ready for accuracy and reliability 
assessments.  Early ORIGINAL map 
As manuscript, printed copy etc. Original 
medium (paper, vellum, other) 
Digital Image of Early map + added 
distortion due to acquisition method 
+distortion due to preservation  
Corrected Image of Early map (from 
distortion during acquisition method). 
Distortion due to preservation  still 
present. 
Restored and Corrected Image of Early 
map (from distortions during acquisition 
method and  due to preservation) 
 
Geo-referenced  restored and corrected image 
Digital acquisition: Acquiring the digital image of 
early map: scanning, digital photography, other. 
Application of digital transformation to correct  
distortion during acquisition method. 
Application of digital transformation to correct 
distortion regarding preservation of the medium. 
Geo-referencing of digital image for comparison 
to high accurate source. 






Stages of map preparation for accuracy 
and reliability assessments 
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marginal#content,#date,#mapmaker,#materials,#notes#written#in#the#map#may#also#be#performed#
without#a#digital# copy.#But#when#spatiality# is# involved# in# the#process# it# is# important# to# start#
working#with# a# digital# file.# It# is# feasible# to#make# some# basic# assumptions# and# to# formulate#
research# questions# without# a# digital# file.# However,# in# order# to# draw# conclusions# about#
spatiality# it# is#necessary# to#have#a# reliable#digital# source.#The#original,#physical# source# is#not#
the#most#reliable#basis#for#analysis# if#possible#deterioration#due#to#conservation#is#taken#into#
account.# # In# this# sense,# tasks# such#as# finding# the# relative# location#of#buildings# in# relation# to#
other# objects# on# the# map# (markets,# mills,# water# bodies,# etc.),# relative# size# (even# when#
exaggerated)#of#buildings,#water#bodies,#fortifications#and#their#positions#might#be#affected#by#
distortions#that#took#place#after#the#map#was#made.#In#that#sense#distortions#that#arose#after#




data# displays,# image# analysis,# multiHlayering# analysis# and# other# kinds# of# data# visualization,#
handling#and#analysis,#which#make#them#more#complex#than#other#spatial#digital#applications.#
GIS#is#a#computerHaided#process#that#also#requires#human#interaction#and#taking#of#decisions.#
The# quality# of# those# decisions# is# important# when# we# use# a# GIS# (MacEachren,# 1992:11).# The#
complexity#of#the#several#stages#involved#in#GIS#motivated#our#decision#to#limit#this#research#
to# spatial# analysis# instead# of# involving# a#GIS# application.#We#were#motivated# in# this# by# the#
consideration# that# all# these# stages# are# not# always# free# of# error# and# the# chance# of# making#
mistakes# and# introducing# more# errors# increases# with# the# number# of# processes# involved.##
Consequently,# in# GIS# applications,# the# building# of# a# reliable# database# involves# several#
assessments.#Although#GIS# can# be# used# as# a# tool# to# handle# spatial# data# and# to# perform# the#
digital#processing#needed#in#accuracy#and#reliability#assessments,#we#should#not#forget#that#a#
complete# GIS# application# is# built# upon# the# interests# and# needs# of# particular# projects.#
Furthermore,# it# involves# additional# stages# of# particular# data# acquisition,# interpretation# and#
analysis,# including# quality# assessment# of# the# complete# database# linked# to# the# GIS.# The#
additional# stages# required# in# a# GIS# application# are# not# necessary# for# the# accuracy# and#
reliability# assessment# of# data# sources# when# studied# individually# outside# of# the# GIS#
environment.# In# Figure# 8.7# we# schematize# elements# of# data# quality,# such# as# the# ones#
mentioned# in# section# 8.3# in# direct# link#with#GIS# as# part# of# three# general# groups:# historical,#
spatial#and#with#respect#to#GIS.#Historical#and#spatial#assessments#of#accuracy#and#reliability#of#
early#maps# represent# a# decision# tool# that# helps# the# user# to# decide# if# the# early#map# fits# the#




















because#of# the#diversity# of# the# kinds#of#maps,# scale,# coverage,#mapmakers# and# the#practical#
availability#of#the#checking#points#used#for#the#accuracy#assessment#plus#differences#in#the#use#
of# historical# evidence.# Due# to# these# differences# it# becomes# difficult# to# draw# absolute#




In# the# maps# analyzed# we# observed# variation# in# accuracy# between# maps,# map# areas# and#
between# features# depicted# on# the# same#map.# The# function# of# those# features# regarding# the#
purpose# of# the#map#defines# in# the# first# place# the# accuracy# in# the# depiction.# # Priority# in# the#
depiction#was#analyzed#by#first#categorizing#features#according#to#physical#objects#found#in#the#
early#maps.#From#there#we#assumed#that#features#depicted#more#accurately#were#the#target#of#
interest# of# the#mapmaker# and#were# thus# the# important# elements# of# the#map,#which# is#why#
their#rendering#had#high#priority.#Other#elements#less#important#might#be#added#for#different#
reasons# (decoration,# completion,# aesthetic,# marginal# information,# etc.),# which# explain# why#
they#are# shown#with# less# accuracy.#Some#elements#might#be#merely# informative#while#other#
might#be#added#just#to#fill#empty#spaces#in#the#map.##
We#need#to# look#at#elements#of# the#map#carefully#since# it#might#be# the#case# that# inaccurate#
elements# might# not# be# spatially# reliable# but# they# might# be# of# significant# value# from# an#






























decoration# without# any# sense# or# intention# of# geometrical# accuracy,# but# containing# valid#
information#about#society#and#traditions#resembling#the#time#the#map#was#made#which#might#
be#an#important#source#of#information#for#some#kind#of#studies.#As#MacEachren#mentions#in#




maps# show# the#existence#of#objects# (as#bridges,#water# channels,#mills,# etc.)#whose#depiction#









interpreted# so# that# in# the# end#we# obtain# just# a#mistaken# product# of# false# evidence.# In# this#
regard,#priority#in#the#depiction#is#analyzed#only#from#the#spatial#point#of#view#in#this#thesis;#a#
complete#explanation#of#differences# in# the#priority# in# the#depiction#of# features#and#marginal#
information#can#be#only#found#in#the#historical#evidence#linked#to#the#early#map.##
In# every#map,# a# categorization#of# features#was#done# according# to# the#objects# they# represent#
(water# bodies,# street# intersections,# buildings,# amongst# others).# In# order# to# standardize# the#
comparisons#made# in#this# research,#we#selected#8#categories# (see#chapter#5:6H7).# #We#should#




difficult# to# compare# maps# one# to# one.# For# that# reason,# we# do# not# try# to# generalize# or# to#
extrapolate#results,#but#we#just#present#similar#characteristics#regarding#scale,#representation#
and#coverage#next#to#each#other#to#facilitate#a#kind#of#comparison. Since#these#maps#belong#to#
different#cities#and#mapmakers#we#considered# it# appropriate# to#establish#a#general#grouping#
that#made# it#possible# to#make# some#comparisons.#Table#8.1# shows# two#groups#of#maps.#The#
first#group#concerns#maps#which#cover#the#complete#city#including#streets,#buildings#and#other#





212# This# can# be# seen# when# comparing# different# maps# which# present# areas# coincident# in# depiction,# detail# and#
accuracy.# The# use# of# the# same# layout# for# the# depiction# of# features# might# be# caused# by# the# intention# of# the#















1:4000).# Planimetric# accuracy# limiting#RMSE#at# ground# scale# in#metric#units# for#map# scales# 1:2000,# 1:4000# is# 0.5,#











Printed# city# map.# It# includes#





Leiden## Archive## #Characteristics# Coverage#




Printed# city# map.# It# includes#






Zwolle## Archive## #Characteristics# Coverage#
DHslide,#Plan!der!Stad!
Zwoll,! gelegen! aan! de!





mostly# depicted# in# 2Hdimensions#
with#details# on#bastions# and# few#
buildings# depicted# in# Oblique#
parallel#projection.#









Printed# fortification# map# [ca# 1#
:3.500],#depicted#in#2Hdimensions#
with# Bastions# and# few# buildings##
in#Oblique#parallel#projection.#
City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#
features.#
G35,! Plan! van! Zwol! en!
werken! aan! den! Yssel!




Den# Haag# and# Zwolle#
(reproduction).#
Military#works.#
Fortification# map# depicted# in# 2H
dimensions#with#Bastions#area#in#
Oblique#parallel#projection.#
City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#
features.#


















City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#
features.#
Leiden## Archive## #Characteristics# Coverage#





Manuscript#map# City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#
features# and# specific# areas#
of#the#city.##





Manuscript#map# City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#





Manuscript#map# City# as# a# whole# but#
focusing# on# specific#
features# and# specific# areas#
of#the#city.##
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Based# on# the# results# of#NSSDA# accuracy# standards#measured# at# 95%#CI# for# each# group,#we#
drew#some#conclusions#with#respect#to#accuracy#in#the#two#groups#above#(Table#8.1).#Results#
based#on#the#first#group#of#maps#are#shown#in#Table#8.2#and#results#based#on#the#second#group#



























Based# on# the# NSSDA# accuracy# values# shown# in# Table# 8.2# from# the# comparison# of# the#
commercial#maps#of#Blaeu#(1649)#of#the#city#of#Zwolle,#Dou#(COLL#BN#P#14N12)#of#the#city#of#
Leiden,# we# concluded# the# following:# the# map# of# Blaeu# shows# the# highest# accuracy# in# this#
group#in#the#area#inside#the#city#(see#Table#8.2)#with#exception#of#the#features#belonging#to#the#




accuracy# between# features# inside# and# outside# the# city# boundary# (roads# and# parcels)# with#
respect# to# the# other# classes,# which# indicates# a# higher# priority# in# the# depiction# of# features#
belonging# to# the#city# itself# as#opposed# to# those# in# the#city# surroundings.#The#more#accurate#
depiction#of#features#inside#the#city#as#opposed#to#outside#the#city,#reflects#the#main#interest#of#
the#mapmaker#in#depicting#the#city#itself#rather#than#the#surrounding#area.#We#also#consider#
this# to# be# a# reason#why# features#within# the# city# show# a# relative# small# variation# of# accuracy#




From#the#comparisons#of# accuracy#among# the# second#group#of#maps# (see#Table#8.3)#we#can#
conclude# that# Dou’s# maps# show# the# higher# accuracy# within# the# group# and# the# more#
homogeneous# set.# This# is# easy# to# understand# since# all# these# maps# came# from# the# same#
mapmaker,# so#methods#and# instruments#are#not#expected# to#vary#greatly# from#map# to#map.#
Feature# classes# in# these#maps# keep# values# between# approx.# 17m# to# 31m.#Dou’s#maps# in# this#
group# show# a# very# small,# even# insignificant# difference# between# the# accuracy# in# areas# inside#
versus#outside#the#city.#This#indicates#that#classes#show#no#absolute#priority#in#depiction#and#
therefore# no# evident# order# of# importance# among# feature# classes.# Among# all# analyzed#maps,#




These#maps# show#special# attention# to#walls,#bastions,#water#boundaries#and#bridge# features,#
which# have# strategic# meaning.# In# general# all# the# maps# of# Zwolle# show# large# differences# in#
accuracy#between#the#features#inside#the#city#and#those#outside#the#city#boundary.###
#












33001 Dh68 Dh68a DHslide G35 Priorato 
Bastions       26.6 28.0 18.0 38.0 56.5 
Buildings       29.0 25.9 28.7 33.1 73.5 
Block 17.7 19.9 21.0           
Bridge 21.1 17.6 17.9 19.7 17.8 21.1 37.5 46.9 
Street 19.9 20.7 21.7           
Wall       15.5 18.9 20.3 25.9 54.3 
Water1 19.4 22.5 30.7 34.3 35.1 26.2 34.9 60.7 
Water2 25.7 26.0 30.7 33.1 31.6 31.1 43.7 71.2 
Water 3 22.7 18.4 18.2 18.7 19.2 20.4 30.9 58.2 
Parcel 17.3 18.4 16.4 72.3 75.4 61.8 75.2 92.1 
Road       62.8 62.7 59.2 72.3 89.3 




feature# parcels.# # This# again# reflects# the# complexity# in# the# drawing# of# features# on# the#map,#
which#greatly#differs#in#the#depiction#in#the#cadastral#as#compared#to#the#modern#maps.##
In#general#we# found#a#good#alignment#between#accuracy#and# function#on#every#map,#where#
features# with# priority# are# depicted# more# accurately.# We# also# notice# that# the# difference#
between#features#inside#and#outside#the#city#is#common#in#all#the#maps,#with#exception#of#the#
maps# by# the# mapmaker# Dou,# where# all# features# are# depicted# with# similar# accuracy,# and#
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difficulties,# limitations# and# constraints# that# characterize# the# study# of# early# maps.# Some#
difficulties#concerned#the#logistic#aspects#of#the#availability#of#maps#and#restrictions#on#the#use#
of#maps# for# research.#Difficulties#we#encountered# in# acquiring,#handling# and# retrieving#data#
drove# the# research# to# find# answers# to# some#basic# questions# about#data# capture# through# the#
analysis#of#reliability.#The#need#to#obtain#control#of#the#technical#processes#of#data#collection,#
acquisition# and# digital# processing# determined# our# decisions# about# the# choice# of# maps.#
Following# a# standard# procedure# for# accuracy# assessment,# commonly# practiced#with#modern#
cartography,#we#encountered#obstacles#in#comparing#modern#and#early#data#–#obstacles#due#to#
differences# in# content,# depiction,# cartographic# properties# but#mostly# due# to# changes# of# the#
landscape#over#time.#We#overcame#these#obstacles#by#“identifying#landmarks”.#In#that#section#
we#generated# some#examples# about#how# to# look# at# objects#depicted# in# early#maps# and# spot#
differences# useful# in# identifying# early# and# modern# cartography.# This# also# helped# us# to#
approach# the# identification#of# common#objects# between#maps#necessary# for# geoHreferencing#
and#accuracy#assessment.#Research#on#the#historical#context#indicated#how#difficult#it#can#be#
to#trace#information#about#the#making#of#an#early#map,#the#people#who#were#involved#in#the#
process# and# their# effect# on# the# accuracy# and# reliability# of# maps.#We# learned# that# it# is# not#
always#possible# to# find# the# required#contextual# information#of# a#particular#map,# and#even# if#
this#is#possible#the#information#is#poor#in#many#cases.####
The#assessment#procedures#used#in#this#research#can#always#be#improved.##There#will#be#new#
applications#and# improvements# in# the#dataset#used#as#a#case#study.#By#using# the#procedures#
proposed# in# this# research# it# will# be# easier# to# approach# new# case# studies# on# more# solid#
historical#grounds.#Using#the#procedures#presented#in#this#research#it#would#be#interesting#to#
create#more#case#studies#with#other# typical#examples# to#study#early#maps.#New#research#can#
for# example,# concentrate# efforts# on# integrating# technical# and# historical# contexts# with#maps#













be# to# develop# a# GIS# application# for# the# sources# of# interest.# This# implies# generating# an#
appropriate#database#of#the#geographical#information#contained#in#the#map#and#the#attributes#
linked# to#geographic#entities.#This#would#be#a# large#project# since#every#map#needs# to#be# reH
built#in#order#to#prepare#it#for#analysis.#Data#linked#to#map#content#should#be#included##in#a#
database#that#would#allow#us#to#see#some#statistics#and#perform#reliability#analysis.#Positional#
accuracy,# attribute# accuracy,# logical# consistency# and# completeness# need# to# be# assessed.#
However,#just#as#in#the#current#research,#it#might#be#impossible#to#assess#all#aspects#fully.##In#
contrast#to#modern#data,#early#data#has#many#restrictions,#and#we#need#to#rely#on#assumptions#













We# approach# the# reliability# of# early# maps# making# some# assumptions# about# the# maps# in#
question.# However,# the# results# we# get# from# those# maps# are# not# definitive# and# depend# on#
particular# assumptions.# Only# in# cases# where# it# is# possible# to# build# a# solid# background# of#




being# associated# with# “data# quality”,# which# is# a# broad# term# that# involves# several# elements.#
Although#these#elements#have#been#described#differently#in#the#literature#and#in#international#
standards,#there#is#a#general#agreement#on#how#to#approach#them.#In#general,#several#of#these#
concepts#assume#direct# links# to#GIS#applications#and# to#data#visualization.# In# this# regard,#as#
remarked# by#MacEachren# (1992:12),# the# use# of# one# or# another# term# is# not# as# important# as#
providing# an# adequate# tool# to# the# GIS# user# for# deciding# how# much# faith# to# put# in# the#
information#extracted#from#the#database.##
In#this#research#we#distinguished#three#clear#areas#of#study#necessary#to#assess#reliability#and#
accuracy# in# early#maps.# First,#we# rely# on# the# technical# context# in#which#we#measure# spatial#
accuracy# to# obtain# results# concerning# the# reliability# of# the# map# as# source# of# spatial#
information;# as# part# of# the# technical# procedure# we# used# different# modern# geoHprocessing#
techniques#to#explore#and#digitally#compare#early#maps.#Second,#the#historical#context#focused#
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importance# of# identifying# the# original# map’s# function# and# the# mapmaker’s# intention.# This#
information# together# with# the# user’s# purpose# on# reHusing# a# map# help# to# enable# a# better#

















Maps# have# changed# over# time# due# to# changing# methods# and# evolving# technologies.#
Similarities#in#accuracy#and#reliability#should#be#judged#according#to#the#time#when#the#map#
was#made.#However,#we#should#not# forget# that#even#maps#made# in# the# same#period#of# time#
may#differ#greatly#from#each#other.##
In#the#study#of#early#city#maps,#the#purpose#of#a#map#is#fundamental#when#determining#which#
of# its# elements# are# reliable# and# accurate.# This# can# be# an# indication# whether# reliability,#
completeness# and# accuracy#were# part# of# the#mapmaker’s# intention.#Differences# in#maps# are#
also# due# to# the# fact# that# maps# were#made# with# different# characteristics# to# satisfy# different#
users# and# goals.# Differences# in# representations# and# the# circumstances# that# surrounded# the#
production# of# the# map# will# reveal# some# aspects# of# the# precision# of# the# drawing# and# the#
technique.#These#differences#might#also#imply#a#completely#different#process#of#land#surveying#
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that# the# difference# between# features# inside# and# outside# the# city# is# common# in#most# of# the#




constraints.# Differences# in# projection# and# representation# including# twoHdimensional# and#
threeHdimensional# effects# and#a#mixture#of# them#complicate# the# comparison#between#maps.#




biggest# difficulty# in# comparing# early# and# modern# maps# is# the# great# differences# in# feature#
representation#between# the# two#kinds# of#maps.# The# correspondence#between# featureHpoints#
represented#in#the#early#map#and#its#original#situation#in#the#real#world#(on#the#modern#map)#
is# therefore# difficult# and# sometimes# even# impossible# to# establish.# The# accuracy# of# a# feature#





and# interpretations# derived# from#maps# can# result# in# different# approaches# even# in# the# same#
map.# This# is# also# relevant# for# the# assessment# of# the# accuracy# of# the# representation# and# the#






















were#part#of# the#education#of# the#mapmaker.#This# is# an# important# issue# that# can#help#us# in#
identifying# the# right# common# points# between# maps.# If# we# can# reconstruct# the# historical#
process# of# design,#measurement,#mapmaking,# and# the# (reH)# use# of# a#map#we# can# select# our#
common#points#for#comparison#better.#
All# the# results#were# obtained# by# calculation# and# interpretation,# as# carefully# as# possible,# but#
they#still#require#further#analysis.#This#is#because#the#results#depend#on#the#sample#size,#which#
was# very# restricted# for# every# map.# This# is# especially# true# in# the# case# of# Leiden# where# we#
compared#maps# that# differed# enormously# and#which# often# lacked# sufficient# detail# for# large#
areas#of#the#map.#Moreover,#by#using#this#method,#it#was#not#even#possible#to#compare#bastion#
lines,#which#are#normally#important#features#in#such#analyses.##






digital# preparation# of# the#map# image# (the# copy# of# the#map# acquired# digitally)# prior# to# the#
assessment#process.# # There# are# at# least# 4#basic# stages# of#map#preparation# to# eliminate# or# at#




Results#derived# from#maps#can# lead#to#results# that#might#be#not#reliable#and#which#can#also#
lead# to# misinterpretations# and# incorrect# conclusions.# It# is# important# to# note# the# use# of#
visualization# tools# together#with# the#data#and# the#historical#context# (when# is#available).#Not#
one#but#many#tools#contribute#interactively#in#the#characterization#of#the#errors#and#accuracy#
of#maps.#





be#able#to# find#historical#evidence# for#every# individual#map#and#every#error.#We#intended#to#
detect#errors#that#arise#with#the#depiction#of#unreal#features#that#according#to#the#evidence#in#




of#error#and#can#bias# the#spatial#assessment#of# the#data# if#not#chosen#or#processed#carefully.##
The# fact# that# the#early#cadastral#maps#often#consist#of# several#pieces#also#adds#errors#during#
the#matching#and#geoHreferencing#processes.#The#more#pieces,#the#greater#the#susceptibility#to#
error.#We#should#also#consider# that# it# is#not#always#possible# to# find#an# intermediate#map# to#











Using# a# set# of# early#Dutch# city#maps,#we# analyzed# the# spatial# properties# of# these#maps# and#
their#depiction#of#the#city#as#a#real# landscape#and#as#an#historical#source.#We#used#a#specific#
and#limited#selection#of#modern#methods#and#techniques#to#explore#the#content#of#these#early#
maps.# Our# aim# to# understand# how# the# accuracy# and# reliability# of# early# city# maps# can# be#
assessed#was#approached#by#recognizing#errors,#distortions#or#differences#in#what#is#depicted#
in# a# map# when# compared# with# the# real# landscape# early# on.# By# using# techniques# of# geoH





to# define# the# extent# but# also# the# limitations# of# using# early# maps# as# spatial# and# historical#
sources.#To#reach#this#goal#errors,#distortions#and#differences#in#what#is#depicted#in#maps#were#
studied#as#well#as#the#way#of#how#to#recognize#and#minimize#them#and#how#to#determine#the#
difference# between# the# “real”# landscape# and# the# depicted# one.# This# may# help# the# user# to#





two#main# aspects:# historical# and# technical.# # The#historical# context# focused# on# the#map# as# a#




how#accurately# the#map#depicts# the#spatial# relations#of# the#objects# represented# in# it.#Within#
the#technical#context#we#defined#five#processes:#1.#data#acquisition;#2.#feature#interpretation;#3.#
geoHreferencing# or# registration;# 4.# spatial# analysis;# # and# 5.# integration# of# historical# and#
technical#aspects.#
Data# acquisition,# feature# interpretation# and# geoHreferencing# helped# in# the# preparation# and#
exploration# of# early# maps# before# further# analysis.# As# part# of# the# digital# processing,# geoH
referencing#is#described#as#the#main#process#in#aligning#early#maps#to#modern#sources.#During#
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this# process,# original# digital# versions# of# early# maps# are# transformed# using# a# mathematical#
algorithm,# to#a#modified#version,#with# features# that#align#with#precise#coordinate#systems#as#
used# in# today’s#modern#cartography.#By#using#geoHreferencing#we#made# spatial# comparisons#
between# maps.# To# ascertain# the# most# appropriate# methods# for# digital# processing# and# the#
assignment# of# geographical# coordinates# to# early# maps,# we# researched# different# technical#
approaches# of# modern# geoHprocessing.# This# work# included,# inter! alia,# the# testing# of#
transformation# methods,# focusing# on# the# ones# that# barely# distort# the# original# source.# We#
tested# two# point# (4# parameter),# affine# (6# parameter)# and# Helmert# (4# parameter)#
transformations,# and# for# each# of# these# we# calculated# the# parameters# necessary# to# align# the#
position,#orientation#and#size#of#early#maps#to#modern#data.#These#transformations#align#the#
maps#in#a#globally#optimal#fashion.#Results#of#the#experiments#indicated#that#the#best#method#
to# apply# is# the# Helmert# 4Hparameters# transformation.# Spatial# analysis# was# approached# as# a#
characterization#of#errors# focused#mostly#on#the#analysis#of#root#mean#square#error# # (RMSE)#
errors# found# in# the# maps.# It# also# includes# calculations# of# technical# accuracy# by# using# the#
National! Standard# for# Spatial# Data# Accuracy# (NSSDA)# standards,# statistical# analysis# and#
analysis#of#priority#in#the#depiction.#
By#using#cadastral#maps#from#the#early#19th#century#as#an#intermediate#sources#in#establishing#
the# relationship#between# early# and#modern#map# sources# and# the#depiction#of# the# early# and#
modern# city,#we# found#out#how#useful# these#maps# can#be# in# the# assessment#of# accuracy.# In#
theory# they# can# help# not# only# to# identify# details# that# are# absent# in# modern# cartography#
(demolished# or# recovered# constructions,# rebuilt# areas,# and# others),# but# also# to# facilitate# the#
identification#of#objects#that#are#common#to#the#early#and#modern#sources.#
Regarding# the# cases# studies,# the# two# cities# of# Zwolle# and# Leiden# showed# a# variety# of#maps#




group.# In# contrast,# Priorato# (second# oldest# in# the# group)# showed# the# least# accuracy.# As#
expected,#in#the#study#of#the#maps#for#the#city#of#Leiden,#the#largest#difference#in#accuracy#was#
found#between#large#and#small(er)#scale#maps.#High#accuracy#was#expected#in#large#scale#maps#
not#only#because#of# the# large# scale#of# the#drawing#but#also#because#of# the# function#of# these#










and# the# building# blocks# were# not# part# of# the# main# purpose# of# the# new# maps,# making# it#
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possible# to# copy# them# from#map# to#map#without# having# any# significant# effect# on# the#main#
purpose#of#these#maps.##
It# was# during# the# case# study# of# Zwolle# that# we# clearly# understood# the# need# to# review# and#
redefine,# when# necessary,# the# location# of# the# common# points.# The# 3D# effect# and# the#
complexity#in#the#drawings#from#one#map#to#another#influenced#the#interpretation#of#objects,#
which#could#easily#be#mistaken#for#adjacent#ones.#Revision#and#relocation#of#points#is#advised#
to# prevent# errors# due# to#misinterpretation.# This# is# especially# important# during# selection# of#
ground# control# points# (GCP),# i.e.,# points# used# for# geoHreferencing# and# checkpoints# used# for#
accuracy#assessment.##
The#comparative#analysis#of#maps# in#the#case#study#of#Leiden#was#based#on#maps#that#differ#
greatly# among# themselves# and# which# lacked# detail# in# large# parts# of# the# map# area.# # The#
differences#in#content#and#coverage#of#the#area#studied#restricted#our#selection#of#checkpoints.#
The# irregularity# in# the# distribution# of# points# caused# by# these# differences# showed# a# negative#









higher#degree#of#human# input.#For# this# reason,# automatic#processes# are#difficult# to# apply# to#
early#maps#during#early#stages#of#map#assessment#and#manually#aided#procedures#(including#
visual# interpretation)# may# be# a# better# choice.# However,# these# manual,# semiHautomatic#
procedures#are# subjective#and#highly#dependent#on#available#historical# evidence#and# require#
high#levels#of#expertise#during#the#entire#assessment.#
In# the# same# way# that# mapmakers# express# themselves# differently,# the# map# users# will# likely#
approach#accuracy# and# reliability# from#different#perspectives.# In# this#project# the# aim#was# to#
understand#how#the#accuracy#and#reliability#of#early#city#maps#could#be#assessed# in#order#to#
gain#more#effective#and#perhaps#even#new#insights#on#how#to#look#at#early#maps#as#sources#of#
information# for# particular# uses.# Historical# and# technical# contexts# were# approached# as#
integrated# parts# of# this# project,# as# we# proceeded# from# the# assumption# that# a# more#
encompassing#understanding#of#reliability#can#only#be#attained#when#historical#and#technical#
concepts#are#well#integrated.##
In# this# research#we# looked# into#depiction#of#unreal# features#and#areas# that,#according#to# the#





We# described# the# pointHbased# approach# used# in# the# analysis# of# positional# errors# and#
classification#of#features#in#the#finding#of#a#relationship#between#accuracy#and#map#function.#
Accuracy# is# then# measured# not# only# with# respect# to# the# early# map# as# whole,# but# also# in#
relation#to#the#categories#of#objects#the#map#depicts.#Results#of#accuracy#per#category#in#early#










them# can# be# different.# Early# maps# that# are# spatially# inaccurate# can# nonetheless# contain#
valuable#information#from#an#historical#point#of#view,#and#this#can#mean#that#they#are#reliable#
as#historical#sources.##









are# represented# in# an# early# map,# and# how# they# are# represented# spatially.# This# includes#
recognizing#how#objects#depicted#on#a#map#are#either#part#of#the#attempt#to#represent#the#city#
realistically#and#accurately,#with#spatial#connotations,#or#as#products#of#artistic#work,#implying#




Maps# have# changed# over# time# because# methods# of# preparing# and# presenting# them# have#
changed,#as#has#the#technology#used#for#gathering#information#to#be#included#in#a#map.#A#map#
is# a# twoHdimensional# representation# of# a# more# complex# threeHdimensional# surface,# which#
therefore# requires# the# use# of# different# techniques# for# ignoring# or# rendering# the# third#
dimension.# In# the# past,# mapmakers# reacted# to# this# situation# in# very# different# ways,# using#
different# drawing# techniques,# which# led# to# different# expressions# of# the# third# dimension# in#
their# map# drawings..# # This# results# in# difference# between# maps,# even# those# from# the# same#
period#of#time#or#those#depicting#the#same#city.#In#many#16th#and#17th#century#maps#of#cities#
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Because#of# this,#a#good#knowledge#about#the#origins#of# the#map#and#the#methods#applied# in#
the#past#for#land#surveying#and#mapmaking#may#provide#useful#supplementary#information#to#
help# establish# its# historical# accuracy,# as# well# as# providing# users# with# insight# about# possible#
causes# of# unreliability.# This# includes# knowledge# about# instruments# and# techniques# used# to#
represent#the#measurements#in#maps;#people#involved#in#the#planning#and#making#of#the#map;#
the#map’s#purpose,#its#function,#and#the#motivation#for#its#creation;#and,#finally#the#technical#
and#methodological#processes# in#the#creation#of# the#map.#Access# to#historical# information# is#
limited,#however,#and#it#may#not#be#available#at#all#for#some#maps.#Moreover,#not#everything#
found#may#be#useful#or#applicable#to#particular#maps.#The#understanding#of#how#maps#were#
made# in# the# past# can# be# of# use# when# choosing# adequate# procedures# for# processing# and#
interpreting#early#maps#and#when#transforming#them#spatially#using#modern#technology.##
In# our# study,# one# way# of# determining# which# elements# on# the# early# map# are# reliable# and#
accurate#was#to#focus#on#the#original#purpose#of#the#map.#This#can#be#an#indication#whether#








varying# from#commercial# to# artistic# and#other#more# technical# purposes,# such# as# support# for#
engineering.#Whether#real,#planned#or#artistically#depicted,#early#maps#can#provide#important#
information#about#the#past#configuration#of#a#city#and#its#surroundings.#However,#we#should#
not# overlook# the# fact# that# some# maps# (such# as# the# 16th# and# 17th# centuries# maps# with#
depictions# of# cities# and# battlefields# from# the# EightyHYear’s# War)# are# considered# unreliable#
from#a#topographic#point#of#view#since#they#were#not#based#on#topographic#elements#but#were#
a#product#of#the#fantasy#of#their#makers#in#their#effort#to#illustrate#military#operations.##









became# a# necessity# to# increase# trust# in#maps,# as# a# result# of#which# new#measurements#were#
carried#out#and#cities#were#mapped#again.#There#is#also#a#difference#between#early#maps#before#
and#after#the#19th#century.#Cadastral#plans#from#the#early#19th#century#show#more#limitations#
in# their# use# as# a# source# for# research# than# those#made# after# 1830.#Cadastral# plans# before# the#
minuutplans#excluded#improved#properties#(ones#that#had#been#built#on)#and#parcels#known#
to# generate# income,# for#which# later# surveyors# set# out# to#measure# the# city# plotHbyHplot#with#
greater#accuracy.#Cadastral#plans#may#also#show#a#different#level#of#accuracy#amongst#features#
in# the# map,# mainly# because# of# the# function# of# the# map# as# a# tax# register;# defense# systems#
around#the#city#in#these#maps#may#also#show#a#different#level#of##detail#than#we#find#in#older#
maps.# The# previous# aspects# are# important# to# take# into# account# in# the# finding# of# ‘accurate’#
sources#to#use#as#references#for#intermediate#comparison#to#early#maps.##
Even#though#differences#exist#between#maps,#maps#need#to#be#compared#in#order#to#establish#
spatial# relationships,#which#are# required# for# assessing# their# accuracy.#Comparing#early#maps#
requires#an#extensive#visual#analysis#and#interpretation#of#features#(buildings,#bastions,#mills,#
water# channels# among# other# features)# in# order# to# identify# those# features# that# can# be#
compared.# This# is# necessary# to# identify# common# features# that# can# be# used# as# references#
between# modern# cartography# and# older# maps.# These# are# then# used# as# control# points# for#
assigning#geographic#references#to#the#early#map#or#as#check#points#in#later#analysis.#However,#
the# correspondence# between# the# points# represented# in# an# early# map# and# their# original#







In# this# research#we# found#that# the#choice#of#objects#are#depicted# in#early#maps#reflected#the#
order#of# importance# in#depiction,# in#agreement#with# the#mapmaker’s# intention,#and#directly#
related#to#the#original#map#function.#This#ranking#is#what#we#called#in#this#research#“priority#in#
the#depiction”.#Mapping#“priorities”#aid#our#understanding#of#the#context#of#accuracy#and#map#
function,# i.e.# that# elements# depicted#with# higher# priority# will# also# be# depicted#with# greater#
accuracy#than#those#with#lower#priority.#Priority#can#be#also#very#useful#in#the#selection#of#an#
early# map# for# specific# application.# Results# regarding# priority# in# the# depiction# indicate# that#
priority,#like#accuracy,#can#greatly#differ#from#map#to#map.#However,#differences#in#priority#are#
not# always# clear.# In# general,# in# the# maps# studied,# there# were# two# areas# showing# a# clear#
difference#in#the#depiction#of#features,#reflected#in#different#values#of#accuracy:#the#inner#and#
the# outer# boundary# of# the# city,# usually# defined# by# the#major#water# channel# surrounding# it.#
This#difference# in#accuracy#also# indicates#a#higher#priority# for# features#belonging# to# the#city#








outside# the# city# areas# are# less# clear.# For# this# reason,# in# the# assessment# of# accuracy# in# early#




test# relationships# between# objects# depicted# on# maps,# map# purpose# and# function.# In# the#
analysis#of#categories,#we#have#noted#how#a#very#different#approach#such#as#clustering,#gives#us#
results#very#similar#to#the#ones#we#get#from#a#twoHdimensional#analysis#of#horizontal#error#or#
even# when# compared# to# results# of# NSSDA# accuracy.# We# could# also# easily# visualize# the#
relationship#between#maps#belonging#to#different#stages#of#mapmaking.##
By#using#the#NSSDA#method#we#found#relationships#between#maps,#which#helped#reveal#the#
process# of# copying# or# reHuse# of# maps.# By# using# this# method,# similarities# and# differences#
between#maps#were#easier#to#identify#and#quantify.##
Although# new# accuracy# specifications# have# been# developed# to# accommodate# changes# in#
technology#and#use#of#digital#data,#the#application#of#accuracy#assessment#procedures#to#early#
maps# requires# a# different# approach# to# those# applied# to#modern#maps.# Since# little# is# known#
about# the# precise# technique,# instrumentation# and# process# of# the#making# of# early#maps,# the#
application# of# complex# tools# that# require# a# good# knowledge# of# the# source# renders# these#








around# the# city#were# state# property,# they#were# not# listed# and# therefore# they#may# not# be# as#
reliable# as# other# features# in# this#map.# The# early# cadastral#map# also# showed# a# difference# in#
accuracy# in#relation#to#the# inner#and#outer#areas#of#the#city.#This#difference#has#an#effect#on#
the#outcome#of# accuracy# in# early#maps,#which# also# show#a# similar#difference#between# inner#
and#outer# areas#of# the# city;# however,# this# effect#does#not# completely# explain# the#differences#
found#by#categories#in#these#maps.#Limitations#due#to#the#conservation#of#the#paper#maps#also#
affect# the# maps.# PreHcadastral# maps,# although# closer# in# time# to# early# maps# than# to# other#




may# originally# have# been# presented# as# individual# pieces# representing# different# areas# of# the#
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city.# Because# of# this,# an# additional# procedure# may# be# necessary# prior# to# the# use# of# early#
cadastral#maps#as#intermediate#sources#of#information.##
Other# important# sources# that# can# support# researching# on# early# maps# are# what# we# called#
‘auxiliary# maps’.# These# maps# were# primarily# used# as# a# visual# reference# to# aid# in# the#
interpretation#of#features#from#map#to#map#and#to#assist#in#establishing#relationships#between#





Specific#attention# is# required#to#obtain#clarity#as# to#how#the#historical# source# is# transformed#
and# distorted# (deliberately# or# unconsciously)# from# its# original# version# during# digital#
processing,# and#how# that# distortion# influences# the# conclusions# about# reliability.# Early#maps#
are# susceptible# to# the# effect# of# transformations# in# different# stages# of# digital# processing:#
acquisition,#geoHreferencing#and# the#application#of#digital# corrections.# In# the#digital#process,#
the# original# context# of# the# early# map# is# often# lost# due# to# the# subsequent# effect# of# digital#
processes,#with# serious#consequences# for# the# interpretation#of# the#evidence# it#provides.#This#
led#to#our#decision#to#minimize#“alteration(s)”#during#digital#processing#as#much#as#possible,#
maintaining#a#version#of#the#early#map#as#close#as#possible#to#the#original#source.#As#a#result#of#
this,# the#use# of# simple#digital# transformations#was#preferred# to#more# sophisticate# ones.#The#
effects#of#digital#processing#on#the#reliability#of#the#source#should#be#taken#into#account#when#







After# testing# different# transformations# used# during# the# geoHreferencing# of# early# maps,# we#
concluded# that,# although# sophisticated# modern# tools# for# geometrical# transformation# of#






Results# of# our# experiments# indicated# that# the# best# method# to# apply# is# the# Helmert# 4H
parameter# transformation.# This# transformation# permitted# the# assigning# of# a# geographical#
reference#to#the#early#map#without#altering#its#geometry.#The#advantage#of#this#transformation#
over# the# twoHpoint# (scaling#and# rotating)# transformation# is# that# the#Helmert# transformation#
allows# the# use# of# more# than# two# control# points,# making# more# complete# use# of# the# points#








As# part# of# the# processes# of# geoHreferencing# and# spatial# analysis#we#made# a# clear# distinction#
between# the#GCPs# and# the# checkpoints# used# independently# in# each# of# these# processes.# The#
accuracy#of#the#point#alignment#laid#the#foundation#not#only#for#the#geoHreferencing,#but#also#
for# the# complete# spatial# analysis.# # However,# the# choice# of# good# and# reliable# GCPs# can# be#
problematic.#The#main#issue#here#is#that#we#need#to#know#about#the#historical#conventions#of#
how#to#draw#since#this#was#part#of#the#education#of#the#cartographer.#This#is# important#as#it#
can# help# in# identifying# relevant# common# points# between# maps.# If# we# can# reconstruct# the#
historical# process# of# design,#measurement,#mapmaking,# and# a#map’s# (reH)use,#we# can#better#
select#our#common#points.#However,#in#practice,#this#is#not#always#possible#to#achieve.##In#just#
a#few#cases#we#know#the#original#sketches#or#visual#display#of#measured#angles#by#the#surveyor,#
which# we# can# use# to# compare# with# the# maps.# But# for# many# maps,# this# kind# of# data# is#
unavailable,# and# we# can# only# guess# what# points# the# surveyor# could# have# used# in# order# to#
create#the#map.#For#some#Dutch#early#maps#it#is#possible#to#find#useful#information#about#their#
mapmaking# in# books# and# materials# used# for# the# education# of# the# surveyors# and# military#
engineers# in# the# past.# Documentation# from# the# first# school# for# military# engineers# and#
surveyors# in# 1600,#known#as# the#Duytsche!Mathematique,# is# still# available.#More# specifically,#
the#maps#often# reveal# the#order# in# fortification#design#using# letters# as# references# for# further#
explanations#on#the#text.#Also#some#notes#often#are#found#in#the#margins#of#the#maps,#which#
sometimes# explain# objects# depicted# in# the#map# illustrating# the# process# of#mapmaking.# The#
user# of# early# Dutch# maps# will# find# other# important# sources# of# information# in# books# with#
practical# information#on#how#to#design#fortification#works#and#how#to#survey,#which#allow#a#
better# comparison# of# theory# and# practice.# # However,# the# user# needs# to# be# aware# that# for#
particular#cases,#this#information#may#be#insufficient.##
Regarding# geoHreferencing# and# analyzing# early# maps,# there# are# two# important# questions#
presentHday#users#may#have#to#answer:#1)#How#many#points#are#needed#and#2)#where#can#these#
be# located#best?# Ideally,#GPSs# and# checkpoints# used#during# geoHprocessing# and# analysis# are#
evenly# distributed# across# the# map# area# covering# it# completely,# but# this# requirement# is#
unrealistically# strict# for# early# maps.# Common# points# between# sources# are# often# difficult# to#
find,# especially# when# they# represent# different# periods# in# time.# To# avoid# this# problem,# we#
recommend,#based#on#experience#from#our#cases#study#of#the#cities#of#Zwolle#and#Leiden,#the#
following# procedure.# First,# choose,# after# a# careful# examination# of# common# areas# between#
maps,#a#set#of#common#points,#avoiding,#as#far#as#is#possible,#congregations#of#points#near#one#
another,# and# choose# instead# as# “evenly’# distributed# a# set# of# points# as# the#map# permits.# To#
select#check#points,#divide#the#map#into#four#quadrants,#aiming#at#including#20%#of#the#wellH
defined#and#readily#identifiable#common#points#in#each#of#the#four#quadrants#of#the#map,#thus#
ensuring,# as# far# as# is# possible,# an# even#distribution# (i.e.# at# least# 20%#of# the#points# are# to#be#
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located# in# each# quadrant# of# the# studied# area# and# spaced# at# intervals# of# at# least# 10%# of# the#




the# more# similar# the# sizes# of# the# classes# are# (and# the# closer# they# are# to# 20# in# number,# as#
mentioned#previously),#the#more#reliable#the#results#will#be.#In#the#event#that#there#are#too#few#
wellHdefined#points#in#a#defined#category,#it#may#be#necessary#to#redefine#categories.##
As# for# the# second# question,# the# best# places# for# identifying# points# may# be# large# historical#
landmarks,#including#buildings#(city#walls,#churches#or#other#buildings#or#what#remains#from#
them,#which#may#be#catalogued# for# reasons#of# cultural#heritage).#These#points#are#preferred#





used# when# there# is# enough# evidence# of# no# realigning# (naturally# or# not)# of# those# features#
during# time.#Natural# changes# and# reHbuilding#of# new# cities#have# an# important# effect# on# the#
partial# or# complete# change# of# landmarks.# This# fact# should# be# also# considered# during# the#
selection# of# possible# control# or# checking# points# during# geoHreferencing# and# accuracy#
assessment.#




















circumstances# 3# and# 4# should# be# also# analyzed# carefully# since# they# can# lead# to# a#
misinterpretation#of# features#or# to# an#exaggeration#of# inaccuracy# values.#A#higher# error# in# a#
single#point#or#for#a#couple#of#points#can#be#an#indication#of#an#anomaly#in#the#dataset.#To#find#
these#anomalies#a#local#analysis#of#the#errors#is#suggested,#since#a#highly#inaccurate#point#may#
have# been# misinterpreted,# although# it# could# also# be# an# indicator# of# real# inaccuracy# in# the#
drawing.# In# such# cases,# the# point# should# remain# part# of# the# sample# since# it# reflects# the#
accuracy#of#the#drawing.##It#is#also#important#to#recognize#that#it#is#difficult,#sometimes#even#
impossible,# to# differentiate# between# real# changes# and# inaccuracies# in# a# drawing,# especially#
when# the# information# about# the# historical# context# is# poor# or# does# not# exist# at# all.# The#
impossibility# of# tracking# changes# over# time# may# be# an# obstacle# in# establishing# what# is# a#




used# to# make# maps# were# less# standardized# and# the# measures# to# control# the# accuracy# and#
reliability#of#maps#were#not#of#particular#interest.##This#makes#the#range#of#factors#that#affect#
the#accuracy#and#reliability#of#these#maps#very#broad.##Errors#in#maps#can#occur#in#any#stage#of#
the#mapmaking#process,# including# land# surveying# (techniques#and# instruments),#design#and#
drawing,# and# transferring# of#measurements# onto# a# paper# (or# other#material).# # Furthermore,#
additional# processes# of# copying# and# reHuse# are# also# susceptible# to# errors.# Errors# occurring#
during# the# process# of# mapmaking# and# land# surveying# will# manifest# themselves# in# objects#
depicted# in# the# map,# making# them# different,# to# some# extent,# from# the# real# objects# the#
mapmaker# intended# to# depict.# Errors# in# early# maps# affect# the# size,# shape# and# spatial#





the#map# closer# the# original# one.#However,# digital# treatment# requires# the#use# of# geometrical#
transformations,# which# also# involve# spatial# alterations.# Whether# the# use# of# treatments# to#
correct# the# effects# of# a# damaging# preservation# process# is# positive# or# not,# depends# on# the#
purpose# the# map# is# needed# for,# the# extension# and# importance# of# the# alteration# and# the#
affected#area.#
Quantitative# accuracy# and# accuracy# standards# provided# by# Maling# (1989)# and# the# United#
States# Geological# Survey# (USGS),# were# important# for# our# research.#Measuring# accuracy#was#
possible,#by#comparing#early#maps#to#other,#more#accurate#maps.# #We#used#modern#maps#as#






specifications# normally# found# in# modern# maps# (e.g.# indication# of# accuracy,# geographic#
references#and#even#scale).##
Research#on#how#a#specific#source#serves#specific#purposes#involves#different#stages#of#review.#




steps# in# the# assessment# of# accuracy# in# early# maps.# The# precision# and# care# used# in# the#




which# adds# uncertainty# to# the# acquisition# process,# possibly# resulting# in# errors.# A# complete#
knowledge# of# technical# processes# applied# during# the# data# acquisition# process# allows# one# to#
analyze#the#specifications#(resolution,#distance#cameraHtarget)#used#and#draw#conclusions#on#
how# these# methods# might# be# sources# of# error.# Data# acquisition# affects# the# complete# geoH
processing#pipeline# since#errors# introduced# in# this# step#will# affect# the# final# results.#The#user#




affects# the# borders# of# the# image.# # Based# on# analysis# that# allows# the# user# to# measure# the#
distortion#of#the#acquired#source,#the#user#may#then#decide#if#this#source#is#accurate#enough#to#
continue#with# the# processing# of# the# data,# or# whether# an# additional# correction# is# necessary.#
What# the#user#needs# to#be#aware#of# is# that,#although#there# is#a#greater# range#of#methods# to#
correct# distortions,# additional# alterations# may# be# introduced# during# this# stage,# which# may#





Differences# in# projection# and# representation# including# twoHdimensional# and# threeH
dimensional# effects,# and# a# mixture# of# these# complicate# the# comparison# between# early# and#
modern#maps.##We#searched#for#similarities#and#differences#amongst#different#representations#
of# the# same# object# (shape,# size# and# location)# and# the# reason# that# accompanied# differences.#
However,# interpretation# of#map# features# can#be# biased# if# the#historical# context# is# not# taken#









common#that#only#part#of# the#early#map#may#be#assessable#due# to# the#coverage#of# the#
drawn# area,# which,# consequently,# lack# represented# objects# in# common# areas# between#
the# reference,# intermediate# and#other# sources.#This# is# also# applicable# for# the# soHcalled#
“island# maps”# which# contain# only# the# representation# of# the# city# from# an# external#
boundary# to# the# center,# but# not# the# external# area# linked# to# it.# In# some# cases# the#
restriction#in#the#assessment#may#only#affect#the#source#used#intermediately.#
(2) Early#maps#may#be#influenced#by#the#copying#process#(reHuse)#from#map#to#map.#In#early#
maps,# some# features# (not# necessarily# reflecting# the# main# purpose# of# the# map)# might#
have#been#copied#from#a#different#map.#Copied#features#may#retain#similar#accuracy#to#
the# original#map# from#where# they#were# copied,# but# show# different# accuracy# from# the#
features#added#in#the#new#map.#This#difference#in#accuracy#will#bias#a#global#assessment#
and#may#influence#local#accuracy#assessments.#
(3) In# early#maps,# errors#may# not# be# constant# across# the#map# area.# This# emphasizes# the#
need#to#assess#early#maps#locally,# instead#of#globally.# #Besides#detecting#the#distortions#
introduced# by# repeated# copying# from#map# to#map,# global# assessment#may# serve# as# a#
reference#to#get#an#idea#of#the#accuracy#of#the#map,#but#it#can#be#negatively#influenced#








maps# rather# than# in# the# surroundings,# which# showed# larger# errors.# Differences# in#
accuracy# between# inner# and# outer# areas# led# us# to# separate# the# analysis# of# accuracy# in#
early#maps#by#areas.##
(5) Early# maps# present# differences# in# content# from# other# maps# (earlier# or# modern)# even#
when# depicting# the# same# geographical# area.# Detailed# differences# in# the# depiction# of#
features# and# the# inclusion#or# exclusion#of# features# (relevant#or# irrelevant# to# the#map’s#
purpose)# will# also# arise# reflecting# the# relative# accuracy# of# early# maps,# early# cadastral#
maps#and#modern#maps.#An#example#of#this#is#provided#by#commercial#maps,#which#in#
our# cases# showed# the# central# area# of# the# city# depicted# with#much# higher# detail# than#
shown#in#other#(nonHcommercial)#maps.##






(7) Although# defining# the# purpose# of# a# map# is# paramount# in# reliability# assessment,# the#
relation# between# purpose# and# accuracy# is# not# always# possible# to# test.# This# applies#
especially# to# design#maps,#which#were# not# always# (completely)# executed.# If# they#were#
not# (completely)# realized,# then# there# is# little# point# in# comparing# them# to# any# real#
situation.#But# even# if# the#plans#were# realized,# they# cannot# always#be# compared# to# the#
situation# for# which# they#were# originally# developed.# This# also#makes# an# assessment# of#
accuracy# impossible.# In# cases# of# design# maps,# accuracy# can# be# only# tested# when# the#
design#is#executed,#resulting#in#a#real#situation.#
(8) In#early#maps,#objects#relevant#to#the#purpose#of#the#map#are#depicted#more#accurately#
than#others#of# less# importance.#For#example,# in#our#study#we#noticed#that# fortification#
maps# of# both# cities# showed# high# accuracy# values# in# features# such# as# the# city# wall,#









helps# to# identify#differences# in# the#depiction#of# the# same# features# in#different# sources.#
However,#features#may#be#misinterpreted,#especially#when#the#historical#context#is#poor#





The#way# lines# and# objects# are# drawn# on# each#map,#may# be,# perhaps# surprisingly,# the#
biggest#obstacle#when#comparing#early#and#modern#maps.#Various#criteria#and#standards#
applicable#to#modern#maps,#including,#e.g.,#the#depiction#of#the#third#dimension,#which#
differs# greatly# from# that# in#modern#maps,#may# not# be# applied# directly# to# early#maps.#
Because#of# this,#early#maps#are#unlikely# to#meet# the#accuracy#standards#that#a#modern#
map#ought# to#satisfy.#Additional#aspects# to#consider# in# relation# to#differences#between#
maps#are# real# changes#over# time.#Differences# in# relation# to# the#presence#or#absence#of#
features# in# early#maps#may# be# also# found.# These# differences# can# be# the# result# of# the#
mapmaking#process,#which# is# related# to# the#purpose#of# the#map;# interpretation#of# the#
mapmaker,#or#influence#by#cultural#events#during#the#time#the#map#was#made.##
(12) The#reliability#assessment#of#early#maps#depends#on#several#events#that#have#taken#place#
before,# during# and# after# the#map#was#made,#which# are# often# not# available# in# records,#
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which# makes# this# assessment# a# very# subjective# matter.# Even# when# a# reliability#
assessment# would# be# desirable,# a# reliability# assessment# in# early# maps# is# not# always#
achievable# due# to# innumerable# constraints# on# the# historical# background# of# the# map.#
However,# even# in# those# cases# when# reliability# is# ultimately# too# difficult# to# assess,# an#
attempt# to# assess# the# reliability# of# a#map#will# result# in# the#better# use# of# the#map# as# a#
historical# or# spatial# source.# In# most# of# the# cases# a# source# may# be# unreliable# simply#
because#there#is#insufficient#evidence#to#catalogue#it#as#reliable.##
We#were#not#always#able#to#study#the#relation#between#purpose#and#accuracy#in#all#the#maps#
studied,# especially# in# design# maps# never# executed,# which,# cannot# be# compared# to# a# real#
situation.# In# the# twelve# points#mentioned# above,# we# found# note# several# circumstances# that#
restrict# the# use# of# early#maps# –# not# only# in# this# study# but# also# in# any# study# involving# early#
maps#as# tools#of# research.#The# impossibility#of#using# the#complete#area#of# the#map#plus# the#
difference# in# coverage# between#different# sources#will# reduce# the# effective#map# area# (i.e.# the#
one# susceptible# to# reliability# assessment# and# therefore# for# further# use# as# a# research# tool)#
considerably.# It# is# also# important# to# take# into# account# that# assessment# may# be# biased# by#









in# understanding# the# origin# of# the# map# and# in# helping# him# to# make# decisions# during# the#
reliability# assessment# process.# Although# we# consider# it# valid# to# approach# historical# and#
technical#backgrounds#of# early#maps# separately,# the# validity#of# the# spatial# assessment# is#not#
completely#independent#of#the#historical#evidence.#Research#needs#to#be#conducted#in#order#to#
understand#the#content#of#a#map#and#the#technical#historical#background.#It#is#also#important#
to# understand# the# importance# of# identifying# the# original# map’s# function,# the# mapmaker’s#
intention# and# the#methods#of# land# surveying# and#measuring# techniques#used# in# the#past# to#
produce# maps.# This# information# will# facilitate# the# understanding# of# how# errors# in#
measurements#occur.##Evidence#from#old#documents,#original#measurements#and#comparison#
with#other#sources#can#be#useful# tools# to#detect# them.#However,# it# is#unlikely# that#historical#
evidence#will# be# available# for# every# individual#map# and# some# errors# will# be# not# detectable.#
This#information,#together#with#the#user’s#purpose#in#reHusing#a#map,#will#help#the#assessment#







1. Who#was# the# creator# of# this#map?# Inspiration?# Sources# (new# survey?# other#maps?#
travelers’#reports?)#Created#for#what#purpose?#When?#Over#what#time#span?##
2. Who# funded# its# creation?# Why?# On# what# basis?# Patron?# Client?# Customers?#





























11. How# did# this# compare# with# previous# output# in# that# geographical# area# or# in# that#
branch#of#cartography?#Is#there#original#thinking#in#evidence?#New#sources?##
12. New# perspectives?# Or# reworking# of# existing# (even# outdated)# material?# Inertia?#
Censorship# (which# may# be# covert# or# overt).# Did# it# have# an# impact# on# current# or# later#
cartographic#work?##




15. Method# of# data# collection?# Carried# out# by# whom?# Level# of# experience?# Support#
backHup?#Technology#available?#Utilized?#Where#was#the#production#center?##
16. 'Hidden# rules# of# cartographic# imagery'# H# geometry,# projection,# ideological# filtering#
out# (of# the# poor,# of# the# native,# of# the# itinerant# &# the# temporary,# of# that# which# has# no#










19. Context:# local,# national# and# international# trends?# Religious?# Philosophical?#
Political?# Military?# Commercial?# Immediate# political# climate?# Public# concerns?#
Personal/private#agenda?##
20. Associated/complementary# sources?# Was# it# part# of# a# larger# memoir,# or# is# there#
ancillary# written# information# to# be# consulted?# Interaction# with# other# sources?# Shared#
vision?# Part# of# a# larger# movement# (British# Isles,# international)?# Competition?#
Contradiction?#Hostility?##
21. In# the#overall# process#of# creating# and#using# this#map,#what# sort#of# interests#did# it#











sources# used# to# construct# the# data# set# and# steps# taken# to# process# the# data# and# the#
transformations# involved# in# the# production# process.# Lineage# is# concerned#with# historical#
and#compilation#aspects#of# the#data,#such#as#source#of# the#data;#content#of# the#data;#data#
capture# specifications;# geographic# coverage# of# the# data;# compilation#method# of# the# data;#





How# closely# the# coordinate# descriptions# of# features# compare# to# their# actual# location#
(Minnesota#DOT,#2001).#A#more#specific#definition#of#accuracy#regarding#a#point#location#is#
made#by#Gregory# (2003:64)# as# “the#difference#between# the#point’s# coordinates# in# the#GIS#
and#the#coordinates#accepted#as#existing#in#the#real#world”,#which#can#be#simplified#as#the#
difference#between# the#coordinates# in# the#map#being#assessed#and# the#coordinates#of# the#
“accepted”# as# high# accurate# reference# source215.# Absolute# accuracy:# how# closely# the#
coordinates#of#a#point# in#the#dataset#agree#with#the#coordinates#of#the#same#point#on#the#
ground;# relative# accuracy:# positional# consistency# of# the# data# point# feature# in# relation# to#
other#local#data#points#or#features#within#the#same#or#another#reference#data#set;#geometric#





It# refers# to# how# thoroughly# and# correctly# the# features# in# the# data# set# are# described.#
(Minnesota#DOT,#2001).#This#term#is#also#known#as#thematic#accuracy.#Attribute#accuracy#is#







Logical# consistency# refers# to# degree# of# adherence# of# the# data# to# logical# rules# of# data#
structure,# attribution# and# relationship.#This# is,# the# absence#of# apparent# contradictions# in#






with# an# absolute# value.# In# this# regard# it# is# also# important# to# consider# that# not# matter# how# accurate# be# the#
instruments#“all#survey#and#map#production#processes#inevitably#introduce#error#at#some#stage”#(Harley#1975,#in#
Maling:#144,#1989)#which#is#also#affecting#representations#of#the#real#world#or#what#we#call#“high#accurate”#maps.#




using# information# that# is# contained#within# the# data,# which# typically# include# spatial# data#










or# phenomena# being# mapped# (Minnesota# DOT,# 2001).# Completeness# is# also# defined# as#
presence# and# absence# of# features# against# the# specified# content.# SubHmeasures:# omission,#
regarding# features# representing#objects#but# are#not#present# in# the#data# and,# commission,#
regarding#features#representing#objects#present#in#the#data.#Both#omission#and#commission#
refer# to# objects# that# conform# to# the# specified# data# content# (ordnance# Survey,# OS#
MasterMap).# It# includes# consideration# of# holes# in# the# data,# unclassified# areas,# and# any#
compilation# procedures# that#may# have# caused# data# to# be# eliminated.#Data# completeness#
can# be# described# by# listing# the# features# included# in# the# data# and# whether# the# data# are#







necessarily# the# same.# Constraints,# refers# to# legal# or# contractual# constraints# to# the# access#
and#application#of#data#(USAH#SDTS,#the#CEN/TC287217#and#the#ISO/TC211);#and#the#costs#
(Aronoff,#1989),#considering#the#direct#cost#as#the#price#paid#for#a#data#set#and#indirect#costs#







selected# model# (Salgé,# 1995).# It# is# assessed# by# measuring# the# number# of# errors# of#







by# # CEN/TC287# and# ISO/TC211.# This# term# is# also# known# as# temporal# information# (ICA,#
1995)#or#as#time#(Aronoff,#1989).##
Some#subH#elements#have#been#distinguished#in#CEN/TC287#and#in#ISO/TC211:##






temporal# validity# can# take# on# one# of# the# following# three# values:# “outHofHdate”,# “valid”# or#
“not_yet_valid”.#This#term#is#also#mentioned#as#data#status#(FGDC218,#1994)#or#“currentness”#
of#the#data#set#(Minnesota#DOT,#2001).#
3.# Temporal# consistency# (ISO):# how#well# ordered# events# are# recorded# in# the# dataset# (life#










The# term# homogeneity# is# defined# by# the# CEN/TC287# as# “a# textual# and# qualitative#
description#of#the#expected#or#tested#uniformity#of#quality#parameters#in#a#geographic#data#











or# theme.# It# is# directly# linked#with# accuracy,# and# is# also#used# to#determine#how#useful# a#
given#database#is#for#a#particular#application.#Two#databases#with#the#same#accuracy#levels#
but# different# levels# of# resolution# do# not# have# the# same# quality.# # This# element# is# mostly#
encountered# as# a# subHelement# of# other# spatial# data# quality# elements# or# other# metadata#
elements.#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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gesponsord# wordt# door# de# Nederlandse# Organisatie# voor# Wetenschappelijk# onderzoek#
(NWO).# Het# richt# zich# op# de# ontwikkeling# van# nieuwe# methoden# voor# het# gebruik# van#
historische# manuscriptkaarten# bij# virtuele# stedelijke# cartografie# en# andere# ruimtelijke#
toepassingen.# We# hebben# ons# gericht# op# vroege# stadsplattegronden# en#
fortificatietekeningen# van# de# Lage# Landen# uit# de# 16e# en# 17e# eeuw# in# de# Nederlandse# en#
Europese# collecties.# We# hebben# onderzocht# hoe# oude# kaarten#
gebruikt#kunnen#worden#als#ruimtelijke# of# historische# bronnen# bij# onderzoek# en# andere#
toepassingen.# Aangezien# het# niet# duidelijk# is# hoe# deze# kaarten# zich# verhouden# tot# de#
oorspronkelijke# locatie# (de# echte# stad)# en# hoeveel# van# wat# is# afgebeeld# op# de# kaart#
aangepast# is# tijdens# het# maken# van# de# kaart,# hebben# we# onderzocht# hoe# de#
betrouwbaarheid# en# de# precisie# van# deze# kaarten# kunnen#worden# vastgesteld# voordat# ze#
worden# gebruikt.#Deze# toetsing# is# nodig# om#de# grenzen# van# bruikbare# informatie# vast# te#
stellen.#Als# gevolg# van#vroegere# landmeetkundige# technieken#en#methodes#om#kaarten# te#
maken,# hebben# oude# kaarten# beperkingen.# Door# het# bestuderen# van# de# opleiding# van#
kaartenmakers#en# landmeters#en#door#het#vergelijken#van#verschillende#kaarten,#proberen#
we# te# begrijpen# hoe# kaarten# werden# gemaakt# en# hoe# we# hun# betrouwbaarheid# kunnen#
beoordelen.# Met# behulp# van# een# aantal# vroege# Nederlandse# stadsplattegronden#
analyseerden#we#de#ruimtelijke#eigenschappen#van#deze#kaarten#en#de#weergave#van#de#stad#
als# een# echt# terrein# en# als# historische# bron.# We# gebruikten# een# specifieke# en# beperkte#
selectie# van#moderne#methoden# en# technieken# van# geoHverwerking# om# de# afbeelding# op#




digitale# technieken# van# geoHverwerking# om# de# oude# kaarten# te# vergelijken#met#moderne#
cartografische# bronnen# en# met# de# kadastrale# kaart# uit# de# periode# 1830H1840.# De#
nauwkeurigheid# hebben# we# niet# alleen# gemeten# door# te# kijken# naar# de# oude# kaart# als#
geheel,# maar# ook# naar# de# verschillende# aspecten.# We# hebben# een# specifieke# procedure#
gevolgd#om#verbanden#tussen#nauwkeurigheid#en#prioriteit# in#de#afbeelding#te#vinden.#De#
resultaten# worden# gebruikt# als# een# middel# om# oude# kaarten# te# analyseren# door# ook# de#
historische#context#achter#hun#kaartproductie#in#beschouwing#te#nemen.#
Twee#verschillende#steden#werden#gebruikt#om#de#nauwkeurigheid#en#betrouwbaarheid#van#
de# oude# Nederlandse# stadsplattegronden# te# onderzoeken.# De# case# study# van# de#
Nederlandse# stad# Zwolle# diende# als# basis# # om# technische# procedures# toe# te# passen# die#
  302!
gebruikelijk#zijn#bij#de#ruimtelijke#wetenschappen#om#oude#kaarten#te#bestuderen.#De#case#
study# van# Leiden# werd# gebruikt# om# het# verband# vast# te# stellen# tussen# geschiedkundig#
bewijs#en#technische#nauwkeurigheid#door#het#bestuderen#van#de#relatie#tussen#de#functie#
en#het#gebruik#van#oude#kaarten#met#betrekking#tot#technische#nauwkeurigheid.#Daarnaast#
hebben# we,# op# basis# van# de# case# study# van# Zwolle,# moeilijkheden# en# beperkingen#
onderzocht# die# # voortkomen#uit# de# vergelijkingen# tussen# oude# en#moderne#bronnen.#We#
bestudeerden#de# verschillende# aspecten# (zoals# 3DHeffecten# en#de# overeenkomst# tussen#de#
kenmerken# van# kaartHnaarHkaart)# door# te# kijken# naar# de# verschillen# in:# afbeelding# van#
functies,#de#afbeelding#van#de#kaart##en#de#verschillende#stadia#van#de#werkwijze#om#kaarten#
te#maken.#Onze#hypothese#is#dat#een#juiste#interpretatie#van#kenmerken#afgebeeld#op#oude#
kaarten# uiteindelijk# zal# leiden# tot# een# betrouwbaar# gebruik# van# digitale# kaarten.# We#
gebruikten# in# elke# gevalstudie#de# kadastrale# kaart# van# 1832# als# een# tussenbron#om#ons# te#
helpen#de#kenmerken#van#zowel#oude#als#moderne#bronnen#gemakkelijker#en#objectiever#te#
interpreteren.#
In# de# voorgestelde# methodologie# maakten# we# een# onderscheid# tussen# historische# en#
technische# contexten.# Als# je# de# historische# context# in# acht# neemt,# moet# je# kijken# naar#






kenmerken,# 3.# GeoHreferentie# of# registratie,# 4.# Ruimtelijke# analyse# en# 5.# Integratie# van#
historische#en#technische#contexten.#
Om#de#meest#geschikte#methoden#voor#de#bepaling#van#geografische#coördinaten#op#oude#
kaarten# en# digitale# verwerking# te# bepalen,# onderzochten# we# verschillende# technische#
benaderingen# van#moderne# geoHverwerking,#met# inbegrip# van# onder#meer# het# testen# van#
transformatiemethoden.#De# resultaten# van#de# experimenten# tonen#aan#dat#de#Helmert# 4H
parameters#transformatie#de#beste#methode#is.#Wij#testten#twee#punt#(4#parameters),#Affine#
(6# parameters)# en# Helmert# (4# parameters)# transformaties.# Voor# elk# berekenden# we# de#
parameters#die#nodig#zijn#om#de#positie,#oriëntatie#en#grootte#van#oude#kaarten#met#zo#min#
mogelijk# vervorming# op# te# lijnen# aan# de# moderne# data.# Ruimtelijke# analyse# wordt#







veroorzaakt# door# meettechnieken# en# hun# oorspronkelijke# functie# en# context.# Door# te#
bestuderen#hoe#de#kaarten#werden#gebruikt,# is#een#aantal#parameters#ontwikkeld#om#hun#
nut#voor#historisch#onderzoek# te#beoordelen.#Het#belang#van#het#onderzoek#zit# ‘m# in#het#
integreren# van# historische# bronnen# van# stedelijke# cartografie# en# gereedschappen# voor#
digitaal# onderzoek/ontwerp.# De# belangrijkste# doelstelling# is# het# ontwikkelen# van#
methodologieën#die#a)#de#onderzoekers#de#mogelijkheid#geven#om#historische#kaarten#en#
aanverwante# bronnen# nauwkeuriger# te# gebruiken# wanneer# zij# worden# gebruikt# als#
ruimtelijke#bronnen,# zodat#b)# gebruikers#betere# technische#manipulaties# en#de# risico's# op#
verstoring# van#de#waarheid#herkennen#die# inherent# zijn# aan#het#proces.#Het#uiteindelijke#










dirigido# al# estudio# de# mapas# antiguos# de# ciudades# y# fortificaciones# de# los# países# bajos,#
durante#los#siglos#16#y#17,#provenientes#de#diferentes#archivos##holandeses#y#europeos.#Como#
parte# de# esta# investigación,# hemos# estudiado# como#mapas# antiguos# pueden# usarse# como#
fuentes#históricas# y# espaciales#de# investigación# y# # en#otras# aplicaciones,# dado#que# #no# # es#
completamente# claro# como# estos# mapas# están# relacionados# con# su# situación# original# (la#
ciudad#real)# #y#cuanto# lo#que#está#representado#en#el#mapa#ha#sido#modificado#durante# la#
creación#del#mismo;#también,#hemos#investigado#como##la#credibilidad#y#precisión#de#estos#
mapas# puede# ser# evaluada# antes# de# su# uso.# Esta# evaluación# es# necesaria# para# definir# los#
limites# de# uso# de# la# información.# Mapas# antiguos# muestran# limitaciones# # debido# a# las#




ser# evaluada.# Utilizando# el# mismo# grupo# de# mapas,# hemos# analizado# sus# características#
espaciales# y# la# representación#de# la# ciudad# como#un#paisaje# real# y# como# fuente# histórica.#
Para#explorar#el#contenido#de#los#mapas#antiguos#hemos#utilizado#una#selección#especifica#
de#métodos#y#técnicas##modernas#de#procesamiento#geográfico.#A#través#de#la#combinación#
de# estas# técnicas# con# procedimientos# de# estándares# espaciales# para# la# evaluación# de# la#
confiabilidad# de# mapas,# hemos# creado# algunos# ejemplos# de# cómo# enfocar# el# estudio# de#
mapas# antiguos.# Para# determinar# que# tan# exactos# son# los# mapas# en# cuestión,# usamos#
técnicas#modernas#digitales#de#geoHprocesamiento#que#nos#ayudaron#a#comparar#los#mapas#
antiguos# con# fuentes# # modernas# cartográficas# y# mapas# catastrales# del# periodo# 1830H1840.##
Medimos#la#exactitud#de#los#mapas##a#nivel#global#y#local#y#con#respecto#a#varias#categorías#
definidas#en#cada#mapa.#Hemos#seguido#este#procedimiento#para#establecer#vínculos#entre#
exactitud# y# prioridad# en# la# representación# de# objetos# en# el# mapa.# Los# resultados# son#
utilizados# como#ayuda#para#analizar#mapas#antiguos# considerando# también# la# integración#
del#contexto#histórico#detrás#de#su#producción.#
Para# explorar# la# exactitud# y# confiabilidad# en# mapas# antiguos# hemos# seleccionado# dos#
ciudades#holandesas# diferentes.# # El# caso#de# estudio#de# la# ciudad#de#Zwolle# sirvió# de# base#
para# aplicar# procedimientos# técnicos# comúnmente# usados# en# ciencias# espaciales# # para#
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estudiar#mapas.#El#caso#de#estudio#de#la#ciudad#de#Leiden#se#usó#para#establecer#el#vinculo##
entre# evidencia# histórica# y# exactitud# técnica# # a# través# del# estudio# de# la# relación# entre#
función# y# uso# de# mapas# antiguos# y# con# respecto# a# la# exactitud# técnica.# Adicionalmente#
basados#en#el#estudio#de#Zwolle,#hemos#investigado#restricciones#y# limitaciones# #derivadas#
de# las# diferencias# entre# fuentes# antiguas# y# modernas.# Estudiamos# en# detalle# # diferentes#
aspectos# como# los# efectos#de# tridimensionalidad# y# la# similitud# entre# las# características#de#
mapa# a#mapa,# explorando# las# diferencias# entre:# la# representación# de# objetos# en# el#mapa,#
contenido# del# mapa# y# los# múltiples# estadios# cartográficos# durante# la# producción# de# los#
mismos.#Nuestra#hipótesis#es#que#una#interpretación#correcta#de#los#objetos#representados#
en#los#mapas#antiguos#conducirán#finalmente#a#un#uso#mas#confiable#de#los#mapas.#En#cada#
estudio# usamos# los# mapas# catastrales# de# 1832# como# intermediarios# # para# ayudarnos# a#
comparar#e# interpretar#de#una#manera#mas#fácil#y#objetiva# las#características#de# los#mapas#
tanto#antiguos#como#modernos.###
En#la#metodología#propuesta#hacemos#una#división#entre#los#contextos#histórico#y#técnico.#
El# contexto# histórico,# incluye# los#métodos# de# planeación,# levantamiento# y# producción# de#
mapas# antiguos# a# través# de# la# exploración# de# documentos# y# otras# fuentes# históricas.# El#
contexto# técnico,# incluye# una# serie# de# procedimientos# y# técnicos# digitales# para# medir# y#
analizar# la# exactitud# de# los#mapas.# En# integración# don# el# contexto# histórico# proponemos#
cinco# procesos# a# seguir# dentro# del# contexto# técnico# para# la# evaluación# de# exactitud# y#
credibilidad# de# mapas# antiguos:# 1.# Adquisición# de# datos,# 2.# Interpretación# de# las#
características# de# los# objetos# que# aparecen# en# el#mapa,# 3.# GeoHreferenciación,# 4.# Análisis#
espacial#y#5.#Integración#de#los#contextos#historio#y##técnico.#
Para#determinar#el#método#mas#adecuado#para#el#procesamiento#digital#y# la#asignación#de#
coordenadas#geográficas# a# los#mapas#antiguos,# investigamos#diferentes# enfoques# # técnicos#
de#geoprocesamiento#moderno,#incluyendo#entre#otros#pruebas#con#diferentes#métodos#de#
transformación.# Los# resultados# de# los# experimentos# indicaron# que# la# mejor# a# aplicar# a#
mapas# antiguos# es# la# transformación#Helmert# 4Hparametros.#Nuestras# pruebas# incluyeron#
las# siguientes# transformaciones:# # dos# puntos# (4# parámetros),# Affine# (6# parámetros)# y#
Helmert#(4#parámetros).#Para#cada#una#calculamos#los#parámetros#necesarios#para#definir#la#
posición,#orientación#y#tamaño#de#los#mapas#antiguos#con#referencia#a# la# fuente#moderna,#
tratando# de# distorsionar# al#mínimo# la# fuente# original.# El# análisis# espacial# es# considerado#
como#una# caracterización#de# los# errores#derivados#del# análisis#del# error#medio# cuadrático#
(RMSE)# obtenido# en# los# mapas.# También# se# incluye# el# calculo# de# la# exactitud# técnica# a#
través# del# uso# de# estándares# modernos# (NSSDA,# US# norma# nacional# para# el# calculo# de#
exactitud# espacial),# análisis# estadístico# y# análisis# de# la# # prioridad# en# la# representación# de#
objetos#en#los#mapas.##





en# la# integración#de# las# fuentes# históricas# de# cartografía# urbana# y# en# las# herramientas# de#
investigación# y# diseño.# # El# objetivo# clave# es# el# desarrollo# de#metodologías# que# a)# den# la#
posibilidad#a#los#investigadores#de#utilizar#mapas#históricos#y#fuentes#relacionadas#con#mas#
precisión,# y#que#b)#permitan#que# los#usuarios# reconozcan#mas# fácilmente#manipulaciones#
técnicas# #y# los#riesgos#de# #distorsionar#la#verdad#inherente#durante#el#proceso.# #El#objetivo#
final#es#el#de#tomar#decisiones#en#el#proceso#de#digitalización#de#una#manera##mas##explícita#





This# research# is#part#of# the# research#program#sponsored#by# the#Netherlands#Organization#
for# Scientific# research# (NWO)# entitled# “Paper# and# virtual# cities”.# It# focuses# on# the#
development# of# new# methodologies# for# the# use# of# historical# manuscript# maps# in# virtual#
urban#cartography#and#other#spatial#applications.#We#concentrated#on#early#city#maps#and#




is# represented# in# the# map# has# been# modified# from# its# original# during# the# mapmaking#
process;#we# studied#how# the# reliability# and#veracity#of# these#maps# can#be# assessed#before#
they#are#used.#This#assessment#is#necessary#to#define#the#boundaries#of#usable#information.#
Early#maps#have# limitations# due# to# older# land# surveying# and#mapHmaking# techniques.# By#
studying#the#education#of#mapmakers#and#land#surveyors#and#by#comparing#various#maps,#
we# try# to# understand# how#maps#were#made# and# to# assess# their# reliability.#Using# a# set# of#
early#Dutch#city#maps,#we#analyzed#the#spatial#properties#of#these#maps#and#their#depiction#
of# the# city# as# a# real# landscape# and#as# a#historical# source.# #We#used#a# specific# and# limited#
selection# of#modern#methods# and# techniques# of# geoHprocessing# to# explore# the# content# of#
early# maps.# By# combining# these# techniques# with# procedures# of# spatial# standards# for#
assessing#maps’# reliability,#we#created#different#examples#of#how#to#approach#the#study#of#
early#maps.#In#order#to#determine#how#accurate#the#various#maps#in#question#are,#we#used#









to# establish# the# link# between# historical# evidence# and# technical# accuracy# by# studying# the#
relationship#between#the#function#and#use#of#early#maps#with#respect#to#technical#accuracy.#
Additionally,# on# the# basis# of# the# case# study# of# Zwolle,# we# researched# difficulties# and#
constraints# resulting# from#comparisons#between#old#and#modern#sources.#We#explored# in#
detail# the# different# aspects# such# as# 3D# effects# and# the# correspondence# between# features#
from#mapHtoHmap#by#looking#at#the#differences#in:#depiction#of#features,#content#of#the#map,#
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and$ stages$ of$ the$mapmaking$ process.$ Our$ hypothesis$ is$ that$ a$ correct$ interpretation$ of$
features$depicted$on$early$maps$in$the$end$will$lead$to$a$more$reliable$use$of$digital$maps.$
We$used$the$cadastral$map$of$1832$as$an$intermediate$source$in$every$case$study$to$help$us$
to$ interpret$ features$ contained$ in$ both$ old$ and$ modern$ sources$ more$ easily$ and$ more$
objectively.$$
In$ the$ proposed$ methodology$ we$ made$ a$ distinction$ between$ historical$ and$ technical$
contexts.$ Attending$ to$ the$ historical$ context$ involves$ looking$ at$ mapmaking$ and$ land$
surveying$methods$ to$produce$early$maps$by$exploring$documents$and$historical$ sources.$$
Attending$ to$ technical$ context$ involves$ a$ series$ of$ procedures$ and$ digital$ techniques$ to$
measure$and$analyze$accuracy$in$early$city$maps.$Within$the$technical$context$we$identified$





to$ early$ maps$ and$ digital$ processing,$ we$ researched$ different$ technical$ approaches$ of$
modern$ geoJprocessing,$ including$ inter$ alia$ the$ testing$ of$ transformation$ methods.$ The$
results$ of$ the$ experiments$ indicate$ the$ best$ method$ is$ the$ Helmert$ 4Jparameters$
transformation.$We$tested$two$point$(4$parameters),$Affine$(6$parameters)$and$Helmert$(4$
parameters)$ transformations.$For$each$of$ these$we$calculated$ the$parameters$necessary$ to$
align$ the$ position,$ orientation$ and$ size$ of$ early$ maps$ to$ modern$ data$ with$ minimal$
distortion.$Spatial$analysis$is$regarded$as$a$characterization$of$errors$focused$on$the$analysis$
of$ root$ mean$ square$ errors$ (RMSE)$ found$ in$ the$ maps.$ It$ also$ includes$ calculations$ of$
technical$ accuracy$ by$ using$ modern$ NSSDA$ (national$ standard$ for$ spatial$ accuracy)$
standards,$statistical$analysis$and$analysis$of$priority$in$the$depiction.$
Differences$ in$ the$ reliability$between$maps$or$between$parts$of$ the$same$map,$are$due$ to$
measurement$techniques$and$their$original$function$and$context.$By$studying$the$context$of$
how$ maps$ were$ used,$ a$ set$ of$ parameters$ was$ developed$ to$ assess$ their$ viability$ for$
historical$ research.$ The$ importance$ of$ the$ research$ is$ in$ integrating$ historical$ sources$ of$
urban$ cartography$ and$ digital$ research/design$ tools.$ The$ key$ objective$ is$ developing$
methodologies$which$a)$permit$researchers$to$use$historical$maps$and$related$sources$more$
accurately$when$used$as$spatial$sources$and$b)$allowing$users$to$recognize$better$technical$
manipulations$and$the$risks$of$distorting$truth$inherent$in$the$process.$The$ultimate$goal$is$
to$make$choices$ in$the$process$of$digitization$more$explicit$and$to$allow$an$ethical$use$of$
historical$sources$for$research,$design$or$other$applications.$$
